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Abstract 
The technological advances in Lithium-ion batteries have created many new 
applications, including electric vehicles. In this short note, we shall explain in 
simple terms the basic physics why and how it is possible to have high energy 
capacity in Lithium-ion batteries. However, heating has been a common 
problem and without appropriate design, they might give fire and explosion 
as reported. 
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1. Introduction 

Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries [1]-[8] have high specific energy, high efficiency 
and long service life and have become the power supply in many applications. 
Billions of units are manufactured per year as electrochemical storage systems in 
renewable energy plants, power systems for electric vehicles and as power 
sources for the electronics consumer market including smart phones, tablets, 
notebooks and laptops. 

However, many field incidents occurred for Li-ion battery [9] [10] packs all 
over the world. Fires involving Li-ion batteries must therefore be studied more 
thoroughly when widely used. How a Li-ion battery will ignite by itself and what 
are the consequences under a flashover room fire should be studied. The first 
step is to understand the physics [11] [12] [13] behind why it is possible to have 
high energy capacity. 
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2. Physical Principles 

Li has atomic number 3 with 1 electron at principal quantum number n = 2 and 
single pair or 2 elections at n = 1, 1 s. The atomic structure is similar to hydro-
gen H, except that in H, the outermost electron has principal quantum number n 
= 1. The electronic binding energy for H, from Bohr’s model [14] [15] in 3D 
space symmetry is given by −R, where R is the Rydberg constant. For the Li n = 
2, 1 s electron, the electronic binding energy is given by −R/4, because the out-
ermost electron experiences of the Pauli exclusion principle, each electron in the 
atom observed equally a net +e charge due to the effective screening of the nuc-
leus by the remaining the electron charge −2e at n = 1. The total electron bind-
ing energy is thus −2R − R/4 = −9R/4. Should we ionize H, it will require an 
energy E = R. The first ionization energy of Li is not just R/4. Because when one 
electron is removed each of the remaining 2 electrons each would observe an ef-
fective +2e charge, due to charge screening of the nucleus by each of these two 
electrons, hence its total binding energy becomes −4R. 

As compared to −9R/4, an energy of 7R/4 is needed, instead of just the R/4 for 
n = 2 s orbital energy. This extra 3/2R amount is then stored up in the Li. But of 
course, Lithium is a metal having a 3D cubic crystal lattice periodic b.c. It is due 
to this lattice symmetry point group, the n = 2 s orbital becomes the conduction 
band (CB) electron, while the 2 n = 1 s orbitals formed the filled valence band 
(VB), with a separating gap G roughly of R/4. In making Li into a battery, we 
remove the CB electron, thus making it a voltage source. For most other metals, 
this voltage is just corresponding to the last electron Coulomb binding, yet for 
Lithium, it is far greater; namely 3/2R greater. This extra amount requires that 
the VB 2 s orbitals be suppressed lower thus increasing the band gap by that 
same amount. In fact, what we have discussed is entirely based on 3D atomic 
symmetry. In a crystal structure, it is possible to make into a 2D thin film. Such a 
new 2D structure changes our Bohr model analysis. The 2D atomic levels are 
given by −R/[n − 1/2]2, where n = 1, 2, ∙∙∙. That means the outer most s orbital 
energy is −4R/9 instead of −R/4 while the lower 2 s orbital energy increases to 
−8R. By ionization of the CB electron the VB gap G changes from 8R to 16R, 
producing an extra potential energy of 8R.  

It is this physics that allows the technological advance of making the Lithium 
battery in terms of 2D layers. Of course, with the making of Li layers, its elec-
tronic orbitals are not perfect 2D, and the atomic energy gain is not exactly 2D. 
But it still increases the high energy capacity in the recharged battery. The wat-
tage of the battery is proportional to the number of Li metal layers, while the 
voltage is layer thickness inverse dependent. The wattage limitation to such Li 
battery is completely due to the heat it generates.  

The Hamiltonian with crystal lattice periodic boundary condition for the io-
nized Lithium orbitals is 

2 2 2 2 2
1 2

1 2 1 2

3 3
2 2
P P e e eH
m m r r r r

= + − − +
−

                   (1) 
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where H is the electrons Hamiltonian operator, e the electron charge and r the 
orbital radius under the Lithium metal periodic lattice boundary condition. 
Therefore the eigenvalues are given by the band structure as illustrated in Figure 
1. 

The repulsive electron-electron potential in effect is responsible for reducing 
the effective Hamiltonian to the 2 s states by realizing the Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple to  

2 2

2
P ZeH
m r

≅ −                             (2) 

where Z = 2. 
The band structure change of Li-ion metal is shown in Figure 1. 
The Li-ion voltage V is given by fE  and G as: 

fV E G G= + + ∆                           (3) 

The quantum averaged potential change G∆  is: 
2eG
r

∆ =                             (4) 

A schematic band structure for the Lithium metal and its corresponding io-
nized band structure are shown in Figure 1. The horizontal axis of each band 
diagram is in momentum unit. 

Actually, the similar quantum chemistry approach can be applied to ionized 
Sodium, Na, which has atomic state n = 3, 1 s. This Bohr state changes signifi-
cantly the effective charges observed by the lower energy level electrons, and 
hence changes significantly the VB energy level changes, reducing the voltage 
capacity. However, it also reduces the heating when used as a battery material, 
but not enough for transportation application.  

Perhaps sodium ion is in fact naturally derived from salt and used in bio-systems, 
such as the light emission in the firefly. Thus the future technological improve-
ment lies in the design in heat insulation and dissipation and not in replacing Li 
by Na. Because Li-ion battery powered vehicles produce no emission, it is envi-
ronmentally clean, compact, rechargeable, as well as maintenance free, making it 
the future choice replacing the combustion engine for transportation. Recently,  
 

 
Figure 1. Band structure change. 
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a new Li-ion battery design that substantially increases its power was reported 
[11]. The problem to tackle the heating problem still remains. 

3. Safety Aspects 

Although Li-ion battery is rapidly adopted [16], safety concerns, both fire and 
explosion hazards, are threatening widespread adoption. Battery safety can be 
broadly classified into three categories: 

1) Cell design depending on selected materials and circuitry.  
Manufacturers are attempting to produce safer [17] products. There might be 

electric protection circuit. 
2) Use of product in scenarios unexpected [18] by the supplier.  
Fire and explosion hazards of Li-ion batteries in phones or electric cars in 

crowded space should be carefully watched [19]. For example, the thermal beha-
vior of cellular phone models which have been complained to be too hot should 
be studied experimentally. Both smart phones and tablet computers might catch 
fires accidentally [20] and even explode by themselves. The consequence can be 
very hazardous in crowded areas allowing phone charging.  

3) Accidents coming from normal recommended operating conditions, possi-
bly due to thermal runaway. 

Very limited theory is available on explaining thermal runaway. Thermal run-
away can be described [10] by the situation when a cell undergoes spontaneous 
self-destruction under normal operating conditions with two events occurring in 
sequence: 
• High power generation to result in high-temperature hot spots.  
• Triggering of the propagation of negative electrode by such local hot spots to 

increase the temperature of the entire cell, giving further chemical reactions 
or even combustion. 

Flammable gases released would pose fire and explosion hazards for the com-
partment housing the cells. However, there is little available information charac-
terizing the flammability properties of the gases released after cell thermal ru-
naway. Explosion characteristics, such as lower flammability limit, laminar flame 
speed, and maximum over-pressure have to be explained by physical principles 
as pointed out above. 

In order to investigate the thermal failure propagation behaviors of Li-ion 
batteries, full-scale burning tests have to be conducted [21]. Theoretical physical 
principles have to be worked out on promoting fire safety design of large Li-ion 
battery energy storage equipment. 

4. Suggestions 

We mention above that heating problem is an important difficulty to overcome 
in the battery technology. So let us see the reasons behind the heating:  

It is not due to the current flow in the battery. It is due to the high wattage, 
and the current it draws from the battery that must go through the battery con-
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nection, and the inter layer possible voltage gradient due to the difference in the 
voltage caused by the atomic orbital of non-perfect 2D structure of the total N 
parallel 2D Lithium unit cell grouped in separated cross sections and the number 
of n layers, that gives the battery voltage V = nG as in Figure 2.  

In many current Li-ion batteries, Li metal pieces are randomly mixed into 
CoO2 [1] as in Figure 2(a). CoO2 is an insulator, under its melting temperature. 
While as the battery energy is drawn, heat is generated if it contacts are normal 
conductors, causing short circuit and danger of fire or even exploding. 

Both these problems can be eliminated if the material separating the layers 
and the connecting terminals are superconducting, as the superconducting se-
paration between layers will equalize the voltage of all the layers, and will remove 
the connection heating as well.  

High critical temperature (HTC) ceramics in its normal phase is a hole con-
ductor, and as current is drawn, the Li-ions battery will lose its voltage as well as 
generate heat in the ceramic. However, if the HTC medium is in the supercon-
ducting phase as in Figure 2(b), the Li-ion will not lose energy. Such a Li-ion 
battery must then be housed within a temperature enclosure below the Tc of the 
HTC ceramic. In another word, such a battery design is only useful for use in 
very power intensive devices, such as electric vehicles. 

When current is passed through a metal wire connected to an HTC super-
conductor, where the charge carriers are VB holes, due to an applied voltage, say 
from connecting to a Li-ion battery, it does not lose energy and due also to the 
effective mass difference; the electrons in the metal wire cannot fill the HTC 
holes. In fact, due to momentum conservation, it can only have elastic scattering 
and maintains current continuity. Meaning we can prevent a quick sudden 
heating as the Li-ion battery is connected to a superconductor instead of a nor-
mal conductor as current is drawn. There is of course certain minor loss in 
energy at the joint. Hopefully it can be dissipated by thermal conduction. 

But a superconductor only works in a temperature bath below its critical  
 

 
Figure 2. Grouped Li cells unit. It is vital that the Li layer is made of insulator material to 
prevent internal short circuit of the battery. (a) Li with insulation materials; (b) Li metal 
layers with HTC layers separation. 
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temperature Tc. Thus the higher the material Tc, the less cooling requirement 
would be needed. At the present, our best material is the HTC ceramics, such as 
YBCO/BiSCO. For these materials, we only need to maintain the battery in liq-
uid nitrogen. With the above reasoning, we propose the battery manufacturing 
by using layer by layer disposition of Li micro particles with HTC powder, and 
heated under pressure. Actually, we had previously achieved a high current laser 
deposition of gold added TBCCO thin film on LaAlO substrate, which can be 
modified for the Li battery making [22]. First replace the substrate with an HTC 
ceramic. Then laser deposit a Li film, with the N cross section geometry, fol-
lowed by a slightly thicker HTC film, and then the next Li film, etc., until it 
reaches n Li layers, and lastly sealed with a thick HTC top layer. 

In order to improve both the Li-ion battery’s voltage and its wattage power, 
there are two technical methods that one can implement in its design. In in-
creasing the voltage, we must increase the VB binding. The space dimension re-
striction of the Lithium metal structure to as close as possible to 2D is achievable 
in applying nano deposition technology, while the increases in the battery wat-
tage can be achieved by increasing the number of multiple separated layers of the 
Lithium metal. At present such techniques are limited by the potential current 
that is generated between the layers, that would generate internal heating, if the 
separation material between the Lithium layers is made of non-superconducting 
matter. Our suggested design of using HTC and keeping the battery at liquid ni-
trogen temperature is new. 

Mining Lithium metal is energy intensive and mainly from South America 
and Australia. Thus it also contributes to environmental problem, despite the 
clean environment nature of using it as a battery. However, used and discarded 
Li-ion batteries can be recycled as the Lithium metal in it can be extracted and 
reused, without new supply from mining. Therefore, for environmental concern, 
we need to consider this recycling in mind as we design new batteries. 

5. Conclusions 

Basic physics behind Li-ion batteries has been explained in simple terms. Heat-
ing problem that will give fire and explosion as experienced has also been alerted 
to. Suggestions to solve the heating problem have also been proposed. 

As we mentioned throughout this paper, the future of electrical power devices, 
including but not limited to electrical vehicles is the usage of the Lithium-ion 
battery. But current such batteries suffer from limitation on its voltage, and wat-
tage due much by the internal heating problem that must be overcome. Our 
suggested new design is totally achievable from current HTC ceramics and laser 
deposition technologies, plus the thermal cycle cooling chamber technology in 
keeping the battery at liquid nitrogen temperature and thus minimizing that po-
tential of battery fire danger during recharging and usage. Due to the carbon 
emission in current energy generators causing climate change, it is paramount 
that such carbon-based energy devices be eliminated completely within the next 
couple of decades. For which, the broad use of the Li-ion battery is a key com-
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ponent. 
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Abstract 
We discuss an electron transport in an ideal plasma which consists of elec-
trons and deuterons. With respect to a frictional force to suppress an unli-
mited increase of a drift velocity, the Boltzmann equation with the Fokk-
er-Planck collision term takes into consideration only a dynamical frictional 
force coming from the many-body collisions through the Coulomb force. 
However, we here bring forward a problem that there may be another fric-
tional force besides the dynamical frictional force. Another frictional force 
was found in the weakly ionized plasma and appears only in the case where 
free paths (nearly straight lines in no external force field) can be defined. 
Then, we have inquired into the existence of physical quantities like free 
paths (or free times) in the field of the scattering through the Coulomb force 
and the existence of an effective radius of the Coulomb force of a deuteron. 
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1. Introduction 

Electron transport in a fully ionized plasma has been classically analyzed based 
on the Boltzmann equation with the Fokker-Planck collision term cf tδ δ  (t: 
time) which is given by [1]-[6] 
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Here, f is a velocity distribution function of electrons, ( )r r , ,x y zυ =  and ( )s s , ,x y zυ =  
are components of a velocity variable υ  of an electron, 
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−q is the electron charge 1.6 × 10−19 C, em  is the rest mass of an electron 9.1 × 
10−31 kg, 0ε  is the dielectric constant of vacuum 8.855 × 10−12 Farad/m, Dλ  is the 
Debye length ( )1 22

0 B pk T n qε , pn  is a deuteron density, Bk  is the Boltzmann 
constant 1.38×10−23 J/K and T is electron temperature (=plasma temperature), 

e pm m  (deuteron mass) and pυ υ  (deuteron velocity magnitude). By 
integrating the Boltzmann equation multiplied by em υ  all over the velocity 
space of electrons, the following equation for a drift velocity (denoted by u(t)) is 
obtained: 
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e

d H d
d
u e

e

t m
m q f

t n
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+ =
∂∫E υ
υ

                   (2) 

Here, E is an electric field, a magnetic field 0=B , en  is an electron density 
which is not a function of position. Also, in (2), it has been taken into considera-
tion that the dispersion due to work of the term containing G in (1) leaves the 
total momentum of the plasma unchanged. Furthermore, products between 
components of the drift velocity have been neglected. The right-hand side of (2) 
is the dynamical frictional force [1] (called DFF) coming from the many-body 
collisions between electrons and lots of surrounding charged particles. 

On the other hand, we previously derived the momentum-transfer equation 
(given in (20) of Ref. [7]) in the case where electrons collide with neutral atoms 
and ions having an effective radius with respect to the Coulomb force (Deter-
mining the effective radius had remained as a pending question in Ref. [7]). As a 
result, two kinds of the frictional forces against an electric field, a part of DFF 
and another new frictional force, had appeared. An external electric field trun-
cates or enlarges lengths of free times of electrons in the two-body collisions. We 
explained theoretically in Appendix of the other Ref. [8] that such a trunca-
tion-work of the electric field generates a new frictional force (called TFF) 
against an electron flow. TFF appears only in the case where a physical quantity 
like free times can be defined. We bring forward here a problem that, also in a 
field of scattering through the Coulomb force, there may be both DFF and TFF. 
In the following Section 2, we describe concretely DFF and TFF for comparison. 
And in Section 3, we try estimating an effective radius of the Coulomb force of a 
deuteron in the two-body collisions (called the e-D+ collisions). 

2. Two Kinds of the Frictional Force against Electric  
Field-Acceleration 

First, for simplification of discussion, through this research we set the following 
physical conditions and the following ideal plasma: 
＊ About external force fields; 
◎ An electric field ˆ V mzE= −E . 
◎ A magnetic field 0 T=B . 
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＊ About an ideal plasma consisting of electrons and deuterons; 
◎ Electron density 21 3

e 10 mn −= . 
◎ Deuteron density 3

p men n −= . 
◎ Plasma temperature 84 10 KT = × . 
◎ A deuteron D+ is regarded as a rest, heavy particle to an electron ( pm m , 

pυ υ ). 
◎ Every electron is treated as a nonrelativistic particle with the same velocity 

υ  (= a mean thermal velocity ( )1 2 8
B e8 1.2 10 m seck T mπ = × ), except for 

calculation from (2) to (4). 
◎ An influence [2] of the electron-electron interaction on the momentum-transfer 

from electrons to deuterons is disregarded. 
◎ The Ramsauer effect also is disregarded. 

1) The frictional force DFF in the field of the many-body collisions: 
Substituting into (2) 

( )( )
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We have [3] [4] in the limit of small ( )
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where, by using ( )( )0 p e B e2E n m q k T m= Γ , ( ) ( )
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Carrying out numerical calculations for D D, νpλ ⊥ , we have 
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( p⊥  is the impact parameter for π/2 -deflection in the e-D+ collisions) 
4 1

Dν 10 sec−
                             (6) 

The right-hand side of (4) ( )e Dum tν−  is commonly called DFF. 
2) Another frictional force TFF in the field of the e-D+ two-body collisions: 
The momentum-transfer equation in the case where electrons do the two-body 

collisions both with neutral atoms and with ions is given by (20) of Ref. [7], as 
mentioned already. The equation reduces as follows, in the cases of no neutral 
atoms ( en 0ν = ) and no magnetic field ( 0=B ,  
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( )( ) ( )ep
0 e

ˆ 0q m tν ζ× = − + × =F E B Bb u ), 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )ep ep
e e e

d
1

d
u

u u
t

m q m t q m t
t

ν ζ κ ν ζ+ = − − − − +E E      (7) 

Here, ep 2
pn pν υ= π . In this work, this corresponds to the collision frequency 

of electrons in the e-D+ collisions, and p is an effective radius of the Coulomb 
force of D+. Determining a value of p had been remained as the pending ques-
tion, ζ  is the remaining ratio of ( )tu  in the e-D+ anisotropic collisions 
(shown in Figure 1 of Ref. [7]) and is given by 

2

ln Λ1 4
Λ

ζ− =  

(where, Λ p p⊥= . In the isotropic scattering, 0ζ = ), 

( )c02 0
1
3ωκ β =≡ =   

(where, c eq mω = B ), and ( )( )ep
e uq m tκ ν ζ− − +E  is TFF. The quantity  

( )ep 1ν ζ−  with Dp λ=  is the same with Dν  of (5) in structure. Therefore, 
DFF ( ( )e Dm tν= − u  of (4)) contains ( ) ( )ep

e 1m tν ζ− − u  as a part of itself. We 
presume that both DFF and TFF will work to suppress an unlimited increase of a 
drift velocity by acceleration of an external electric field. 

3. An Effective Radius of a Deuteron on the Coulomb Force  
Scattering 

We try estimating the upper limit of an impact parameter p of epν  in (7). Since  
 

 
Figure 1. A proper influence-sphere (C-sphere), with respect to the Coulomb force, of a 
deuteron being at point O. The radius of C-sphere is 0.5d. An electron flies two paths 
(from A1 to around A3 and from B1 to around B3). 2OA 0.4d= , 2OB 0.1d= ,  

1 2 2 3A A A A 0.33d=  , 1 2 2 3B B B B 0.5d=  . d  is a mean distance between deuterons.  
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a mean distance between deuterons is 1 3
pn−  ( 710 md −= = ), a deuteron has a 

proper influence-sphere (called C-sphere) whose radius is 0.5d with respect the 
Coulomb force [9]. We first compare deflection-angles by the many-body colli-
sions with the ones by the two-body collisions in the cases where an electron 
passes the inside of C-sphere. In Figure 1, a deuteron D+ is at point O and an 
electron with ( )81.2 10 m secυ = ×  flies two paths (from point A1 to around 
point A3 and from point B1 to around point B3) under no external force fields. 

1) The case of the many-body collisions: 
The magnitude of the dynamical frictional coefficient υ∆



 in the Fokk-
er-Planck collision term is given by 

2 2 12D
p 4 ln 1.21 10   m sect n p t t

P
λ

υ υ ⊥
⊥

  
∆ = π = ×  

   


            (8) 

where t is flight time. Also, the dispersion coefficient υ⊥∆  is given by 

( ) ( )1 2 10 1 22  1.71 10 m sect t t tυ υ υ υ υ⊥ =∆ ∆ × ∆
 

            (9) 

When an electron flies from A1 to around point A3 ( ( )2 3t d υ ),  
30.67 10 m sectυ −∆ = ×



 (Note: tυ υ∆


 ). 

24 10 m sectυ⊥∆ = ×                          (10) 

(Effects of tυ∆


 on movement of an electron is disregarded in the after discus-
sion). 

Accordingly, a deflection angle manyχ  after the flight is 

( )1 3

7
many A A 33.3 10 radian

tυ
χ

υ
−⊥

→

∆
= ×                (11) 

2) The case of the e-D+ collisions: 
We denote deflection-angles of an electron for two impact parameters  

( 2OA 0.4d= , 2OB 0.1d= ) by t1χ , t 2χ , respectively. 
a) 2OA 0.4 md= . Since p and l in (A3) of Appendix are 0.4d, about 0.33d, 

respectively, we have 

( ) ( )
7t1

t11 22 2

0.33tan 5.64 10 radian
2 0.4 0.33 0.4

p d
d d d

χ
χ −⊥= ⋅ ∴ ×

 + 


 (12) 

b) 2OB 0.1 md= . Since 0.5l d , 7
t2 36 10 radianχ −× .             (13) 

Now, we aim an electron (called Test electron) which starts at time t = 0 from 
some point of a real plasma space. A scope of probable positions where Test 
electron is to exist at time t expands from a dot to a tiny sphere (being supposed 
to be a round sphere and called P-sphere) due to the dispersion in a velocity 
space by the many-body collisions. Based on the dispersion given in (9), calcu-
lating a radius 48dP  of P-sphere after it has flied, for instance, the length 48d, 
we have 

48
10

48 0
d 0.91 10 m

d

dP t tυ υ −
⊥= ∆ = ×∫                (14) 
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Since 48dd P , P-sphere can be regarded to be a tiny particle with minus 
electric charge and an expanding volume. We analyze this orbit of the length 48d 
as follows: 

1) The orbit of P-sphere consists of paths (called paths-in) which pass insides 
of C-spheres and paths (called paths-out) which do not pass the insides of 
C-spheres. 

2) In paths-out, the dispersion makes a volume of P-sphere expand but does 
not make an advance-direction of P-sphere change. 

3) In paths-in, the attraction by a deuteron at the center of each C-sphere 
gives proper, strong influence upon P-sphere. Because of this influence, “P-sphere 
suffers a small change of the advance-direction”. However, unless P-sphere ap-
proaches a deuteron with too small impact parameters, the magnitude of the di-
rection-changes are very small, as seen in the values of t1χ , t 2χ  of (12), (13) 
and χ  of (16). Also, since the direction-changes are done in disorder, we pre-
sume that P-sphere will advance straight macroscopically, although it is accom-
panied by small meanders. 

4) As mentioned above, we have introduced a new element that the orbit of 
P-sphere is classified into straight parts in paths-out and the meandering parts in 
paths-in. The dynamical frictional coefficient decreases the speed of P-sphere 
and the dispersion coefficient makes the volume of P-sphere expand, but the 
above two coefficients do not make the advance-direction change. However, we 
consider that, when P-sphere (a tiny particle) goes deep a little into the inside of 
C-sphere, the orbit of P-sphere ought to suffer some fluctuation (or meander). 
The orbital meander in a real plasma space gives mainly swinging-motions to 
the velocity-point corresponding to the central point of P-sphere, besides the 
small movement by the dynamical frictional force. However, as mentioned in 
the above (3), small disorderly swinging-motions in the velocity-space does not 
obstruct that P-sphere advances straight macroscopically. 

5) We estimate a mean length ( outλ= ) of paths-out. If C-sphere is a solid 
sphere, outλ  is given by ( )2

p1 4 4 1.27n d d dπ = π = . But since plural C-spheres 
can hold the same space in common and furthermore since projections of 
C-spheres which are seen from P-sphere will overlap because of the big volume 
of C-sphere, we assume roughly that out 2.5dλ  . 

Let us consider the case where P-sphere continues to fly over the length 48d 
and has come around point O1 shown in Figure 2. This point is inside of 
P-sphere and Test electron is at this point. Figure 2 shows an imaginary sight 
that the volume of a new probable positions-sphere of Test electron starting 
from point O1 gradually expands. The new probable positions-sphere arrives at 
point O2 on the surface of a C-sphere after having flied the length outλ  with-
out suffering meander and is about to make a head-on collision with a deute-
ron nucleus being at point O3. The central point of the new probable posi-
tions-sphere does not suffer any meander in the head-on collision path from O2 
to O3. Calculating a radius ( upp= ) of the new probable positions-sphere near 
point O3, we have 
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Figure 2. Expansion of a new probable positions-sphere of an electron by the dispersion. 
The central point of a new probable positions-sphere starts from point O1 and makes a 
head-on collision with a deuteron nucleus being at point O3. 1 2O O 2.5d=  and 

2 3O O 0.5d= . 

 
3 22.5 0.5

10 12
up 0

2 3d 1.71 10 101.43 81
3

d d dp t t p mυ υ
υ

+
−

⊥ ⊥
 = ∆ = × × ×  = =
 ∫  (15) 

The above upp  is the function of ( )3 2

1 3O O . Considering that most of lengths 
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of paths-out is in the range between d and 4d and calculating upp  in two cases 
where 1 3O O 0.5d d= +  and 1 3O O 4 0.5d d= + , we have 

up 1 3

up 1 3

81 0.35 for O O 3 0.5

81 1.84 for O O 3 1.5

p p d

p p d
⊥

⊥

 = × = ×


= × = ×
 

Though a mean length of paths-out depends also on a radius of C-sphere, 
now, we set an upper limit of an impact parameter for the e-D+ two-body col-
lisions to (15). A deflection-angle χ  corresponding to upp  of (15) is, from 

uptan 2 p pχ ⊥ , 

1.4 degreeχ =                         (16) 

Since a sphere with the radius upp  is little tiny, we assume that epν  in (4) is 
2

p upn p υπ . Then, 
2

upep 3

up

5 1 1 4 ln 2.7 107.65 10 sec ,
pp

p p
ν ζ −⊥

⊥

−
   

− = = ×       
= ×  

( )ep 4 10.9973,    1 0.21 10 secζ ν ζ −= − = ×              (17) 

( ) 1
Dν

−  is the characteristic time to change plasma conditions through the 
many-body collisions. On the other hand, since ( ) ( )

1 1ep
D 77ν ν

− −= , this time 

( ) 1epν
−

 is too short for the dispersion to play an important role. 
Now, asking for the drift velocity u (the steady-state solution), we have the 

following results: 
1) From (4); 

e D

7
manyu u 1.761 10  m secqE

m
E

ν
= ×=               (18) 

If the influence of the electron-electron scattering [2] is taken into considera-
tion as the frictional force, 

7 7
manyu u 1.76 10 0.58 10   m secE E= × × =          (19) 

2) From (7); 

( )
many5

two ep ep
e

u1u u 4.57 10   m sec
38.51

qE E
m

κ
ν ζ κν ζ

−
= = = × =

− +
    (20) 

The quantity ( ) ( )ep
e 1 um tν ζ− −  of (7) is a part of the dynamical frictional 

force, as already mentioned. Then, if ( )ep 1ν ζ−  of (20) is replaced with Dν , 

twou  becomes 54.4 10 m secE× . The dynamical frictional force may be too 
weak to suppress “the runaway instability”. If the truncation frictional force 
works, the fear of outbreak of the runaway instability is somewhat lightened. 

4. Conclusions 

It is noted that the extension of positions of an electron in a real plasma space 
due to both the dispersion and the dynamical friction defined in a velocity-space 
is very small. The extension-region has been roughly regarded as a tiny sphere 
whose volume expands with time. The tiny sphere advances straight statistically 
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in no external force fields. But we have introduced the new element that the tiny 
sphere suffers fluctuation (or meander) near each deuteron and have imagined 
that tiny spheres starting from various positions make head-on collisions with a 
deuteron nucleus straight without suffering meander. Finally we put in order the 
consideration on the estimation of an effective radius of the Coulomb force of a 
deuteron: 

1) There ought to be the mean length of paths by which a tiny sphere ad-
vances straight without suffering meander. 

2) We set a Sphere with the radius of the mean length plus a half of the mean 
distance between deuterons. A deuteron is at the center of Sphere. 

3) From every point on the surface of Sphere, each electron starts toward the 
deuteron at the same time. 

4) Those electrons will form a cloud around the deuteron nucleus. We con-
sider the cloud to be an effective region (for the two-body interaction) of the 
Coulomb force of a deuteron. 
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Appendix 

We ask for a relation between a deflection angle χ  and an impact parameter p 
in the case where a relativistic electron with the velocity υ  is deflected by an 
electric field of a deuteron D+. The deuteron D+ is at the origin 0x y= = . An 
electron with the velocity υ  and the mass ( )( )1 22 2

er e e r1m m c mυ γ= − ≡  
approaches the ion D+ along the x-axis. A position ( )tr  of the electron at time 
t is 

( ) ˆ ˆ 0lt x t yp tυ
υ

 = + − < ≤ 
 

r                     (A1) 

Variations of the velocity and the mass changing with time during the interac-
tion with D+ are disregarded. An electric field which the electron flying with the 
constant velocity υ  feels is given by [10] 

( ) ( )
( )

2

3 22 2 2
0

ˆ ˆ
4

r

r

q t
xE yE

t p
t

γ

ε υ γ
⊥′′ ′′= ≡ +

 π +
′



′




r
E             (A2) 

Then, a deflection angle χ  of the electron by the deuteron D+ is 

( )
( )

0 r

e r
1 22 2 2

d
tan 0 1

2

l

r

qE t
m p l

p l p

υ

γ
γχ χ

υ γ

⊥
−

⊥

′′−

= <
+

∫
      (A3) 

 

where, 
2

2
0 e4
qp
mε υ⊥ =

π
. 
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Abstract 
This research work proceeds from the assumption, which was still considered 
by Einstein, that the quantization of gravity does not require additional ex-
ternal procedures: quantum phenomena can be a consequence of the proper-
ties of the universal gravitational interaction, which maps any physical field 
upon the space-time geometry. Therefore, an attempt is made in this research 
work to reduce the quantization of physical fields in GRT to the space-time 
quantization. Three reasons for quantum phenomena are considered: Partition 
of space-time into a set of unconnected Novikov’s R- and T-domains impe-
netrable for light paths; the set is generated by the invariance of Einstein’s 
equations with respect to dual mappings; The existence of electric charge 
quanta of wormholes, which geometrically describe elementary particles in 
GRT. This gives rise to a discrete spectrum of their physical and geometric 
parameters governed by Diophantine equations. It is shown that the funda-
mental constants (electric charge, rest masses of an electron and a proton) are 
interconnected arithmetically; The existence of the so-called Diophantine ca-
tastrophe, when fluctuations in the values of physical constants tending to 
zero lead to fluctuations in the number of electric charges and the number of 
nucleons at the wormhole throats, which tend to infinity, so that the product 
of the increments of these numbers by the increment of physical constants 
forms a relation equivalent to the uncertainty relation in quantum mechanics. 
This suggests that space-time cannot but fluctuate, and, moreover, its fluctua-
tions are bounded from below, so that all processes become chaotic, and the 
observables become averaged over this chaos. 
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1. Statement of the Problem 

A natural approach to the problem of quantizing gravity, to which Einstein (the 
creator of the general theory of relativity) inclined, is considered: quantum phe-
nomena should be a consequence of the gravitational field properties. The logic 
is as follows: GRT (general theory of relativity) is a geometrizing model. Any 
physical field must be mapped onto the geometry of a curved space-time, the 
curvature of which, for its part, is equivalent to a universal gravitational field 
[1]1. It is enough to solve the Einstein equations linking physics with geometry, 
together with Maxwell’s equations for an electromagnetic field, to express all 
physical quantities characterizing, say, electromagnetic interaction, through the 
metric of pseudo-Riemannian space.  

Moreover, the arbitrary functions of the radial coordinate arising in this case 
in the Cauchy problem for the initial conditions (the first integrals) describe the 
geometric images of the sources of the electromagnetic field, i.e. electric charges 
[2], which were not present in the formulation of the problem and which, there-
fore, are formed by the gravitational field itself. That is, the sources of the field 
are formed by space-time itself. As it turned out, they have a non-trivial topolo-
gy of pulsating wormholes with non-closing static throats [2]. We got the op-
portunity to investigate the internal structure of elementary particles by elimi-
nating in this way the main singularity in the flat space of the special theory of 
relativity, i.e. the Coulomb divergence of a point charge field. 

That is, GRT can really reduce the quantization of a physical field to the quanti-
zation of the multidimensional pseudo-Riemannian space-time. Quantization of 
space-time means the existence of two phenomena: discretization of 4-dimensional 
pseudo-Riemannian space, i.e. dividing it into a set of unrelated domains, and 
the impossibility of accurately determining its geometric characteristics, which 
acquire a fluctuating character and, by analogy with quantum mechanics, are 
linked by the gravitational uncertainty relation. This is what we should get. 

The results of the work are presented in three sections and in Appendix 1, 
which provides a proof for the complete geometrization of an electromagnetic 
spherically symmetric field consisting of a free radial electric field and dust-like 
neutral matter in a synchronous accompanying frame of reference. According to 
the exact particular solution of the Einstein and Maxwell equations [2], it is a pe-
riodic in space and time chain of pulsating wormholes with static throats (holes, 
necks) of extreme dimensions geometrically, which are geometric images of 
electric charges formed by the electromagnetic (and hence gravitational) field in 
curved space-time (Figure 1). 

The second section describes a fundamental property of centrally symmetric 
Einstein’s equations, i.e. their invariance in relation to dual mappings the mutual 

 

 

1Recall that this relativistic principle of equivalence is well known in Newtonian nonrelativistic 
physics and is very accurately carried out experimentally in the form of equality of the inertial mass 
of a body (an analogue of matter) and its gravitational mass (an analogue of a gravitational field) in 
Newton’s second law, as a result of which all bodies in a vacuum being in a gravitation field falls 
with the same acceleration. 
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Figure 1. One period of a wormhole with two electric charges ±Q—necks (throats) of ra-
dius Rh that exit into two parallel static Reissner-Nordstrom vacuum worlds, in the state 
of maximum expansion (Rmax) and in the state of maximum compression (Rmin). The ar-
rows show the direction of the radial electric field. 
 
 replacement of the time coordinate with the spatial radial coordinate. This leads 
to the existence of one more exact particular solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equ-
ations, dual conjugated to the given one, and to the emergence of a discrete set 
of so-called Novikov’s R- and T-domains [3], which are closed and unconnected 
with each other, and which boundaries “B” are impenetrable for light paths (be-
ing isotropic geodesic lines) [4]. This is the first effect of natural “self-quantization” 
of the gravitational field. 

As it will be illustrated in this section, this leads to the fact that the flux of 
photons continuously emitted by the source will come to an observer located at 
another point in space in discrete portions, i.e. quanta. This is the second effect 
of “self-quantization” of the curved space-time.  

It was shown in [2] that the gravitational-electromagnetic interaction is suffi-
cient to construct the simplest classical model uniting an electron, proton and 
neutron, with eliminating the main contradictory prohibitions, and to calculate 
their radii of curvature at unclosed throats of wormholes that go out into two 
parallel vacuum spaces. The radii of the proton and neutron are in good agree-
ment with their experimental values (for a proton, with an accuracy of 0.04%). 
An electron, which in the flat space regarding to the special theory of relativity 
(SRT) would have to be single-point, i.e. structureless, also turns out to be a 
structural object in this model, having a finite radius of curvature of the throat 
much larger than that of a proton. Note that the very fact that the proton turned 
out to be not a single-point structured object is direct experimental evidence that 
the space-time in the microworld is also curved. That is, the gravitational inte-
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raction is universal.  
In the third section of this research work, it will be shown that, according to 

this exact solution of the Einstein’s and Maxwell’s equations, the relationship 
between the physical and geometric parameters of particles at the throat is de-
scribed by a Diophantine equation (an integer variable equation with rational 
coefficients). This requirement of the rationality of the coefficients inevitably 
leads to the fact that an arithmetic relationship arises between the rest mass, 
electric charge and the radius of the Gaussian curvature of the throat, which has 
the discrete spectra nature. That is, the physical characteristics (masses and 
charges) are quantized. 

The phenomenon of a “Diophantine catastrophe” is considered in the fourth 
section of this work. This phenomenon takes place when large fluctuations of the 
number of electric charges and the number of nucleons at the throats of worm-
holes arise under the action of small random fluctuations of physical constants 
(these always take place, as it can be assumed). Those fluctuations are related to 
each other with the Diophantine uncertainty relation: the product of an incre-
ment of the rational Diophantine equation coefficient, which depends on the in-
crement of physical constants (rest masses of electrons, protons, and an electric 
charge), by the increment in the number of electric charges and the number of 
nucleons at the throat is not less than a certain value, that is, it is limited from 
below. This means that fluctuations of such quantities cannot but exist; they will 
be maintained by the gravitating system itself, since as the increments of physical 
constants tend to zero, the increment in the number of charges and the number 
of nucleons at the throat would tend to infinity, which is impossible. 

2. Dual Spaces. Discretization of Novikov’s R- and T-Domains  

Einstein’s equations in GRT: 

{ }4

8, , , 0,1, 2,3kG T
cµν µνκ κ µ νπ

= = =                  (1) 

in 4-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian space in the coordinate system 

{ }0 1 2 3, ,, ix x x x x xµ = =                         (2) 

in a set of arbitrary metrics that transform into each other, 

( )x x xµ µ α=  ,                            (3) 

with a non-degenerate Jacobian 

,J xµ
α= ,                              (4) 

in a class of metrics 
2d d ds g x xµ ν

µν= ,                          (5) 

with a Lorentzian signature 

signature gµν = + − − − ,                        (6) 
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implemented by physical bodies [1]: 

( )

00

00 01

10 11

00 02

20 22

0,

0,

det 0, det 0,

g
g g
g g

g g
g g

g g
µν

>

<

 
  > = < 
  



  



             (7) 

within the framework of centrally symmetric spaces with orthogonalized metric 
( ) ( ) ( )( ), ,2 2 2 2 2 2 2d d d , d sin dr rs e e r R rν τ λ ττ τ θ θ ϕ= − − + ,        (8) 

which transform into themselves at the following dual mapping: 

( )
( )
( )

0 1

00 11

0 1 .
0 1

,

, ,

, ,

, .

,x x r

g g e e

G G

'
r

ν λ

τ

ν λ λ ν

τ

↔ ↔

↔ ↔ −

′ ′↔ ↔ ↔

∂ ∂ ⋅ = = ∂ ∂ 

⋅                   (9) 

with this mapping, the signature is preserved; the time coordinate  

( )0
00, 0x g gτττ τ= = > , and the radial coordinate ( )1

11, 0rrr x r g g= = <  
change places and the whole 4-dimensional space-time is divided into Novikov’s 
R- domains: 

0 1
00 11, , 0, 0rrx x r g g g gτττ= = = > = <              (10) 

and Novikov’s T-domains [4]: 
0 1

00 11, , 0, 0rrx r x g g g gτττ= = = < = >             (11) 

which are new solutions of GRT equations being dually conjugated to a given 
one supplementing any exact particular solution of Equation (1) to a complete 
one that already describes the entire space-time. The latter means that the entire 
space-time, with the exception of a finite number of singular points and hyper-
surfaces “B” (boundary), on which the Jacobian (4) and the second-order deter-
minant (7) degenerate: 

  

1 10 0 2
,0 ,1 ,1 ,0 11 0100B : 0 or , 0 or ,x x x x g g g− = ∞ − = ∞

  “ ”         (12) 

can be completely covered by a family of geodesic lines [5]. 
Thus, using the invariance of the GRT equations with respect to dual maps, 

we have a way to generate new exact partial solutions of the Einstein equations 
that describe space-time more fully. 

Let’s give a simple illustrative example. Let’s take the well-known Schwarz-
schild solution for a gravitational field of a point mass m [1]: 

( )
2

2 2 2 2 2 2dd 1 d d sin d ,
1

g

g

r rs r
rr
r

τ θ θ ϕ
 
− − − + 

   − 
 

=        (13) 
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where gr  is a gravitational radius. It has a singularity 0r =  and an event ho-
rizon gr r=  [1]. This is Novikov’s R-domain. It describes the space of a black 
hole in the gr r>  region (Figure 2, right side). 

We now construct the dual-conjugate (13) Novikov’s T-domain by the map-
ping rτ ↔ , e eν λ↔ − : 

( )
2

2 2 2 2 2 2dd 1 d d sin d
1

g

g

r
s r

r
τ τ θ θ ϕ

τ
τ

 
= − − − + 
   − 
 

.       (14) 

One can make sure quite simply by substituting solution (14) into Einstein’s 
Equation (1) [1] that we have obtained a new solution missing for the domain 

gr r< , in which the radial coordinate r has turned into a time coordinate τ , 
and time τ  has become a radial coordinate r (Figure 2, left side). 

Part of a boundary hypersurface “B” is a surface gr r=  in R-domain, it is also 

grτ =  in T-domain (Figure 2, left side). 
Since the time and the radial coordinate that create the “B” boundary are dif-

ferent characteristics, then R- and T-domains are not related in any way. There-
fore, no signal can cross the “B” boundary from the R domain to the T domain 
and back. 

We construct a family of light paths for this example,  
2d 0.s =                              (15) 

Substituting (15) in (13) and (14), we obtain the expressions for the coordinate 
velocity of light R

lβ
“ ”  and T

lβ
“ ”  which is tangential for isotropic geodesic lines: 

 

 
Figure 2. Parts of “R” and “T” Novikov regions in the Schwarzschild point mass field and 
light trajectories. In parentheses are the coordinate axes in the “T” area. “B” is the boun-
dary between these regions—the event horizon, impenetrable for light trajectories. In the 
“T” region, the time coordinate τ and the radial coordinate r are reversed. 
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R

T

1 ,

1 .
1

g
l

l
g

r
r

r

β

β

τ

= ± −

= ±
−

“ ”

“ ”                          (16) 

It is easy to construct qualitatively the envelopes of the families themselves 
(Figure 2) along these tangents to the light paths. Two paths are constructed for 
each domain in Figure 2, one of which begins (ends) at the boundary “B” in 
asymptotics, the other ends (begins) at the boundary “B” in asymptotics. 

What qualitative conclusions follow from this picture? 
- Space-time is divided in a gravitational field into a discrete set of uncon-

nected R-T-domains. 
- R-domains are limited in space from below, and T-domains are limited in 

time from above. 
- Time and radial coordinate are swapped at the boundary “B” between R- and 

T-domains; light paths do not cross the boundary “B”. 
- Since T-domain is limited in time from above, then in the case of time-periodic 

solutions it will periodically disappear for observers in the R-domains. Con-
sequently, the propagation of signals in the case of closed or semi-closed so-
lutions (such as Friedman or Tolman solutions) will be discontinuous, that is, 
will occur in a quantum manner. 

Attempts to accurately construct a family of geodesic paths for the solution in 
[2] describing the internal structure of elementary charged particles (electron, 
proton, neutron) in the microworld, as well as megamaximons in astrophysics in 
the megaworld [4] [6] [7] [8] [9] have not yet been successful, both analytically 
and numerically due to mathematical difficulties. Therefore, we have depicted in 
Figure 3 only a qualitative picture of this family for semi-closed solutions, which 
clearly illustrates this phenomenon of curved space-time discretization. 

If some observer resting in the “R”-domain continuously emits light rays, then 
observers in the “T”-domains will not see these signals at all, and observers at 
other points of the “R”-domains will see intermittent flux of light quanta. That is, 
the quantization of light turns out to be a property of curved space-time. 

We also note that the integral gravitational action gS  for each of these dis-
crete domains of space-time is finite [1]: 

3 2

d
16g

c eS g
k c

ψ= − − Ω =
π ∫ ,                  (17) 

where   is a trace of the Ricci tensor, 
2e

c
 is the gravitational “quantum of  

action”, dΩ  is an element of 4-dimensional volume, ψ  is a form factor de-
pending on the geometry of R and T-domains. Note that if 1ψ α= , where α  
is the fine structure constant, then 

gS =  ,                            (18) 
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Figure 3. Quantization of a continuous stream of photons by “R” and “T” Novikov re-
gions. “B” is the border between them, impenetrable for light trajectories. 
 
where   is Planck’s constant. Thus, the fundamental constant of quantum me-
chanics can also have a gravitational origin. 

The results obtained in GRT allow us to take a fresh look at the event cone 
known in SRT (Figure 4(a)). This event cone consisting of two timelike do-
mains of the past and future with a positive square of the interval 2d 0s > , and 
of two spatially similar domains with a negative square of the interval 2d 0s <
being unattainably “absolutely remote”, with superluminal paths, can be inter-
preted differently. It represents the degeneration of “R”- and “T”-domains of 
curved space-time in the limiting case of disappearance of matter, therefore 
identical equality to zero of the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor according 
to the above-mentioned general relativistic principle of equivalence. This means 
flattening of this space. In this case, the entire space-time is divided into four 
time-like domains (Figure 4(b)): two “R”- and two “T”-ones, all with a positive 
square of the interval 2d 0s > , which turns to zero at the boundaries of these  
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Figure 4. Degeneration of the light cone—“R” and “T”—Novikov regions in an empty 
flat space SRT. In parentheses are the coordinate axes in the “T” regions: (а) the usual in-
terpretation of SRT, (b) possible representation of GRT. 
 
domains, where the time and space coordinates are swapped in the neighbouring 
domains, and the metric remains Lorentzian, and the boundary “B” remained 
impassable. The presence of such a passage to the limit confirms that the chosen 
interpretation of the appearance of quantum properties in a curved space-time 
by means of its discretization by “R”- and “T”-dually conjugated domains is cor-
rect. 
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3. Discrete Diophantine Spectra of Wormhole Parameters  
and Relationship of Fundamental Constants 

Consider the simplest centrally symmetric system consisting of a dusty sub-
stance (without pressure and temperature) and a free radial electric field (with-
out sources) in an accompanying frame of reference. When integrating the 
Einstein and Maxwell equations in the Cauchy problem, three first integrals arise, 
being three arbitrary functions of the radial coordinate r, the setting of which is 
equivalent to setting the initial conditions for the dust energy density sε , the ra-
dius of the 2-dimensional Gaussian curvature R and the rate of its change R⋅ : 
the electric charge Q, the total energy of the gravitational field gε  and the func-
tion f characterizing the curvature of space inside the wormhole and at its 
throats, through which it can be extended into two parallel external Reiss-
ner-Nordström vacuum spaces [5]. 

The GRT equations can be integrated to the end in three cases when one of 
the first integrals becomes a constant [2] [10]. We will consider the simplest so-
lution, in which the electric charge becomes a constant: 

QQ const eN= = ,                         (19) 

where e is a fundamental charge, it is an irrational number for our world and NQ 
is an integer number of such charges. 

If we take into account that we initially considered a free electric field without 
sources, then the appearance of a new physical constant ±Q during integration 
means that space-time itself has formed a source of the electromagnetic field, i.e. 
an electric charge ±Q (for elementary particles ±e) geometrically representing a 
pulsating wormhole [2]: 

( ) ( )

( )
( )

( )

2

2

2

3 22

2
2

2

1,

,

1 sin ,
2 1

sin ,
2 1

4
1 1 ,

g

g

c

g

e
Re
f

R
R

f

R

f

R
f

R

ν

λ

δ η

τ η δ η

δ

=

′
=

= −
−

= − − π
−

= − −

                  (20) 

with two static throats, the radius of the 2-dimensional Gaussian curvature hR  
of which is always equal to twice the classical (electromagnetic) radius: 

( )
2

2f
g

QR
rε

=                           (21) 

At the throats under 0, hr r r= =  [2]: 

22 .
2
gh

h fh c

R
R R Rξ ξ= = =                     (22) 
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Here 
4

g
gR

κε
=

π
 is a gravitational radius proportional to the total gravitational 

energy ( )g rε , 

2c
Q kR

c
=                           (23) 

is the critical radius proportional to the electric charge Q of the particle, which is 
always paired with its antiparticle, the throat of which can be extended into a 
parallel vacuum space; 

1
gh

Q
M k

ξ = ≥                        (24) 

is the charge to the mass ratio of the inner world, 2
g gM cε= , taken at the 

throat. 
Recall that there are two fundamental constants in the GRT: k is an Einstein’s 

constant, which relates physics with geometry (that is, makes them indistin-
guishable), and c is the speed of light, which locally limits the speed of propaga-
tion of any signals. The fundamental electric charge Q appears only when inte-
grating the equations of GRT. Its quantum e can be found purely geometrically 
by measuring the space-time curvature values at any of its points, both inside an 
elementary particle, and in the Reissner-Nordström vacuum space glued to it 
through the throats: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )12 1 22 1 4
0 0 ,r

ce
k

−

= −                      (25) 

where ( )

( )
2

0 2

1
,r R rτ

=  is the intrinsic Gaussian curvature of 2-spheres 

r const= . 
( )4 0
0 0G=  is the curvature of 4-dimenional areas orthogonal to the time 

coordinate τ  and equal to the zero mixed component of the geometric Eins-
tein tensor Gν

µ . 
( )4 G=  is the scalar (Gaussian) space-time curvature equal to the trace of 

the Einstein tensor. 
Thus, we can say that e is a geometric quantum of electric charge, i.e. a topo-

logical characteristic of a given particle. Along with it, we can introduce a quan-
tum of mass, the critical mass cm  that differs from the charge only by a con-
stant: 

c
em
k

=                           (26) 

and the quantum of length, which is a critical radius cr : 

2c
e kr
c

= ,                         (27) 

where the classical (electromagnetic) and gravitational radius are compared in 
magnitude. 
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Taking into account (24), Equation (22) could be as follows with introducing 
the mass at the throat 

h p p e eM m N m N= + ,                    (28) 

where eN  is the number of electrons at the throat of the wormhole, taking into 
account that 

e p QN N N= − ,                       (29) 

can be rewritten in the form of a Diophantine equation: 

p QN Nλ= ,                        (30) 

where pN  and QN  are integer variables; λ  is a rational coefficient equal to: 

e c

e p

m m
m m

ξ
λ

+
=

+
.                      (31) 

Despite the seeming simplicity of relations (30), (31), they contain a new 
meaning for us. The logic behind this decision is simple. Equation (30) has non-
trivial solutions only if λ ∈ , belongs to the set of rational numbers. Let us as-
sume that the masses of an electron, a proton and the mass of the cm  quantum 
are irrational. Let particle in (31) is a friedmon for simplicity, i.e. 1ξ = . Then, 
for there to be a solution to Equation (30), the sums of irrational numbers in the 
numerator and in the denominator must be rational. This is possible, but not for 
all , ,e c pm m m . The admissible values of these physical quantities will form a 
discrete spectrum: 

,
.

e c

e p

m m
m m

+ ∈

+ ∈




                         (32) 

We will not solve arithmetic relations (31) and (32) here. We will make only a 
qualitative conclusion: first, the masses of the electron em , quanton cm , and 
proton pm  are related arithmetically, i.e. depend on each other. Second, they 
have discrete spectra of values, outside of which the conditions for the existence 
of a stationary throat are not satisfied. Therefore, the considered gravitational 
system (wormhole) will be nonequilibrium, which means that it will fluctuate. 
This statement obtained within the framework of this gravitational model ob-
viously can be verified experimentally. That is, the nature of quantum fluctua-
tions is non-fulfilment of arithmetic equilibrium conditions. 

We present below the procedure for solution of the Diophantine equation (30). 
We represent the rational coefficient λ  as the sum of an integer Λ  and a proper  

fraction a
b

, a b< , where ,a b∈ , then, dividing the fraction by the greatest 

common divisor (GCD) ( ),a b  (or the fraction 10 , 1,2,nb n= = ) in the de-

cimal representation, we transform the fraction a
b

 into an irreducible fraction 

1

1

a
b

. 
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( )
( )

1

1

,
10 10 ,10n n n

a a baa a
b b a

λ = Λ + = Λ + = Λ + = Λ + .           (33) 

Diophantine Equation (30) has the following discrete spectrum of solutions: 

( )
1

1 1

, 1, 2,

Λ .
Q

p

N b i i

N b a i

= =

= +



                        (34) 

Or, in more detail: 

( ) ( ) ( )
10 10, .
,10 ,10 ,10

n n

Q pn n n

aN i N i
a a a

 
 = = Λ +
 
 

             (35) 

Here is the simplest illustrative example of this arithmetic: 

2 1 1 12

25 132.25 32 32
410

N N N N   = = + = +   
   

, 

( )2
1 110 , , 25, 1, 4, 2, 32, ,25 a b aa bb n= = = Λ == ==  

1 1 4 4,8,12,N b i i= = =   

( ) ( )2 1 1Λ 32 4 1 129,258,387,N b a i i= + = × + =   

Using this example, let’s see what happens to the equilibrium spectrum of in-
teger solutions 1N , 2N  of this solution if we introduce a perturbation for a ra-
tional coefficient of the given equation 32.25λ = , say, with 1/1000. Let 

( )3 3
1 132.251: Λ 32, 251, 10 , , 1, 251, 10 ,a b a b a bλ = = = = = = =  

3, 32,25, 10 ,λ λ δλ λ δλ −= + = =  



3
1 1 1Δ 10 1000;2000;3000;N N N i= + = =   

 ( )3
2 2 2Δ 32 10 251 32251;64502;96753; ,N N N i= + = × + =   

1 996;1992;3988; ,N∆ =   

2 32122;64254;96366; .N∆ =   

The result is obvious: With small perturbations of the physical constants in-
cluded in the rational coefficient of the Diophantine equation, the spectra of the 
required number of charges QN  increase sharply in their magnitude, so that as 
the fluctuations of the constants tend to zero, the fluctuations of the required 
number of electric charges QN  and the number of nucleons pN  tend to infin-
ity: 0δλ → , ,Q pN∆ →∞ . This is a Diophantine catastrophe. We will discuss it 
below. 

The same qualitative disturbances will be expected for the spectrum of the 
necessary throat radii: 

( )1
Q

h p
e p

N
R r

m mλ
=

+
.                     (36) 

As a result, if there would be no such values of ,e pm m , fluctuations of the val-
ues of ,Q pN N  will not decay in principle. 
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4. Fluctuations of Fundamental Constants, Wormhole  
Parameters and Diophantine Uncertainty Relation 

What is the cause of a Diophantine catastrophe? The fluctuations of physical 
constants (electric charge, rest masses of elementary particles) tending to zero 
cause an infinitely large required increment in the number of charges and the 
number of nucleons to ensure a stationary state of wormhole throats. Since such 
numbers are not found, the gravitational system begins to fluctuate. 

The perturbed system is described by a perturbed Diophantine equation: 
  ,p QN Nλ=                              (37) 

in which the perturbed rational coefficient can be represented as: 

,λ λ δλ= +                             (38) 

and we write the fluctuation δλ λ  itself in the form: 

, 1, 2, 1, 2,3,
10m n mαδλ α+= = =                    (39) 

The unperturbed rational coefficient has the same form: 

10n

aλ = Λ +                            (40) 

Therefore, the perturbed coefficient is as follows: 

.
10 10n n m

a αλ += Λ + +                        (41) 

Hence, the solution for an integer QN  with perturbation λ  looks like this: 
 10 , 1,2,3,n m

QN c c+= =                      (42) 

and for the integer value pN : 

 Λ 10
10 10

n m
p n n m

aN cα +
+

 = + + 
 

,                 (43) 

or 
 ( )10 10n m m

pN c a α+= Λ + + .                  (44) 

Now let’s find the increment pN∆ : 
 ( ) ( )1 110 10n m m

p p pN N N c a i b aα+∆ = − = Λ + + − Λ + .       (45) 

Find the product of fluctuations δλ  and pN∆ : 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1 110 10 10n m n mn
pN c a b a iδλ α α − + − +−∆ = Λ + + − Λ + .    (46) 

Let 0δλ → , so , 1n m , therefore, 

.pN∆ →∞                           (47) 

From (45), leaving the largest term and taking into account the arbitrariness of 
1,2,c = 

, we obtain the required Diophantine uncertainty relation: 

pNδλ α∆ ≥ Λ .                        (48) 
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Proceeding in the same way with QN∆ , we obtain a similar relation for it: 

QNδλ α∆ ≥ .                        (49) 

Consequently, when the number of fundamental charges is bounded from above, 
the fluctuations of the physical constants are bounded from below. This means 
that the gravitational system of elementary particles cannot but fluctuate. 

5. Conclusions 

The invariance of Einstein’s equations in GRT with respect to dual mappings is 
considered. First, this symmetry makes it possible to obtain new exact partial 
solutions of the Einstein equations that complement the obtained ones to a more 
complete description of space-time. Secondly, this symmetry leads to discretiza-
tion of space-time, or its division into a set of unconnected Novikov’s R- and 
T-domains impenetrable for light paths. This is the first effect of “self-quantization” 
of the gravitational field. This, in turn, leads to discretization of the flux of pho-
tons continuously emitted by an emitter in separate portions, or quanta. This is 
the second self-quantization effect of a curved space-time. 

It is shown that the relationship between physical and geometric parameters at 
the wormhole throats, which are exact particular solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell 
equations, and which describe the internal structure of elementary charged par-
ticles, is described by a Diophantine equation in integer variables with a rational 
coefficient. This leads to the appearance of discrete spectra of physical and geo-
metric parameters of wormholes. This is the third effect of “self-quantization” of 
the gravitational field. 

Finally, the presence of arbitrarily small fluctuations of fundamental constants 
(charges, masses and radii of elementary particles) leads to the phenomenon of 
“Diophantine catastrophe”, when the increments of the number of charges and 
the number of nucleons at the throats tend to infinity as the increments of the 
fundamental constants tend to zero. A Diophantine uncertainty relation arises, 
which is similar to the uncertainty relation in quantum mechanics: the product 
of the increment at the throat in the number of charges or the number of nucle-
ons (elementary particle, atomic nucleus) required to maintain equilibrium by 
the increment in physical constants (rational coefficient of the Diophantine equ-
ation) must be no less than a certain value. 
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Appendix 1. Geometrization of an Electromagnetic Field and  
Dusty Matter 

Consider a pseudo-Riemannian centrally symmetric geometry with a metric 

( )2 2 2 2 2 2 2d d d d sin ds e e r Rν λτ θ θ ϕ= − − +               (A1) 

And the geometric conservative Einstein tensor Gµν  expressed through it; it is 
generated by an electromagnetic field of strength rE  with an energy density 

fε , with an electric charge Q, a dusty substance with an energy density sε  and 
with a total gravitational energy gε . According to the exact particular solution 
of the Einstein and Maxwell equations in GRT, these physical characteristics are 
expressed through the geometry [2]: 

( )

( ) ( )

0
0

2
0 2
0

2
0
0

4 3 4
0 2 2
0

1 ,

1 ,

,

,

1 1 1 .
2 2

f

s

r

g

G G

G

cQ G GR
k
cE G G

k
c R c RG G e R e R

k k
λ ν

ε
κ

ε
κ

ε − − ⋅

= −

=

= −

= −

′= − + − +

          (A2) 

Here '
r
∂

=
∂

, 
τ
∂

⋅ =
∂

. 

The problem is in expressing the scalar potential 0A  in terms of geometry. 
The partial derivative of 0A  with respect to the radial coordinate is expressed in 
the synchronous accompanying frame of reference through the radial compo-
nent of the electric field strength: 

2
0 rA e E

λ

′ = − .                           (A3) 

Substituting rE  from (A2) into (A3), we obtain: 
2

02
0 0 .cA e G G

k

λ

′ = − −                       (A4) 

Using the Lorentz gage, 

; 0Aµ
µ = ,                            (A5) 

and equality to zero of the spatial components of the vector potential in the giv-
en frame of reference, we obtain from (A5) an expression for the partial time de-
rivative 0A  with regard to time: 

0 02
2

RA A
R

λ⋅ ⋅
⋅  
= − + 

 
.                      (A6) 

Knowledge of the two partial derivatives 0A′  and 0A⋅  makes it possible to 
find the connection between ( )0 ,A rτ  and the geometry through the integral 
equation: 
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2
2 0

0 0 02 d d .
2

R cA A e G G r const
R k

λλ τ
⋅ ⋅ 

= − + − − + 
 
∫ ∫         (A7) 

However, using the permutation of the second partial derivatives 

0 0A A⋅ ⋅′=′ ,                          (A8) 

and, substituting the partial derivatives 0A′  and 0A⋅  from (A5) and (A6) in 
(A8), 

2
02

0 02
2

R cA e G G
R k

λλ
⋅⋅ ⋅ ′    

          
−


+ = ,               (A9) 

it is possible to obtain from (A9) the explicit required expression for the scalar 
potential 0A  in terms of the geometry: 

0 2 02
0 02

0

2
2

2
2

Re G G e G G
RcA

k R
R

λ
λλ

λ

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

⋅ ⋅

 
− + + −

 
 


 
 =

′ 
+ 

 

 .          (A10) 
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Abstract 
The multi-messenger observations of the merger event in GW170817 did not 
rule out the possibility that the remnant might be a dynamically stable neu-
tron star with 2.69rm ≥



  . Based on this and other recent events, I argue 
that the universal maximum density hypothesis should be revived. Accor-
dingly, the central densities in the cores of ultra-compact objects must be up-
per-limited by the critical density number crn , beyond which supranuclear 
dense matter becomes purely incompressible. Based on the spacetime-matter 
coupling in GR, it is shown that the topology of spacetime embedding in-
compressible quantum fluids with crn n=  must be Minkowski flat, which 
implies that spacetime at the background of ultra-compact objects should be 
bimetric. 
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Most theoretical investigations indicate that pulsars, neutron stars and magne-
tars, that comprise the family of ultra-compact objects (UCOs), whose masses 

1.4NS ≥ 

  , should have central densities much larger than the nuclear one 
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. Theoretically this posses an upper limit of their maximum 
mass max 2.3NS M≤



  for almost all EOSs, though none of these objects have 
been ever observed with max 2.1NS M≥



  (see [1] and the references therein). 
Indeed, the multi-messenger observations of the merger of the two neutrons stars 

in GW170817 did not rule the formation of a massive NS with 2.79NS M≈


  [5] 
[6] [7] [8]; hence the mechanisms that limit their theoretical mass range must be 
revisited. 
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Let us assume that there is a universal maximum energy density maxε , beyond 
which supranuclear dense fluids becomes incompressible. Under these circums-
tances the solution of the field equations:  

 1 8
2

R g R GTµν µν µνπ− =                        (1) 

reads:  

 
2

2 2 2 21 dd d d d d ,rs g x x t r
SS

µ ν
µν κ= = − − Ω                (2) 

where 0
0 max

1 3
1 , ,

2
L

s bS r r P
α

κ α ε
+

= − = =  and ( )2 2 2d sinθ ϕΩ = + . L
bP  

here is the local baryonic pressure. 
In order to find out whether this spacetime is Weyl-transformable into a con-

formally flat spacetime of the type:  

 ( )2 2 2 2 2ˆ ˆ ˆd d d d d d ,fs g x x eµ ν
µν τ ρ ρ= = − − Σ             (3) 

we need to analyse the relation between both coordinate systems, solve for the 
conformal factor ( ), , ,fe F τ ρ ϑ ψ=  and discuss their physical consistences (see 
[9] [10] and the references therein). As the line element, ds, should be invariant 
under the transformation, both metrics are related to each other through:  

 ˆ .
ˆ ˆ
x xg g
x x

µ µ

µν µνν ν

∂ ∂
=
∂ ∂

                       (4) 

Using algbraic manipulation and setting 
ˆ
x
x

µ
µ
νν δ∂

=
∂

, the following equalities are 

obtained:  

 
222 21 1 .f t r re

S S

κ

τ ρ
 ∂ ∂ ∂Ω        = = =          ∂ ∂ ∂Σ          

          (5) 

A strictly flat spacetime would correspond to 1fe = . In this case, the relation 
between both coordinates systems read:  

 

( )

( )

( )

2 22
0

2
0

0

0

0

0

d 1 1d d
d 1

d 1 1d d
d 1

arcsin

d 1 d d
d arcsin

t
t S a r

r
r S a r

a r
r

a

a r
S a r

κ κ

τ τ

ρ ρ

ρ

= ⇔ =
−

= ⇔ =
−

⇒ =

Σ
= ⇔ Σ = Ω

Ω

               (6) 

Consequently, the spacetime:  

 
2

2 2 2 2 21 1d d d d ,s t r r
S S

κ
   = − − Ω   
   

              (7) 

appears to be conformal to the flat spacetime:  

 2 2 2 2 2d d d d .s τ ρ ρ= − − Σ                       (8) 
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Mathematically, while κ  may accept other values, but 1κ =  is most rea-
sonable as the volume-expansion rate of the incompressible core in both dual- 
spacetimes is equal and independent of the core’s compactness, i.e. 

 d d .
d d

r
t

ρ
τ
=                            (9) 

Note that since the matter inside the core is incompressible and stationary, 
then the spatial and temporal variations must vanish. This implies that the state 
of matter in both spacetimes are identical and that remote observers can meas-
ure the variations of the core’s radius only. In most cases, modelings of the inte-
riors of UCOs usually relay on using one single EOS throughout the entire object 
and obeying: 1 3L

bP ε≤  This requires a strong spatial variation of ε  in the 
neighborhood of 0r = , where the regularity condition is imposed. However 
this egularity condition is practically equivalent to imposing zero-compressibility, 
i.e. 0 0rP ε

=
∇ = ∇ = . To overcome this inconsistency, the central density is 

manually increased to be much higher than the nuclear number density, 0n , 
therefore giving rise to causality violation. On the other hand, recently it was sug-
gested that at 03crn n≈ ×  and zero-temperature, the neutrons at the very central 
regions of massive pulsars ought to undergo a phase transition, through which 
they merge together to form embryonic super-baryons (SB, see Figure 1 as 
well as [3] [4] and the references therein). The number density of the enclosed 
incompressible gluon-quark superfluid would attain the value crn , which 
could be easily reached by NSs with moderate masses. The state of the fluid on 
the verge of merger is said to be maximally compressible (MC) and the cor-
responding stress-energy tensor becomes traceless: 3 0L

cr bPε= − =T . Al-
though the MC state is expected to be a short-living transient phase, 0=T  
insures that the matter-field correspondence, and specifically the incompressi-
bility character of the quantum fluid, is invariant under Weyl and conformal 
transformations. 

When the compressible matter surrounding the cores of NSs cools down on 
the cosmic time, the curved spacetime at the background would compress the 
baryons at the center together, thereby decreasing the separation distance be-
tween the baryons, bd , down to values comparable to the average distance gd , 
between quarks (see Figure 2), thereby giving rise a free darg energy, a free dark 
energy bε

+∆  of order 2 bc d . For b qd d= , bε
+∆  is comparable to the rest 

energy of an isolated baryon, i.e. 

 
0;2

~
1;

b qqb

b qq q b

d dd
d dd d

ε
ε

+ ∆ →  =∆ + 



               (10) 

where 0.939 GeVqε∆ = . Hence bε
+∆  is capable of deconfining the quarks in-

side baryons, thereby rendering merger of the baryons possible. Moreover, the 
pressure UPP , induced by the uncertainty principle, and bε

+∆  become duals 
that oppose compression/contraction of the core’s matter, whilst enhancing the 
effective mass of the core. The state of matter in the post merger phase is go-
verned by EOS: 2

0UP b cr crP a nε ε+= ∆ = = . The mass of the field quanta goes to  
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Figure 1. The development of the chemical potential µ  of ultradense quantum fluids 
with the number density n. For 0 crn n n≤ < , 1 3~ nµ . As crn n→  the quantum fluid 
converges to the maximally compressible state and undergoes a phase transition into the 
incompressible state, where 2

0cr crP c nε= = . The forbidden region correspond to number 
densities that are beyond the universal maximum allowable value crn .  

 

 
Figure 2. A schematic description of the spacetime curvature (denoted with S) as op-
posed to the EOS and number density. bd  and qd  denote the mean distances between 

two arbitrary baryons and quarks, respectively. The case (a) corresponds to compressible 
quantum fluid embedded in a Schwarzschild-like spacetime (S1), (b) to the maximally 
compressible fluid phase, where the boundaries of baryons overlap, i.e. b gd d=  and the 

pressure UPP  induced by the uncertainty principle becomes comparable to crε . Here 
the spacetime start flattening to become nearly a Minkowski-type spacetime (S2). (c) cor-
responds to the final state in which baryons start merging to form a super-baryon, whose 
interior is made of incompressible gluon-quark superfluid embedded by a strictly flat 
spacetime (S3).  
 
zero and therefore the quarks communicate with each other via the massless 
gluons at the speed of light [11] [12]. 

The dark energy contribution ε +∆  must be stored locally; it goes specifically 
into enhancing the surface tension of the super-baryon and acts as a confining 
force for the enclosed ocean of quarks. At a certain point of the cosmic time, the 
core would decay and dark energy would be liberated, thereby provoking a ha-
dronization process of the guon-quark superfluid. 

For a given super-baryon resulting from the merger of N-baryons, the effec-
tive energy is expected to be:  
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 02 .tot
SB Nε ε≈ ×                         (11) 

This appears to be in line with the short-living pentaquark formation observed 
at the LHC-experiment (see [13] and the references therein), though the entropy 
and density regimes are totally different from those in the cores of UCOs. 

Noting that the core must be 3D spherically symmetric with zero-entropy en-
closed matter which behaves as a single quantum entity embedded in a flat space-
time, the governing physics is predicated to be mirrored onto its two-dimensional 
surface in accord with the holographic principle. However, it is not clear at all, 
how and what kind of information could be still storable on the surface under 
zero-entropy conditions? 

Finally, when combining the result-presented here with the following argu-
ments:   
• The remnant of GW170817 didn’t necessarily collapse into a BH.  
• BHs with 5BH M≤



  may be safely ruled out.  
• The first generation of stars may have formed massive pulsars that should be 

dark by now.  
• The glitch phenomena in pulsars are triggered by topological changes of the 
bimetric spacetime embedding pulsars (see [14] and the references therein); then 
the existence of a universal maximum energy density is an inevitable conclusion. 
It should be noted however, that the existence of a universal maximum density, 

crn , does not necessary rule out BHs as astrophysical objects, whose existence is 
observationally well-verified; however, it argues against their classical formation 
scenario as well as against the existence of matter singularities at their centers. 
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Abstract 
Our bimetric spacetime model of glitching pulsars is applied to the remnant 
of GW170817. Accordingly, pulsars are born with embryonic incompressible 
superconducting gluon-quark superfluid cores (SuSu-matter) that are embedded 
in Minkowski spacetime, whereas the ambient compressible and dissipative me-
dia (CDM) are imbedded in curved spacetime. As pulsars cool down, the equili-
brium between both spacetime is altered, thereby triggering the well-observed 
glitch phenomena. Based thereon and assuming all neutron stars (NSs) to be 
born with the same initial mass of ( )0 1.25NSM t M= ≈



, we argue that the 
remnant of GW170817 should be a relatively faint NS with a massive central 
core made of SuSu-matter. The effective mass and radius of the remnant are 
predicted to be 2.8 3.351rem< ≤   

    and 10.764 kmremR = , whe-

reas the mass of the enclosed SuSu-core is 1.7core M=


 . Here, about 
1 2 core  is an energy enhancement triggered by the phase transition of the 
gluon-quark-plasma from the microscopic into macroscopic scale. The cur-
rent compactness of the remnant is 0.918c =α , but predicted to increase as 
the CDM and cools down, rendering the remnant an invisible dark energy 
object, and therefore to an excellent black hole candidate. 
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1. Introduction 

The astronomical event GW170817 marks the beginning of a new era of multi-
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messenger astronomy, in which detectors of gravitational waves and electro-
magnetic radiation operated almost simultaneously to follow up the merger 
event. Using LIGO detectors and advanced Virgo in combination with Fermi 
and INTEGRAL gamma-ray telescopes the event was localized to the galaxy 
4993, in which two compact objects, most likely two neutron stars, were found 
inspiraling and to subsequently merge and form a massive compact object [see 
[1], and the references therein]. The component masses were inferred to lie be-
tween 1 21.0 , 1.89M M M M≤ ≤   

 in the high spin case and  

1 21.16 , 1.60M M M M≤ ≤   

 in the low case. Approximately 10% of the total 
mass is predicted to have gone forming an accretion disk, ejecta, jets, X-ray 
flares and/or outflows [see [2], and the references therein]. While the exact na-
ture of the remnant depends strongly on the final baryonic mass, it may still fall 
in one of the following three categories: 
 A massive neutron star (HMNS) 

Based on observational and theoretical considerations, the possibility that the 
merger of the two NSs yielded a short-living massive neutron star (HMNS) ap-
pears to be widely accepted [see [3] [4] [5], and the references therein]. On the 
long-term however, it is not clear if such a massive object would survive a gravi-
tational collapse and end up as a stellar BH [see [6], and the references therein].  

On the other hand, there are several observational signatures that obviously 
favor the formation a MNS. Namely, the occurrence of the gamma-ray burst 
GRB170817 approximately 1.7 seconds after the merger event [7] and the ap-
pearance of certain features 155 days later is a clear indication for reactivation of 
the central object. Moreover, the formation of a structured off-axis jet [3] [8], 
the detected emission powered by the radioactive decay of r-process nuclei syn-
thesized in the ejecta [9] and that a surface magnetic field of order 1012 G is re-
quired to match the EM-radiation hint that the remnant must be neutron-rich 
with a hard surface [see [4], and the references therein]. 

In particular, the observed steady brightening of GW170817 lasting less than 
160 days after the merger, which is most likely powered by non-thermal syn-
chrotron emission from plasmas propagating at relativistic speeds, may be 
well-considered for ejecta from a central compact object with hard surface. The 
Lorentz factors, sΓ , that correspond to plasma propagation in micro-quasar 
systems generally fall in the range of [ ]3 10≤ Γ ≤ , whereas sΓ  of the observed 
ejecta in GW170817 hardly reach the lower range of this interval. 
 A stellar black hole (SBH) 

Whether the remnant was a short or is a long-living HMNS, its total mass is 
2.6tot M≥



  to 90% confidence [see [11], and the references therein]. In the 
absence of extraordinary stiff EOSs with exotic repulsive nuclear forces of un-
known origin, the object should ultimately collapse into a stellar black hole. In-
deed, the revealed low X-ray flux from GW170817 indicates weak magnetic field 
that is typical to stellar BHs [12]. Other arguments favoring the formation of a 
BH have been discussed, though the results obtained may be biased, as these 
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studies assume a prior the formation of a BH [see [6], and the references there-
in]. 

However, it should be noted here that determining the nature of the remnant 
would require solving the time-dependent general relativistic Navier-Stokes eq-
uations with radiative transfer and magnetic fields at the background of a dy-
namically varying spacetime, which is beyond the state-of-the-art simulations 
today. Also, the capability of receiving gravitational wave signals that carry in-
formation about the spin and compactness of the NSs shortly before and of the 
remnant immediately after the merger event are outside the sensitivity range of 
LIGO.  
 Another type of a compact object  

In the absence of direct and founded observational signatures that determine 
conclusively the nature of the remnant, the possibility that it might be neither a 
classical NS nor a stellar BH, but rather a new type of a compact object cannot be 
excluded. The fact that the mass of the remnant falls in the range of  

2.5 5M M≤ ≤   

 , where neither stellar BHs nor normal neutron stars have 
ever been observed, makes this conjecture viable.  

In the following, we discuss this conjecture in detail and argue that the rem-
nant is most likely made of incompressible gluon-quark superfluid core embed-
ded in a flat spacetime and surrounded by a shell of compressible and dissipative 
matter with a curved spacetime at the background as visualized in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. A schematic description of the interior of the remnant of GW170817 as pre-
dicted by the bimetric spacetime scenario. While the incompressible superfluid in the 
core is enclosed in a Minkowski spacetime, the surrounding compressible and dissipative 
media is set to be imbedded in a curved spacetime. Both media are separated by geometr-
ically thin boundary layer, where the pulsar’s dynamo action is expected to operate.  
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2. The Remnant of GW170817 and Its Internal Structure 

In the case of a quasi-static contraction of a massive NS: as the event horizon, 
R , and the star radius, R , approach each other, the stiffness of the EOS and 
therefore the compactness must increase. The sound speed should increase and 
reach roughly the speed of light at ( )1R R= +   , where   is a sufficiently 
small number. Indeed, it was repeatedly argued that the sound speed inside 
HMNSs must be larger than 3c  [see [13], and the references therein]. A 
possible limiting EOS may have the form:  

 ( )
2

02 ,a n
LP n n

n
εε ε→∂

= →
∂

                   (1) 

where 0 , , , La n P ε  denote a constant coefficient, number density, local pressure 
and the density of internal energy, respectively. Here the rate of interaction of 
sub-nuclear particles, namely mesons and gluons, reaches the saturation limit, at 
which the chemical potential, i.e. energy per particle, attains its universal maxi-
mum value, which was predicted to be around 03crn n≈ × , where 0n  is the 
nuclear number density [14]. In this case,  

 ( )2 2 36
0 0  1 0 erg cc

cr cr crn na n a nε ε→= → = =           (2) 

In the present study, this EOS governs fluids that are the maximally compres-
sible or purely incompressible. Under these conditions, the constituents are ca-
pable of resisting all kinds of external perturbations, including further contrac-
tions by gravity. However an EOS of the type .LP constε = =  is incompatible 
with traceless mass-energy tensors (METs) and therefore does not obey confor-
mal invariance [13]. Similar to weakly compressible terrestrial fluids, the pres-
sure in incompressible fluids loses its local thermodynamical character and turns 
into a mathematical term only1, which nevertheless must be chosen, so to ensure 
that d d 1LP ε ≤ . 

In fact, fluids governed by the limiting EOS: ( )0P ε ε= >  cannot accept stra-
tification by gravity or, equivalently by the curvature of spacetime. Indeed, it was 
recently verified that once the matter at the very center of massive NSs become 
purely incompressible, then the embedding spacetime must flatten and become 
conformally flat [see [15], and the references therein]. The total energy of a sta-
tionary and zero-stratified supradense nuclear matter should consist of the rest 
energy only, as otherwise, thermal, magnetic and kinetic energies can be affected 
directly by gravity. Thus the energy state of purely incompressible supradense 
nuclear fluids should correspond to the universal lowest-possible energy state. 
Based thereon, our argument may be summarized as follows:   

1) Under certain conditions, supradense nuclear fluids may become maximal-
ly compressible, i.e. purely incompressible, at which the energy density attains 
the universal maximum value maxε . Here the interaction rate between the con-
stituents saturates as they communicate with each other at the speed of light. 
Energy divergence is prohibited as massless gluons are the mediators whilst the 

 

 

1In terrestrial weakly incompressible fluid the pressure is treated as a Lagrangian multiplier. 
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quarks must motionless in space, but oscillatory in time. These conditions should 
apply to the gluon-quark-plasma inside individual baryons at zero-entropy.  

2) The classical pressure in purely incompressible supradense nuclear fluids 
loses its local thermodynamical character. In fact, as the constituents communi-
cate with each other at the speed of light, the interaction-power is sufficiently 
strong to smooth out all possible potential barriers between individual baryons, 
thereby enhancing their merger and forming an ocean of gluon-quark superflu-
id.  

3) Purely incompressible supradense nuclear matter governed by the EOS,  

 max .P constε= =                           (3) 

should have zero-entropy and embedded in a flat spacetime. This strong conjec-
ture raises the possibility that entropy of matter and curvature of spacetime may 
have hidden connections.  

3. Basic Assumptions and the Solution Strategy  

Very recently, we applied the bimetric spacetime scenario of glitching pulsars to 
investigate the internal structures both of the Crab and Vela pulsars [16]. The 
model was capable of re-producing and explaining several mysterious features 
that observed to accompany both pulsars, namely the deriving mechanisms un-
derlying the glitch phenomena and their rate of reoccurrence, the origin of un-
der/overshootings observed to associate their glitch events as well as their cos-
mological fate. Based thereon, newly born pulsars are predicated to have the ini-
tial mass of 1.25M



 and an embryonic SuSu-core of 0.029M


 to evolve into 
a Crab-like pulsar after 1000 years and subsequently into a Vela-like pulsar 
10,000 years later to finally fade away as an invisible dark energy object after 
roughly 10 Myr. The cores of both pulsars were predicted to have the masses: 

0.15Crab
core M=



  and 0.55Vela
core M=



  [10]. 
In order to apply the model to the remnant of GW170817, the following as-

sumptions must be made:  
• The masses of the two merging NSs read: 1 2 1.4tot tot M= =



  , which fall in 
the mass-range revealed by observations [1]. Although our results are not too 
sensitive to these exact values, both masses are remarkably close to that of the 
Crab pulsar and therefore we may assume that both NSs should have the 
same cosmic evolution. Specifically, both NSs should have identical initial 
conditions, are perfectly isolated with no energy loss or gain from or to their 
surroundings. As in the case of the Crab and Vela pulsars, any mass-difference 
is due to age-difference: as the object ages, it becomes colder, the inertia of its 
SuSu-core increases, which is associated with a topological change of space-
time embedding its interior.  

The total mass of the object consists of core’s mass, half of which is baryonic 
matter while the other half is due to the enhanced gluon cloud enclosing the 
quarks on the macroscopic scale. The other contribution to 1

tot  comes from 
the ambient normal fluid. 
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Based thereon each of two the NSs prior merger should have approximately 
the same age, same total masses as the Crab pulsar and therefore the same core’s 
masses: 0.15Crab

core M=


  [see [10], for further details]. 
• The incompressible superfluid cores of both objects should have survived the 

violent merger and preserved their inertia. While this assumption appears to 
be too strong, it may be supported by the following arguments:  

– Similar to gluon-quark plasma inside individual baryons, the incompressible 
gluon-quark superfluid inside the cores of pulsars cannot live in free space, 
but hidden behind a confining quantum barrier. The effective energy of the 
potential barrier is sufficiently strong to protect the core against deforma-
tions by tidal forces. Indeed, the sound crossing time of each core is predi-
cated to be one million times shorter than the dynamical time scale during 
the inspiraling phase of both NSs prior merger.  

– In QCD, the bag energy confining gluon-quark plasmas inside individual ba-
ryons is of order 300 MeV. When N baryons are set to merge together under 
zero-temperature and pure incompressibility conditions, then the size, V, and 
mass of the resulting super-baryon must increase with N, i.e. d dV N const= . 
Recalling that roughly 99% of the effective energy of an individual baryon is 
due to the gluon field, then the energy of the gluon cloud confining the 
quarks inside the super-baryon must moderately increase with N, i.e. an 
energy enhancement of the type: 0d dgluon N N βε α=  is forbidden as N is 
typically of order ( )5710 , so that any value of 0β >  would lead energy 
divergence. A reasonable prediction would be that the merging process of 
N-neutrons at zero-temperature is energetically upper-bounded by the con-
stant: 0d d 2gluon Nε ε= , where 0ε  is the rest energy of a neutron. 

One may conjecture that the extra energy originates from the gluon field ne-
cessary for stably confining the quark-ocean inside the super-baryons and shield 
it from the outside universe [17]. Indeed, the effective energy stored in the crea-
tion of the short-living pentaquark that was detected in the LHC experiment was 
found to be about 4.5 GeV, which is consistent with our scenario [18], though 
the physical conditions are completely different: while the plasma at the LHC is 
characterized by very high temperature and extremely low density, the matter in 
the central cores of pulsars should be supradense nuclear with temperature 
much lower than the corresponding Fermi one.  
– The incompressible supranuclear dense matter inside the cores of NSs must 

have the lowest possible energy state and behaves as a single quantum entity. 
Such a fluid is expected to be well-equipped to resist all types of external 
perturbations, including tidal deformation. In this case, the only source left 
for energy emission would be the ambient compressible and dissipative nuc-
lear fluid in the shell.  

4. The Numerical Approach 

Based on the above-mentioned arguments, the mass and size of the remnant’s 
core may be obtained here by extrapolating the sizes of the cores of the well-studied 
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Crab and of the Vela pulsars as well as recalling that the remnant should turn 
invisible, once the object has metamorphosed entirely into a SuSu-object. Thus a 
NS with the initial mass of ( )0 0 2.5M M t M= = =



 will double its mass at the 
end of its visible lifetime, i.e. ( ) 5M t M= ∞ =



. 
In Figure 2 we show the distribution of effective masses of the cores versus 

the total masses of the objects. Here we use the tabulated values shown in Figure 
2 to construct the quadratic mass-function in units of M



:  

 20.108507 0.652778 0.976562,core tot tot= + −             (4) 

which applies for 1.25tot M≥


 . 
Let 0t t=  denote the time, at which the two NSs merged together. Based on 

observations the total mass of both objects is: ( )00 2.8tot tM t t M= − =


 , which 
consists of 2.5M



 baryonic matter and 0.3M


 of dark energy, where 
00 tt t= −   

corresponds to the time shortly before the merger event and 
0t
  denotes a short 

instant. 
Based on the mass-function core , the core’s mass of the remnant appears to 

have undergone a dramatic increase during the merger from 0.3M


 to 1.7M


, 
which implies an additional input of dark energy that amounts to 0.55M



, 
yielding a massive NS of 3.351M



, and consisting of 2.5M


 in the form of 
baryonic matter and 0.85M



 of dark energy. 
The mechanism underlying the injection of dark energy into the system here 

may be explained as follows: 
When the matter at the center of a massive NS is compressed by the sur-

rounding curved spacetime, the separation between two arbitrary baryons, b , 
may decrease down and become comparable to the mean free path g , between 
quarks in individual baryons and at zero-temperature. In this case a free energy 
ε +∆  of order 2 gc   would be generated and may easily surpass the 0.939 

GeV limit, beyond which baryon’s merger becomes a viable process. ε +∆  is 
expected to be stored locally, and specifically to enhance the surface tension 
needed for confining the enclosed ocean of quarks. At certain time, this energy 
would be liberated, once the core has decayed into a pure baryonic matter. 

Based thereon, the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov equation (TOV) was solved, 
using the core mass and its energy-density as input parameters. In the present 
case, the inertia of the core is expected to significantly enhance the curvature of 
spacetime and therefore the distribution of matter in the shell surrounding the 
core. The matter here is set to obey the polytropic EOS: P γρ=  . In order to 
obtain the optimal values of   and γ , the TOV equation was solved for the 
maximum possible mass that can be obtained using the EOSs “alf4” and “sly” [19] 
[20]. As shown in Figure 3, the resulting mass turns to be: max 2.075NS M=



 , 
which is approximately equal to that of PSR J0348+0435. 

Interestingly enough, using “alf4” and “sly” EOSs, the central density obtained 
here roughly equal to the universal maximum value: max 06ρ ρ= × , at which the 
fluid turns purely incompressible superfluid.  
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Figure 2. The total mass of the core (baryonic and dark energy) versus total mass of the 
entire object (i.e. the mass of the core and overlying baryonic shell) are displayed, using a 
polynomial interpolation of the values tabulated in the figure. Part of these values have 
been adopted from [10].  
 

 
Figure 3. The internal structure of a marginally stable massive NS using the three differ-
ent EOSs: alf4 [19], sly [20] and poly (i.e. the polytropic EOS in which the coefficient   
and γ  were optimized to fit the other two profiles). Except poly, non of the EOSs, in-
cluding other 12 models, where capable of stably modelling the interiors of NSs more 
massive than 2.075M



.  

 
The fitting procedure of the polytropic EOS with “alf4” and “sly” (see Figure 

3), yielded the following values:  

 
61.98183 10

2.72135γ

−= ×
=


                       (5) 

Assuming maxρ  to exist in our universe, then the physical conditions governing 
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both the cores of MNS and of the remnant of GW170817, must be identical. 
In order to accurately capture the strong gradients in the vicinity of the rem-

nant’s surface, the explicit adaptive mesh refinement (EAMR) method has been 
employed [16]. Here approximately 105 grid points have been used reaching an 
aspect ratio of 5

max mind d 10r r ≈  (see Figure 4). In Figure 5 the profiles of the 
normalized total energy density and the total pressure throughout the entire ob-
ject versus radius are shown. These are defined as follows:  

, ,d bar tot barP P Pφ ϕε ε ε= + = +                    (6) 

 

 
Figure 4. The non-linear distribution of the grid spacing versus radii. Here the density of 
grid points was optimized in order to capture the fine structures of the remnant in the vi-
cinity of its surface.  
 

 
Figure 5. The profiles of the energy density dε  and the total pressure, totP , versus ra-
dius in units of 2 crε . Inside the core, where the spacetime is flat, the energy density at-
tains the constant value 2d crε ε=  (see Equation (2), Equation (6) and Equation (7)). 
Outside the core, where the matter is compressible and dissipative, the radial-distribution 
of dε  is determined by solving the TOV equation at the background of a Schwarzschild 
spacetime using the “poly” EOS. The total pressure inside the core is the superposition of 
the normal local pressure and the negative pressure due to vacuum. While totP  vanishes 
inside the core, it becomes equal to the local pressure outside it.  
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where  

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

22

22

1 1
2 2
1 1
2 6

V

P V

φ

φ

ε φ φ φ

φ φ φ

= + + ∇

= − − ∇





                    (7) 

Here ( ),Vφ φ  generally denote the scalar field and its interaction potential with 
the baryonic matter. In the present case, φ  is a spatially averaged gluon field 
and ( )V φ  is the potential energy of the gluon-cloud embedding the quarks in-
side the super-baryon. The subscript “bar” denotes the contribution due to ba-
ryonic matter whereas ϕ  due to vacuum. The scalar field, φ , is assumed to be 
significantly enhanced when undergoing a phase transition from the micro into 
the macroscale. Such enhancement is necessary in order to maintain the su-
per-baryon stable, while hiding it from the outside world [see [21], and the ref-
erences therein]. Inside the core, the incompressible superfluid is stationary and 
therefore φ  is spatially and temporary constant, i.e.  

 0.φ φ= ∇ =                         (8) 

In this case ( ) barV φ ε= , which is equal to the effective resistive pressure, LP , 
required to maintain the quarks apart at a minimum distance min  which is of 
order 0.6 fm. 

Consequently, inside the core we have 2d barε ε= , but a vanishing total pres-
sure totP . Outside the core, however, dε  runs as dictated by the TOV-equation 
at the background of a Schwarzschild spacetime and using the polytropic EOS 
with the parameters specified in Equation (5). 

Following Equation (4), the total mass of the core is 1.7M


, half of which is 
made of baryonic matter and the other half is due to the macroscopic enhancement 
of the gluon field (see Figure 6). Using the polytropic EOS with the parameters  
 

 
Figure 6. The radial-distributions of the total effective mass of the remnant totM , the 
total mass of the core, coreM , and the contribution of dark energy, DEM , to the effective 
mass of the core. The final masses here read: 3.351totM M=



, 1.7coreM M=


 and 
0.85DEM M=



.  
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given in Equation (5), the TOV equation was integrated to determine the radius 
and therefore the compactness of the remnant. Our high-resolution numerical cal-
culations yielded the radius of 10.764 kmrmR =  for a remnant mass of 3.351M



 
to give rise to a compactness parameter: 0.918cα =  as shown in Figures 6-8. 

Obviously, the predicated value of the remnant’s radius here is consistent with 
the recent investigations [see [22], and the references therein]. 

In Figure 7 we show the Schwarzschild matric exponent, Ψ , which is, in the 
limit of weak gravitational field, reduces to the gravitational potential. Inside the 
core, where the embedding spacetime is flat, Ψ  attains a negative constant 
value, but increases abruptly throughout the ambient medium and goes to zero 
at infinity. Across the surface, Ψ  undergoes a dramatic spatial variation. This 
can be seen from d drΨ , which vanishes inside the core, but then decreases and 
increases dramatically in the vicinity of the remnant’s surface. Thus free particles 
in this region would experience rapid acceleration and deceleration, thereby  
 

 
Figure 7. The radial distribution of the gravitational potential, Ψ , and its negative radial 
derivative throughout the remnant and the surrounding space.  
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Figure 8. The radial distribution of the gravitational redshift, Z, throughout the remnant 
and the surrounding space (red-colored) to be compared to that of a massive NS 
(MNS/blue-colored) with MNS 2.075M=



. Z at the surface of the remnant is roughly 
four times larger than Z at the surface of the MNS.  
 
giving rise to radiation emission that are strongly redshifted and may appear 
four times fainter than those emitted from the surface of massive and highly 
compact NSs (see Figure 8). 

5. Summary 

In this paper we have presented a model for the remnant of GW170817, which is 
based on the bimetric spacetime scenario of glitching pulsars. Accordingly, the 
core is made of incompressible superconducting, gluon-quark superfluid (Su-
Su-matter) embedded in a flat spacetime, whereas the ambient compressible and 
dissipative medium is set to be imbedded in a Schwarzschild spacetime. 

The present study relies on our previous investigation of the cosmic evolution 
of the Crab and Vela pulsars as well as on the topological change of spacetime 
inside pulsars as the driving mechanism for the glitch phenomena in pulsars. 

Based thereon we have found that the remnant must have a total mass of 
3.351rem

tot M=


 , a radius 10764 kmremR =  and it should enclose a massive 
SuSu-core of 1.7rem

core M=


 . The matter inside the shell surrounding the core 
is compressible and dissipative and its stratification is dictated by the curvature 
of the embedding Schwarzschild spacetime. The massive object is deeply trapped 
in spacetime and the radiation emitted from its surface would be redschifted, 
reaching 3Z ≈ , i.e. approximately 5 to 7 times more fainter than Z’s at the sur-
faces of normal NSs. 

Thus the remnant is actually a NS, which has a massive SuSu-core overlaid by 
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a neutron-rich matter. On the cosmological time scale, when all secondary ener-
gies in the shell have exhausted2, its compactness would saturate around one, 
thereby turning the object invisible and making it an excellent black hole candi-
date. 

The dark energy in the SuSu-core of the remnant is predicated to be 0.85M


. 
This energy enhancement originates from the phase transition of the gluon field 
from microscopic scale inside separated baryons into the macroscopic scale, 
where the core behaves as a single quantum entity, but still hidden from the out-
side universe.  

However, while the model is based on several reasonable assumptions, work 
must be still done to verify their validities, specifically:  
• The existence of a universal maximum density and the state of pure incom-

pressibility;  
• The origin of gravitation and its hidden connection to entropy;  
• The viability of the bimetric spacetime scenario inside pulsars;  
• The mechanisms underlying the glitch phenomena in pulsars and young 

neutron stars.  
Finally, similar to newly born pulsars, a significant part of the rotational 

energy prior to the merger should have been stored both in the core and in the 
overlying shell of the remnant. The resulting configuration is expected to consi-
derable deviate from spherical symmetry and therefore serves a rich source for 
the emission of gravitational radiation with 310 Hzν > . However, this range of 
frequencies is far beyond the current sensitivity range of LIGO. 

Moreover, when correlating the total entropy production to the revealed radi-
ation power from GW170817, we find that the entropy is much below the ex-
pected value from an object of 2.78M



, irrespective of whether the remnant is 
a massive NS or a stellar BH [4]. Indeed, a massive entropy-free superfluid core 
may nicely explain the origin of the entropy deficiency here. 

Assuming the next generation of high resolution observations would render 
our scenario reasonable, then current scenarios related to the fate of the first 
generation of NSs, the relatively small number of NSs and BHs in the Galaxy, the 
origin of dark matter and dark energy in the universe must be revisited. 
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Abstract 
We combine the de Broglie Matter Wave Equation with the Heisenberg Un-
certainty Principle to derive an equation for time as a wave. This happens to 
be the first time that these two statements have been combined in this man-
ner to derive an equation for time. The result is astounding. Time turns out to 
be a minuscule blob of quantum electromagnetic energy in perpetual angular 
momentum. From this time equation, we derive an equation for space which 
turns out to also predict a string (like the string of string theory). We then 
combine the time equation with the space equation to derive an equation for 
the inverse of quantum gravity which is also surprisingly electromagnetic in 
nature. This last statement implies that space is multidimensional and gravity 
in multidimensional space is not quantized, but its inverse (which is sin-
gle-dimensional) is. 
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Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, de Broglie Wave Equation, String Theory, 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper, the goal is to mathematically derive fundamental quantum equa-
tions for time, space and inverse gravity. The three equations show that all three 
quantities are electromagnetic energy in nature. Since everything known so far 
can only exist in space and time and must occupy space, we can safely say eve-
rything is electromagnetic energy in nature. The mathematical manipulations 
also show that fundamental quantum energy is much smaller than the known 
quantum photon energy (hf). It turns out that the new tiny energy is the inverse  
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of the photon energy; that is, ( 1
hf

). 

2. Quantum Equations 
2.1. Derivation of the Equation of Time as a Wave 

According to the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle [1]: 

4
hE t∆ ∆ ≥
π

                           (1) 

The symbol ≥ suggests there is a limiting condition when: 

4
hE t∆ ∆ =
π

                           (2) 

We can drop the delta symbol the same way we do when calculating tunneling 
time and express it as: 

4 Et hπ =                             (3) 

Also according to the de Broglie Matter Wave Equation [2]: 
h

mv
λ =                             (4) 

which is called the “de Broglie wavelength” for every particle moving at a veloci-
ty v as seen by a stationary observer [3]. This can be rewritten as: 

mv hλ =                            (5) 

Since the h in Equation (3) is the same as (h) in Equation (5), we can equate 
these two equations to get the following: 

4 Et mvλπ =                          (6) 

Since the mv on the right-hand side of Equation (6) represents momentum, the 
energy (E) on the left-hand side of Equation (6) must be kinetic for the two sides 
to balance and make sense. Both sides of the equation must be dynamic in na-
ture. 

Making time (t) to be the subject of the equation we get: 

214
2

mvt
mv

λ

π
=                         (7) 

Equation (7) reduces to: 

2
t

v
λ

=
π

                          (8) 

This equation establishes the following: 
 Time is a wave since it has a wavelength ( λ ). 
 Since wavelengths are the “number of units of length per wave” [4] and are 

countable in whole numbers, we can say that time is made up of whole num-
ber wavelengths (n). 

We can therefore write Equation (8) as: 

2
nt

v
λ

=
π

 where 1,2,3,n =                   (9) 
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But we know, from v fλ= , that: 

1h
v f
=                            (10) 

So Equation (9) becomes: 

2
nt

f
=

π
                          (11) 

Since frequency is the number of wavelengths per unit time [5], the (n) in Equa-
tion (11) still makes sense since it now refers to the countable number of wave-
lengths per unit time. 

2.2. Derivation for the Angular Momentum Equation 

Let there be n wavelengths of a standing wave on the circumference of a circle; 
see Figure 1. 

Then the circumference of the circle is an integral number (n) of wavelengths 
[6]:  

2n rλ = π  where r is the radius of the circle          (12) 

Rewriting gives: 
2 r
n

λ =
π

                          (13) 

But from de Broglie’s Matter Wave Equation in Equation (4):  

h
mv

λ =  

Equating Equation (4) to Equation (13) we get: 
2 r h
n mv
π

=                          (14) 

After cross-multiplying: 
( )2nh mvr= π                        (15) 

Dividing both sides by (2π) yields: 

2
nh mvr
π
=                          (16) 

 

 
Figure 1. Standing wave on a circle. 
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But we know that (mvr) is angular momentum [7]; therefore, 
2
nh
π

 is angular 

momentum.  
We can now turn Equation (11) into an equation of energy since the (f) in the 

denominator on the right-hand side of Equation (11) is a proxy symbol for  

quantum energy. Similarly, the term 
2
n
π

 on the right-hand side of Equation 

(11) is also a proxy for angular momentum.  

Multiply the right-hand side of Equation (11) by 
h
h

 so that: 

2
n ht

f hπ
= ×                            (17) 

This can be written as: 

1
2
nht

hfπ
= ×                            (18) 

In Equation (18), the first term is angular momentum and the second term is the 
inverse of a bundle of quantum energy.  

Equation (18) can be reduced to: 

2
nht

E
=

π
                            (19) 

From the above equation, we can see that: 
 Time is quantized because of the (n). 
 We also see that the elementary bundle of energy is the inverse of the bundle 

of the photon. We could baptize it as an “inverquant”.  

2.3. Derivation of the Equation for Quantum Space 

Equation (9) can be written as: 

2
ntv λ

=
π

                            (20) 

Space in a single direction can be defined by a line which is linear displacement; 
defined as the movement of an object in a particular direction over a certain dis-
tance [8]. This is given by:  

vt d=                              (21) 

Substituting (d) for (vt) in Equation (20) and multiplying the RHS by 
h
h

, we 

get: 

2
n hd

h
λ

=
π
×                           (22) 

But we know that: 

v
f

λ =                             (23) 
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Replacing ( λ ) in Equation (22) by v
f

 gives: 

2
nh vd

hfπ
= ×                            (24) 

This can be reduced to: 

2
nhvd

E
=

π
                            (25) 

This implies the following: 
 Space is quantized with a combination of angular momentum represented by 

the term 
2
nh
π

. 

 This angular momentum is combined with linear velocity (v). Hence, this 
combination might produce wobbling motion of the inverse of a bundle of 
photon energy. This might resemble the motion of a string as suggested in 
string theory [9]: 

1 1
E hf
=                             (26) 

2.4. Derivation of the Equation of Quantum Gravity 

We use the equation of motion in a gravitational field for an object in free-fall 
near the Earth from rest position; see Figure 2. 

The displacement is given as follows [10]: 

21
2

d ut gt= +                          (27) 

Since the object falls from rest u = 0. 
Then:  

2

2dg
t

=                            (28) 

 

 
Figure 2. The area of the velocity-time graph gives the object’s displacement. 
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By Equation (25), we see that: 

22
2
nhvd

E
=

π
                          (29) 

By Equation (18), we can write: 
2 2

2
2 24

n ht
E

=
π

                         (30) 

Now substituting Equation (29) and Equation (30) in Equation (28) gives: 
2

2 2
2 2

2 4
2
nh vg h f

hf n h
× ×

π
π

= ×                    (31) 

It reduces to:  

2 2g v hf
nh

= × ×
π

                       (32) 

Equation (32) does not show quantization since the (n) that allows counting is in 
the denominator with the irrational pi in the numerator. This suggests that grav-
ity is not quantized. However, on turning Equation (32) upside down by getting 
its inverse, we can write:  

1 1 1
2 2
nh

g v E
= × ×

π
                     (33) 

Equation (33) is quantized, so the inverse of gravity is quantized.  
But what is the inverse of gravity?  
Does this not suggest that gravity is a value obtained from all the dimensions  

of space so that ( 1
g

) appears to be the fraction of (g) we obtain when we consider  

only one dimension of that gravity? This then suggests gravity is multidimen-
sional and that only a single dimension out of the total is quantized. This implies 
that gravity has many dimensions but if one dimension is singled out of the  

many, that is ( 1
g

), then the single dimension of (g) becomes quantized. 

3. Concluding Remarks 

We set out to mathematically demonstrate that time, space and inverse gravity 
are quantized. We were also interested in establishing the fundamental nature of 
the three quantities. From our mathematical derivations, we can conclude the 
following: 

1) We have just mathematically shown that time, space and inverse gravity are 
quantized.  

2) It has also been established that each of the three quantities is fundamen-
tally electromagnetic energy in nature. 

3) We have shown that this energy is dynamic in the sense that it is perpetual-
ly in angular momentum. 

4) We have also shown that while gravity is not quantized, its inverse is.  
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5) We further interpret the inverse of gravity to mean a fraction of gravity; 
that is (1/g). This seems to suggest that (g) is a collective value combining several 
dimensions such that if only one of those dimensions is considered, that is to say 
(1/g), or 1 out of (g), then the result becomes quantized. 

6) On the basis of this latter argument, we have concluded that each of the 
three quantities is quantized with a caveat that (g) is quantized if only a single 
dimension of gravity is considered. This statement assumes that gravity is multi-
dimensional in nature as evidenced by our mathematical manipulations and 
subsequent interpretation.  

7) We also conclude that the energy is much smaller than quantized photon 
energy which is (hf). We establish that the quantum energy for each of the three  

quantities is ( 1
hf

). 
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Nomenclature 

d: Displacement 
f: Frequency 
g: Gravitational constant 
h: Planck’s constant 
m: Mass 
t: Time 
u: Initial velocity 
v: Velocity 
∆E: Uncertainty in energy 
∆t: Uncertainty in time 
λ : Wavelength 
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Abstract 
The study by the author of magnetic scattering neutrons in the structures of 
ferrimagnets, as well as his experiments with the separation of magnetic 
charges in dipole pairs ±g in magnetic field, showed that fundamental mag-
netic particles (magnetic charges) are real structural components of atoms 
and substance. It is the magnetic poles, and not the moving electric charges 
are the direct sources of all magnetic fields and magnetic manifestations in 
Nature. Basic reasons of ignoring the magnetic fundamental particles by 
world physical theory, for almost 150 years, are the ultra-harsh confinement 
of these particles in substance which radically is different from the confine-
ment electrons, as well as the vicious concept of the electric magnetism Max-
well. Rotating magnetic dipoles in conductors which are untwisted by electric 
current, are direct sources of the vortex magnetic field rot H . One should 
also expect the formation of a vortex electric field rot E  forming by rotating 
electric dipoles which are untwisted by the current of magnetic charges. This 
article provides an experimental answer to the question: what field is formed 
around a conductor if joint direct currents of electric eJ  and magnetic gJ  
charges are passed through it? The author’s experiments have shown that in 
this case the vortex electromagnetic current is realized which manifests itself 
as the vortex electromagnetic (gravitational) field. It is possible to implement 
such a process, according to the results of the author’s research, exclusively in 
superconductors. The vector character of the gravitational field is in many 
respects similar to the vortex magnetic field which makes it possible to in-
troduce such it states as paragravitation and ferrogravitation into representa-
tions. To create joint currents of electric and magnetic charges, the author 
used the inertial forces of these particles under conditions of acceleration and 
deceleration of the rotational motion of the closed lead superconductor. The 
result of this experiment was the gravitational, as it turned out later, the fer-
rogravitational field, which was detected by effect repulsion of trial cargos 
from the coil with a superconducting winding at the stage of its untwist. The 
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latter process is defined by the author as an effect of the gravitational (ferro-
gravitational) levitation. The values of ferrogravitational (levitational) forces 
noted in this experiment were: 120 mg for a tungsten trial cargo and 50 and 
25 mg for a lead cargo with an error of ±15 mg. The values of ferrogravita-
tional (levitational) forces noted in this experiment are: 120 mg for from 
tungsten trial cargo and 50 and 25 mg for a cargo from lead, with an error of 
±15 mg. The “anomaly” noted by the author in this study was in the absence of 
any absence of a gravitational effect on stage a braking of the coil. Probable 
cause of the noted “anomaly” is discussed in the Discussion of Results chapter. 
 

Keywords 
Magnetic Charges, Magnetons, Antimagnetons, Magnetic Dipoles, True  
Antielectrons, S-Gravitons, Gravitational Field, Ferro- and Paragravitation, 
Gravitational “Dark Energy”, Gravitational Levitation 

 

1. Introduction to the Physics of Magnetic Charges and True  
Antielectrons in Composition of Substance 

The author’s experimental and theoretical studies which have been carried out 
since 1968 have shown that magnetic poles (magnetic charges) are real structural 
components of atoms and substance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. It is magnetic charges, 
but not moving electrons are the direct sources of all magnetic fields and mag-
netic manifestations in Nature. The charges of magnetic spinor particles (g) 
which together with electrons and true antielectrons form a shells of atoms, cor-
respond condition g = e, where e is the electron charge. Magnetic charge with 
negative sign g-received the author’s name magneton (not to be confused with 
the so-called magneton of Bohr). By antiparticle to a magneton is the antimag-
neton with positive magnetic charge g+. The main state of fundamental magnetic 
charges in Nature, as well as electric charges, is its existence in composition of 
the corresponding bispinors, which most often appear in the form of dipoles [6]. 

Note 1. The bispinor is a pair of spinor particles, i.e. charged particles, in the 
composition: a spinor and a corresponding antispinor. Spinors are, for example, 
electrons and magnetons. Antispinors are fundamental particles with a positive 
charge, such as true antielectrons and antimagnetons. In the absence of external 
influences the bispinor, as a result of close contact in a pair of constituent it par-
ticles, is in a state complete closure a spins. In this case, complete mutual com-
pensation of the spinor fields of the particles that make up the bispinor is rea-
lized, which, in this state, does not manifest itself by the external spinor fields, 
i.e. are practically undetectable. It is the noted effect of complete spin closure in 
the interaction of an electron with a positron that is the cause of such a global 
theoretical delusion as the annihilation of particles in a particle-antiparticle pair. 

Under the influence of the electric current eJ  the vortices of the above- 
mentioned magnetic dipoles are realized in the conductor which is described by the 
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expression grotJ , and the equation of the process of their formation has the form:  

1 e grotk =J J .                            (1) 

It is the vortices of magnetic charges formed in conductor under the influence of 
an electric current are direct sources of the vortex magnetic field rot H , the 
formation of which is described by the equation  

2 grot rotk =J H .                          (2)  

The well-known, so-called first Maxwell’s equation  

e rotk =J H ,                            (3) 

is extremely erroneous, since it combines into a single action two physically dif-
ferent processes mentioned above. This equation appeared as a result of the su-
perficial impression of the Great Theoretician from the famous Experience of 
Oersted [7]. 

Unfortunately, at the time of the formation of his vicious electromagnetic 
concept and the introduction of the super-harmful Equation (3) in 1873, Max-
well, apparently, did not even assume that real magnetic poles could exist in 
Nature. It is also important to emphasize here that moving electric charges in the 
described process (1) are just intermediaries, whose role is, exclusively, in the 
unwinding of vortices of magnetic dipoles actually existing in the conductor [8] 
[9]. The aforementioned Great misconception by Maxwell led to numerous er-
rors in physical science, giving rise, for example, to such a vicious theoretical di-
rection as relativism.  

The first person to experimentally observe real magnetic charges in a sub-
stance was the remarkable Austrian physicist Felix Ehrenhaft. Based on the re-
sults of his research which lasted for more than 40 years, he published about 30 
articles in physical journals [10]. It is important to note that Ehrenhaft’s experi-
ments were repeated by numerous followers who confirmed his results and con-
clusions (see, for example [11]).  

The Ehrenhaft experiments are a magnetic analog of well-known Milliken 
tests from determining the value of the electron charge. Very small particles of 
solids substance were placed in a vertical uniform magnetic field free of residual 
electrical charges. The particles were illuminated by concentrated beam of light. 
The optical system allowed to determine the parameters of the particles move-
ment. The basic experimental result of investigation Ehrenhaft consisted in the 
fact that it was found a logical movement of particles along power lines of the 
magnetic field. With the change in the direction of the field, the direction of 
movement of the particles also was changed. According to conclusions Ehren-
haft motions of particles, that observed in his experiments, are determined their 
charging by the magnetic charges of different signs. 

Experimental and theoretical studies of the author, with compelled interrup-
tions, have been carried out since 1968 have shown that electrons and magnetic 
charges in a normal conductor are under conditions of radically different phys-
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ics of their confinement. Electrons populate real conduction bands which allow 
them to participate in the composition of the electric current. As for magnetic 
charges that are not included in atomic structures, they are in potential zones of 
conduction and their movement in a normal conductor is possible only in the 
processes of the noted rotations around the lines of electric current. 

However, the situation with the confinement of magnetic charges in conduc-
tors, changes dramatically under conditions of superconductivity when these 
charges leave potential zones and pass into real conduction zones. In this case, 
magnetic dipoles, in the process of their rotation around the electric current 
lines, do not experience “friction” against the superconductor lattice, what and 
determines its zero electrical resistance or superconducting effect. It is important 
to note that true anti-electrons (e+), along with the magnetic charges, as well as 
are in substance under hard confinement conditions. 

The author’s research has shown that the positron is not an anti-electron, as it 
follows from modern physical concepts, since represents the mass, i.e. atom-
ic-like structure. As for the true antielectron, it “sits” in the positron as a nucleus 
and determines its positive charge e+ [12] (see also [6]). 

The conditions for the confinement of electric and magnetic charges in a sub-
stance are presented in Figure 1, which shows the layout of the levels of elec-
trons, true anti-electrons and magnetic charges (magnetons and anti-magnets) 
on the energy scale. As you know, electronic levels are in a potential “well” and 
for an electron to come out into a free state from connection with the conductor 
lattice, it is necessary to increase its internal energy, for example, by heating. As 
for the magnetic charges and true anti-electrons, their energy levels are located 
under the potential “dome” and for these particles to enter the free state, the 
substance should be cooled, i.e. reduce his internal energy.  

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the location on the energy scale of the levels of electrons 
(in the energy well) and magnetic charges with true anti-electrons (under the energy dome). 
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At deep stages of cooling of some substances, their superconducting state is 
realized, which associated with exit of magnetic charges and true antielectrons 
into a state free from coupling with the superconductor lattice. It is the special 
conditions of the confinement of magnetic spinor particles, as well as of true an-
tielectrons in substance noted above that played a very “cruel joke” with the 
physical theory, which manifested itself, for example, in the form vicious electric 
magnetism of Maxwell.  

It is important to note that the vicious ignoring of real magnetic charges, as 
well as true electrons, did not pass without a trace for the existing physical 
theory. These unrecognized fundamental particles were perforce replaced, more 
or less, by suitable theoretical surrogates. For example, magnetic charges in 
atomic shells were substitute with such “fig leaves” as the magnetic moments of 
electrons (3d or 4f), and the true antielectrons by Dirac holes or electron vacan-
cies [13] [14]. 

According to the author of the article, the famous Dirac monopole should also 
be referred to the above-mentioned surrogate-substitutes for real elementary 
particles. The position taken by Dirac in questions related to magnetic poles is 
more than strange. On the one hand, he argues that it would be surprising if na-
ture did not use this possibility, that is, the realization of magnetic poles in the 
structures of substance and showed, that quantum electromagnetic theory fully 
admits their existence. But, on the other hand, it fills its monopole with a mag-
netic field, which is created in ultra-thin filaments-solenoids fed by electric cur-
rent. Thus, if to remove the filaments-solenoids of Dirac, i.e. if you disconnect 
the monopole from the source of electric current, then the magnetic monopole 
will not be able to be realized. In other words, despite lofty goals, Dirac and his 
magnetic monopoly failed to avoid being infected by the vicious Maxwell virus. 
In addition, the magnetic field emitted by the Dirac monopole can only be a 
vortex field, which is described by vortex vector rot H , since only such a mag-
netic field can be formed around a conductor with a constant electric current. It 
is also important to note that Dirac did not associate his monopole with mag-
netic fields and magnetic manifestations which surround man, because he did 
not see any prospects for this [15].  

At the end of the seventies (1979), the author asked himself an interesting 
question, what can happen if we pass joint linear currents of electric and mag-
netic charges through a superconductor? Of course, there are no problems with 
the implementation of electric current, but where to get the source of the current 
of magnetic charges? The solution to this problem was the use of inertial forces 
of magnetic and electric charges in the conditions of untwist or braking a coil 
with a closed winding from of the superconducting wire. The author assumed 
that if you spin a closed loop of a superconductor and then abruptly stop its ro-
tation, then due to inertial forces in the superconductor, joint currents of electric 
and magnetic charges are realized, i.e. an electromagnetic current is generated. 
In this process, as the author assumed, these currents will not remain linear, but 
their mutual twisting will occur with the formation of an eddy electromagnetic 
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current, which, most likely, will manifest itself as a vortex electromagnetic (gra-
vitational) field. 

The fact that magnetic charges have the property of inertia is evidenced, for 
example, by the effect of self-induction. The fact that after removing the electric-
al voltage in the conductor, for some time, the electric current is maintained, 
according to the author, is determined by the inertia of magnetic charges in the 
сomposition eddy dipole currents involved in the process of self-induction ac-
cording to the equation g erotk =J J  [16]. 

2. Experimental Ferrogravitational Field around Untwisting  
Closed Superconductor 

2.1. Experimental Technique 

The schematic diagram of the setup on which dynamic experiments were per-
formed to create joint currents of electric and magnetic charges in supercon-
ductors using inertial forces, is shown in Figure 2. The setup was a large helium 
cryostat (1), 140 cm high with reinforced wall of the inner (helium) vessel. In the 
lower part of the inner vessel, on a rolling bearing 2, a coil 3 with windings con-
sisted of lead wire 0.8 and 1 mm in diameter. As part of the coil windings, both 
one section with a wire with a diameter of 0.8 mm (Experiment I) and two  
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic of experimental setup for obtaining a vortex electromagnetic (gravi-
tational) field by means of a rotating superconductor. 
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independent sections with a wire diameter of 1 mm (Experiment II) were im-
plemented.  

In order to connect the ends of the winding in each section, they were welded 
in an inert atmosphere. No surface insulation of the wire was made. The coil, af-
ter winding and securing the wire, was carefully balanced. The “appendix” 4 was 
made in the lower part of the cryostat, allowing the introduction of a “warm at-
mosphere” into the coil cavity. A wedge-type braking device 5 and an electric 
motor 6 (1.5 kW and 2900 rpm) were installed on the cryostat cover. The trans-
mission of rotation from the electric motor to the coil was carried out by means 
of a stainless steel pipe 7. 

The electromechanical balance 8 with a weighing accuracy of ± 10 mg served 
as an indicator of the expected effect. On the movable part of the balance, on an 
aluminum rod 9, cylindrical weights 10 of tungsten and lead with a diameter of 
16 mm and a length of 70 mm were fixed. The cargos were inserted into the 
“appendix” so that a third of their length would enter the coil cavity. To exclude 
parasitic influences on the balance mechanism, a screen 11 made of “Armco” 
iron sheets was installed between the cryostat and the balance. 

The technology of the experiments was as follows.  
After filling the cryostat with liquid helium to a level exceeding the top of the 

coil, the cryostat-coil system was held for ~15 minutes to equalize the tempera-
ture. Then the coil was spun up to the maximum engine speed. After holding in 
this mode for 10 - 15 seconds, the coil rotation was abruptly stopped by means 
of the braking device. The untwist time of the coil to the maximum speed was, 
according to the author’s estimate, 2 - 2.5 seconds, and the time the stop of rota-
tion was ~1.5 seconds. The effect of changing the weight of the cylindrical cargos 
in the course of the experiment was recorded visually on a scale of the balance. 

In total, two complete experiments were carried out, in which from 4 to 5 
cycles were implemented (unwinding-braking). The limited number of experi-
ments was explained, in particular, by the high consumption of liquid helium, 
especially in the dynamic part of the experiments. After each cycle, it was neces-
sary to add helium again, cool and hold the system to equalize the temperature. 

2.2. Experimental Results 

Experiment I. The coil winding consisted of one closed section with lead wire 
of 0.8 mm in diameter. The total weight of lead in section is 14.2 kg. In the 
course of the experiment, 4 cycles were performed (untwist-braking). In none of 
the noted cycles was there any change in the weight of the tungsten cargo, both 
at the stage of untwisting and at the stage of braking.  

Experience II. The coil winding consisted of 2 independent sections with wire 
of diameter of 1 mm. The total weight of the wire in the 2 coil sections was 15.3 
kg. During the experiment 5 cycles were performed (untwisting-braking): 2 
cycles with tungsten cargo and 3 cycles with lead cargo. 

In none of the five cycles of the experiment was any reaction of the scales ob-
served at the stage of braking the rotation of the coil, although it was at this stage 
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that the appearance of the gravitational effect was expected. At the same time, at 
the stage of untwist the coil, a clear and very significant reaction of the balances 
was found. Two reliable changes in the weight of the cargos were noted: one in 
the 1st cycle of the experiment with a tungsten cargo (∆P = 120 ± 15 mg) and 
one in the 3rd cycle with a lead cargo (∆P = 50 ± 15 mg). The maximum error in 
estimating the change in the weight of the cargos (±15 mg) was adopted by us 
proceeding from the instrument error of the balance (±10 mg), plus a possible 
error (±5 mg) in the visual reading of ∆P on the scale of the balance under the 
conditions of the fast dynamics of the experiment. 

The noted effects, which, no doubt, were of a gravitational nature, were, at 
first, qualified by the author as the attraction of the weights to the coil, in accor-
dance with the well-known law of universal gravitation. Problems with the sign 
of the observed gravitational effects, i.e. the attraction or repulsion of cargos that 
occurred in this pilot study are described in detail in the Discussion of Results 
below.  

Changes in weights of the cargos from W and Pb which were obtained by the 
author in conditions of primary fixation of effect on visual observation of scale 
of the weights, are shown in Figure 3 by the dotted lines. In addition, in Figure 
3, by means of bold solid lines, the nature of these changes is shown after clarifying 
the sign of interactions between the cargos and coil using the results of subse-
quent experiments by the author. These latest results indicate that under the 
conditions of the described Experiment II only of the ferrogravitational field is rea-
lized around the superconductor. The essence of vector States of the gravitational  
 

 
Figure 3. Values of changes in the weights (∆P) of tungsten and lead cargos found in the 
author’s experiments with rotating superconductors. The shows the nature and magni-
tude of the change in ∆P of the weights (vertical axis) as a function of time t from the 
moment the untwist began (plotted along the horizontal axis). A possible error in deter-
mining the time in the noted process is estimated by us as ±0.5 sec. The values of reliable 
changes in weights of the cargos turned out to be very significant (120 and 50 mg with an 
error of ±15 mg). 
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field formed based on the results of the author’s experimental research, is pre-
sented in Section 4 of the article. 

The behavior of the scales in the 4th cycle of the experiment with a lead 
weight turned out to be peculiar. In this cycle, it was not a decrease in the weight 
of the weights that was observed, but its increase, which corresponds to pushing 
the weight out of the coil cavity at the stage of untwist. The noted value of ∆P in 
this case was 25 ± 15 mg. The effect of the weight repulsion from the rotating 
coil was reliably detected as a result of the fact that the zero division of the scale 
of the balance fell into a single field of view together with the value ∆P of the 
weight change. 

In connection with the small value of this last effect and the strange sign of 
interaction, from the point of view of existing gravitational concepts, the author 
initially considered it as a kind of parasitic effect or “strange tendency”. Howev-
er, it was noticed that as the coil continued to spin, this “strange tendency” dis-
appeared in about the same ~10 seconds as with the other weight changes noted 
above. 

It is important to note, paradoxical as it may seem, but it was the last “ten-
dency” that served as the basis for the author to revise his initial impressions of 
the described experiment and to conduct further experimental studies to clarify 
a real sign of the gravitational impact which was noted in the article.  

In cycles 2 and 5 of Experiment II, no weight reactions were observed even at 
the trend level. 

Note 2. The experiments with rotating superconductors presented in the ar-
ticle were carried out by the author in 1979-1981 on the territory of the Institute 
of Theoretical and Experimental Physics (building 7) in Moscow. The subse-
quent experiments of the author on the creation of a magneto-moving force 
(MMF) and constant current of magnetic charges ( gJ ) in superconductor, on 
the basis of which the s were clarified of the real signs of above the gravitational 
effects, were presented on Russian in publications of the author [17] and in [5] 
and, briefly, on English in [3]. In addition, an English-language publication is 
currently being prepared with a detailed description of these very important and 
informative experiments.  

The reasons that delay the timely publication of the results of this very impor-
tant and effective experiment in physics journals are set out below in the Discus-
sion of Results section. 

2.3. The Discussion of the Results 

It is important to note that the experiments presented in the article had the main 
goal of obtaining an answer to the question: does the effect take place within the 
framework of this technology, and if so, then conduct a detailed study of it in 
subsequent experiments. In addition, an important point here was testing work-
ing capacity the setup in real experimental conditions. Namely, the circums-
tances described above and the goals associated with the conduct of this experi-
ment are an explanation for the author’s insufficient attention to such an im-
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portant parameter of a possible gravitational manifestation as its sign. 
Changes in the weights of the cargos found in Experiment II, according to the 

author, indicate the presence of a matched eddy electromagnetic current in the 
superconducting winding of the coil, which is realized in the process of its un-
twist and manifests itself through the vortex electromagnetic (gravitational) 
field. The observed effects are related precisely to the dynamics of superconduc-
tors, since preliminary tests performed on the facility at temperatures of 293 and 
80˚K were negative. 

Below in this chapter important aspects related to this study are considered, 
the clarification of the circumstances of which contributed to the successful in-
terpretation of the experimental results by the author. 

1) First of all, the manifestation of gravitational effect at the stage of untwist 
the coil was unexpected. It was assumed that this effect should be expected at the 
stage of braking. This “strangeness” can be explained by the differences in the 
conditions of confinement of magnetic and electric charges at the indicated 
stages of the experimental process. Before untwist the coil the conditions of con-
finement of magnetic and electric charges in the conduction band of the super-
conductor are presented to be quite close, what suggests the possibility of realiz-
ing a stable mutual ordering of charges in the eddy electromagnetic current 
during the movement the superconductor lattice. It is under such conditions 
that one can expect the formation of a stable EM-current and, consequently, the 
manifestation of the gravitational effects in the form of the change in the weights 
of the cargos. Under the conditions of the maximum revolutions of the coil and 
keeping it in this rotation, the conditions for holding magnetic and electric 
charges in the superconductor lattice can differ significantly, what will prevent 
the formation of a stable matched EM-current. 

2) The value of the change in the weight ∆P of the tungsten cargo, noted in 
the experiment, significantly exceeds the corresponding value noted for the lead 
cargo, which testifies in favor of the gravitational nature of the observed effects 
(specific weights: W—19.30, Pb—11.34 g/cm3). At the same time, it was noted 
that for equal conditions for the manifestation of the gravitational effect, the 
change in the weight of the lead weight would have to be 70.5 mg, if we take into 
account that for tungsten this change is 120 mg. By the explanation of the latter 
circumstance is the exit of the upper section of the coil from the superconduct-
ing state. The weights of the coil winding sections, measured after the experi-
ment, were: 10.2 kg for the lower section and 5.1 kg for the upper section. Thus, 
the version of disabling the upper section from the realization of the effect is 
quite possible, since the calculated gravitational effect with its participation 
could be 47 mg. Recall that the value of the measured ∆P for the lead cargo in 
the third cycle of Experiment II was 50 ± 15 mg. 

3) The collision noted in Chapter 2.2 with of the manifestation of the so-called 
the “strange tendency” in the 4th cycle of Experiment II requires a thorough 
explanation. As noted above, Experiment II, which followed negative Experi-
ment I, had its main purpose to determine whether there was any effect within 
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the framework of this experiment or not? Therefore, all attention during visual 
observation of the scale weights was focused on fixing the magnitude of the 
change in the weight of the cargos (∆Р) and of the time parameters of the 
process of these changes. At the same time, the sign of the change in the weights 
∆P of the weights remained outside the author’s line of attention, under the 
conditions of a rapidly running experiment, i.e. the question of what takes place 
in this experiment: the attraction of cargo by a coil or their repulsion. The last 
question did not seem to the author to be any significant, considering that this 
experiment was carried out in 1981. At that time, the author was firmly con-
vinced that the only possible gravitational manifestation here could be solely the 
attraction of the cargo to coil, in accordance with the law of the world gravita-
tion. In addition, a feature of the scale of the balance used was that zero division 
of the scale and values ∆P of the weight changes of the cargos in cycles 1 and 3, 
did not fall into the single field of view of the observer. As for cycle 4 in Experi-
ment II, so the magnitude of the change in the weight of the lead cargos ∆P and 
the zero division of the scale of the balance were within the framework of a sin-
gle visual field, what and led the author to discover of the noted “anomalous 
tendency”. The subsequent resolution of the issue with the “anomalous tenden-
cy”, which lasted for more than 20 years, led the author to the discovery of such 
important states of the gravitational field as paragravitation and ferrogavitation, 
as well as to effect of the gravitational (ferrogravitational) levitation [18] [19]. 

4) Due to the large mass of substance participating in the presented dynamic 
experiment, as well as the relatively small ∆T˚ K between the temperature of liq-
uid helium (4.2˚ K) and the temperature of the superconducting transition of 
lead (7.2˚ K), gravitational effects which manifested in the Experiments, accord-
ing to the author are turned out to be in an acute dependence on local tempera-
ture conditions in the volume of lead windings. Very critical condition for the 
realization of the expected electromagnetic current is the provision of super-
conducting conditions at the points where the ends of the coil windings were 
closed (fused). It is the local exit of parts of the coil winding from the supercon-
ductivity mode that, according to the author, is a possible reason for the absence 
of the effect in Experiment I, as well as in cycles 2 and 5 of Experiment II. Local 
violations of the superconducting state regimes in the coil windings can also 
serve as an explanation for the observed mismatches in the measured ∆P values 
in the effective cycles of Experiment II. 

Note 3. It should, with regret, add that the author was unable to continue his 
experiments with rotating superconductors within the framework of the experi-
mental technology described above and, therefore, to repeat and investigate the 
discovered effects, in result of change his working situation in 1982. This change 
was, in many ways, a consequence of his so-called “vicious hobby” for the search 
for real magnetic charges in atoms and substance. Under new circumstances the 
author was able to continue his research, but in a more modest experimental 
scales and was able, using other approaches, to explain the real physics of the 
“anomalous tendency” discovered in Experiment II. It should be added that it is 
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precisely the life circumstances noted above that are the reason that these sub-
sequent studies by author stretched out for more than 20 years. 

The introduction of real magnetic charges, as well as true anti-electrons into 
basic physics allowed the author to formulate the concept of the World Physical 
Triad (WPT) which is extremely important for physical science, according to 
which the real World formed by three fundamental phases: Matter, Antimatter 
and Energo-phase (Energo-medium). This concept introduces into Physics the 
such a physical essence as “Dark energy”, i.e. a global force factor responsible for 
all effects on particles and masses existing in Nature. The WPT concept, as well 
as the important implications for fundamental physical theory arising from it, is 
briefly presented in Chapter 5. 

3. Other Experiments with Rotating Superconductors 

It is important to note that later and independently of the results of the experi-
ments of the present author presented in the article experiments with rotating 
superconductors were performed by: Podkletnov E. and Nieminen R. in 1992 
[20], as well as Tajmar M. and de Matos C. in 2003 [21]. In these experiments, 
according to their authors, gravitational effects were obtained.   

In [20] the experimental gravitational field was obtained using a rotating su-
perconducting metal-ceramic disk in strong magnetic field. Our analysis of the 
results of these experiments suggests that the effects observed are of gravitational 
nature. Under the conditions of these experiments, an eddy electromagnetic 
current is formed in the superconductor, i.e. a system of polarized S-gravitons 
that manifest themselves through an experimental gravitational field. It is im-
portant to note that the gravitational field generated in experiments [20] is the 
ferrogravitational field, which manifests itself in the processes of repulsion of 
adjacent masses from the superconducting disk. In essence, this effect is the ef-
fect of gravitational levitation, discovered by the present author and described in 
his publications and in this article (see Chapters 4 and 5).  

The gravitational manifestations in the experiment of Tajmar M. and de Ma-
tos C. [21], which were detected during the accelerated rotation of the super-
conducting niobium ring, were interpreted by the authors as a manifestation of 
the gravimagnetic field. According to the interpretation of the author of this ar-
ticle, noted in [21] so-called gravimagnetic effects are manifestations of the real 
gravitational, or more precisely, the ferrogravitational field. The latest results are 
in good agreement with the gravitational effects obtained in the studies of the 
present author. It should also be noted that the magnitudes of gravitational ef-
fects obtained in the author’s experiments are more than 103 times higher than 
the effects found in the study of Tajmar M. and de Matos C. 

Experimental and theoretical studies of the author of the article related to the 
discovery and detailed study of real magnetic charges existing in atoms and sub-
stance have shown that the gravitational field is a vortex electromagnetic field 
and is formed in joint vortex processes of electric and magnetic charges (see 
Chapter 4). 
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However, the authors of the above other experiments when interpreting the 
results obtained, did not involve magnetic poles in their explanations, i.e. they, 
de facto, remained within Maxwell’s flawed electromagnetic concept. 

Note 4. In this article, the author named the date of his experiments with ro-
tating superconductors 1979-1982. At the same time, the first official publication 
of their results was made only in 2001 (see [2]). The above date of these experi-
ments, if any questions arise, can be confirmed by the technical specialists who 
participated with the author in the conduct of these experiments. The author 
presented the personalities of these specialists in the Acknowledgments section 
of this article. 

4. Paragravitation and Ferrogravitation, Ferrogravitational  
Levitation, Physical Nature of Mass 

The results of the experiments presented in the article, as well as other experi-
mental and theoretical studies of the author, allowed him to establish the physi-
cal parameters and the place of real magnetic charges in the structures of atoms 
and matter. For example, the author showed that atomic shells consist of electric 
and magnetic spinor particles, the charges of which meet the condition e = g, 
and the shells themselves are electromagnetic, not purely electronic, as has al-
ways been believed [22] [23]. It is also important to emphasize that the number 
of magnetic spinor particles in atomic structures is approximately equal to the 
number of electrical particles. It is the electromagnetic shells of atoms that are 
natural sources (generators) of the gravitational field, which, in reality, is a vor-
tex electromagnetic field. The elementary source of the gravitational field in the 
composition of atomic shells is a spinor electromagnetic quasiparticle, which re-
ceived the author’s name S-Graviton (S from Engl. a source). The S-graviton 
contains two spinors (an electron and a magneton) and two corresponding an-
tispinors. The S-graviton can be represented as as a copula of magnetic and elec-
tric dipole revolving in antiphase in the same atomic orbit. This quasiparticle 
can also be represented in the form of two joint antiphase orbital currents of 
electric and magnetic charges.  

The above-described model of an elementary vortex EM-current or S-Graviton 
can be written in mathematical form as: e grot  − J J , где eJ  и gJ  are the 
vectors of the instantaneous current density of electric (e) and magnetic (g) 
charges corresponding to their vortex (circular) flows. Then the equation of the 
process of formation of the gravitational field is written in the following form: 

[ ]e grot rotk  − = − J J E H ,                     (4) 

where E  and H  are the vectors of instantaneous electric and magnetic field 
strengths at each point of the vortex electromagnetic (gravitational) field, and k 
is the proportionality coefficient. The vortex vector [ ]rot −E H  corresponds to 
an elementary quantum of the gravitational field emitted by one S-Graviton. 

The minus signs, set in the above equation of the process of formation of the 
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gravitational field (4), correspond both to the antiphase relation between the 
eddy currents of electric and magnetic charges in the S-Graviton, and to the an-
tiparallel orientation of vectors of instantaneous strengths electric and magnetic 
fields at each point of the gravitational field. It is the minus signs, set in the 
above Equation (4), that correspond to the minimization of “Dark energy”, 
which is realized in the Energy-phase under the influence of the fields of the 
S-graviton, presented in the article [24]. Thus, in contrast to the vortex magnetic 
field, each point of which corresponds to one vector of instantaneous intensity 
H , each point of the elementary gravitational field corresponds to two vectors 
of instantaneous field strengths E  и H , equal in magnitude and directed an-
tiparallel to each other. 

Vector-vortex analogy between magnetic (a) and gravitational (b) of fields is 
shows in Figure 4. Unlike from vortex magnetic field of every point of which is 
answered one vector of instantaneous tension of H , of every point of the ele-
mentary gravitational field is responsible two vectors of instantaneous tension of 
the fields of E  and H  equal by value and oriented antiparallel to each other. 

If polarization of vortex vectors e grot  − J J  of S-gravitons is realized in the 
structures of physical masses (atoms, nucleons, substance, etc.), what is accom-
panied by polarization of vortex vectors [ ]rot −E H , then in analogy with mag-
netic fields ferromagnetics the gravitational fields being emitted by these masses 
can be called a ferrogravitational fields (FGF). The gravitational field formed by 
physical masses in the absence polarization of the vortex vectors of s-gravitons 
in their structures is a tensor or quasi-scalar field. And again, in analogy with 
magnetism, such field can to define as paragravitational field (PGF). Vector  
 

 
Figure 4. Schemes of mechanisms formation of the vortex spinor fields: magnetic (a) and 
electromagnetic (gravitational) (b). By white circles in the figure showed negative charged 
electric and magnetic spinors: electron (e−) and magneton (g−) and black circles—positively 
charged antispinors corresponding to them with charges e+ and g+. The classical equa-
tions of the processes formation magnetic and electromagnetic (gravitational) of fields 
also show in the figure. 
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conditions corresponding to these fields are written in the following form: <
[ ]rot −E H > ≠ 0 for ferrogravitational field and < [ ]rot −E H > = 0 for the field 

paragravitational. 
Since 2001 (see [2]), the author in his publications tried to explain that all va-

rieties of Physical Mass (PM) are electromagnetic structures atomic type, con-
sisting of electric and magnetic spinor particles. One of the main characteristic 
properties of all varieties of PM is their ability to emit a gravitational field that is 
formed as the result of joint orbital currents of electric and magnetic charges and 
is the vortex electromagnetic field. Thus, all types of physical mass (atoms, 
nucleons, substance etc.) are dynamic electromagnetic structures that emit a 
gravitational field and consist of electric and magnetic spinor particles. In other 
words: everything that creates a gravitational field is Mass. If magnetic poles 
(magnetic charges) are removed from the FM composition, then only electric 
particles will remain in this “place” which themselves are not able to form either 
mass or gravitational field. 

At the same time, in modern mathematical physics, in conditions of complete 
disregard for real magnetic particles, the function of endow particles Mass en-
trusted to Higgs field, the quantum of which is his known boson [25]. The pa-
radox of the situation with such “endow” is that the existing representation of 
mass is purely mathematical. Any real, general physical representation of the es-
sence of FM is absent in modern physics. Therefore, the process of imparting 
mass to spinor particles is also mathematical and, as shown by the research of 
present author, has nothing to do with reality. 

It is important to emphasize that Physical Mass and, for example, Matter are 
completely different of physical categories. The physical masses are, for example, 
nucleons and atoms. It is important to note that the individual spinor particles, 
as electric so and magnetic, are massless, because the mass is the result of their 
joint “structural operations”. For example, the electron is massless particle and 
no “divine bosons” can’t give him Mass. It should also be added that substance, 
atoms, nucleons i.e. the physical masses cannot be identified with Matter, as is 
now accepted in modern physical science. 

The physical masses, emitting ferrogravitational field is push off from sources 
paragravitational field, for example, from the Earth. The last action is a manife-
station levitation effect, which was first discovered by the author of this article 
and very widely distributed in Nature. In principle, such effects as gravitational 
volatility of atoms (molecules) of light gases, for example, hydrogen and also 
convectional processes in liquids and gas media should be also attributed to the 
natural levitation manifestations. The fact of participation of the gravitational 
levitation in the volatility of atoms (molecules) of hydrogen was detected in the 
experiment performed by the author of this article (see [19]). The levitation 
forces, which is caused by natural ferrogravitational fields, emitting by cells, are 
responsible for vertical growth (development) of plants and trees, as well as 
maintain them in an upright position. Namely, the forces of gravitational levita-
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tion are responsible for the amazing “aerobatics” of bumblebees, and also allow 
swifts and migratory birds to stay in the air for a long time. 

Results of experiments author with magnetic charges and their currents in 
superconductors has allow him to develop technology to produce of the technic-
al ferrogravitational field (FGF). Technical FGF and levitation forces formed by 
them can be used in transport, lifting and space engineering, in power engineer-
ing, as well as in numerous Gravito-Physical and Gravito-Chemical technologies 
(see publications author’s [26] [27] [28]).  

5. World Physical Triad and “Dark Energy” in the Physics of  
Gravitational Influences 

The detection and multi-year research of the real magnetic charges in atoms and 
substance allowed the author to formulate the conception of the World Physical 
Triad (WPT), according to which the Real World consists of three fundamental 
phases: Matter, Antimatter and Energo-phase (Energo-medium) [29] (cм. также 
[23]). All spinor particles with negative charge belong to Matter, and particles 
with a positive charge constitute Antimatterial phase. Such names of spinor par-
ticles as “lepton” and “antilepton”, as well as “fermion” and “antifermion” are 
determined by the natural essence of the particles that is their material or anti-
material nature. 

Note 5. It should be noted that in existing physical concepts, for example, 
atoms or nucleons are often referred to as matter. In his articles the author tries 
to explain that atoms, nucleons are not is matter at all. These structural forma-
tions consisting of material and antimaterial particles with electric and mag-
netic charges are, exclusively, of Physical masses. In addition, such physical 
essence as Antimatterial phase under no circumstances can it be can’t be anti-
substance. 

The Energo-phase (Energo-medium) is superhigh-density of gas-like medium 
that fills the entire World Space and consists of its own massless and spinless 
particles, which are called the Energions (author’s title) and are designated as ε. 
It is important to note that the Energo-phase can also be referred to as Ener-
go-ether can find the points of contact between the Energo-phase and the Physical 
vacuum.  

The energetic derivative from the Energo-phase is the so-called “Dark energy” 
(“DE”) which is determined by the non-equilibrium states of Energo-phase in 
the form of local pressure fields (Pε) created by the Energions. 

Figure 5 shows the scheme of the World Physical Triad which includes three 
fundamental world phases: Matter, Antimatter and Energo-medium (Ener-
go-phase). The fundamental particles that constitute the Phases of the Triad are 
indicated on the diagram, i.e. the spinors, antispinors and energions. In Figure 5 
marked and such derivatives from the phases of Triad, as the spinor fields and 
“Dark energy”. Outside of this scheme remain are condensates consisting of 
spinor particles of Matter and Antimatter, called Masses. 
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Figure 5. The diagram of the world physical triad. 

 
The formations of “Dark energy” induce by spinor fields, i.e. fields of charged 

particles. Under this all varieties of spinor fields, including gravitational fields, 
themselves have no have essential of the force value. They are only intermedia-
ries that influence on the local energy state of Energo-medium and induce the 
formation of “Dark energy” in it. Namely the “Dark energy” is global force fac-
tor which performs all the power acts with particles and masses, both in the 
scales of cosmos (the motion of galaxies, stars, planets, etc.), so and in the mi-
crocosm (the dynamics and so called interactions between Atoms and Charged 
Particles in compositions of Mass). 

Between the Masses (atoms, bodies and other) which emit paragravitational 
field implemented the so-called the attraction or gravity. It is this last process, 
which is carried out, most often, by the forces of the gravitational “Dark energy” 
is the determining process in the physics of chemical bonding.  

The Masses which emit the ferrogravtational field are repulsed from masses- 
sources of the paragravitational field, for example, from Earth, what constitute 
effect of the Gravitational levitation (GL) discovered and researched by author 
present article. An example of the so-called the ferrogravitational atom, i.e. atom 
emitting the FGF, is protium which is also called light hydrogen (designated as 
1H).  

The measure of the gravitational mass is the magnitude of the force of the 
gravitational “Dark energy” (G “DE”) which is realized, for example, in pairs of 
bodies or atoms. The equation of the so-called Law of universal gravitation  

should be written in the form 1 2
2DE

M MF G
r
⋅

= ± , where the + sign refers to the  

case when the gravitational “DE” is implemented in of the pairs atoms or bodies 
emitting PGF. The masses, in this case, are pressed to each other by the force of 
the gravitational “DE” what is mistakenly perceived as their attraction. If the ef-
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fect of gravitational levitation is realized between bodies or atoms what, as a rule, 
takes place in a pair of masses emitting PGF and FGF, then before the constant 
G, in the above equation, a minus sign is set. In reality, of course, the gravita-
tional constants, in the two cases of gravitational interactions noted above, will 
differ. Therefore, different symbols should be used for their designation. So, for 
example, the letter L (from the word “levitation”) can be used to denote the con-
stant of interactions between paragravitational and ferrogravitational masses 
which refers this new concept to processes of gravitational levitation.  

It is important to note that the forces of the gravitational “DE” between 
masses over very small distances (e.g. less than 1 Angstrom) are not sufficiently 
studied. There is high probability that on small distances between the sources of 
the gravitational fields, the forces of the gravitational “Dark energy” are compa-
rable with forces so called of electrostatic attraction and can even exceed its. In 
connection with the physical essence of “Dark energy” presented in the article 
and its global participation in the force effects on particles and masses, the term 
“interaction” between particles and masses does not correspond to the real state 
of affairs and is exclusively fictitious. 

The reason that were closed all the possibilities of approaching of physical 
science to explaining real processes associated with the action of the gravitation-
al “Dark energy” is the perverse performance about actual physics of the gravita-
tional field. 

As is generally known, in the existent official physical approaches, the gravitation-
al field, more than one hundred years, binds with curvature of the four-dimensional 
space-time. In addition, a limiting factor here was the lack in of the representa-
tions of World Physical Triad which, according to the author, to a greater extent 
than the Physical vacuum or traditional Ether is meets the Reality. 

6. Conclusions 

Magnetic spinor particles (magnetic charges) that actually exist in the structures 
of atoms and substance are not recognized in the official physical theory and are 
not included in the standard model. The results of the author’s research have 
shown that the basic reasons responsible for ignoring the noted fundamental 
particles by the world physical theory, for almost 150 years, are the special con-
ditions of confinement of these particles in substance, which is radically different 
from the confinement electrons. In addition, the vicious concept of electric 
magnetism Maxwell, as well as such a “magnetic” surrogate as the theoretic 
monopole of Dirac, played a very negative role here. It is exclusively under the 
influence of these vicious concepts that the world’s physical theory has ignored 
the existence in atoms and substance, practically, the three quarters of funda-
mental spinor particles, have left yourself only negative electric and neutral par-
ticles for “convenience” of physical interpretations   

The investigations of F. Ehrenhaft and the author of the article allow us to as-
sert that ignoring in physics real magnetic spinor particles, as well as true an-
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ti-electrons in the structures of substance and following the vicious teaching of 
Maxwell, is a tragic delusion of the existing official physical theory. Namely a 
mysticism that Maxwell laid down in the process of forming magnetic field, is 
responsible for the occurrence of such global theoretical misconceptions as the 
curvature of 4-dimensional space-time, which explains the phenomenon of 
gravity; the global expansion of the Universe and the Big Bang; the Annihilation 
of particles in particle-antiparticle pairs; the introduction of a fictitious Higgs 
boson to “endow” particles with mass and a great many others.  

The vicious electrical magnetism of Maxwell, given its general-physical harm-
fulness, can associate with the “cancerous formation” in the “body” of physical 
science, the “metastases” of which have hit its many areas and directions. Con-
ducting global “chemotherapy” of modern physical theory with the purpose of 
eliminating the numerous misconceptions generated by Maxwell’s vicious con-
cept, according to the author, is the most urgent task for today. All this needs to 
be done as soon as possible, because another 10 - 15 years and even robots will 
laugh at us.  
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Abstract 
We propose a new description of a baryon as a pair of mesons. This descrip-
tion is an extension of the previously proposed description of a nucleon as a 
pair of pions. The purpose of this article is to show the following two possi-
bilities. The first one is that it shows the qualitative explanation to support 
our description of a nucleon as a pair of pions and the second one is that it 
gives the systematic way of estimation of baryon mass not only for light ba-
ryons but also for heavy baryons (charm baryons and bottom baryons). Each 
isospin group is constructed of both baryons and antibaryons. This way of 
construction is consistent with that of mesons. The results obtained are listed 
in tables (Tables 1-9). This shows that the generalized Gell-Mann-Nishijima 
relation equation holds under the condition that the baryon number is 0 and 
that the obtained masses are fairly good, even for heavy baryons. Our de-
scription also yields several examples of baryon decay modes. 
 

Keywords 
Baryon Description, Baryon Isospin, Baryon Mass, Baryon Decay Mode 

 

1. Introduction 

The widely accepted theory of baryon composition is the SU(6) quark model [1] 
[2] based on the eightfold way proposed by Gell-Mann [3] and Ne’eman [4]. 
According to this theory, baryons are composed of three quarks and antibaryons 
are composed of three antiquarks. The isospin group is constructed of only ba-
ryons, and that of antibaryons is constructed of only antiquarks. This theory is 
well supported by evidence and seems to be a complete formalism under the 
condition that the intrinsic spin of composing quarks determines baryon spin. 
However, in 1987, the European Muon Collaboration discovered that proton 
spin is not determined by the intrinsic quark spin [5]. Presently, it is clear that 
the contribution of the intrinsic spin of quarks to proton spin is at most 30% [6]. 
This result means that proton spin cannot tell us the number of composing 
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quarks. In other word, it is not evident that a proton is composed of three 
quarks. From this fact, a different possibility for the composition of a proton can 
be considered. In this report, we propose a description of a nucleon as a pair of 
pions and obtain a plausible result for nucleon electromagnetic form factors 
(e.m. FFs) [7]. Because all baryons decay to a proton as a final state, it is a fair 
consideration that any baryon spin is not determined by the intrinsic spin of 
composing quarks. Thus, it is not obvious that any baryons are composed of 
three quarks. From this view point, we extend our consideration of proton 
composition to all baryons by describing a baryon as a pair of mesons. In this 
case, we have to reconsider the way that isospin groups are constructed. In the 
case of mesons, all isospin groups are constructed from both a particle and an 
antiparticle. Thus, it is consistent that any isospin group of baryons is also con-
structed from both a particle and an antiparticle. Our proposition is based on 
this consideration. Mass splitting of baryons is explained well by the Gell-Mann- 
Okubo equation [3] [8] for light baryons, but this equation no longer holds 
when heavy baryons (charm baryons and bottom baryons) are included. For 
example, their generalized equation gives us equal mass for cΞ  and c′Ξ  (each 
charged and neutral cases) because all isospin, strangeness, and C value are same 
for both baryons, but their masses are different about 100 MeV (100 MeV is al-
most 70% of the mass difference between *Ξ  and −Ω ; thus, we cannot neglect 
it). There is no useful formula to estimate baryon mass. Therefore, we need 
another way of estimating baryon mass. In this paper, we estimate baryon mass 
even though one generalized including C and B values. The previous description 
of a nucleon as a pair of pions shows good results for e.m. FF, especially, GE/GD 
for proton), but it is not obvious the reason why a nucleon can be described as a 
pair of pions. In this paper, we show the qualitative aspect of baryon description 
as a pair of mesons. This gives a support to our proposition of a nucleon de-
scription as a pair of pions. 

2. Description of Properties 

The basic meson operator is defined by the Bethe-Salpeter-like amplitude of the 
hadronic operator as 

( ) ( )1,2 0 1,2q Pχ =                        (1) 

where 0  and P  denote a vacuum and physical state, respectively. 
The gauge-invariant bi-local operator ( )1,2q  is defined in the non-Abelian 

gauge field as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2

1
1, 2 2 exp d 1

2
c a a

rq T q P ig x A x qβ α
λ+  =  

 
∫



           (2) 

Here α  and β  denote the Dirac indices, P denotes the path ordering, and  

the 
2
aλ  component generates the adjoint representation of the SU(N) color  

gauge group. The trace is calculated for color spin a. Suura first proposed this 
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definition [9] [10], and later we applied it to the case of the t’Hoot model, the 
light meson mass spectra and the pion e.m. FF [11] [12]. We then proposed that 
a nucleon can be described as a pair of pions and obtained the e.m. FFs and dis-
tribution functions of nucleon [7]. The results of Ref. [7] encouraged us to ex-
tend this kind description to the consideration that a baryon can be described as 
a pair of mesons. In Ref. [7], a nucleon operator is defined as 

( ) ( )1;2,3 0 1;, 2,3q Pχ =                     (3) 

where ( ) ( ) ( )1;2,3 1,2 1,3q q q= +                     (4) 

Extending this consideration to all baryons, any baryon operator is defined as 
having the same form as Equation (3) and Equation (4), but quark field consid-
erations indicate u, d, s, c, and b quarks instead of only u, d quarks for the 
nucleon case. For the case that antiquarks are bounded, it is easy to describe by 
using ( )1,2;3χ  instead of ( )1;2,3χ . 

We show baryons described as a pair of mesons composed of u,d, and s 
quarks in Table 4 (spin 1/2) and Table 5 (spin 3/2). Baryons described as a pair 
of mesons composed of c and b quarks are shown in Tables 6-9 (Table 6 and 
Table 7 for spin 1/2, Table 8 and Table 9 for spin 3/2). The terms listed in col-
umns are paired mesons, isospin, the third component of isospin, strangeness, c 
value, b value, binding quarks, binding energy, excited energy, estimated mass 
and mass measured by experiment. 

It is obvious to see that each baryon satisfies the generalized Gell-Mann- 
Nishijima relation equation [13] [14]. The generalized Gell-Mann-Nishijima re-
lation equation is given as 

( )3
1
2 aQ I S B C B= + + + +                    (5) 

where Q: charge value; 

3I : the third component of isospin; 

aB : baryon number; 
S: strangeness; 
C: c-value 1, 1c c= + = − ; 
B: b-value 1, 1bb = − = + . 
Because a baryon is composed of a pair of mesons, we need these values to 

determine the isospin, the third component of isospin, and the strangeness and 
to estimate the mass of each baryon. Table 1 shows the properties of mesons 
composed of u, d, and s quarks only for the spin 0 case.  

Table 2 shows the properties of mesons with spin 0 composed by c and b 
quarks baryons. 

Table 3 shows the properties of mesons with spin 1 composed by c and b 
quarks baryons.  

Using the values of Tables 1-3, we construct the isospin of a baryon and de-
scribe a baryon as a pair of mesons. To construct the isospin, we regroup the  
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Table 1. Properties of mesons (u,d,s quarks only). 

Meson I I3 S Ba Mass (MeV) 

π+ 1 1 0 0 139.57 
π0 1 0 0 0 134.98 
π− 1 −1 0 0 139.57 
f0 0 0 0 0 440.50 
η0 0 0 0 0 547.86 

κ+ 1
2

 1
2

 1 0 493.68 

κ− 1
2

 1
2

−  −1 0 493.68 

0
sκ  0 0 0 0 497.61 
0
Lκ  0 0 0 0 497.61 

κ0 1
2

 1
2

 1 0 497.61 

0κ  
1
2

 1
2

−  −1 0 497.61 

Notes: The listed mass of f0 is from ref [12]. All other mass are from Oliver et al. [15]. We use 0 0
s L,κ κ  

(short and long decay time of κ0) instead of 0 0,κ κ  because 0 0,κ κ  are strong eigenstates that are consi-

dered not to decay. Normally, 0 0
s L,κ κ  are both noted not to be eigenstates of strangeness, however, we de-

note strangeness 0 for these because the quark representation of these two are ds ds
2
+  and ds ds

2
− , re-

spectively, and from these expression we can consider their strangeness to be 0. By setting this strangeness 
value, isospin of 0 0

s L,κ κ  must be 0, due to the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation equation. All isospin and 

strangeness values (except 0
sκ  and 0

Lκ ) are from Ref. [15]. 

 
Table 2. Properties of mesons (c,b quarks; spin 0). 

Meson Composing quarks I I3 S C B Mass (MeV) 

D+ cd  
1
2

 1
2

 0 1 0 1869.61 

D− cd  1
2

 1
2

−  0 −1 0 1869.61 

D0 cu  1
2

 1
2

 0 1 0 1864.84 

0D  cu  1
2

 1
2

−  0 −1 0 1864.84 

sD+  cs  0 0 1 1 0 1968.30 

sD−  cs  0 0 −1 −1 0 1968.30 

B+ ub  
1
2

 1
2

 0 0 1 5279.26 

B− ub  1
2

 1
2

−  0 0 −1 5279.26 

B0 db  
1
2

 1
2

 0 0 1 5279.58 

0B  db  
1
2

 1
2

−  0 0 −1 5279.58 

0
sB  sb  0 0 −1 0 1 5366.77 
0
sB  sb  0 0 1 0 −1 5366.77 

Notes: The listed values are taken from Ref. [15] including mass values. All baryon numbers are 0. The listed isos-

pin values are determined by the fact that the isospin of u( u ) and d( d ) quarks is 1
2

, and that of other quarks 

is 0. 
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Table 3. Properties of mesons (c,b quarks; spin 1). 

Meson Composing quarks I I3 S C B Mass (MeV) 

D∗+  cd  
1
2

 1
2

 0 1 0 2010.26 

D∗−  cd  1
2

 1
2

−  0 −1 0 2010.26 

0D∗  cu  1
2

 1
2

 0 1 0 2006.96 

0D∗  cu  1
2

 1
2

−  0 −1 0 2006.96 

sD∗+  cs  0 0 1 1 0 2112.10 

sD∗−  cs  0 0 −1 −1 0 2112.10 

B∗+  ub  
1
2

 1
2

 0 0 1 5325.20 

B∗−  ub  1
2

 1
2

−  0 0 −1 5325.20 

0B∗  db  
1
2

 1
2

 0 0 1 5325.20 

0B∗  db  
1
2

 1
2

−  0 0 −1 5325.20 

0
sB∗  sb  0 0 −1 0 1 5415.40 

0
sB∗  sb  0 0 1 0 −1 5415.40 

Notes: The listed values are taken from Ref. [15] including mass values. All baryon numbers are 0. 

 
baryons including antiparticles. For example, in the nucleon case, we consider p− 
(an antiparticle of proton p+) and constitute p+, p0 (n0: neutron), p− as one group  

so that the isospin is 1 instead of the normally considered value of 1
2

. This isospin  

determination is following. The isospin of pions is 1, thus the the possible isos-
pin of a pair of pions is 2, 1 and 0 because of 1 + 1 = 2. Then, we take 1 for the 
isospin of proton group. We use this way of determination of isospin for other 
baryons. The composing meson pairs are selected by their charge and composing  

quarks and mass. We show the results of light baryons with the spin 1
2

 case in 

Table 4. We use a baryon number of 0 for all baryons as proposed in Ref. [7]. 
The binding energies for uu, dd, ud are determined by the mass difference 

between a proton and the sum of the masses of π+ and π0. We call this binding 
energy the strong binding energy, and calculate it to be 664.02 MeV. A similar 
consideration gives the binding energy for us and ds, using the mass difference 
between Λ0 and the sum of the masses of π+ and κ− or π− and κ+. We call this the 
weak binding energy and calculate it to be 482.43 MeV. The estimated mass of 
each baryon is obtained by the following equation. 

Mass of baryon Sum of mass of composing mesons
Binding energy Excited energy

=
+ +

        (6) 

In Table 4, there is no excitation energy term, although this term appears in 
later tables. 
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Table 4. Properties of light baryons (spin 1/2). 

Baryon Pair of mesons I I3 S Binding quarks Binding energy Mass (MeV) (estimated) Mass (MeV) (measured) 

p+ 0+π + π  1 1 0 uu or dd  664.02 938.27 (setting) 938.27 

p0 (n0) + −π + π  1 0 0 ud or ud  664.02 943.16 939.57 

p− 0−π + π  1 −1 0 uu  or dd 664.02 938.27 − 

Λ0 + −π + κ  or − +π + κ  0 0 0 us or us  482.43 1115.68 (setting) 1115.68 

Σ+ 0+π + η  1 1 0 us or ds  482.43 1169.76 1189.37 

Σ0 0 0π + η  1 0 0 us, ds or us , ds  482.43 1165.27 1192.64 

Σ− 0−π + η  1 −1 0 ds or us  482.43 1169.76 1197.45 

Ξ+ 0f ++ κ  
1
2

 1
2

 1 us , ds  482.43 1316.61 − 

Ξ− 0f −+ κ  
1
2

 1
2

−  −1 us, ds 482.43 1316.61 1321.71 

Ξ0 0 0
sf + κ  or 0 0

Lf + κ  0 0 0 us, ds or us, ds 482.43 1320.54 1314.86 

Notes: All values of the baryon number Ba are 0. All C and B values are 0. 

 
The measured mass in Table 4 and in later tables is taken from Beringer et al. 

[16]. 

Table 5 shows the properties of light baryons with spin 3
2

. 

The excited energy for Δ baryons is determined using the fact that Δ+ and Δ0 
are normally considered as the excitation states of p+, and p0 (n0) (proton and 
neutron), respectively. Thus, by setting the mass of Δ+ of 1232 MeV, we obtain 
this excited energy value of 293.43 MeV.  

Table 6 shows the properties of heavy baryons with spin 1
2

 composed by c 

quarks. 
Note that we denote the isospin of 0

cΣ  to be 0. Because the total isospin of a 
pair of mesons is 3 (we consider that 0

cΣ  is a mixture of D+ −+ π  and D− ++ π ,  

thus 3 3 3
2 2
+ = ), the possible isospin is 3, 2, 1, and 0. Thus we can take 0 for the  

isospin of 0
cΣ . The same consideration determines that the strangeness and C 

value become 0. Another possible meson pair of 0
cΣ  is the mixture of 0 0D + π  

and 0 0D + π . Although we do not adopt this pair in our consideration, we ad-
dress it in the Discussion. We use the same consideration for the 0

cΞ  and 0
c′Ξ  

cases, and adopt it in later tables. 
To extend our consideration to heavy baryons, the binding energy for cu and 

cd is determined by the mass difference between the mass of c
+Λ  and the sum 

of the masses of D+ and π0. To determine the binding energy for cs, we use the 
the difference between strong and weak binding energies (664.02 − 482.43 = 
181.59 MeV). 

The binding energy for cs is determined by the subtraction of above energy 
difference from the binding energy for cu and cd (281.87 − 181.59 = 100.28 
MeV). 
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Table 5. Properties of light baryons (spin 3/2). 

Baryon Pair of mesons I Is S Binding quarks  
Binding energy 

(MeV) 
Excited Energy 

(MeV) 
Mass (estimated) 

(MeV) 
Mass (measured) 

(MeV) 

∆++ + +π + π  2 2 0 uu, dd  664.02 293.43 1236.59 1232 

∆+ 0+π + π  2 1 0 uu, dd, ud  664.02 293.43 1232 (setting) 1232 

∆0 + −π + π  2 0 0 uu,dd,ud  664.02 293.43 1236.59 1232 

∆− 0−π + π  2 −1 0 uu,dd,ud  664.02 293.43 1232.0 1232 

∆−− − −π + π  2 -2 0 uu,dd  664.02 293.43 1236.59 1232 

∗+Σ  0+π + η  1 1 0 uu, dd, ud  664.02 0 1351.45 1382.8 

0∗Σ  0 0π + η  1 0 0 uu,dd,ud  664.02 0 1346.86 1383.7 

∗−Σ  0−π + η  1 −1 0 uu,dd,ud  664.02 0 1356.59 1387.2 

∗+Ξ  0f+κ +  
1
2

 1
2

 1 uu,ud  664.02 0 1598.20 − 

∗−Ξ  0f−κ +  
1
2

 1
2

−  −1 uu, dd  664.02 0 1598.20 1535..0 

0∗Ξ  0 0
s fκ +  or 0 0

L fκ +  0 0 0 ud,dd  or ud,dd  664.02 0 1602.13 1531.80 

+Ω  0+κ + η  1
2

 1
2

 1 uu,ud  664.02 0 1705.54 − 

−Ω  0−κ + η  1
2

 1
2

−  −1 uu, dd  664.02 0 1705.04 1672.45 

Note: All values of the baryon number Ba are all 0. 

 
Table 6. Properties of heavy baryons (c quark; spin 1/2). 

Baryon Pair of mesons I I3 S C Binding quarks 
Binding energy 

(MeV) 
Excited energy 

(MeV) 
Mass (estimated) 

(MeV) 
Mass (measured) 

(MeV) 

c
+Λ  0D+ + π  

1
2

 1
2

 0 1 cu 281.87 0 2286.46 (setting) 2286.46 

c
−Λ  0D− + π  

1
2

 1
2

−  0 −1 cu  281.87 0 2286.46 − 

c
++Σ  D+ ++ π  

3
2

 3
2

 0 1 cu 281.87 
131.01 

 
2422.06 2453.98 

c
+Σ  0D+ + π  

3
2

 1
2

 0 1 cu 281.87 131.01 2417.47 2452.9 

c
−Σ  0D− + π  

3
2

 1
2

−  0 −1 cu  281.87 131.01 2417.47 − 

c
−−Σ  D− −+ π  

3
2

 
2
3

−  0 −1 cu  281.87 131.01 2422.06 − 

0
cΣ  D+ −+ π  or D− ++ π  0 0 0 0 cu,cu  281.87 131.01 2422.06 2453.74 

c
+Ξ  0

sD+ + κ  or 0
LD+ + κ  1

2
 1

2
 0 1 cs 100.28 0 2458.80 2467.8 

c
−Ξ  0

sD− + κ  or 0
LD− + κ  1

2
 1

2
−  0 −1 cs  100.28 0 2463.57 − 

0
cΞ  D+ −+ κ  or D− ++ κ  0 0 0 0 cs,cs  100.28 0 2458.80 2470.88 

c
+′Ξ  0

sD+ + κ  or 0
LD+ + κ  1

2
 1

2
 0 1 cd 281.87 0 2640.59 2575.6 

c
−′Ξ  0

sD− + κ  or 0
LD− + κ  1

2
 1

2
−  0 −1 cd  281.87 0 2640.59 − 

c
0′Ξ  D+ −+ κ  or D− ++ κ  0 0 0 0 cd,cd  281.87 0 2644.32 2577.9 
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Continued 

cc
++Ξ  sD D+ ++  1

2
 1

2
 1 2 cc ≈0 0 3837.91 3621.40 

cc
−−Ξ  sD D− −+  1

2
 1

2
−  −1 −2 cc  ≈0 0 3837.91 − 

Note: All values of the baryon number Ba are 0 and all B value are 0. 

 
At this point in our argument, we notice that the binding energy between 

quarks becomes smaller as the mass of each bound quark becomes heavier. 
Thus, we set the binding energy for cc to be nearly 0. A meson pair of cΣ  ba-
ryons is determined using the following argument. c

+Σ  is originally considered 
as a pair of D+ and η0 because Σ+ is composed by π+ and η0. However, the exis-
tence of the double charged charm sigma baryon c

++Σ  indicates that c
++Σ  is 

composed of D+ and π+. Because c
+Σ  should have a mass that is equal to the 

sum of the masses of D+ and η0 (1869.61 + 547.86 = 2417.47 MeV), the compos-
ing pions must be excited. 

The excited energy of a pion is determined by the difference between the sum 
of the masses of D+ and η0 and the sum of the masses of D+ and π0 (2417.47 – 
2286.46 = 131.01 MeV). To extend this consideration to the bottom sigma ba-
ryons case, we use the same excited energy (131.01 MeV) even though there are 
no double-charged bottom sigma baryons. Interestingly, there is no entry for 

cc
+Ξ  ( cc

−Ξ ) values in Table 6. It is possible that the composition of a meson with  

isospin 1
2

 is 0
sD D++  ( 0

sD D−+ ), but the third component of isospin I3 be-

comes 1
2

−  ( 1
2

) to hold to the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation equation. This  

cannot be allowed if the consistency of isospin argument is to be maintained. 
Thus, cc

+Ξ  ( cc
−Ξ ) is forbidden in our consideration.  

Table 7 shows the properties of heavy baryons with spin 1
2

 composed by b 

quarks.  
The determination of binding energy is based on the same considerations 

used in the charm baryon case.  
The reason that the strangeness of b

−Ω  ( b
+Ω ) is 0 is that the strangeness of 

0
sB  ( 0

sB ) is +1 (−1) and that of κ− (κ+) is −1 (+1) so that the total of strangeness 
becomes 0. 

Table 8 shows the properties of heavy baryons with spin 3
2

 composed by c 

quarks.  

Table 9 shows the properties of heavy baryons with spin 3
2

 composed by b 

quarks. 

3. Baryon Decay Mode 

We show here several examples of baryon decay modes. The basic consideration  
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Table 7. Properties of heavy baryons (b quark; spin 1/2). 

Baryon Pair of mesons I I3 S B Binding quarks 
Binding energy 

(MeV) 
Excited Energy 

(MeV) 
Mass (estimated) 

(MeV) 
Mass (measured) 

(MeV) 

0
bΛ  B+ −+ π  or B− ++ π  0 0 0 0 bu,bu  200.57 0 5619.40 (setting) 5619.4 

b
+Σ  0B+ + π  

1
2

 1
2

 0 1 bu, bd  200.57 131.01 5745.82 5811.3 

b
−Σ  0B− + π  

1
2

 1
2

−  0 −1 bu, bd 200.57 131.01 5745.82 5815.5 

0
bΣ  B+ −+ π  or B− ++ π  0 0 0 0 bu,bu  200.57 131.01 5750.41 − 

b
+Ξ  0

sB+ + κ  or 0
LB+ + κ  1

2
 1

2
 0 1 bs  18.98 0 5795.85 − 

b
−Ξ  0

sB− + κ  or 0
LB− + κ  1

2
 1

2
−  0 −1 bs 18.98 0 5795.85 5791.1 

0
bΞ  B+ −+ κ  or B− ++ κ  0 0 0 0 bs,bs  18.98 0 5791.92 5787.8 

b
+′Ξ  0

sB+ + κ  or 0
LB+ + κ  1

2
 1

2
 0 1 bd  200.57 0 5957.44 − 

Ξ𝑏𝑏
′− 0

sB− + κ  or 0
LB− + κ  1

2
 1

2
−  0 −1 bd 200.57 0 5957.44 − 

b
0′Ξ  B+ −+ κ  or B− ++ κ  0 0 0 0 bu,bu  200.57 0 5973.51 − 

b
+Ω  0

sB ++ κ  1
2

 1
2

 0 1 bu  200.57 0 6061.02 − 

b
−Ω  0

sB −+ κ  
1
2

 1
2

−  0 −1 bu  200.57 0 6061.02 6071 

Note: All values of the baryon number Ba are all 0 and all C value are 0. 

 
Table 8. Properties of heavy baryons (c quark; spin 3/2). 

Baryon Pair of mesons I I3 S C Binding 
quarks 

Binding energy 
(MeV) 

Excited energy 
(MeV) 

Mass (estimated) 
(MeV) 

Mass (measured) 
(MeV) 

c
∗++Σ  D∗+ ++ π  

3
2

 3
2

 0 1 cu 281.87 131.01 2562.71 2517.9 

c
∗+Σ  0D∗+ + π  

3
2

 1
2

 0 1 cu, cd 281.87 131.01 2558.12 2517.5 

c
∗−Σ  0D∗− + π  

3
2

 1
2

−  0 −1 cu, cd  281.87 131.01 2558.12 − 

c
∗−−Σ  D∗− −+ π  

3
2

 3
2

−  0 −1 cu  281.87 131.01 2562.71 − 

0
c
∗Σ  D∗+ ++ π  or D∗− ++ π  0 0 0 0 cd or cd  281.87 131.01 2562.71 2518.8 

c
∗+Ξ  0

sD∗+ + κ  or 0
LD∗+ + κ  1

2
 1

2
 0 1 cs 100.28 0 2608.22 2645.9 

c
∗−Ξ  0

sD∗− + κ  or 0
LD∗− + κ  1

2
 1

2
−  0 −1 cs  100.28 0 2608.22 − 

0
c
∗Ξ  D∗+ −+ κ  or D∗− ++ κ  0 0 0 0 cs or cs  100.28 0 2604.85 2645.9 

cc
∗++Ξ  sD D∗+ ++  1

2
 1

2
 1 2 cc ≈ 0 0 4122.36 − 

cc
∗−−Ξ  sD D∗− −+  1

2
 1

2
−  −1 −2 cc  ≈ 0 0 4122.36 − 

0
c
∗Ω  sD∗+ −+ κ  or sD∗− ++ κ  0 0 0 0 cu  or cu  281.87 0 2887.65 2765.9 

Note: All values of the baryon number Ba are 0 and all B values are 0. 
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Table 9. Properties of heavy baryons (b quark; spin 3/2). 

Baryon Pair of mesons I I3 S B Binding quarks 
Binding energy 

(MeV) 
Excited energy 

(MeV) 
Mass (estimated) 

(MeV) 
Mass (measured) 

(MeV) 

b
∗+Σ  0B∗+ + π  

1
2

 1
2

 0 1 bu, bd  200.57 131.01 5791.76 5832.1 

b
∗−Σ  0B∗− + π  

1
2

 1
2

−  0 −1 bu, bd 200.57 131.01 5791.76 5835.1 

b
∗+Ξ  0

sB∗+ + κ  or 0
LB∗+ + κ  1

2
 1

2
 0 1 bs  18.98 0 5841.79 − 

b
∗−Ξ  0

sB∗− + κ  or 0
LB∗− + κ  1

2
 1

2
 0 −1 bs 18.98 0 5841.79 − 

0
b
∗Ξ  B∗+ −+ κ  or B∗− ++ κ  0 0 0 0 bs  or bs  18.98 0 5837.86 5945.5 

b
∗+Ω  0

sB∗ ++ κ  1
2

 1
2

 0 1 bu  200.57 0 6109.65 − 

b
∗−Ω  0

sB+ −+ κ  
1
2

 1
2

−  0 −1 bu  200.57 0 6109.65 − 

Note: All values of the Baryon number Ba are 0 and all C values are 0. 

 
is exactly the same as in the quark model case. Thus, we use the following weak 
decay and strong decay examples. 

Example of weak decay 
 

 
 

Example of strong decay 
 

 
 
Following are examples of decay modes for 0 0

c b cc, , , , , , ,+ − − ++ + ++Λ Σ Σ Ξ Ω Σ Σ Ξ  cases. 
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0 p+ −Λ → + π  

Note that π− directly decays to e− + γ + γ . 
 

 
 

0 0 0nΛ → + π  

In the case that Λ0 is described as + −π + κ , the decay mode is made obvious 
by noticing the fact that κ− decays to + − −π + π + π  or 0−π + π . 
 

 
 

0p+ +Σ → + π  

 

 
 

0n+ +Σ → + π  

The mass difference between the original baryon (in this case Σ+) and the 
generated baryon (in this case n0) is not large enough for two pions. 

Thus, 0 0+ − + −η π + π + π π→ + π→ + γ + γ  means that η0 directly decays to 
+ −π + π + γ + γ . 
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0− −Ξ → Λ + π  

 

 
 

From the representation that ( ) ( )0 1
2

+ − − + Λ = π + κ + π + κ   and the fact that 

the mass of Ω− can afford to allow only one Λ0, the graph above indicates  
0− −Ω → Λ + κ  

 

 
 

0 0− −Ω Ξ + π + π→  

Note that the above graph uses 0 0− −Ω Ξ + π + π→  instead of the more 
common form, 0− −Ω → Ξ + π . We use this because the mass difference between 

−Ω  and 0Ξ  is large enough to generate two pions, unlike other baryon decay 
modes. 
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0 0− −Ω Ξ + π + π→  

The reason this Ω− decay mode has two π0 instead of only one π0 is the same 
as for the previous Ω− decay mode. 
 

 
 

c c
++ + +Σ Λ + π→  

 

 
 

0
b b
+ +→Σ Λ + π  
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cc c
++ + − + +Ξ Λ + κ + π + π→  

We do not know the decay mode of 0
sD+ +κ + η→ , but if we assume it exists, 

then we could explain the above cc
++Ξ  decay mode, which has been seen expe-

rimentally. These decay modes are given in Ref. [16]. 

4. Conclusions 

In Section 2 and Section 3, we show the qualitative aspects of baryons described 
as a meson pair. From Tables 4-9, we can demonstrate that all baryons satisfy 
the generalized Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation Equation (5) with baryon number 
0. This result supports our proposition [7] that all baryons have a baryon num-
ber of 0 instead of 1.  

The difference between the estimated mass and the measured mass of any ba-
ryon is less than 100 MeV except for the cc

++Ξ  case which is a difference about 
200 MeV. Thus, the obtained results are reasonable even though the estimation 
method is simple. Also, baryon decay mode can be explained by a pair of mesons 
as shown in Section 3. These results indicate that the description of baryons as a 
meson pair shows the most important aspects of baryons. 

5. Discussion 

During the presentation of Table 6, we mention that the reason we omit cc
+Ξ  

and cc
−Ξ  is for the consistency of the isospin argument. To be precise, the other  

1
2

 isospin case shows that a positive charge particle has an I3 of 1
2

 and the 

negative charge particle has an I3 of 1
2

− , as is the case for c
+Ξ  and c

−Ξ  in the 

same table. 

However, for cc
+Ξ  and cc

−Ξ , I3 must be 1
2

−  and 1
2

, respectively, to satisfy  

the generalized Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation equation. Thus, we consider that 

cc
+Ξ  and cc

−Ξ  to be forbidden. To this point, the claimed discovery of cc
+Ξ  has 

been controversial because of questionable experimental data [17]. If they are 
observed, our way of constructing isospin group may have to be reconsidered. In 
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this respect, whether or not cc
+Ξ  and cc

−Ξ  exist is an important point in our 
consideration.  

The reason that the pair of mesons for 0
cΣ  (and other neutral particle) is a 

mixture of D+ −+ π  and D− ++ π  (positive charge meson + negative charge 
meson) instead of a mixture of 0 0D + π  and 0 0D + π  is that a neutron is com-
posed of π+ and π−. We derived the charge distribution function of a neutron in a 
previous paper [7]. Because we consider that any neutral baryons should have a 
charge distribution, we adopt this mixture instead of that of a pair of neutral 
mesons. 
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Abstract 
We show that the real existence of quantum-events, resulting from sponta-
neously broken unitary-evolution by quantum-transactions, can explain the 
dynamic metric of space-time, governed by Einstein’s equation, if light-clocks 
are being used to measure the rhythm of events. In the derivation of Eins-
tein’s equation there naturally arises a term for a cosmological constant Λ . 
 
Keywords 
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1. Introduction 

There has been a long-standing quest for a theory of quantum-gravity and 
promising candidates like string-theory or loop-quantum gravity are widely dis-
cussed today. The straightforward way of treating the metric tensor as a spin-2 
quantum field, however, has led to technical difficulties early. There are other 
routes towards harmonizing relativity with quantum theory, where gravity is not 
being treated as a fundamental but an emerging force. All these attempts are 
closely linked to the metaphysical question, what space, time and matter actually 
are, even if this question does normally not stand at the first place in developing 
mathematical models of nature [1]. In this paper we proceed the reverse way. 
Starting from a few foundational assumptions in quantum physics, we develop a 
theory of space-time in the flavor of emerging gravity.  

One of the main differences between relativity and quantum theory is locality. 
While relativity is per design a local theory, quantum physics definitely shows 
non-local features, which are not easily reconciled [2]1. A key notion of relativity 
theory is an “event” in space-time, which we define to be an (idealized) physical 

 

 

1In fact, there are non-local phenomena in GR too, like the non-localizability of gravitational energy. 
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system of mass m occurring at a point in space-time ( ) 4,t x ∈ . Einstein’s equ-
ation encapsulates the local, metric relationship between events under the influ-
ence of gravity. By the collapse-postulate also quantum-fields can be localized in 
space-time and we call these localizations quantum-events. It is therefore a 
straightforward idea to link quantum-events to gravity. In order to do that, we 
must consequently take a quantum-event and the corresponding collapse for a 
real physical process. This is the foundational assumption, on which we are 
going to base our arguments. There has been extensive of work done in the field 
of collapse-theories and we chose ideas from the transactional theory of quan-
tum mechanics [3] [4] [5] [6] as the technical basis of our work.  

The paper is organized as follows: in paragraph 2 we briefly introduce the 
transactional interpretation and some of its key tenets, which are important for 
our work. We do this without entering into the details of the theory and the 
reader is referred to [6] for a comprehensive exposition. In the main paragraph 3 
we derive local gravitational acceleration and the Einstein equation as a result of 
transactions between quantum-systems. Finally, we give a summary and draw 
some further conclusions in paragraph 4. In the appendices we prove some 
technical results.  

2. Quantum Events and Light Clocks 
2.1. Quantum Events 

Quantum states of closed, isolated physical systems are represented as unit- 
elements of a complex Hilbert space Hψ ∈  , 1ψ ψ = , and can under some 
realistic assumptions be uniquely assigned to the respective physical systems [7]. 
In the transactional interpretation [3] a quantum state Hψ ∈   is launched as 
an “offer-wave” by an emitter and gets possible responses by “confirma-
tion-waves” , Iιψ ι ∈ , which are the projections of the dual vector *Hψ ∈   
onto absorbers ι . The indices Iι ∈  denote a range of values, which the sys-
tem can assume in a measurement of some physical operator2. The “selection” of 
a specific confirmation 0 Iι ∈  leads to a “transaction”, which is the actualiza-
tion of emission and absorption as real events in space-time. The specific proba-
bility for a particular transaction 0 Iι ∈  is 

0

2

ιψ ψ  and the “selection” is 
purely random. The relativistic transactional interpretation [4] [5] additionally 
offers an explanation, why offer-waves (and confirmation-waves) are actually 
created. Quantum-fields are elements of abstract mathematical spaces and their 
components are indexed through space-time points. Relativistic interactions can 
be thought of as the mutual exchange of virtual bosons between fields, creating 
possibilities in a pre-space-time process. Transactions, in turn, are triggered by 
the exchange of real bosons and their four-momentum. The amplitude for emis-
sion or absorption of real bosons is the coupling amplitude between the mat-
ter-and gauge-fields and a specific transaction can happen spontaneously, if the 
conservation laws are satisfied. By the exchange of four-momentum the quan-

 

 

2They actually index the spectrum of a Hermitian operator. 
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tum states of the emitter and absorber collapse and the physical systems are 
found at the corresponding space-time points (regions). We will sometimes use 
the term “event-radiation” for the four-momentum transfer in transactions. 
Space-time thus becomes the connected set of emission-and absorption events 
corresponding to transactions, which define, by the four-momentum of the ex-
changed bosons, time-like (or null-like) space-time intervals, whose end points 
are these emission and absorption events. It is here, where the transactional view 
touches causal-set theory [8] [9], in which events spread in space-time by a sto-
chastic Poisson-process. Boson-exchange, understood as a decay-process, is then 
a special case in this model3. Note that the actualization of a space-time interval 
amounts to spontaneously breaking the unitary evolution of the quantum states. 
At the same time the four-momentum, which is exchanged, determines a time 
direction, since positive energy is transmitted, and selects a space-direction. In 
this sense spatio-temporal symmetry is also spontaneously broken. We will in 
the sequel focus on the electromagnetic force and the related exchange of photons. 

2.2. Light Clocks 

It takes a (closed and isolated) quantum-system, represented by a vector in Hil-
bert space, 0 Hψ ∈  , with average energy above ground state ( )0E E− , mi-
nimally a time of  

( )0

,
4

ht
E E

∆ =
−

                            (1)  

in order to unitarily evolve to an orthogonal state 1ψ , 0 1 0ψ ψ = , ( defh =  
Planck’s constant) [10]. We can use such a system as a clock4 with period t∆ . 
Special interest will lie on the case, where the system is a photon of energy 
(above the ground-state) ( )0E E hν− = . The corresponding light-clock then 
has the period 

1 .
4

t
ν

∆ =                                (2) 

We will encounter the situation, where there is not a single photon but many 
of them over a range of frequencies in thermal equilibrium, and where the ener-
gy is given by a temperature T. For oscillators with BE k Tν ≈  ( Bh k Tν  , 

def
Bk =  Boltzmann constant) we get a corresponding clock with period 

.
4 B

ht
k T

∆ =                              (3) 

We call the special light-clock (3) a thermal clock. 

3. Space-Time 

There is an intricate interplay between space-time and quantum-fields, which we 

 

 

3The transactional interpretation thinks of space-time slightly different than the causal-set-approach 
does. This has no impact on our mathematical result. 
4We actually use it as the “core” of a clock, i.e. as an abstract periodic process without ability to “in-
dicate” time. 
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will now start to explore.  

3.1. Minkowski Space-Time 

For any photon in vacuum the ratio between its energy E and its 3-momentum 
p = p  is a constant, namely the speed of light c 

E c
p
= .                               (4) 

Equation (4) is a quantum-identity and, if expressed in space-time, must hold in 
every inertial reference frame. If we write energy and momentum in space-time  

coordinates, we get hE h
t

ν= ∆ =
∆

 and, by the de Broglie-relation, hp
x

=
∆

. 

Therefore (4) takes the form 

E x c
p t

∆
= =
∆

.                            (5) 

Since Equation (5) must hold in every inertial reference frame ( ) 4,x t x= ∈ , 
it constrains the metric in 4  and the result is Minkowski space-time 4  
with its metric tensor 0 0,1 , 3, ,0 3ab ab a aa b aη δ η δ= − ≤ ≤ = ≤ ≤ , and its linear 
isometries ( )1,3O , the Lorentz transformations. As indicated in paragraph 2.1, 
we take the ontological standpoint that quantum-systems spontaneously break 
the unitary time-evolution through the exchange of real bosons and thus become 
manifest in space-time. This is what we call “quantum-events” or synonymously 
“actualizations”. The kind of bosons depends upon the force in action. So we 
treat space and time as distinct attributes of matter, represented by a four- 
dimensional continuum, which adopts its metric structure by the “sprinkling” of 
matter through quantum-events. On the other hand the symmetries of 4  in-
fluence the structure of quantum states, which transform under suitable repre-
sentations of the Lorentz group5. So the influence between space-time and 
quantum states is bidirectional.  

The concept of a thermal clock (3) unfolds its power, if we consider multiple 
events of interacting quantum-systems. Multiple events manifest themselves in 
space-time by acceleration. In 4  physical systems of constant acceleration 
κ  in x-direction, say, can be expressed in Rindler-coordinates. This happens by 
choosing a co-moving coordinate system, defined in the wedge limited by 
x t= , and given by the transformations  

( ) ( )cosh , sinh , 0, .x tκϑ κϑ ϑ= = ≥ −∞ < < ∞             (6) 

The corresponding line-element is 
2

2 2 2 2 2 2
2d d d d d .s c y z

c
κ ϑ = − − − 
 


                 (7) 

Contrary to velocity, acceleration is not purely perspectival and cannot be 
transformed away by a Lorentz transformation. But there are local inertial ref-
erence-frames at 0t ϑ= = , where systems are instantaneously at rest. By the 

 

 

5The spin-number serves to classify these representations. 
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Tolman-Ehrenfest effect [11] we have in thermal equilibrium for systems being 
instantaneously at rest and located at arbitrary 1 2,    

1 2
1 2d d .T T

c c
κ κ

ϑ ϑ= 
                          (8) 

For a system at the origin 
2

1
c
κ

=  and an arbitrary one at 2  we get with 

1
T Tκ =    

2

2

2 .cT T constκ κ
= =                           (9) 

The constant on the right does no longer depend on κ . Assume that in this 
chart (coordinate system) there is a thermal bath of temperature Tκ , and we 
want to gauge proper time by a corresponding thermal clock. By (3), (6) and (9)  

we get for a system instantaneously at rest at the origin and with ˆd dcs s
κ

=  

2ˆd 4d d .B
s ck T

ht κτ ϑ
κ

= =
∆

                       (10) 

We want to fix the constant in (9) and for this purpose synchronize6 (10) with 
a quantum-clock, defined by a matter-wave with rest mass 0m , frequency 

2ω ν= π  and corresponding acceleration ωκ . In its respective oscillatory rest-  

frame and for 0 2m
c
ω


, the matter-clock measures time in analogy to (10) in 

units of 
24d d .cE

hω ω
ω

τ ϑ
κ

=                          (11) 

By the de Broglie-relation there holds with k = k  denoting the wave number 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4

0 .E c k m cω ω= = +                       (12) 

Further with u
kω
ω

=  and 2 kv cω ω
=  denoting the phase-and group veloci-

ty, respectively, we have 

2 uω ωκ ω= π .                           (13) 

By (12) and (13) Equation (11) turns into  
2 2

2 2 2

4d d d d .
2

vc k c k
h

ω
ωτ ω ϑ ϑ ϑ

ω ω
= = =

π π π
                (14) 

If we synchronize the two clocks, d d ωτ τ= , we therefore get 
2

2

4 .B
vck T

h
ω

κ κ
=
π

                          (15) 

For the temperature Tκ  this implies 

2 .
2k

B

v
T

k c
ωκ

=
π


                           (16) 

 

 

6By “synchronization” we just understand equality of periods. 
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Expression (16) is a generalized Davies-Unruh temperature. If we choose a 
massless wave ( 0 0m = ), then we are in the situation u v cω ω= =  and (16) turns 
into the familiar Davies-Unruh temperature formula [12] [13]  

.
2 B

T
k cκ
κ

=
π
                            (17) 

We will use formula (17) in pargraph 3.2.3 in a concrete physical situation.  

3.2. Lorentz Space-Time 

We now want to generalize our approach by assuming that space-time is just lo-
cally flat7. In order to apply formula (17) we must have an appropriate accelera-
tion. Of course, we want it to be gravitational acceleration. In the next pargraph 
we will show how transactions can give rise to local gravitational acceleration 

Rg .  

3.2.1. Gravitational Acceleration 
The following argument bases on an exposition in [14]. Let a quantum-event be 
given by two physical systems of mass m and M, respectively, which come into 
being by a photon-transaction in locally flat space-time at relative rest and dis-
tance R to each other. Let further an elementary bit of information be connected 
to the existence or non-existence of a physical system in space-time. Since a 
photon offer-wave is a priori emitted symmetrically in all space-directions, we 
find that the information about the spatial existence of (actualized) systems at  

time 1 Rt
cν

∆ = =  is located on the surface of the sphere with radius R around  

M8. This is a kind of holographic principle. We may also assume that a bit of in-
formation is part of the surface-information, once it is at a distance of its Compton  

length 
mc

λ =
  from the sphere, and that this information changes linearly 

with the distance 0 x
mc

≤ ∆ ≤
  [14] [15]9. This holds because structureless  

systems can reasonably be supposed to have the size of their Compton-length. So 
the quantum-event causes an entropy change of 

2 .B
mcS k x∆ = π ∆


                        (18) 

For the total energy within the ball of radius R we have by the holographic prin-
ciple 

2 1 .
2 BE Mc k NT= =                       (19) 

The number T is the surface-temperature on the sphere of radius R and N 

 

 

7“Locally flat” means approximately flat in small regions around a point 0x . Technically this 

amounts to ( )0ab abg x η= , ( )0 0k
ij xΓ = , but generally ( ), 0 0k

ij xνΓ ≠ , 0 , , , 3i j k ν≤ ≤ . 
8Since transactions can go either way, there is a priori a symmetry regarding the question, which of 
the two masses is actually in the center. This is why all masses mutually gravitate. 
9This assumption implies R λ> . 
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denotes the number of bits on the surface, for which we have with the Planck-  

length 3P
Gl
c

=
 10 

2 3

2

4 .R

P

A R cN
Gl
π

= =


                         (20) 

By (19) and (20) we get for the surface-temperature T 

2 .
2 B

MGT
R k c

=
π

                            (21) 

For the total energy-change on the surface we have the entropic-force equation 

.S T F x∆ ⋅ = ⋅∆                            (22) 

By plugging (18) and (21) into (22), we arrive at 

2 .R
MmF G m g
R

= ⋅ = ⋅                         (23) 

Therefore we can think of local gravitational acceleration as the result of a 
kind of “osmotic pressure” towards the other emerging parts of space-time. Lo-
cal gravity is a consequence of light-induced quantum-events and the second 
law. 

3.2.2. Einstein Equation 
Let a test-system at small distance R be actualized by exchanging photons with 
M and consequently feel the acceleration Rg . The energy-emission by the pho-
tons must appear in the local rest-frame of the accelerated system as a spontan-
ous emission from a heat bath in the environment. The temperature is 

RgT  
(17), since the period of the corresponding thermal clock must be synchronous 
with the one of the underlying light-clock (11). This synchronization amounts 
by (15) to the equation 

2

4 1 .
RB g

R

ck T
h g

=
π

                         (24) 

with 2
3, P

GE Mc l
c

= =
  and 24RA R= π  we derive from (24) 

24 .
RB g R Pk T A l E=                          (25) 

By using (17), this leads to 

2

4 .R R
Gg A E

c
π

=                          (26) 

Note that Equation (26) is interesting per se, since it encapsulates the Gauss- 
Bonnet theorem for compact orientable surfaces in 3  of genus 2 (i.e. without 
handles) (see Appendix B). We are interested, however, in a dynamic develop-
ment of (26). In the sequel we will continue to work in the local inertial coordi-
nate-chart around the origin (M) and develop Einstein’s equation for the oo(tt)- 

 

 

10The Planck-length can be understood as a minimal Schwarzschild radius, as shown in Appendix A. 
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component of the metric-tensor. This will suffice to reveal the structure of the 
equation. With ( )RV t  denoting the volume of a small ball of test-systems at ra-
dius ( )R t  around the origin, with ( )0R R= , ( )0 0R =  and ( )0 RR g= , we 
can rewrite (26) as [16] [17]  

2

2 2
0

d 4 .
d R

t

GV E
t c=

π
=                         (27) 

If we introduce the energy-momentum tensor ,0 , 3abT a b≤ ≤ , with zero- 

component 00 0lim R
R

R

ET
V→= 11, denoting the energy density at the origin, and  

use the local properties of the Ricci tensor ,0 , 3abR a b≤ ≤ , we have at the origin 
[16] [17] (see Appendix C) 

0 2
00

0

.RR

R t

V c R
V

→

=

→


                       (28) 

Hence (26) turns in the limit 0R →  into 

00 004

4 .GR T
c
π

=                           (29) 

3.2.3. Momentum-Flow 
In a transaction there is a transfer of four-momentum through photons con-
nected to a quantum-event. In paragraph 3.1 we called this momentum-transfer 
“event-radiation”. In order to synchronize local light-clocks (24) we have so far on-
ly made use of the energy (zero)-component of event-radiation. Let , 1, 2,3iA i = , 
be small surface elements with 0,

iA j i j= ≠n e . From the 3-momentum there 
arises pressure in the spatial-directions, which defines the Laue-scalar at the ori-
gin 

3 3 3
0 01 1 1

d1lim lim .
di i

i i
ii A Ai i i

i i

F p
T T

A A t→ →= = =
= = =∑ ∑ ∑          (30) 

This quantity also contributes to the energy density in (29). Let ( )RN t  be 
the number of actualizations within volume RV  at time t. We have with  

( ) 0
0 0, R R

x
x ct N x N

c
 = =  
 

  and the de Broglie-relation hp
R

=  

( ) ( ) ( )0 0

0 0

d dd
3 3 .

d 3 d d
RR

R R

N x xN t h c hT c h
tA R x V x

λ⋅
= ⋅ = ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅



          (31) 

The function ( ) ( )0
0

R

R

N x
x

V
λ =



 denotes the number of events per 3-volume 

at time 0x  and therefore 
( )0

0

d
d

x
x

λ
 is the change-rate of actualizations per  

3-volume. We assumed in (31) that ( )0xλ  is constant over 3-space (i.e. in par-
ticular independent of R), which amounts to the homogeneity and isotropy of 
space with respect to actualizations. We have also tacitly assumed that ( )0xλ  is 

 

 

11We assume E to be homogeneously distributed over VR. 
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a differentiable function in 0x . This is an assumption, which cannot hold in the 
quantum-realm, since events represent discrete sets and are not deterministic, 
but obey a random-process. The only known Lorentz-invariant stochastic law 
for the spreading of events in 4 , such that ~N V , is a Poisson-process with 
constant average (photon) transaction-rate γ  [18]. The homogeneity and 
isotropy of space-time are thus an immediate consequence of this law. Hence, 
in the above terminology we have for the averages (expectation values) and 

0 0x∆ > 12 

( ) ( )0 0 0 0Δ Δx x x xγλ λ+ = + ⋅ .                   (32) 

So by (32) we can define in analogy to (31) 

( )0

0

3 .
3

xc hT c h
xγ γ

λ∆⋅
= ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅

∆
                    (33) 

If we set ( )00T T Tγ= −  we can complete the right hand side of (29) to 

00 00 004 4

4 8 1 .
2

G GT T T
c c

δπ π  − 
 

→                    (34) 

We may alternatively shift the added amount Tγ  to the left of (29). We have by 
(33) 

2 2
4 3

4 4 8 .P
G GhT l

c cγ γ γ
π π

= = π                     (35) 

Therefore, with 
2 28 ,Pl γΛ = π                            (36) 

the synchronization-equation takes the form 

00 00 004

4 .GR T
c

δ π
−Λ =                       (37) 

Note that Λ has the dimension of 
( )2

1
length

. If matter-energy does not only  

stem from a static mass M, but from more complicated material systems, which 
also exercise pressure T, we finally get our main result by repeating the proce-
dure in (34) 

00 00 00 004

8 1 .
2

GR T T
c

δ δπ  − Λ = − 
 

                 (38) 

Under the assumption of known transformation rules, the full Einstein equa-
tions are equivalent to the fact that (38) holds in every local inertial coordinate 
system around every point in space-time [17].  

4. Summary 

To derive Equation (38) we have used three ideas. The first one is that quan-
tum-events are real actualizations of quantum-systems in space-time and are 
accompanied by the transfer of four-momentum through bosons, so called 

 

 

12We can expect that there is a lower bound 
0 00 ct x< ≤ ∆ . 
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event-radiation. The number of events follows a Poisson-process, and the type of 
bosons depends on the respective force in action [3] [4] [5] [6]. The second idea 
is that quantum-systems can serve as (abstract) clocks and that the rhythm of 
actualizations induced by the electromagnetic force is best measured by the 
light-clocks, naturally given by the transferred photons. The third idea is that 
quantum-events induce an “osmotic” force, which locally leads to gravitational 
acceleration and that clock-periods from the perspective of unequally accelerated 
systems need to be synchronized, in order to define the same rhythm of time. If 
the acceleration is of gravitational origin, then the full synchronization-equation 
turns out to be (38).  

The dynamic and expanding space-time of general relativity is hence a conse-
quence of quantum-events and their corresponding event-radiation together 
with a fixed “yardstick”, namely the locally constant speed of light c, implicit in 
the light-clocks used to measure time. There is in particular no direct connection 
of the constant Λ to the energy of the quantum-vacuum. This is a fundamentally 
different picture to the one we get by trying to attribute fundamental reality to 
the metric field and quantize it. It furthermore explains quite naturally, why gra-
vitational influence spreads with the speed of light.  

Our result was derived under the assumption of a constant cosmological term 
Λ (i.e. γ ). It is well possible that the value of Λ is in fact varying with cosmic 
time and only appears to be constant over the time periods, which we can possi-
bly oversee. This allows the connection to the Hubble “constant” 2~ HΛ , which 
seems to hold, given the empirical data and the theoretical models at our dispos-
al today [19].  
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Appendix A 
We follow the exposition in [20]. It is well known that an amount of energy 

~E M  has an associated Schwarzschild radius ( ) 2

2
S S

GMr r M
c

= = , which  

screens it off from the rest of space-time, if it is concentrated within a sphere of 
radius Sr r≤ . The question is, whether there is some lower bound min

Sr  on the 
radii, below which no mass can concentrate. Indeed such a minimum exists due 
to quantum considerations. Assume that there is a system of energy E with  

corresponding mass 2

EM
c

= . By the uncertainty relation we know that, if the 

object is localized within a range ~L, then its momentum satisfies p
L

≥
 . We 

further assume that clssically 2~S
GMr
c

, because the horizon-radius varies for  

spinning black holes, and we are looking for a minimum13. Further, since we 
want to localize very precisely, we will be in the relativistic limit and ~E pc . If 
we take L arbitrarily small, then M will grow so much that Sr  becomes larger 
than L and we lose localization. So we can lower L only until we have Sr L= . 
Hence there is the following sequence for a minimal radius minL  

min 2 4 3 3
min

.GM GE Gp GL
c c c c L

= = = =
                   (A1) 

Therefore we get the Planck-length min PL l=  

3 .P
Gl

c
=

                             (A2) 

No object in space-time can be concentrated blow the Planck-length and Pl  
becomes an absolute “edge” of space-time. Therefore the Planck-length can con-
sistently be thought of as a kind of minimum Schwarzschild radius 

min .S Pr l=                              (A3) 

Appendix B 

Let 2

1
SK

R
=  denote the Gaussian curvature of the 2-sphere 3S ⊂   of radius 

R. With a suitable constant α  we can rewrite Equation (26) in integral form 

2

4d .SS

GK A E
c

α π
=∫                         (B1) 

Let   denote a diffeomorphic surface without any additonal energy en-
closed. We then have 

2

4d .GK A E
c

α π
=∫ 

                       (B2) 

Since MGα =  we finally get with the Euler characterisitc ( ) 2χ =  

 

 

13The radius lies between 2

2
S

GMr
c

=  for non-rotating black holes and 2S

GMr
c

=  for maximally 

spinning ones. 
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( )d 4 2 .K A χ= π = π∫ 
                        (B3) 

Appendix C 

For the sake of completeness, we want to indicate how to derive the key relation 
(28). For this we follow the exposition in [17]. Let two nearby particles at relative 
rest to each other start to fall freely. If the initial velocity of particle one was v, 
then the one of the second particle follows from parallel transport along the 
connecting vector uε . If we compare the two velocities after some small time 
ε , then the first one moved along vε  and we have to again parallel transport it 
to 1v  in order to compare it to the corresponding 2v . Over the passage of time  

the avarage relative accelertion of the two particles aε  is 2 1v vaε ε
−

= . By the 

definition of the curvature tensor R there holds 

( )2 1
0 2lim , .

v v R u v vε ε→

−
=                       (C1) 

 

Hence, by the symmetries of the tensor R, 

( )0lim , ,
a

R v u vε
ε ε→ = −                        (C2) 

or in coordinate-components 

0lim .
j

j k l m
klm

a
R v u vε

ε ε→ = −                       (C3) 

A small ball RV  of test particles, starting at relative rest and moving geodesi-
cally, changes in second order to an ellipsoid whose axes initially don’t rotate. 
We can therefore chose local inertial coordinates in which (to second order) the 
center of the ball doesn’t move and the principal axes of the ellipsoid stay 
aligned with the coordinate axes. If the ball’s initial radius is ε , then  

( ) ( )2 31
2

j jr t a t O tε= + + . Hence 

0lim .
jj

t j

ar
r

ε

ε→ =


                          (C4) 

with u denoting the unit-vector in j-direction and v the one in time-direction we 
have by C3 withtout summation over j  

( )
( )0 0lim lim .

j
j

t tjtj

r t
R

r tε→ → = −


                     (C5) 

Since the volume of our ball is proportinate to the radii,  

( )
( )0 0lim lim

j

t t jj
t

r tV
V r t→ →

 
=  

 
∑





, so with summation over all four j (since 0t
tttR = )  

0 00
0

lim .j
V tjt

t

V R R
V→

=

= − = −


                    (C6) 
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We get the reverse sign in (28) because in (26) we are actually working with 

Rg− , and the factor 2c  in front of the Ricci-curvature stems from the line- 
element d dc tτ = . 
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Ut purus elit, vestibulum ut,
placerat ac, adipiscing vitae, felis. Curabitur
dictum gravida mauris. Nam arcu libero,
nonummy eget, consectetuer id, vulputate a,
magna. Donec vehicula augue eu neque. Pel-
lentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et
netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas.
Mauris ut leo. Cras viverra metus rhoncus
sem. Nulla et lectus vestibulum urna fringilla
ultrices. Phasellus eu tellus sit amet tortor
gravida placerat. Integer sapien est, iaculis in,
pretium quis, viverra ac, nunc. Praesent eget
sem vel leo ultrices bibendum. Aenean fau-
cibus. Morbi dolor nulla, malesuada eu, pulv-
inar at, mollis ac, nulla. Curabitur auctor sem-
per nulla. Donec varius orci eget risus. Duis
nibh mi, congue eu, accumsan eleifend, sagit-
tis quis, diam. Duis eget orci sit amet orci
dignissim rutrum.
Nam dui ligula, fringilla a, euismod sodales,
sollicitudin vel, wisi. Morbi auctor lorem non
justo. Nam lacus libero, pretium at, lobortis
vitae, ultricies et, tellus. Donec aliquet, tor-
tor sed accumsan bibendum, erat ligula aliquet
magna, vitae ornare odio metus a mi. Morbi
ac orci et nisl hendrerit mollis. Suspendisse
ut massa. Cras nec ante. Pellentesque a nul-
la. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis
dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.
Aliquam tincidunt urna. Nulla ullamcorper
vestibulum turpis. Pellentesque cursus luctus
mauris.
Nulla malesuada porttitor diam. Donec felis
erat, congue non, volutpat at, tincidunt tris-
tique, libero. Vivamus viverra fermentum felis.
Donec nonummy pellentesque ante. Phasellus
adipiscing semper elit. Proin fermentum mas-
sa ac quam. Sed diam turpis, molestie vitae,
placerat a, molestie nec, leo. Maecenas lacinia.
Nam ipsum ligula, eleifend at, accumsan nec,
suscipit a, ipsum. Morbi blandit ligula feu-
giat magna. Nunc eleifend consequat lorem.
Sed lacinia nulla vitae enim. Pellentesque t-
incidunt purus vel magna. Integer non en-
im. Praesent euismod nunc eu purus. Donec
bibendum quam in tellus. Nullam cursus pul-
vinar lectus. Donec et mi. Nam vulputate
metus eu enim. Vestibulum pellentesque felis
eu massa.
Quisque ullamcorper placerat ipsum. Cras
nibh. Morbi vel justo vitae lacus tincidun-
t ultrices. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con-
sectetuer adipiscing elit. In hac habitasse
platea dictumst. Integer tempus convallis au-
gue. Etiam facilisis. Nunc elementum fermen-
tum wisi. Aenean placerat. Ut imperdiet, en-
im sed gravida sollicitudin, felis odio placerat
quam, ac pulvinar elit purus eget enim. Nunc
vitae tortor. Proin tempus nibh sit amet nisl.
Vivamus quis tortor vitae risus porta vehicula.
Fusce mauris. Vestibulum luctus nibh at lec-
tus. Sed bibendum, nulla a faucibus semper,
leo velit ultricies tellus, ac venenatis arcu wisi
vel nisl. Vestibulum diam. Aliquam pellen-
tesque, augue quis sagittis posuere, turpis la-
cus congue quam, in hendrerit risus eros eget
felis. Maecenas eget erat in sapien mattis port-
titor. Vestibulum porttitor. Nulla facilisi. Sed
a turpis eu lacus commodo facilisis. Morbi
fringilla, wisi in dignissim interdum, justo lec-
tus sagittis dui, et vehicula libero dui cursus
dui. Mauris tempor ligula sed lacus. Duis cur-
sus enim ut augue. Cras ac magna. Cras nulla.
Nulla egestas. Curabitur a leo. Quisque eges-
tas wisi eget nunc. Nam feugiat lacus vel est.
Curabitur consectetuer.
Suspendisse vel felis. Ut lorem lorem, inter-
dum eu, tincidunt sit amet, laoreet vitae, ar-
cu. Aenean faucibus pede eu ante. Praesent
enim elit, rutrum at, molestie non, nonummy
vel, nisl. Ut lectus eros, malesuada sit amet,
fermentum eu, sodales cursus, magna. Donec
eu purus. Quisque vehicula, urna sed ultricies
auctor, pede lorem egestas dui, et convallis elit
erat sed nulla. Donec luctus. Curabitur et
nunc. Aliquam dolor odio, commodo pretium,
ultricies non, pharetra in, velit. Integer arcu
est, nonummy in, fermentum faucibus, egestas
vel, odio.
Sed commodo posuere pede. Mauris ut est.
Ut quis purus. Sed ac odio. Sed vehicula hen-
drerit sem. Duis non odio. Morbi ut dui. Sed
accumsan risus eget odio. In hac habitasse
platea dictumst. Pellentesque non elit. Fusce
sed justo eu urna porta tincidunt. Mauris felis
odio, sollicitudin sed, volutpat a, ornare ac, er-
at. Morbi quis dolor. Donec pellentesque, er-
at ac sagittis semper, nunc dui lobortis purus,
quis congue purus metus ultricies tellus. Proin
et quam. Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora
torquent per conubia nostra, per inceptos hy-
menaeos. Praesent sapien turpis, fermentum
vel, eleifend faucibus, vehicula eu, lacus.
Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus
et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis eges-
tas. Donec odio elit, dictum in, hendrerit sit
amet, egestas sed, leo. Praesent feugiat sapi-
en aliquet odio. Integer vitae justo. Aliquam
vestibulum fringilla lorem. Sed neque lectus,
consectetuer at, consectetuer sed, eleifend ac,
lectus. Nulla facilisi. Pellentesque eget lec-
tus. Proin eu metus. Sed porttitor. In hac
habitasse platea dictumst. Suspendisse eu lec-
tus. Ut mi mi, lacinia sit amet, placerat et,
mollis vitae, dui. Sed ante tellus, tristique ut,
iaculis eu, malesuada ac, dui. Mauris nibh leo,
facilisis non, adipiscing quis, ultrices a, dui.
Morbi luctus, wisi viverra faucibus pretium,
nibh est placerat odio, nec commodo wisi enim
eget quam. Quisque libero justo, consectetuer
a, feugiat vitae, porttitor eu, libero. Sus-
pendisse sed mauris vitae elit sollicitudin male-
suada. Maecenas ultricies eros sit amet ante.
Ut venenatis velit. Maecenas sed mi eget dui
varius euismod. Phasellus aliquet volutpat o-
dio. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus
orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae;
Pellentesque sit amet pede ac sem eleifend con-
sectetuer. Nullam elementum, urna vel im-
perdiet sodales, elit ipsum pharetra ligula, ac
pretium ante justo a nulla. Curabitur tristique
arcu eu metus. Vestibulum lectus. Proin mau-
ris. Proin eu nunc eu urna hendrerit faucibus.
Aliquam auctor, pede consequat laoreet var-
ius, eros tellus scelerisque quam, pellentesque
hendrerit ipsum dolor sed augue. Nulla nec
lacus.
Suspendisse vitae elit. Aliquam arcu neque,
ornare in, ullamcorper quis, commodo eu,
libero. Fusce sagittis erat at erat tristique
mollis. Maecenas sapien libero, molestie et,
lobortis in, sodales eget, dui. Morbi ultrices
rutrum lorem. Nam elementum ullamcorper
leo. Morbi dui. Aliquam sagittis. Nunc plac-
erat. Pellentesque tristique sodales est. Mae-
cenas imperdiet lacinia velit. Cras non urna.
Morbi eros pede, suscipit ac, varius vel, eges-
tas non, eros. Praesent malesuada, diam id
pretium elementum, eros sem dictum tortor,
vel consectetuer odio sem sed wisi.
Sed feugiat. Cum sociis natoque penatibus
et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur
ridiculus mus. Ut pellentesque augue sed ur-
na. Vestibulum diam eros, fringilla et, con-
sectetuer eu, nonummy id, sapien. Nullam at
lectus. In sagittis ultrices mauris. Curabitur
malesuada erat sit amet massa. Fusce blan-
dit. Aliquam erat volutpat. Aliquam euismod.
Aenean vel lectus. Nunc imperdiet justo nec
dolor.
Etiam euismod. Fusce facilisis lacinia dui.
Suspendisse potenti. In mi erat, cursus id,
nonummy sed, ullamcorper eget, sapien. Prae-
sent pretium, magna in eleifend egestas, pede
pede pretium lorem, quis consectetuer tortor
sapien facilisis magna. Mauris quis magna var-
ius nulla scelerisque imperdiet. Aliquam non
quam. Aliquam porttitor quam a lacus. Prae-
sent vel arcu ut tortor cursus volutpat. In vi-
tae pede quis diam bibendum placerat. Fusce
elementum convallis neque. Sed dolor orci,
scelerisque ac, dapibus nec, ultricies ut, mi.
Duis nec dui quis leo sagittis commodo.
Aliquam lectus. Vivamus leo. Quisque ornare
tellus ullamcorper nulla. Mauris porttitor
pharetra tortor. Sed fringilla justo sed mau-
ris. Mauris tellus. Sed non leo. Nullam el-
ementum, magna in cursus sodales, augue est
scelerisque sapien, venenatis congue nulla arcu
et pede. Ut suscipit enim vel sapien. Donec
congue. Maecenas urna mi, suscipit in, plac-
erat ut, vestibulum ut, massa. Fusce ultrices
nulla et nisl.
Etiam ac leo a risus tristique nonummy. Donec
dignissim tincidunt nulla. Vestibulum rhoncus
molestie odio. Sed lobortis, justo et pretium
lobortis, mauris turpis condimentum augue,
nec ultricies nibh arcu pretium enim. Nunc
purus neque, placerat id, imperdiet sed, pellen-
tesque nec, nisl. Vestibulum imperdiet neque
non sem accumsan laoreet. In hac habitasse
platea dictumst. Etiam condimentum facili-
sis libero. Suspendisse in elit quis nisl aliquam
dapibus. Pellentesque auctor sapien. Sed eges-
tas sapien nec lectus. Pellentesque vel dui vel
neque bibendum viverra. Aliquam porttitor
nisl nec pede. Proin mattis libero vel turpis.
Donec rutrum mauris et libero. Proin euismod
porta felis. Nam lobortis, metus quis elemen-
tum commodo, nunc lectus elementum mauris,
eget vulputate ligula tellus eu neque. Vivamus
eu dolor.
Nulla in ipsum. Praesent eros nulla, congue
vitae, euismod ut, commodo a, wisi. Pellen-
tesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et ne-
tus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. Ae-
nean nonummy magna non leo. Sed felis erat,
ullamcorper in, dictum non, ultricies ut, lec-
tus. Proin vel arcu a odio lobortis euismod.
Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci
luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Proin
ut est. Aliquam odio. Pellentesque massa
turpis, cursus eu, euismod nec, tempor congue,
nulla. Duis viverra gravida mauris. Cras tin-
cidunt. Curabitur eros ligula, varius ut, pulv-
inar in, cursus faucibus, augue.
Nulla mattis luctus nulla. Duis commodo
velit at leo. Aliquam vulputate magna et leo.
Nam vestibulum ullamcorper leo. Vestibulum
condimentum rutrum mauris. Donec id mau-
ris. Morbi molestie justo et pede. Vivamus
eget turpis sed nisl cursus tempor. Curabitur
mollis sapien condimentum nunc. In wisi nis-
l, malesuada at, dignissim sit amet, lobortis
in, odio. Aenean consequat arcu a ante. Pel-
lentesque porta elit sit amet orci. Etiam at
turpis nec elit ultricies imperdiet. Nulla fa-
cilisi. In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Sus-
pendisse viverra aliquam risus. Nullam pede
justo, molestie nonummy, scelerisque eu, facil-
isis vel, arcu.
Curabitur tellus magna, porttitor a, commo-
do a, commodo in, tortor. Donec interdum.
Praesent scelerisque. Maecenas posuere so-
dales odio. Vivamus metus lacus, varius quis,
imperdiet quis, rhoncus a, turpis. Etiam ligu-
la arcu, elementum a, venenatis quis, sollici-
tudin sed, metus. Donec nunc pede, tincidunt
in, venenatis vitae, faucibus vel, nibh. Pel-
lentesque wisi. Nullam malesuada. Morbi ut
tellus ut pede tincidunt porta. Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. E-
tiam congue neque id dolor.
Donec et nisl at wisi luctus bibendum. Nam in-
terdum tellus ac libero. Sed sem justo, laoreet
vitae, fringilla at, adipiscing ut, nibh. Mae-
cenas non sem quis tortor eleifend fermentum.
Etiam id tortor ac mauris porta vulputate. In-
teger porta neque vitae massa. Maecenas tem-
pus libero a libero posuere dictum. Vestibu-
lum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luc-
tus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Aenean
quis mauris sed elit commodo placerat. Class
aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent per
conubia nostra, per inceptos hymenaeos. Viva-
mus rhoncus tincidunt libero. Etiam elemen-
tum pretium justo. Vivamus est. Morbi a tel-
lus eget pede tristique commodo. Nulla nisl.
Vestibulum sed nisl eu sapien cursus rutrum.
Nulla non mauris vitae wisi posuere conval-
lis. Sed eu nulla nec eros scelerisque pharetra.
Nullam varius. Etiam dignissim elementum
metus. Vestibulum faucibus, metus sit amet
mattis rhoncus, sapien dui laoreet odio, nec
ultricies nibh augue a enim. Fusce in ligula.
Quisque at magna et nulla commodo conse-
quat. Proin accumsan imperdiet sem. Nunc
porta. Donec feugiat mi at justo. Phasellus
facilisis ipsum quis ante. In ac elit eget ipsum
pharetra faucibus. Maecenas viverra nulla in
massa.
Nulla ac nisl. Nullam urna nulla, ullamcorper
in, interdum sit amet, gravida ut, risus. Ae-
nean ac enim. In luctus. Phasellus eu quam
vitae turpis viverra pellentesque. Duis feugiat
felis ut enim. Phasellus pharetra, sem id port-
titor sodales, magna nunc aliquet nibh, nec b-
landit nisl mauris at pede. Suspendisse risus
risus, lobortis eget, semper at, imperdiet sit
amet, quam. Quisque scelerisque dapibus nib-
h. Nam enim. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nunc ut metus.
Ut metus justo, auctor at, ultrices eu, sagittis
ut, purus. Aliquam aliquam.
Etiam pede massa, dapibus vitae, rhoncus
in, placerat posuere, odio. Vestibulum luc-
tus commodo lacus. Morbi lacus dui, tem-
por sed, euismod eget, condimentum at, tor-
tor. Phasellus aliquet odio ac lacus tempor
faucibus. Praesent sed sem. Praesent iac-
ulis. Cras rhoncus tellus sed justo ullamcor-
per sagittis. Donec quis orci. Sed ut tor-
tor quis tellus euismod tincidunt. Suspendisse
congue nisl eu elit. Aliquam tortor diam, tem-
pus id, tristique eget, sodales vel, nulla. Prae-
sent tellus mi, condimentum sed, viverra at,
consectetuer quis, lectus. In auctor vehicula
orci. Sed pede sapien, euismod in, suscipit in,
pharetra placerat, metus. Vivamus commodo
dui non odio. Donec et felis.
Etiam suscipit aliquam arcu. Aliquam sit amet
est ac purus bibendum congue. Sed in eros.
Morbi non orci. Pellentesque mattis lacini-
a elit. Fusce molestie velit in ligula. Nul-
lam et orci vitae nibh vulputate auctor. Ali-
quam eget purus. Nulla auctor wisi sed ipsum.
Morbi porttitor tellus ac enim. Fusce ornare.
Proin ipsum enim, tincidunt in, ornare vene-
natis, molestie a, augue. Donec vel pede in
lacus sagittis porta. Sed hendrerit ipsum quis
nisl. Suspendisse quis massa ac nibh pretium
cursus. Sed sodales. Nam eu neque quis pede
dignissim ornare. Maecenas eu purus ac urna
tincidunt congue.
Donec et nisl id sapien blandit mattis. Ae-
nean dictum odio sit amet risus. Morbi pu-
rus. Nulla a est sit amet purus venenatis iac-
ulis. Vivamus viverra purus vel magna. Donec
in justo sed odio malesuada dapibus. Nunc
ultrices aliquam nunc. Vivamus facilisis pel-
lentesque velit. Nulla nunc velit, vulputate
dapibus, vulputate id, mattis ac, justo. Nam
mattis elit dapibus purus. Quisque enim risus,
congue non, elementum ut, mattis quis, sem.
Quisque elit.
Maecenas non massa. Vestibulum pharetra
nulla at lorem. Duis quis quam id lacus
dapibus interdum. Nulla lorem. Donec ut
ante quis dolor bibendum condimentum. Eti-
am egestas tortor vitae lacus. Praesent cursus.
Mauris bibendum pede at elit. Morbi et felis a
lectus interdum facilisis. Sed suscipit gravida
turpis. Nulla at lectus. Vestibulum ante ip-
sum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae; Praesent nonummy luc-
tus nibh. Proin turpis nunc, congue eu, egestas
ut, fringilla at, tellus. In hac habitasse platea
dictumst.
Vivamus eu tellus sed tellus consequat suscipit.
Nam orci orci, malesuada id, gravida nec, ul-
tricies vitae, erat. Donec risus turpis, luctus sit
amet, interdum quis, porta sed, ipsum. Sus-
pendisse condimentum, tortor at egestas po-
suere, neque metus tempor orci, et tincidunt
urna nunc a purus. Sed facilisis blandit tellus.
Nunc risus sem, suscipit nec, eleifend quis, cur-
sus quis, libero. Curabitur et dolor. Sed vitae
sem. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et mag-
nis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus
mus. Maecenas ante. Duis ullamcorper enim.
Donec tristique enim eu leo. Nullam molestie
elit eu dolor. Nullam bibendum, turpis vitae
tristique gravida, quam sapien tempor lectus,
quis pretium tellus purus ac quam. Nulla fa-
cilisi.
Duis aliquet dui in est. Donec eget est.
Nunc lectus odio, varius at, fermentum in, ac-
cumsan non, enim. Aliquam erat volutpat.
Proin sit amet nulla ut eros consectetuer cur-
sus. Phasellus dapibus aliquam justo. Nunc
laoreet. Donec consequat placerat magna.
Duis pretium tincidunt justo. Sed sollicitudin
vestibulum quam. Nam quis ligula. Vivamus
at metus. Etiam imperdiet imperdiet pede.
Aenean turpis. Fusce augue velit, scelerisque
sollicitudin, dictum vitae, tempor et, pede.
Donec wisi sapien, feugiat in, fermentum ut,
sollicitudin adipiscing, metus.
Donec vel nibh ut felis consectetuer laoreet.
Donec pede. Sed id quam id wisi laoreet sus-
cipit. Nulla lectus dolor, aliquam ac, fringilla
eget, mollis ut, orci. In pellentesque justo in
ligula. Maecenas turpis. Donec eleifend leo
at felis tincidunt consequat. Aenean turpis
metus, malesuada sed, condimentum sit amet,
auctor a, wisi. Pellentesque sapien elit, biben-
dum ac, posuere et, congue eu, felis. Vestibu-
lum mattis libero quis metus scelerisque ultri-
ces. Sed purus.
Donec molestie, magna ut luctus ultrices, tel-
lus arcu nonummy velit, sit amet pulvinar elit
justo et mauris. In pede. Maecenas euis-
mod elit eu erat. Aliquam augue wisi, facil-
isis congue, suscipit in, adipiscing et, ante. In
justo. Cras lobortis neque ac ipsum. Nunc
fermentum massa at ante. Donec orci tortor,
egestas sit amet, ultrices eget, venenatis eget,
mi. Maecenas vehicula leo semper est. Mauris
vel metus. Aliquam erat volutpat. In rhoncus
sapien ac tellus. Pellentesque ligula.
Cras dapibus, augue quis scelerisque ultricies,
felis dolor placerat sem, id porta velit odio eu
elit. Aenean interdum nibh sed wisi. Prae-
sent sollicitudin vulputate dui. Praesent iac-
ulis viverra augue. Quisque in libero. Aenean
gravida lorem vitae sem ullamcorper cursus.
Nunc adipiscing rutrum ante. Nunc ipsum
massa, faucibus sit amet, viverra vel, elemen-
tum semper, orci. Cras eros sem, vulputate et,
tincidunt id, ultrices eget, magna. Nulla varius
ornare odio. Donec accumsan mauris sit amet
augue. Sed ligula lacus, laoreet non, aliquam
sit amet, iaculis tempor, lorem. Suspendisse
eros. Nam porta, leo sed congue tempor, fe-
lis est ultrices eros, id mattis velit felis non
metus. Curabitur vitae elit non mauris var-
ius pretium. Aenean lacus sem, tincidunt ut,
consequat quis, porta vitae, turpis. Nullam
laoreet fermentum urna. Proin iaculis lectus.
Sed mattis, erat sit amet gravida malesuada,
elit augue egestas diam, tempus scelerisque
nunc nisl vitae libero. Sed consequat feugiat
massa. Nunc porta, eros in eleifend varius,
erat leo rutrum dui, non convallis lectus or-
ci ut nibh. Sed lorem massa, nonummy quis,
egestas id, condimentum at, nisl. Maecenas at
nibh. Aliquam et augue at nunc pellentesque
ullamcorper. Duis nisl nibh, laoreet suscipit,
convallis ut, rutrum id, enim. Phasellus odio.
Nulla nulla elit, molestie non, scelerisque at,
vestibulum eu, nulla. Ut odio nisl, facilisis id,
mollis et, scelerisque nec, enim. Aenean sem
leo, pellentesque sit amet, scelerisque sit amet,
vehicula pellentesque, sapien.
Sed consequat tellus et tortor. Ut tempor
laoreet quam. Nullam id wisi a libero tris-
tique semper. Nullam nisl massa, rutrum ut,
egestas semper, mollis id, leo. Nulla ac mas-
sa eu risus blandit mattis. Mauris ut nunc.
In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Aliquam
eget tortor. Quisque dapibus pede in erat.
Nunc enim. In dui nulla, commodo at, con-
sectetuer nec, malesuada nec, elit. Aliquam
ornare tellus eu urna. Sed nec metus. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis par-
turient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Pel-
lentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et
netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas.
Phasellus id magna. Duis malesuada inter-
dum arcu. Integer metus. Morbi pulvinar pel-
lentesque mi. Suspendisse sed est eu magna
molestie egestas. Quisque mi lorem, pulvinar
eget, egestas quis, luctus at, ante. Proin auc-
tor vehicula purus. Fusce ac nisl aliquam ante
hendrerit pellentesque. Class aptent taciti so-
ciosqu ad litora torquent per conubia nostra,
per inceptos hymenaeos. Morbi wisi. Etiam
arcu mauris, facilisis sed, eleifend non, non-
ummy ut, pede. Cras ut lacus tempor metus
mollis placerat. Vivamus eu tortor vel metus
interdum malesuada.
Sed eleifend, eros sit amet faucibus elemen-
tum, urna sapien consectetuer mauris, quis
egestas leo justo non risus. Morbi non felis ac
libero vulputate fringilla. Mauris libero eros,
lacinia non, sodales quis, dapibus porttitor,
pede. Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora
torquent per conubia nostra, per inceptos hy-
menaeos. Morbi dapibus mauris condimentum
nulla. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis
dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.
Etiam sit amet erat. Nulla varius. Etiam t-
incidunt dui vitae turpis. Donec leo. Morbi
vulputate convallis est. Integer aliquet. Pel-
lentesque aliquet sodales urna.
Nullam eleifend justo in nisl. In hac habitasse
platea dictumst. Morbi nonummy. Aliquam
ut felis. In velit leo, dictum vitae, posuere id,
vulputate nec, ante. Maecenas vitae pede nec
dui dignissim suscipit. Morbi magna. Vestibu-
lum id purus eget velit laoreet laoreet. Prae-
sent sed leo vel nibh convallis blandit. Ut
rutrum. Donec nibh. Donec interdum. Fusce
sed pede sit amet elit rhoncus ultrices. Nullam
at enim vitae pede vehicula iaculis.
Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora torquen-
t per conubia nostra, per inceptos hymenaeos.
Aenean nonummy turpis id odio. Integer eu-
ismod imperdiet turpis. Ut nec leo nec di-
am imperdiet lacinia. Etiam eget lacus eget
mi ultricies posuere. In placerat tristique tor-
tor. Sed porta vestibulum metus. Nulla ia-
culis sollicitudin pede. Fusce luctus tellus in
dolor. Curabitur auctor velit a sem. Mor-
bi sapien. Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad l-
itora torquent per conubia nostra, per incep-
tos hymenaeos. Donec adipiscing urna vehic-
ula nunc. Sed ornare leo in leo. In rhoncus
leo ut dui. Aenean dolor quam, volutpat nec,
fringilla id, consectetuer vel, pede.
Nulla malesuada risus ut urna. Aenean
pretium velit sit amet metus. Duis iaculis. In
hac habitasse platea dictumst. Nullam mo-
lestie turpis eget nisl. Duis a massa id pede
dapibus ultricies. Sed eu leo. In at mauris sit
amet tortor bibendum varius. Phasellus justo
risus, posuere in, sagittis ac, varius vel, tor-
tor. Quisque id enim. Phasellus consequat,
libero pretium nonummy fringilla, tortor lacus
vestibulum nunc, ut rhoncus ligula neque id
justo. Nullam accumsan euismod nunc. Proin
vitae ipsum ac metus dictum tempus. Nam ut
wisi. Quisque tortor felis, interdum ac, sodales
a, semper a, sem. Curabitur in velit sit amet
dui tristique sodales. Vivamus mauris pede,
lacinia eget, pellentesque quis, scelerisque eu,
est. Aliquam risus. Quisque bibendum pede
eu dolor.
Donec tempus neque vitae est. Aenean egestas
odio sed risus ullamcorper ullamcorper. Sed in
nulla a tortor tincidunt egestas. Nam sapien
tortor, elementum sit amet, aliquam in, port-
titor faucibus, enim. Nullam congue suscipit
nibh. Quisque convallis. Praesent arcu nibh,
vehicula eget, accumsan eu, tincidunt a, nibh.
Suspendisse vulputate, tortor quis adipiscing
viverra, lacus nibh dignissim tellus, eu suscipit
risus ante fringilla diam. Quisque a libero v-
el pede imperdiet aliquet. Pellentesque nunc
nibh, eleifend a, consequat consequat, hen-
drerit nec, diam. Sed urna. Maecenas laoreet
eleifend neque. Vivamus purus odio, eleifend
non, iaculis a, ultrices sit amet, urna. Mau-
ris faucibus odio vitae risus. In nisl. Praesent
purus. Integer iaculis, sem eu egestas lacinia,
lacus pede scelerisque augue, in ullamcorper
dolor eros ac lacus. Nunc in libero.
Fusce suscipit cursus sem. Vivamus risus mi,
egestas ac, imperdiet varius, faucibus quis,
leo. Aenean tincidunt. Donec suscipit. Cras
id justo quis nibh scelerisque dignissim. Ali-
quam sagittis elementum dolor. Aenean con-
sectetuer justo in pede. Curabitur ullamcorper
ligula nec orci. Aliquam purus turpis, aliquam
id, ornare vitae, porttitor non, wisi. Maecenas
luctus porta lorem. Donec vitae ligula eu ante
pretium varius. Proin tortor metus, convallis
et, hendrerit non, scelerisque in, urna. Cras
quis libero eu ligula bibendum tempor. Viva-
mus tellus quam, malesuada eu, tempus sed,
tempor sed, velit. Donec lacinia auctor libero.
Praesent sed neque id pede mollis rutrum.
Vestibulum iaculis risus. Pellentesque lacus.
Ut quis nunc sed odio malesuada egestas. Duis
a magna sit amet ligula tristique pretium. Ut
pharetra. Vestibulum imperdiet magna nec
wisi. Mauris convallis. Sed accumsan sollic-
itudin massa. Sed id enim. Nunc pede enim,
lacinia ut, pulvinar quis, suscipit semper, elit.
Cras accumsan erat vitae enim. Cras sollici-
tudin. Vestibulum rutrum blandit massa.
Sed gravida lectus ut purus. Morbi laoreet
magna. Pellentesque eu wisi. Proin turpis. In-
teger sollicitudin augue nec dui. Fusce lectus.
Vivamus faucibus nulla nec lacus. Integer di-
am. Pellentesque sodales, enim feugiat cursus
volutpat, sem mauris dignissim mauris, quis
consequat sem est fermentum ligula. Nullam
justo lectus, condimentum sit amet, posuere a,
fringilla mollis, felis. Morbi nulla nibh, pellen-
tesque at, nonummy eu, sollicitudin nec, ip-
sum. Cras neque. Nunc augue. Nullam vitae
quam id quam pulvinar blandit. Nunc sit amet
orci. Aliquam erat elit, pharetra nec, aliquet
a, gravida in, mi. Quisque urna enim, viverra
quis, suscipit quis, tincidunt ut, sapien. Cras
placerat consequat sem. Curabitur ac diam.
Curabitur diam tortor, mollis et, viverra ac,
tempus vel, metus.
Curabitur ac lorem. Vivamus non justo in
dui mattis posuere. Etiam accumsan ligula
id pede. Maecenas tincidunt diam nec velit.
Praesent convallis sapien ac est. Aliquam ul-
lamcorper euismod nulla. Integer mollis enim
vel tortor. Nulla sodales placerat nunc. Sed
tempus rutrum wisi. Duis accumsan gravi-
da purus. Nunc nunc. Etiam facilisis dui eu
sem. Vestibulum semper. Praesent eu eros.
Vestibulum tellus nisl, dapibus id, vestibulum
sit amet, placerat ac, mauris. Maecenas et elit
ut erat placerat dictum. Nam feugiat, turpis
et sodales volutpat, wisi quam rhoncus neque,
vitae aliquam ipsum sapien vel enim. Maece-
nas suscipit cursus mi.
Quisque consectetuer. In suscipit mauris a do-
lor pellentesque consectetuer. Mauris convallis
neque non erat. In lacinia. Pellentesque leo
eros, sagittis quis, fermentum quis, tincidun-
t ut, sapien. Maecenas sem. Curabitur eros
odio, interdum eu, feugiat eu, porta ac, nis-
l. Curabitur nunc. Etiam fermentum convallis
velit. Pellentesque laoreet lacus. Quisque sed
elit. Nam quis tellus. Aliquam tellus arcu,
adipiscing non, tincidunt eleifend, adipiscing
quis, augue. Vivamus elementum placerat en-
im. Suspendisse ut tortor. Integer faucibus
adipiscing felis. Aenean consectetuer mattis
lectus. Morbi malesuada faucibus dolor. Nam
lacus. Etiam arcu libero, malesuada vitae, ali-
quam vitae, blandit tristique, nisl.
Maecenas accumsan dapibus sapien. Duis
pretium iaculis arcu. Curabitur ut lacus. Ali-
quam vulputate. Suspendisse ut purus sed sem
tempor rhoncus. Ut quam dui, fringilla at, dic-
tum eget, ultricies quis, quam. Etiam sem est,
pharetra non, vulputate in, pretium at, ipsum.
Nunc semper sagittis orci. Sed scelerisque sus-
cipit diam. Ut volutpat, dolor at ullamcorp-
er tristique, eros purus mollis quam, sit amet
ornare ante nunc et enim.
Phasellus fringilla, metus id feugiat con-
sectetuer, lacus wisi ultrices tellus, quis lobor-
tis nibh lorem quis tortor. Donec egestas
ornare nulla. Mauris mi tellus, porta fau-
cibus, dictum vel, nonummy in, est. Ali-
quam erat volutpat. In tellus magna, port-
titor lacinia, molestie vitae, pellentesque eu,
justo. Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora
torquent per conubia nostra, per inceptos hy-
menaeos. Sed orci nibh, scelerisque sit amet,
suscipit sed, placerat vel, diam. Vestibulum
nonummy vulputate orci. Donec et velit ac ar-
cu interdum semper. Morbi pede orci, cursus
ac, elementum non, vehicula ut, lacus. Cras
volutpat. Nam vel wisi quis libero venenatis
placerat. Aenean sed odio. Quisque posuere
purus ac orci. Vivamus odio. Vivamus var-
ius, nulla sit amet semper viverra, odio mau-
ris consequat lacus, at vestibulum neque arcu
eu tortor. Donec iaculis tincidunt tellus. Ali-
quam erat volutpat. Curabitur magna lorem,
dignissim volutpat, viverra et, adipiscing nec,
dolor. Praesent lacus mauris, dapibus vitae,
sollicitudin sit amet, nonummy eget, ligula.
Cras egestas ipsum a nisl. Vivamus varius do-
lor ut dolor. Fusce vel enim. Pellentesque
accumsan ligula et eros. Cras id lacus non
tortor facilisis facilisis. Etiam nisl elit, cur-
sus sed, fringilla in, congue nec, urna. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis par-
turient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. In-
teger at turpis. Cum sociis natoque penati-
bus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur
ridiculus mus. Duis fringilla, ligula sed porta
fringilla, ligula wisi commodo felis, ut adipisc-
ing felis dui in enim. Suspendisse malesuada
ultrices ante. Pellentesque scelerisque augue
sit amet urna. Nulla volutpat aliquet tortor.
Cras aliquam, tellus at aliquet pellentesque,
justo sapien commodo leo, id rhoncus sapien
quam at erat. Nulla commodo, wisi eget sol-
licitudin pretium, orci orci aliquam orci, ut
cursus turpis justo et lacus. Nulla vel tor-
tor. Quisque erat elit, viverra sit amet, sagittis
eget, porta sit amet, lacus.
In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Proin at est.
Curabitur tempus vulputate elit. Pellentesque
sem. Praesent eu sapien. Duis elit magna, ali-
quet at, tempus sed, vehicula non, enim. Mor-
bi viverra arcu nec purus. Vivamus fringilla,
enim et commodo malesuada, tortor metus el-
ementum ligula, nec aliquet est sapien ut lec-
tus. Aliquam mi. Ut nec elit. Fusce euismod
luctus tellus. Curabitur scelerisque. Nullam
purus. Nam ultricies accumsan magna. Morbi
pulvinar lorem sit amet ipsum. Donec ut jus-
to vitae nibh mollis congue. Fusce quis diam.
Praesent tempus eros ut quam.
Donec in nisl. Fusce vitae est. Vivamus ante
ante, mattis laoreet, posuere eget, congue vel,
nunc. Fusce sem. Nam vel orci eu eros viver-
ra luctus. Pellentesque sit amet augue. Nunc
sit amet ipsum et lacus varius nonummy. In-
teger rutrum sem eget wisi. Aenean eu sapien.
Quisque ornare dignissim mi. Duis a urna vel
risus pharetra imperdiet. Suspendisse potenti.
Morbi justo. Aenean nec dolor. In hac
habitasse platea dictumst. Proin nonummy
porttitor velit. Sed sit amet leo nec metus
rhoncus varius. Cras ante. Vestibulum com-
modo sem tincidunt massa. Nam justo. Ae-
nean luctus, felis et condimentum lacinia, lec-
tus enim pulvinar purus, non porta velit nisl
sed eros. Suspendisse consequat. Mauris a dui
et tortor mattis pretium. Sed nulla metus, vo-
lutpat id, aliquam eget, ullamcorper ut, ipsum.
Morbi eu nunc. Praesent pretium. Duis ali-
quam pulvinar ligula. Ut blandit egestas justo.
Quisque posuere metus viverra pede.
Vivamus sodales elementum neque. Viva-
mus dignissim accumsan neque. Sed at enim.
Vestibulum nonummy interdum purus. Mau-
ris ornare velit id nibh pretium ultricies. Fusce
tempor pellentesque odio. Vivamus augue pu-
rus, laoreet in, scelerisque vel, commodo id,
wisi. Duis enim. Nulla interdum, nunc eu sem-
per eleifend, enim dolor pretium elit, ut com-
modo ligula nisl a est. Vivamus ante. Nulla
leo massa, posuere nec, volutpat vitae, rhon-
cus eu, magna.
Quisque facilisis auctor sapien. Pellentesque
gravida hendrerit lectus. Mauris rutrum so-
dales sapien. Fusce hendrerit sem vel lorem.
Integer pellentesque massa vel augue. Integer
elit tortor, feugiat quis, sagittis et, ornare non,
lacus. Vestibulum posuere pellentesque eros.
Quisque venenatis ipsum dictum nulla. Ali-
quam quis quam non metus eleifend interdum.
Nam eget sapien ac mauris malesuada adipisc-
ing. Etiam eleifend neque sed quam. Nulla
facilisi. Proin a ligula. Sed id dui eu nibh
egestas tincidunt. Suspendisse arcu.
Maecenas dui. Aliquam volutpat auctor lorem.
Cras placerat est vitae lectus. Curabitur
massa lectus, rutrum euismod, dignissim ut,
dapibus a, odio. Ut eros erat, vulputate ut, in-
terdum non, porta eu, erat. Cras fermentum,
felis in porta congue, velit leo facilisis odio, vi-
tae consectetuer lorem quam vitae orci. Sed
ultrices, pede eu placerat auctor, ante ligula
rutrum tellus, vel posuere nibh lacus nec nibh.
Maecenas laoreet dolor at enim. Donec mo-
lestie dolor nec metus. Vestibulum libero. Sed
quis erat. Sed tristique. Duis pede leo, fer-
mentum quis, consectetuer eget, vulputate sit
amet, erat.
Donec vitae velit. Suspendisse porta fermen-
tum mauris. Ut vel nunc non mauris phare-
tra varius. Duis consequat libero quis urna.
Maecenas at ante. Vivamus varius, wisi sed
egestas tristique, odio wisi luctus nulla, lobor-
tis dictum dolor ligula in lacus. Vivamus ali-
quam, urna sed interdum porttitor, metus orci
interdum odio, sit amet euismod lectus felis et
leo. Praesent ac wisi. Nam suscipit vestibu-
lum sem. Praesent eu ipsum vitae pede cursus
venenatis. Duis sed odio. Vestibulum eleifend.
Nulla ut massa. Proin rutrum mattis sapien.
Curabitur dictum gravida ante.
Phasellus placerat vulputate quam. Maece-
nas at tellus. Pellentesque neque diam, dig-
nissim ac, venenatis vitae, consequat ut, lacus.
Nam nibh. Vestibulum fringilla arcu mollis ar-
cu. Sed et turpis. Donec sem tellus, volut-
pat et, varius eu, commodo sed, lectus. Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit. Quisque enim arcu, suscipit nec, tempus
at, imperdiet vel, metus. Morbi volutpat pu-
rus at erat. Donec dignissim, sem id semper
tempus, nibh massa eleifend turpis, sed pellen-
tesque wisi purus sed libero. Nullam lobortis
tortor vel risus. Pellentesque consequat nulla
eu tellus. Donec velit. Aliquam fermentum,
wisi ac rhoncus iaculis, tellus nunc malesuada
orci, quis volutpat dui magna id mi. Nunc vel
ante. Duis vitae lacus. Cras nec ipsum.
Morbi nunc. Aliquam consectetuer varius nul-
la. Phasellus eros. Cras dapibus porttitor ris-
us. Maecenas ultrices mi sed diam. Praesent
gravida velit at elit vehicula porttitor. Phasel-
lus nisl mi, sagittis ac, pulvinar id, gravida sit
amet, erat. Vestibulum est. Lorem ipsum do-
lor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Cur-
abitur id sem elementum leo rutrum hendrerit.
Ut at mi. Donec tincidunt faucibus massa.
Sed turpis quam, sollicitudin a, hendrerit eget,
pretium ut, nisl. Duis hendrerit ligula. Nunc
pulvinar congue urna.
Nunc velit. Nullam elit sapien, eleifend eu,
commodo nec, semper sit amet, elit. Nulla lec-
tus risus, condimentum ut, laoreet eget, viver-
ra nec, odio. Proin lobortis. Curabitur dictum
arcu vel wisi. Cras id nulla venenatis tortor
congue ultrices. Pellentesque eget pede. Sed
eleifend sagittis elit. Nam sed tellus sit amet
lectus ullamcorper tristique. Mauris enim sem,
tristique eu, accumsan at, scelerisque vulpu-
tate, neque. Quisque lacus. Donec et ipsum sit
amet elit nonummy aliquet. Sed viverra nisl at
sem. Nam diam. Mauris ut dolor. Curabitur
ornare tortor cursus velit.
Morbi tincidunt posuere arcu. Cras venenatis
est vitae dolor. Vivamus scelerisque semper
mi. Donec ipsum arcu, consequat scelerisque,
viverra id, dictum at, metus. Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Ut
pede sem, tempus ut, porttitor bibendum, mo-
lestie eu, elit. Suspendisse potenti. Sed id lec-
tus sit amet purus faucibus vehicula. Praesen-
t sed sem non dui pharetra interdum. Nam
viverra ultrices magna.
Aenean laoreet aliquam orci. Nunc interdum
elementum urna. Quisque erat. Nullam tem-
por neque. Maecenas velit nibh, scelerisque a,
consequat ut, viverra in, enim. Duis magna.
Donec odio neque, tristique et, tincidunt eu,
rhoncus ac, nunc. Mauris malesuada malesua-
da elit. Etiam lacus mauris, pretium vel, blan-
dit in, ultricies id, libero. Phasellus bibendum
erat ut diam. In congue imperdiet lectus.
Aenean scelerisque. Fusce pretium porttitor
lorem. In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Nulla
sit amet nisl at sapien egestas pretium. Nunc
non tellus. Vivamus aliquet. Nam adipiscing
euismod dolor. Aliquam erat volutpat. Nul-
la ut ipsum. Quisque tincidunt auctor au-
gue. Nunc imperdiet ipsum eget elit. Ali-
quam quam leo, consectetuer non, ornare sit
amet, tristique quis, felis. Vestibulum ante ip-
sum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae; Pellentesque interdum
quam sit amet mi. Pellentesque mauris dui,
dictum a, adipiscing ac, fermentum sit amet,
lorem.
Ut quis wisi. Praesent quis massa. Vivamus
egestas risus eget lacus. Nunc tincidunt, risus
quis bibendum facilisis, lorem purus rutrum
neque, nec porta tortor urna quis orci. Ae-
nean aliquet, libero semper volutpat luctus,
pede erat lacinia augue, quis rutrum sem ip-
sum sit amet pede. Vestibulum aliquet, nibh
sed iaculis sagittis, odio dolor blandit augue,
eget mollis urna tellus id tellus. Aenean ali-
quet aliquam nunc. Nulla ultricies justo eget
orci. Phasellus tristique fermentum leo. Sed
massa metus, sagittis ut, semper ut, pharetra
vel, erat. Aliquam quam turpis, egestas vel,
elementum in, egestas sit amet, lorem. Duis
convallis, wisi sit amet mollis molestie, libero
mauris porta dui, vitae aliquam arcu turpis ac
sem. Aliquam aliquet dapibus metus.
Vivamus commodo eros eleifend dui. Vestibu-
lum in leo eu erat tristique mattis. Cras at
elit. Cras pellentesque. Nullam id lacus sit
amet libero aliquet hendrerit. Proin placerat,
mi non elementum laoreet, eros elit tincidun-
t magna, a rhoncus sem arcu id odio. Nul-
la eget leo a leo egestas facilisis. Curabitur
quis velit. Phasellus aliquam, tortor nec ornare
rhoncus, purus urna posuere velit, et commo-
do risus tellus quis tellus. Vivamus leo turpis,
tempus sit amet, tristique vitae, laoreet quis,
odio. Proin scelerisque bibendum ipsum. Eti-
am nisl. Praesent vel dolor. Pellentesque vel
magna. Curabitur urna. Vivamus congue ur-
na in velit. Etiam ullamcorper elementum dui.
Praesent non urna. Sed placerat quam non mi.
Pellentesque diam magna, ultricies eget, ultri-
ces placerat, adipiscing rutrum, sem.
Morbi sem. Nulla facilisi. Vestibulum ante
ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultri-
ces posuere cubilia Curae; Nulla facilisi. Mor-
bi sagittis ultrices libero. Praesent eu ligula
sed sapien auctor sagittis. Class aptent taciti
sociosqu ad litora torquent per conubia nos-
tra, per inceptos hymenaeos. Donec vel nunc.
Nunc fermentum, lacus id aliquam porta, dui
tortor euismod eros, vel molestie ipsum purus
eu lacus. Vivamus pede arcu, euismod ac, tem-
pus id, pretium et, lacus. Curabitur sodales
dapibus urna. Nunc eu sapien. Donec eget
nunc a pede dictum pretium. Proin mauris.
Vivamus luctus libero vel nibh.
Fusce tristique risus id wisi. Integer molestie
massa id sem. Vestibulum vel dolor. Pel-
lentesque vel urna vel risus ultricies elemen-
tum. Quisque sapien urna, blandit nec, iaculis
ac, viverra in, odio. In hac habitasse platea
dictumst. Morbi neque lacus, convallis vitae,
commodo ac, fermentum eu, velit. Sed in or-
ci. In fringilla turpis non arcu. Donec in ante.
Phasellus tempor feugiat velit. Aenean var-
ius massa non turpis. Vestibulum ante ipsum
primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices po-
suere cubilia Curae;
Aliquam tortor. Morbi ipsum massa, imperdi-
et non, consectetuer vel, feugiat vel, lorem.
Quisque eget lorem nec elit malesuada vestibu-
lum. Quisque sollicitudin ipsum vel sem. Nul-
la enim. Proin nonummy felis vitae felis. Nul-
lam pellentesque. Duis rutrum feugiat fe-
lis. Mauris vel pede sed libero tincidunt mol-
lis. Phasellus sed urna rhoncus diam euismod
bibendum. Phasellus sed nisl. Integer condi-
mentum justo id orci iaculis varius. Quisque et
lacus. Phasellus elementum, justo at dignissim
auctor, wisi odio lobortis arcu, sed sollicitudin
felis felis eu neque. Praesent at lacus.
Vivamus sit amet pede. Duis interdum, nunc
eget rutrum dignissim, nisl diam luctus leo,
et tincidunt velit nisl id tellus. In lorem tel-
lus, aliquet vitae, porta in, aliquet sed, lectus.
Phasellus sodales. Ut varius scelerisque erat.
In vel nibh eu eros imperdiet rutrum. Donec
ac odio nec neque vulputate suscipit. Nam nec
magna. Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique
senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis
egestas. Nullam porta, odio et sagittis iaculis,
wisi neque fringilla sapien, vel commodo lorem
lorem id elit. Ut sem lectus, scelerisque eget,
placerat et, tincidunt scelerisque, ligula. Pel-
lentesque non orci.
Etiam vel ipsum. Morbi facilisis vestibulum
nisl. Praesent cursus laoreet felis. Integer
adipiscing pretium orci. Nulla facilisi. Quisque
posuere bibendum purus. Nulla quam mauris,
cursus eget, convallis ac, molestie non, enim.
Aliquam congue. Quisque sagittis nonummy
sapien. Proin molestie sem vitae urna. Mae-
cenas lorem. Vivamus viverra consequat enim.
Nunc sed pede. Praesent vitae lectus. Prae-
sent neque justo, vehicula eget, interdum id,
facilisis et, nibh. Phasellus at purus et libero
lacinia dictum. Fusce aliquet. Nulla eu ante
placerat leo semper dictum. Mauris metus.
Curabitur lobortis. Curabitur sollicitudin hen-
drerit nunc. Donec ultrices lacus id ipsum.
Donec a nibh ut elit vestibulum tristique. In-
teger at pede. Cras volutpat varius magna.
Phasellus eu wisi. Praesent risus justo, lobor-
tis eget, scelerisque ac, aliquet in, dolor. Proin
id leo. Nunc iaculis, mi vitae accumsan com-
modo, neque sem lacinia nulla, quis vestibulum
justo sem in eros. Quisque sed massa. Morbi
lectus ipsum, vulputate a, mollis ut, accumsan
placerat, tellus. Nullam in wisi. Vivamus eu
ligula a nunc accumsan congue. Suspendisse
ac libero. Aliquam erat volutpat. Donec au-
gue. Nunc venenatis fringilla nibh. Fusce ac-
cumsan pulvinar justo. Nullam semper, dui ut
dignissim auctor, orci libero fringilla massa, b-
landit pulvinar pede tortor id magna. Nunc
adipiscing justo sed velit tincidunt fermentum.
Integer placerat. Pellentesque habitant morbi
tristique senectus et netus et malesuada fames
ac turpis egestas. Sed in massa. Class aptent
taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent per conubi-
a nostra, per inceptos hymenaeos. Phasellus
tempus aliquam risus. Aliquam rutrum purus
at metus. Donec posuere odio at erat. Nam
non nibh. Phasellus ligula. Quisque vene-
natis lectus in augue. Sed vestibulum dapibus
neque.
Mauris tempus eros at nulla. Sed quis dui dig-
nissim mauris pretium tincidunt. Mauris ac
purus. Phasellus ac libero. Etiam dapibus ia-
culis nunc. In lectus wisi, elementum eu, sollic-
itudin nec, imperdiet quis, dui. Nulla viverra
neque ac libero. Mauris urna leo, adipiscing
eu, ultrices non, blandit eu, dui. Maecenas
dui neque, suscipit sit amet, rutrum a, laoreet
in, eros. Ut eu nibh. Fusce nec erat tempus
urna fringilla tempus. Curabitur id enim. Sed
ante. Cras sodales enim sit amet wisi. Nunc
fermentum consequat quam.
Ut auctor, augue porta dignissim vestibulum,
arcu diam lobortis velit, vel scelerisque ris-
us augue sagittis risus. Maecenas eu justo.
Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus
et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis eges-
tas. Mauris congue ligula eget tortor. Nul-
lam laoreet urna sed enim. Donec eget eros ut
eros volutpat convallis. Praesent turpis. Inte-
ger mauris diam, elementum quis, egestas ac,
rutrum vel, orci. Nulla facilisi. Quisque adip-
iscing, nulla vitae elementum porta, sem urna
volutpat leo, sed porta enim risus sed massa.
Integer ac enim quis diam sodales luctus. Ut
eget eros a ligula commodo ultricies. Donec eu
urna viverra dolor hendrerit feugiat. Aliquam
ac orci vel eros congue pharetra. Quisque
rhoncus, justo eu volutpat faucibus, augue leo
posuere lacus, a rhoncus purus pede vel est.
Proin ultrices enim.
Aenean tincidunt laoreet dui. Vestibulum ante
ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultri-
ces posuere cubilia Curae; Integer ipsum lec-
tus, fermentum ac, malesuada in, eleifend ut,
lorem. Vivamus ipsum turpis, elementum vel,
hendrerit ut, semper at, metus. Vivamus sapi-
en tortor, eleifend id, dapibus in, egestas et,
pede. Pellentesque faucibus. Praesent lorem
neque, dignissim in, facilisis nec, hendrerit vel,
odio. Nam at diam ac neque aliquet viver-
ra. Morbi dapibus ligula sagittis magna. In
lobortis. Donec aliquet ultricies libero. Nunc
dictum vulputate purus. Morbi varius. Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit. In tempor. Phasellus commodo porttitor
magna. Curabitur vehicula odio vel dolor.
Praesent facilisis, augue a adipiscing vene-
natis, libero risus molestie odio, pulvinar con-
sectetuer felis erat ac mauris. Nam vestibu-
lum rhoncus quam. Sed velit urna, pharetra
eu, eleifend eu, viverra at, wisi. Maecenas ul-
trices nibh at turpis. Aenean quam. Nulla
ipsum. Aliquam posuere luctus erat. Cur-
abitur magna felis, lacinia et, tristique id, ul-
trices ut, mauris. Suspendisse feugiat. Cras
eleifend wisi vitae tortor. Phasellus leo purus,
mattis sit amet, auctor in, rutrum in, magna.
In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Phasellus
imperdiet metus in sem. Vestibulum ac enim
non sem ultricies sagittis. Sed vel diam.
Integer vel enim sed turpis adipiscing biben-
dum. Vestibulum pede dolor, laoreet nec, po-
suere in, nonummy in, sem. Donec imperdiet
sapien placerat erat. Donec viverra. Aliquam
eros. Nunc consequat massa id leo. Sed ullam-
corper, lorem in sodales dapibus, risus metus
sagittis lorem, non porttitor purus odio nec o-
dio. Sed tincidunt posuere elit. Quisque eu
enim. Donec libero risus, feugiat ac, dapibus
eget, posuere a, felis. Quisque vel lectus ut me-
tus tincidunt eleifend. Duis ut pede. Duis velit
erat, venenatis vitae, vulputate a, pharetra sit
amet, est. Etiam fringilla faucibus augue.
Aenean velit sem, viverra eu, tempus id,
rutrum id, mi. Nullam nec nibh. Proin ullam-
corper, dolor in cursus tristique, eros augue
tempor nibh, at gravida diam wisi at purus.
Donec mattis ullamcorper tellus. Phasellus vel
nulla. Praesent interdum, eros in sodales sol-
licitudin, nunc nulla pulvinar justo, a euismod
eros sem nec nibh. Nullam sagittis dapibus
lectus. Nullam eget ipsum eu tortor lobortis
sodales. Etiam purus leo, pretium nec, feu-
giat non, ullamcorper vel, nibh. Sed vel elit
et quam accumsan facilisis. Nunc leo. Sus-
pendisse faucibus lacus.
Pellentesque interdum sapien sed nulla. Proin
tincidunt. Aliquam volutpat est vel massa.
Sed dolor lacus, imperdiet non, ornare non,
commodo eu, neque. Integer pretium sem-
per justo. Proin risus. Nullam id quam.
Nam neque. Duis vitae wisi ullamcorper di-
am congue ultricies. Quisque ligula. Mauris
vehicula.
Curabitur nunc magna, posuere eget, vene-
natis eu, vehicula ac, velit. Aenean ornare,
massa a accumsan pulvinar, quam lorem
laoreet purus, eu sodales magna risus molestie
lorem. Nunc erat velit, hendrerit quis, male-
suada ut, aliquam vitae, wisi. Sed posuere.
Suspendisse ipsum arcu, scelerisque nec, ali-
quam eu, molestie tincidunt, justo. Phasellus
iaculis. Sed posuere lorem non ipsum. Pel-
lentesque dapibus. Suspendisse quam libero,
laoreet a, tincidunt eget, consequat at, est.
Nullam ut lectus non enim consequat facili-
sis. Mauris leo. Quisque pede ligula, auctor
vel, pellentesque vel, posuere id, turpis. Cras
ipsum sem, cursus et, facilisis ut, tempus eu-
ismod, quam. Suspendisse tristique dolor eu
orci. Mauris mattis. Aenean semper. Viva-
mus tortor magna, facilisis id, varius mattis,
hendrerit in, justo. Integer purus.
Vivamus adipiscing. Curabitur imperdiet tem-
pus turpis. Vivamus sapien dolor, congue ve-
nenatis, euismod eget, porta rhoncus, magna.
Proin condimentum pretium enim. Fusce
fringilla, libero et venenatis facilisis, eros en-
im cursus arcu, vitae facilisis odio augue vitae
orci. Aliquam varius nibh ut odio. Sed condi-
mentum condimentum nunc. Pellentesque
eget massa. Pellentesque quis mauris. Donec
ut ligula ac pede pulvinar lobortis. Pellen-
tesque euismod. Class aptent taciti sociosqu
ad litora torquent per conubia nostra, per in-
ceptos hymenaeos. Praesent elit. Ut laoreet
ornare est. Phasellus gravida vulputate nulla.
Donec sit amet arcu ut sem tempor malesua-
da. Praesent hendrerit augue in urna. Proin
enim ante, ornare vel, consequat ut, blandit
in, justo. Donec felis elit, dignissim sed, sagit-
tis ut, ullamcorper a, nulla. Aenean pharetra
vulputate odio.
Quisque enim. Proin velit neque, tristique eu,
eleifend eget, vestibulum nec, lacus. Vivamus
odio. Duis odio urna, vehicula in, elementum
aliquam, aliquet laoreet, tellus. Sed velit. Sed
vel mi ac elit aliquet interdum. Etiam sapi-
en neque, convallis et, aliquet vel, auctor non,
arcu. Aliquam suscipit aliquam lectus. Proin
tincidunt magna sed wisi. Integer blandit la-
cus ut lorem. Sed luctus justo sed enim.
Morbi malesuada hendrerit dui. Nunc mauris
leo, dapibus sit amet, vestibulum et, commodo
id, est. Pellentesque purus. Pellentesque tris-
tique, nunc ac pulvinar adipiscing, justo eros
consequat lectus, sit amet posuere lectus neque
vel augue. Cras consectetuer libero ac eros. Ut
eget massa. Fusce sit amet enim eleifend sem
dictum auctor. In eget risus luctus wisi conva-
llis pulvinar. Vivamus sapien risus, tempor in,
viverra in, aliquet pellentesque, eros. Aliquam
euismod libero a sem.
Nunc velit augue, scelerisque dignissim, lobor-
tis et, aliquam in, risus. In eu eros. Vestibu-
lum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus
et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Curabitur
vulputate elit viverra augue. Mauris fringilla,
tortor sit amet malesuada mollis, sapien mi
dapibus odio, ac imperdiet ligula enim eget
nisl. Quisque vitae pede a pede aliquet sus-
cipit. Phasellus tellus pede, viverra vestibu-
lum, gravida id, laoreet in, justo. Cum soci-
is natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient
montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Integer com-
modo luctus lectus. Mauris justo. Duis var-
ius eros. Sed quam. Cras lacus eros, rutrum
eget, varius quis, convallis iaculis, velit. Mau-
ris imperdiet, metus at tristique venenatis, pu-
rus neque pellentesque mauris, a ultrices elit
lacus nec tortor. Class aptent taciti sociosqu
ad litora torquent per conubia nostra, per in-
ceptos hymenaeos. Praesent malesuada. Nam
lacus lectus, auctor sit amet, malesuada vel,
elementum eget, metus. Duis neque pede, fa-
cilisis eget, egestas elementum, nonummy id,
neque.
Proin non sem. Donec nec erat. Proin libero.
Aliquam viverra arcu. Donec vitae purus.
Donec felis mi, semper id, scelerisque porta,
sollicitudin sed, turpis. Nulla in urna. Integer
varius wisi non elit. Etiam nec sem. Mau-
ris consequat, risus nec congue condimentum,
ligula ligula suscipit urna, vitae porta odio er-
at quis sapien. Proin luctus leo id erat. Etiam
massa metus, accumsan pellentesque, sagittis
sit amet, venenatis nec, mauris. Praesent ur-
na eros, ornare nec, vulputate eget, cursus sed,
justo. Phasellus nec lorem. Nullam ligula ligu-
la, mollis sit amet, faucibus vel, eleifend ac,
dui. Aliquam erat volutpat.
Fusce vehicula, tortor et gravida porttitor, me-
tus nibh congue lorem, ut tempus purus mau-
ris a pede. Integer tincidunt orci sit amet
turpis. Aenean a metus. Aliquam vestibulum
lobortis felis. Donec gravida. Sed sed urna.
Mauris et orci. Integer ultrices feugiat ligu-
la. Sed dignissim nibh a massa. Donec orci
dui, tempor sed, tincidunt nonummy, viverra
sit amet, turpis. Quisque lobortis. Proin vene-
natis tortor nec wisi. Vestibulum placerat. In
hac habitasse platea dictumst. Aliquam por-
ta mi quis risus. Donec sagittis luctus diam.
Nam ipsum elit, imperdiet vitae, faucibus nec,
fringilla eget, leo. Etiam quis dolor in sapien
porttitor imperdiet.
Cras pretium. Nulla malesuada ipsum ut
libero. Suspendisse gravida hendrerit tellus.
Maecenas quis lacus. Morbi fringilla. Vestibu-
lum odio turpis, tempor vitae, scelerisque a,
dictum non, massa. Praesent erat felis, por-
ta sit amet, condimentum sit amet, placer-
at et, turpis. Praesent placerat lacus a en-
im. Vestibulum non eros. Ut congue. Donec
tristique varius tortor. Pellentesque habitant
morbi tristique senectus et netus et malesuada
fames ac turpis egestas. Nam dictum dictum
urna.
Phasellus vestibulum orci vel mauris. Fusce
quam leo, adipiscing ac, pulvinar eget, mo-
lestie sit amet, erat. Sed diam. Suspendisse
eros leo, tempus eget, dapibus sit amet, tem-
pus eu, arcu. Vestibulum wisi metus, dapibus
vel, luctus sit amet, condimentum quis, leo.
Suspendisse molestie. Duis in ante. Ut so-
dales sem sit amet mauris. Suspendisse ornare
pretium orci. Fusce tristique enim eget mi.
Vestibulum eros elit, gravida ac, pharetra sed,
lobortis in, massa. Proin at dolor. Duis ac-
cumsan accumsan pede. Nullam blandit elit
in magna lacinia hendrerit. Ut nonummy luc-
tus eros. Fusce eget tortor.
Ut sit amet magna. Cras a ligula eu urna
dignissim viverra. Nullam tempor leo porta
ipsum. Praesent purus. Nullam consequat.
Mauris dictum sagittis dui. Vestibulum sol-
licitudin consectetuer wisi. In sit amet diam.
Nullam malesuada pharetra risus. Proin lacus
arcu, eleifend sed, vehicula at, congue sit amet,
sem. Sed sagittis pede a nisl. Sed tincidunt o-
dio a pede. Sed dui. Nam eu enim. Aliquam
sagittis lacus eget libero. Pellentesque diam
sem, sagittis molestie, tristique et, fermentum
ornare, nibh. Nulla et tellus non felis imperdi-
et mattis. Aliquam erat volutpat.
Vestibulum sodales ipsum id augue. Integer
ipsum pede, convallis sit amet, tristique vi-
tae, tempor ut, nunc. Nam non ligula non
lorem convallis hendrerit. Maecenas hendrerit.
Sed magna odio, aliquam imperdiet, porta ac,
aliquet eget, mi. Cum sociis natoque penati-
bus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur
ridiculus mus. Vestibulum nisl sem, dignissim
vel, euismod quis, egestas ut, orci. Nunc vi-
tae risus vel metus euismod laoreet. Cras sit
amet neque a turpis lobortis auctor. Sed ali-
quam sem ac elit. Cras velit lectus, facilisis
id, dictum sed, porta rutrum, nisl. Nam hen-
drerit ipsum sed augue. Nullam scelerisque
hendrerit wisi. Vivamus egestas arcu sed pu-
rus. Ut ornare lectus sed eros. Suspendisse
potenti. Mauris sollicitudin pede vel velit. In
hac habitasse platea dictumst.
Suspendisse erat mauris, nonummy eget,
pretium eget, consequat vel, justo. Pellen-
tesque consectetuer erat sed lacus. Nullam
egestas nulla ac dui. Donec cursus rhoncus
ipsum. Nunc et sem eu magna egestas male-
suada. Vivamus dictum massa at dolor. Mor-
bi est nulla, faucibus ac, posuere in, interdum
ut, sapien. Proin consectetuer pretium urna.
Donec sit amet nibh nec purus dignissim mat-
tis. Phasellus vehicula elit at lacus. Nulla fa-
cilisi. Cras ut arcu. Sed consectetuer. Integer
tristique elit quis felis consectetuer eleifend.
Cras et lectus.
Ut congue malesuada justo. Curabitur congue,
felis at hendrerit faucibus, mauris lacus port-
titor pede, nec aliquam turpis diam feugiat ar-
cu. Nullam rhoncus ipsum at risus. Vestibu-
lum a dolor sed dolor fermentum vulputate.
Sed nec ipsum dapibus urna bibendum lobor-
tis. Vestibulum elit. Nam ligula arcu, volutpat
eget, lacinia eu, lobortis ac, urna. Nam mol-
lis ultrices nulla. Cras vulputate. Suspendisse
at risus at metus pulvinar malesuada. Nullam
lacus. Aliquam tempus magna. Aliquam ut
purus. Proin tellus.
Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci
luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Donec
scelerisque metus. Maecenas non mi ut metus
porta hendrerit. Nunc semper. Cras quis wisi
ut lorem posuere tristique. Nunc vestibulum
scelerisque nulla. Suspendisse pharetra sollic-
itudin ante. Praesent at augue sit amet ante
interdum porta. Nunc bibendum augue luctus
diam. Etiam nec sem. Sed eros turpis, facilisis
nec, vehicula vitae, aliquam sed, nulla. Cur-
abitur justo leo, vestibulum eget, tristique ut,
tempus at, nisl.
Nulla venenatis lorem id arcu. Morbi cur-
sus urna a ipsum. Donec porttitor. Integer
eleifend, est non mattis malesuada, mi nulla
convallis mi, et auctor lectus sapien ut pu-
rus. Aliquam nulla augue, pharetra sit amet,
faucibus semper, molestie vel, nibh. Pellen-
tesque vestibulum magna et mi. Sed fringilla
dolor vel tellus. Nunc libero nunc, venenatis
eget, convallis hendrerit, iaculis elementum,
mi. Nullam aliquam, felis et accumsan vehic-
ula, magna justo vehicula diam, eu condimen-
tum nisl felis et nunc. Quisque volutpat mauris
a velit. Pellentesque massa. Integer at lorem.
Nam metus erat, lacinia id, convallis ut, pul-
vinar non, wisi. Cras iaculis mauris ut neque.
Cras sodales, sem vitae imperdiet consequat,
pede purus sollicitudin urna, ac aliquam metus
orci in leo. Ut molestie ultrices mauris. Viva-
mus vitae sem. Aliquam erat volutpat. Prae-
sent commodo, nisl ac dapibus aliquet, tortor
orci sodales lorem, non ornare nulla lorem quis
nisl.
Sed at sem vitae purus ultrices vestibulum.
Vestibulum tincidunt lacus et ligula. Pel-
lentesque vitae elit. Vestibulum ante ipsum
primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices po-
suere cubilia Curae; Duis ornare, erat eget
laoreet vulputate, lacus ipsum suscipit turpis,
et bibendum nisl orci non lectus. Vestibu-
lum nec risus nec libero fermentum fringilla.
Morbi non velit in magna gravida hendrerit.
Pellentesque quis lectus. Vestibulum eleifend
lobortis leo. Vestibulum non augue. Vivamus
dictum tempor dui. Maecenas at ligula id fe-
lis congue porttitor. Nulla leo magna, egestas
quis, vulputate sit amet, viverra id, velit.
Ut lectus lectus, ultricies sit amet, semper
eget, laoreet non, ante. Proin at massa quis
nunc rhoncus mattis. Aliquam lorem. Cur-
abitur pharetra dui at neque. Aliquam eu tel-
lus. Aenean tempus, felis vitae vulputate ia-
culis, est dolor faucibus urna, in viverra wisi
neque non risus. Fusce vel dolor nec sapien
pretium nonummy. Integer faucibus massa ac
nulla ornare venenatis. Nulla quis sapien. Sed
tortor. Phasellus eget mi. Cras nunc. Cras a
enim.
Quisque nisl. In dignissim dapibus massa. Ae-
nean sem magna, scelerisque nec, ullamcorper
quis, porttitor ut, lectus. Fusce dignissim fa-
cilisis tortor. Vivamus gravida felis sit amet
nunc. Nam pulvinar odio vel enim. Pellen-
tesque sit amet est. Vivamus pulvinar leo non
sapien. Aliquam erat volutpat. Ut elementum
auctor metus. Mauris vestibulum neque vitae
eros. Pellentesque aliquam quam. Donec ve-
nenatis tristique purus. In nisl. Nulla velit
libero, fermentum at, porta a, feugiat vitae,
urna. Etiam aliquet ornare ipsum. Proin non
dolor. Aenean nunc ligula, venenatis suscipit,
porttitor sit amet, mattis suscipit, magna. Vi-
vamus egestas viverra est. Morbi at risus sed
sapien sodales pretium.
Morbi congue congue metus. Aenean sed pu-
rus. Nam pede magna, tristique nec, porta
id, sollicitudin quis, sapien. Vestibulum blan-
dit. Suspendisse ut augue ac nibh ullamcorper
posuere. Integer euismod, neque at eleifend
fringilla, augue elit ornare dolor, vel tincidunt
purus est id lacus. Vivamus lorem dui, commo-
do quis, scelerisque eu, tincidunt non, magna.
Cras sodales. Quisque vestibulum pulvinar di-
am. Phasellus tincidunt, leo vitae tristique fa-
cilisis, ipsum wisi interdum sem, dapibus sem-
per nulla velit vel lectus. Cras dapibus mauris
et augue. Quisque cursus nulla in libero. Sus-
pendisse et lorem sit amet mauris malesuada
mollis. Nullam id justo. Maecenas venenatis.
Donec lacus arcu, egestas ac, fermentum con-
sectetuer, tempus eu, metus. Proin sodales,
sem in pretium fermentum, arcu sapien com-
modo mauris, venenatis consequat augue ur-
na in wisi. Quisque sapien nunc, varius eget,
condimentum quis, lacinia in, est. Fusce facil-
isis. Praesent nec ipsum.
Suspendisse a dolor. Nam erat eros, congue
eget, sagittis a, lacinia in, pede. Maecenas
in elit. Proin molestie varius nibh. Vivamus
tristique purus sed augue. Proin egestas sem-
per tortor. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in
faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubil-
ia Curae; Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad l-
itora torquent per conubia nostra, per incep-
tos hymenaeos. Vestibulum orci enim, sagittis
ornare, eleifend ut, mattis at, ligula. Nulla
molestie convallis arcu. Ut eros tellus, condi-
mentum at, sodales in, ultrices vel, nulla.
Duis magna ante, bibendum eget, eleifend
eget, suscipit sed, neque. Vestibulum in mi
sed massa cursus cursus. Pellentesque pulv-
inar mollis neque. Fusce ut enim vitae mauris
malesuada tincidunt. Vivamus a neque. Mau-
ris pulvinar, sapien id condimentum dictum,
quam arcu rhoncus dui, id tempor lacus justo
et justo. Proin sit amet orci eu diam eleifend
blandit. Nunc erat massa, luctus ac, fermen-
tum lacinia, tincidunt ultrices, sapien. Prae-
sent sed orci vitae dolor sollicitudin adipiscing.
Cras a neque. Ut risus dui, interdum at, plac-
erat id, tristique eu, enim. Vestibulum ante
ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae; Etiam adipiscing eros
vestibulum dolor. Pellentesque aliquam, diam
eget eleifend posuere, augue eros porttitor lec-
tus, ac dignissim dui metus nec felis. Quisque
lacinia. Vestibulum tellus. Suspendisse nec
wisi. Aenean ac felis. Aliquam ultrices metus
et nulla.
Praesent sed est non nibh tempus venenatis.
Praesent rhoncus. Curabitur sagittis est sit
amet neque. Sed commodo malesuada lectus.
Phasellus enim tellus, tempor ut, tristique eu,
aliquam eu, quam. Aenean quis quam quis
wisi gravida vehicula. Pellentesque a massa
a leo pretium rhoncus. Suspendisse ultrices.
Donec lacinia malesuada massa. Class apten-
t taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent per conu-
bia nostra, per inceptos hymenaeos. Donec
pretium ornare mauris. Phasellus auctor er-
at eget enim. Integer scelerisque, felis eu con-
sequat fringilla, lorem wisi ultricies velit, id
vehicula purus nulla eget odio. Nullam mat-
tis, diam a rutrum fermentum, odio sapien
tristique quam, id mollis tellus quam in odi-
o. Mauris eu sapien. Donec aliquam lorem sit
amet lorem pharetra lobortis.
Donec ac velit. Sed convallis vestibulum sapi-
en. Vivamus tempor lacus sed lacus. Nunc
ut lorem. Ut et tortor. Nullam varius wisi at
diam. Etiam ultricies, dolor sit amet fermen-
tum vulputate, neque libero vestibulum orci,
vitae fringilla neque arcu aliquet ante. Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit. Quisque venenatis lobortis augue. Sed
tempor, tellus iaculis pellentesque pharetra,
pede dui malesuada mauris, vel ultrices urna
mauris ac nibh. Etiam nibh odio, ultricies ve-
hicula, vestibulum vitae, feugiat eleifend, fe-
lis. Vivamus pulvinar. Aliquam erat volutpat.
Nulla egestas venenatis metus. Nam feugiat
nunc quis elit egestas sagittis. Sed vitae fe-
lis. In libero arcu, rhoncus in, commodo eget,
auctor in, enim. Vivamus suscipit est. Nul-
la dapibus, magna vel aliquet egestas, massa
massa hendrerit lacus, ac rutrum tellus tellus
sit amet felis. Cras viverra.
Suspendisse eu nunc. Aliquam dignissim urna
sit amet mauris. Cras commodo, urna ut port-
titor venenatis, arcu metus sodales risus, vitae
gravida sapien ligula in est. Donec vulputate
sollicitudin wisi. Donec vehicula, est id inter-
dum ornare, nibh tellus consectetuer justo, a
ultrices felis erat at lectus. In est massa, male-
suada non, suscipit at, ullamcorper eu, elit.
Nam nulla lacus, bibendum sit amet, sagit-
tis sed, tempor eget, libero. Praesent ligula.
Suspendisse nulla. Etiam diam. Nulla ante
diam, vestibulum et, aliquet ac, imperdiet vi-
tae, urna. Fusce tincidunt lacus vel elit. Mae-
cenas dictum, tortor non euismod bibendum,
pede nibh pretium tellus, at dignissim leo eros
eget pede. Nulla venenatis eleifend eros. Ae-
nean ut odio dignissim augue rutrum faucibus.
Fusce posuere, tellus eget viverra mattis, er-
at tellus porta mi, at facilisis sem nibh non
urna. Phasellus quis turpis quis mauris sus-
cipit vulputate. Sed interdum lacus non velit.
Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci
luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae;
Vivamus vehicula leo a justo. Quisque nec au-
gue. Morbi mauris wisi, aliquet vitae, dignis-
sim eget, sollicitudin molestie, ligula. In dic-
tum enim sit amet risus. Curabitur vitae velit
eu diam rhoncus hendrerit. Vivamus ut elit.
Praesent mattis ipsum quis turpis. Curabitur
rhoncus neque eu dui. Etiam vitae magna.
Nam ullamcorper. Praesent interdum biben-
dum magna. Quisque auctor aliquam dolor.
Morbi eu lorem et est porttitor fermentum.
Nunc egestas arcu at tortor varius viverra.
Fusce eu nulla ut nulla interdum consectetuer.
Vestibulum gravida. Morbi mattis libero sed
est.

Abstract

Clifford algebra as an approach of geometrization of physics plays a
vital role in unification of micro-physics and macro-physics, which
leads to examine the problem of motion for different objects. Equa-
tions of charged and spinning of extended objects are derived. Their
corresponding deviation equations as an extension of geodesics and
geodesic deviation of vectors in Riemannian geometry have been
developed in case of Clifford space.

Keywords

Cifford Space, Poly-Vectors-Geodesics, Geodesic Deviation,
Spinning Objects, Extended Objects

1. Clifford Space: Aims and Prospects

Motion of objects is regarded as a mirror to identify the behavior of
field equations on manifolds. This may give rise to examine the trajec-
tories of different particles to ensure the existence of any theory and
its viability. From this perspective, we ought to study the problem
of spinning objects in depth, as it is very close to the reality, rather
than examining its simplicity by means of determining the equation
of motion of test particles, i.e. the geodesic equation. The spinning
object has been studied by many authors long time ago, Mathisson [1]
started the idea; Papapetrou amended its content [2] and then it was
developed to include charged objects by Dixon [3], which led many
of their followers to obtain the corresponding equations of motion of
moving objects in different types of geometries [4–9]. Not only these
path equations but also their deviation equations play a fundamental
role in regulating the stability of objects [10]. This is mandatory in
case of examining the perturbation problem of an object orbiting a
gravitational field. Yet, such a description may be in need to be revis-
ited thoroughly for sake of unification of physics. Since the problem of
unification of all fields of nature is a far fetched goal, it is wise enough
to search for different methods and concepts that enable us to achieve
this goal one day.
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Accordingly, examining the problem of unification may be found
by studying the motion of particles subject to these fields. This may
give rise to search for different types of geometries or philosophies to
achieve this task. One of proposals is to reconsider a specific geom-
etry based strings, 1 loop, 2-loops, 3-loops, etc. In general it can be
described as p-branes rather than points. This shows vectors as can-
didates of poly-vectors to represent objects in nature as extended ones
rather than point-like. Consequently, it has been found that Clifford
Algebra is a good candidate to describe these quantities, leading to the
concept of Clifford space (C-space) [11]. From this perspective, and
relying to examine the problem of motion for those extended objects,
Pezzaglia (1997) performed an introductory step toward this task by
studying the equations of motion [11,12]. Throughout his work, he fo-
cussed on the nature of the bases of C-space that are non-orthogonal,
which widens the scope to reveal some obscure relations that are al-
ready untested. Such an approach has been given an additional role
for quantities like the tetrad formalism as a tool for defining skew
symmetric quantities like torsion of space-time, and spin connection
in non-Riemaniann geometries. This tendency would be able to re-
vise the absolute parallelism approach [13–15], as well as the Poincare
gauge theories of gravity [16, 17]. Moreover, it gives a clear vision
to detect the effect of spin of space-time as appeared in skew part
of gµν [12]. Accordingly, the principle geometrization of physics has
been applied in an extensive way rather than before in the conventional
point-like manifold theories [18] .

Consequently, the concept of a manifold composing points to iden-
tify space-time is amended to include, lines, ares, volumes, ... etc.
According to this descriptive vision particles may be defined as ex-
tended objects, rather than point-like ones [19]. This is performed
by means of applying the Clifford algebra, which is regarded as pan-
dimensional continuum or Clifford space (C-space). Due to this type
of classification it is worth mentioning that, Castro and Pavsic (2005)
revisited Clifford space to perform its extended relativity [18]. This
theory has two fundamental parameters: the speed of light c and a
length scale which can be set to the Planck length. The poly vector
coordinates xµ, xµν , xµνρ... are now connected with basis poly-vector,
bi-vector, tri-vector, ... r-vector, the generators γµ1 ∧ .... ∧ ... ∧ γµr of
the Clifford algebra, including the Clifford algebra unit element [20].

From this perspective, it can be found that strings and p-branes are
expressed in the following way:

For a closed string (1-loop) which is embedded in a target flat
background of D-dimensions whose projection is appeared within
coordinate-planes in terms of variables xµν . Similarly, a closed mem-
brane (a 2-loop) may be described by anti-symmetric variables xµνρ
representing the corresponding 3-volume enclosed by the the 2-loop
[21].

The aim of the present work is to extend the Castro-Pavsic approach
of poly-vectors in C-space to derive modified equations of motion for
extended objects and spinning ones. The significance of the derivation
of these equations is in examining the existence of the notion of mass,
charge and spin of an extended object associated with poly-vectors
and compare them with the conventional ones as described within the
context of vectors.

The paper is organized as follows: Section (2) displays briefly the
geometry of C-space and its implications in physics. Section (3) per-
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forms the trajectories of poly-vectors in C-space. Section (4) discusses
the relationship between geodesics and geodesic deviations of poly-
vectors and their link with charged and spinning poly-vectors. Sec-
tion (5) displays a modified Lagrangian which enables us to determine
both charged and spinning poly-vector equations as well as their de-
viation equations. Section (6) discusses the impact of determining
these equations in revisiting the old notations of problem of motion
using the conventional methods of a point-like manifold of describing
space-time.

2. C-Space: A Brief Introduction

Following the geometrization scheme of physics, a new elegant formal-
ism has been performed, which may explore new hidden physics to
show an insightful vision for revisiting the old notations of physics.
Such a trend is a crystal clear using Clifford Algebra which leads to
express many physical quantities in a compact form [22]. Due to the
richness of Clifford algebra, scalars, vectors, bi-vectors and r-vectors
are expressed in one form called Clifford aggregate or poly-vector. The
coordinates of poly-vectors contain, vectors, areas, volumes ... etc ex-
pressed as follows The poly-vector XM is defined as follows [23]

XM ≡ Xµ1µ2µ3..... (2.1)

Accordingly, it can be shown that poly-vector coordinates of C-
space are parameterized not only by 1-vector coordinates xµ but also
by the 2-vector coordinates xµν , 3-vector coordinates xµνρ ... etc called
holographic coordinates, such that

XM =s1 + xµγµ

=xµνγµ ∧ γν + xµνργµ ∧ γν ∧ γρ
+ xµνρσγµ ∧ γν ∧ γρ ∧ γσ, (2.2)

where the component s is the Clifford scalar components of a poly-
vector valued coordinates.

Thus, in C-space proper time interval may be described as in
Minkowski space [18]

(dS)2 = (ds)2 + dxµdx
µ + dxµνdx

µν + ..... (2.3)

2.1. C-Space: Underlying Geometry

A point in C-Space is defined as a set of holographic coordinates
(s, xµ, xµν , ...) forming the coordinates of a poly-vector. Each one
is expressed within bases {γA} = {1, γa1 , γa1a2 , γa1a2a3 ....} , a1 < a2 <
a3 < a4 < a5 < ..., r = 1, 2, 3...., where γa1a2a3... = a1 ∧a2 ∧a3.... [23].
It is well known that the local basis γµ, is related to the tetrad field
eaµ such that

γµ = eaµγa.

An element of a Clifford algebra is a superposition, called Clifford
aggregate or poly-vector:

A = a+
1

1!
aµγµ+

1

2!
aµνγµ∧γν+..........

1

n!
aµ1.....µnγµ1

∧......γµn . (2.4)

The differential of C-space is defined as follows [21]

dA =
∂A

∂XB
dXB , (2.5)
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i.e

dA =
∂A

∂s
+
∂A

∂xµ
dxµ +

∂A

∂xµν
dxµν + ...... (2.6)

If one takes A = γµ, then

dγµ =
∂γ

∂s
+
∂γµ
∂xµ

dxµ +
∂γµ
∂xµν

dxµν + ......, (2.7)

which becomes

dγµ =
∂γ

∂s
+ Γαµνdx

ν + Γαµ[ν,ρ]dx
νρ + ......, (2.8)

and can be reduced to

dγµ =
∂γ

∂s
+ Γαµνdx

ν +
1

2
Rαβνρdx

νρ + ......, (2.9)

where Rαβνρ is the curvature of space-time.

Also, it can be found that for an arbitrary poly-vector AM

DAM

Dxµν
= [Dµ, Dν ]AM . (2.10)

where D
Dxµν is the covariant derivative with respect to a plane xµν ,

such that

Ds

Dxµν
= [Dµ, Dν ]s = Kρ

µν∂ρs, (2.11)

such that Kρ
µν is the torsion tensor.

Daα

Dxµν
= [Dµ, Dν ]aα = Rαρµνa

ρ +Kρ
µνDρa

α, (2.12)

Yet, this type of torsion (2.12) can related to the notion of torsion as
mentioned by Hammond as commutator the potential associated by a
prescribed scalar field φ [25]

Kα
µν =

1

2
(δαµφ,ν − δαν φ,µ). (2.13)

Thus, we can figure out that the torsion as defined in C-space
(Riemannian-type) by means of the parameter(s) s may act like an
independent scalar field defined in the usual context of the Riemann-
Cartan geometry.

From examining Equation (2.11) and Equation (2.12), one can find
the existence of torsion tensor even in the presence of symmetric affine
connection apart from its conventional notation definition of being the
antisymmetric part of an affine connection as in the context of non-
Riemannian geometries [13–15]. Accordingly, owing to C-space one
may realize the dispute between the reliability of torsion propagating
or non-propagating this can be resolved by means of of we describe tor-
sion as a result of covariant differentiation of areas of holographic coor-
dinates and non-propagating as being defined as anti-symmetric parts
of an affine connection of poly-vectors or vectors, if one utilizes in the
internal or external coordinate and its corresponding non-symmetric
affine connection.

Consequently, we can regard that the geometry described within
the coordinates of poly-vector described not only Riemannian but al-
so a non-Riemannian, i.e. the composition of a Riemannian affine
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connection for the poly-vector is not necessarily Riemannian as well.
This may shed some light to find out that a Riemannian Poly-vector
affine connection and curvature (external coordinate capital Latin let-
ters) may be described by non Riemannian quantities as describing its
holographic coordinates (internal coordinate (Greek letters).

Accordingly, in C-space it is convenient to distinguish two frame
fields [21]:

(i) Coordinate frame field, whose bases elements γM ,M =
1, 2, 3....2n depend on the position of X in C-space such that their
expressions as the wedge products of vectors can not be preserved
globally. Thus, one writes

γM ≡ γµ1....µr . (2.14)

The scalar product of two such basis elements gives the metric tensor
of the C-space

‡γM .γN = GMN , (2.15)

(ii) Orthonormal frame field, whose bases elements γ(A), (A) =
1, 2, 3, ...2 can at every point be expressed as a wedge product,

γ(A) ≡ γa1....ar = γa1 ∧ γa2 ∧ γa3 ...... ∧ γar , (2.16)

The scalar product of the latter basis elements gives

‡γ(A).γ(B) = ηAB (2.17)

where η is the metric tensor in flat space.
The derivative of a poly-vector is classified as follows [24]:
(i) Scalar field: Acting on a scalar field, it behaves as an ordinary

partial derivative, i.e.

∂Mφ =
∂φ

∂XM
. (2.18)

(ii) Coordinate bases: Acting on coordinate basis elements, it gives

∂MγN = ΓQMNγQ (2.19)

where ΓQMN is an affine connection. The commutator of the derivatives
acting on γJ gives the Riemann tensor in C-space:

[∂M , ∂N ]γJ = RK. JMNγK (2.20)

(iii) Orthonormal bases (local frame field): These types of bases
turn to be as follows

∂Mγ(A) = −ΩNA . Mγ(B) (2.21)

such that ΩNA . M acts as its appropriate spin connection.
Thus, the commutator of the derivatives acting on γA gives

[∂M , ∂N ]γA = RB. AMNγB . (2.22)

Thus, for an aggregate poly-vector A one finds that:

∂M (ANγN ) =∂MA
NγN +AN∂MγN

=(∂MA
N + ΓNMKA

K)γN ≡ (DMA
N )γN , (2.23)

where DMA
N is the covariant derivative acting on the plyvector com-

ponents AN .
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2.2. C-space and the Tetrad Field

The relationship between the two bases are related by the tetrad field
EA associated with poly-vectors [24]

γM = E
(A)
M γ(A), (2.24)

where EAM is the C-space vielbein, such that

GMN = E
(A)
M E

(B)
N ηAB . (2.25)

Such a description does not preclude the non-Riemannian version of
poly-vectors, which is a step to revisit the definition of the funda-
mental quantities that play an active role of describing such a type of
geometry.

Accordingly, it is vital to note that the covariant derivative of C-
space associated with Vielbein of poly-vector takes the following con-
dition [20]

∂NE
C
M − ΓPMNE

C
P − EAMΩCA . N = 0, (2.26)

Consequently, the covariant derivative acting on the tetrad field is in-
variant under general coordinate transformation by means of ΓMNQ and

local Lorentz invariance as expressed in terms of ΩCA . N representing
the spin connection in C-space.

The curvature of C-space is defined, as usually, by the commutator
of derivatives acting on basis poly-vectors [23]:

[DM , DN ]γJ = RKMNJγK , (2.27)

or

[DM , DN ]γ(A) = R
(B)
MNJγ(B), (2.28)

where DM is its associate covariant derive.
Meanwhile, introducing the reciprocal basis poly-vectors γM and

γA satisfying

(γM )‡ ∗ γN = δMN , (2.29)

(γ(A))‡ ∗ γ(B) = δ
(A)
(B). (2.30)

The components of curvature in the corresponding bases are defined
as follows

RKMNJ = ∂MΓKNJ − ∂NΓKMJ + ΓLNJΓKML − ΓLMJΓKNL (2.31)

or

RKMN(A) =∂MΩ K
(A) N − ∂NΩ K

(A) M

+ Ω
(C)

(A) NΩ K
(C) M − Ω

(C)
(A) MΩ K

(C) N . (2.32)

The latter expression is a generalization to C-space of the analogous
expression in Riemannian geometry for manifolds of point-like objects
[26].

Moreover, there is a counterpart version of non-vanishing curvature
and torsion as defined in non-Riemannian geometry, in C-space leading
to define torsion of poly-vectors to become

ΛJMN = Γ̄JMN − Γ̄JNM . (2.33)
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Also, the contortion of poly-vectors ΩBCM is given by

ΩBCM =
1

2
E

(A)
M (∆[(A)(B)](C) −∆[(B)(C)](A) + ∆[(C)(A)](B)) (2.34)

where ∆[(A)(B)](C) is defined as the Ricci coefficient of rotation [23]

∆[(A)(B)](C) = EM(A)E
N
(B)(∂MEN(C) − ∂MEN(C)).

Moreover, another covariant derivative associated with non-
symmetric affine connection Γ̄MNK is defined as follows

XM
|N = ∂NX

M + Γ̄MNSX
S , (2.35)

such that
Γ̄MNSX

S = ΓMNSX
S + ∆M

NS (2.36)

XM
|NS −X

M
|SN = R̄MQNSX

Q + ΛQNSX
M
|Q . (2.37)

such that

RKMNJ = ∂M Γ̄KNJ − ∂N Γ̄KMJ + Γ̄LNJ Γ̄KML − Γ̄LMJ Γ̄KNL. (2.38)

Due to richness of these quantities this type work will be going to
examine the behavior of extended objects subjects having sensitivity
to these quantities in our future work ; while in our present work we
focus on deriving the equations of motion and their deviation paths
for different extended objects spinning and charged for poly-vectors
defined within the context of Riemannian-like C-Space as explained
in the following sections .

2.3. C-Space: An Arena of Unifying Physics

It is worth mentioning that, physical objects considered as matter
in space-time, can be in the form of membranes (brane) of various
dimensions (p-branes) [18]

From this perspective, the notation of Clifford aggregate as de-
scribed in (2.1) , it may be important to revisit the conventional no-
tations of mass and charge in the presence of C-space to be

M = m1 + pµγµ + Sµνγµν , (2.39)

and
ε = e1 +Aµγµ + Fµνγµν , (2.40)

where M and ε are mass and charge of extended objects respectively.
Nevertheless, it is vital to be noted that in Clifford Space, there

is a striking virtue, unlike the conventional string theory which ex-
pressed within 26 dimensions in which gauge fields are described as
compact dimensions; while in C-space there is only 16 non-compact
dimensions. Consequently, Pavsic (2005) generalized the conventional
4-dimensional space-time into 16 dimensional à la Klauza-Klein theo-
ry [23].

(i) There is no need for extra-dimensions of its corresponding space-
time.

(ii) There is no need to have compact extra-dimensions. The extra-
dimensions of C-space, namely xµ, xµν , xµνρ, and xµνρσ describe the
extended objects, therefore they are regarded as physical dimensions.
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(iii) The number of components GµM̃ , µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and M̃ 6= µ is
12, which is the same as the number of gauge fields in the standard
models.

Thus, the line element of poly-vectors in C-space become

|dX|2 = dS2 = GMNdX
MdXN , (2.41)

i.e.

dS2 = ds2 + L−2dxµdx
µ + L−4dxµνx

µν + L−6dxµνρx
µνρ + ....,

where GMN = E†MEN is C-space metric, L is the Planck length [12].
Consequently, Equation (2.43) can be expressed as

dS2 =c2dt2(1 +
L−2

c2
dxµ
dt

dxµ

dt

+
L−4

c2
dxµν
dt

dxµν

dt
+
L−6

c2
dxµνρ
dt

dxµνρ

dt
+ ....) (2.42)

with taking into account that the parameter s is described only in the
ordinary space-time i.e. (ds)2 = gµνdx

µdxν [22].
Meanwhile, in C-space, Castro and Pavsic (2005), showed that,

there are some principles must be revisited especially the speed of
light which is no longer the upper limit to be reached, but anoth-
er combination of constants made of Planck’s length in the following
way [18]:

(i) Maximum 1-vector speed dxµ

ds = 3× 108ms−1 ,

(ii) Maximum 2-vector speed dxµν

ds = 1.6× 10−35m2s−1 ,

(iii) Maximum 3-vector speed dxµνρ

ds = 7.7× 10−62m3s−1 ,

(iv) Maximum 4-vector speed dxµνρ

ds = 7.7× 10−96m4s−1 ... etc.
Also, it is worth mentioning that by means of C-space a particle

as observed from 4-dimensional space, that can be speed of particles
may be more than the conventional speed of light due to involvement
of holographic coordinates xµν , xµνρ ... etc ; but does not exceeds the
modified speed of light due to C-space. This can lead us to consider
there will be specific upper limit to objects due to p-brans as p =
0, 1, 2, 3, ...

The Line element of poly-vectors in C-space is defined as follows [23]:

dS2 = GMNdX
M × dXN , (2.43)

provided that the matrix GMN is defined as

GMN =

[
gµν GµN̄
GM̄ν GM̄N̄

]
. (2.44)

These degrees of freedom are in principle not hidden by which we
describe the extended objects, therefore we do not need to compact
dimensions of its internal space.

The metric of C-space GMN is subdivided into Gµν = gµν which
relates to gravity, while gauge fields GµM̄ , where µ 6= M̄ assumes 12
possible values, excluding the four values of ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, and other 12
gauge fields ,to be defined as follows: 1 photon, 3 weak gauge bosons
and 8 gluons described Aµ, Aaµ, a = 1, 2, 3 and by Acµc = 1, 1, 3, ...8.
respectively.

It can be found that the number of mixed components in GµM̄ =
(Gµ1, Gµ[αβ], Gµ[αβγ], Gµ[αβγδ]) of Clifford metric coincides with the
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number of gauge fields in the standard model. For a fixed µ, there
are 12 mixed components of GµM̄ and 12 gauge fields Aaµ,W

c
µ, A

c
µ.

This coincidence is fascinating and it may indicate that the known
interactions are incorporated in curved Clifford space. The number of
mixed metric GµM̄ is 12 the same numbers as the number of gauge
fields in the standard model.

In addition, there are also interaction due to components GM̄N̄ but
do not have the properties of Yang-Mills fields. Thus, Pavsic (2006)
has considered it as a metric of an internal space [24], which may be
a glimpse to express bi-metric theory of gravity within the context of
C-space . Such a study will be examined in our future work.

3. Trajectories of Poly-Vectors in C-Space

3.1. Equations of Motion in C-Space

Pavsic [24] considered the classical action for a point particle in C-
space:

I[Xµ, GMN ] =

∫
dτ

√
[GMN ẊM ẊN )] +

κ

16π

∫
d[x]R. (3.45)

The above classical action is a combined action for path equations
and gravitational field equations respectively. One obtains its path
equation by taking the variation with respect to XC to der ve corre-
sponding geodesic equation i.e.

1√
Ẋ2

d

dτ

ẊM√
Ẋ2

+ ΓMNK
ẊM ẊN

Ẋ2
= 0. (3.46)

Also, from the same function (3.47) by taking the variation with
respect to GMN one obtains its corresponding field equation

RMN − 1

2
GMNR = 8πκ

∫
δ(C)(x−X)ẊM ẊN , (3.47)

where δ(C) is the delta function in C-space. The latter equation can
be expressed as

RMN − 1

2
GMNR = 8πTMN , (3.48)

where TMN is the energy-momentum tensor as defined in C-space.

3.2. C-Space and Problem of Motion: Pezzaglia’s
Approach

As an introductory step to the C-space formalism obtained by Castro-
Pavsic [18], it is worth to mention that Pezzaglia had presented a
speculative vision about the need to utilize Clifford space, the problem
of unification can be passed by stages of composing scalar, vectors
and bi-vectors in one form with taking into consideration that the
corresponding bases vectors are described in non-orthonormal curved
space in the following way [11].

γµ.γν ≡
1

2
{γµγν} =

1

2
{γµγν + γνγµ} = gµν , (3.49)

where gµν is the metric tensor which may be a function of position.
The outer product of two different bases vectors yields a new object
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called a bi-vector, which is the basis of a plane spanned by two basis
vectors

γµν = −γνµ =≡ γµ ∧ γν ≡
1

2
[γµγν ] =

1

2
(γµγν − γνγµ) = sµν , (3.50)

where sµν acts as the skew symmetric part of the metric gµν i.e.

g[µν] = sµν .

This illustration can be clarified by describing the momentum poly-
vector and spin bi-vector angular momentum

M ≡ 1

λ
pµγµ +

1

λ2
Sµνγµν , (3.51)

such that λ is a universal length constant

pµ = m
dxµ

ds
,

and

Sµν = m
daµν

ds
,

where Sµν , in which is defined to be a bi-vector coordinate. In flat
space one finds its corresponding equation of motion

Ṁ µ =
dM µ

ds
= 0, (3.52)

i.e.

ṗµ =
dpµ

ds
= 0, (3.53)

and

Ṡµν =
dSµν

ds
= 0. (3.54)

It is worth mentioning that the modified momentum which include
both linear and spin angular momentum may give rise to describe the
momentum of the extended object not consider it as a test particle
but a dipole one has an impact on its spinning case. Thus, studying
momentum with taking its spinning motion may give rise to regard the
spinning of the particle increases its mass as shown in Equation (3.51)
and Equation (3.54) [12]. Now, the arising question is the situation
of these equations in the presence of gravitational field, which may be
expressed as follows

d2xµ

ds2
+ Γµνρ

dxν

ds

dxρ

ds
+ Γµν[ρ,δ]

dxν

ds

daρδ

ds
= 0 (3.55)

to become in the following way

d2xµ

ds2
+ Γµνρ

dxν

ds

dxρ

ds
+

1

2m
Rµνρδ

dxν

ds
Sρδ = 0 (3.56)

and
dSµν

ds
+ ΓµσρS

σν dx
ρ

ds
+ ΓνσρS

µσ dx
ρ

ds
= 0, (3.57)

D2xµ

Ds2
=

1

2m
RµνρσS

ρσ dx
ν

ds
, (3.58)

and
DSµν

Ds
=
daαβ

ds
(Γµα[β,σ]S

σν + Γνα[β,σ]S
µσ) = 0, (3.59)
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i.e.
DSµν

Ds
=

1

2m
Sαβ(RµαβσS

σν +RναβσS
µσ), (3.60)

such that D
Ds is the conventional covariant derivative as defined in

Riemannian Space. It can be figured out that the Equation (3.60)
acts exactly as the Papapetrou equation for short; while extra terms
in terms of curvature and spin tensor are added in Equation (3.61).

Following this stream of thinking in case of electro-magnetic field in
the presence of flat space, one my find out that

d2xµ

ds2
=

e

m
Fµν

dxν

ds
, (3.61)

and

Ṡµν =
dSµν

ds
=

e

m
F [µ
ρ S

ν]ρ, (3.62)

where Fµν is the elecro mangnetic tensor, which turns to be in case of
gravitational field as

D2xµ

Ds2
=

1

2m
RµνρδS

ρδ dx
ν

ds
+

e

m
Fµν

dxν

ds
, (3.63)

and

DSµν

Ds
=

e

m
F [µ
ρ S

ν]ρ +
1

2

daαβ

ds
(RµαβσS

σν +RναβσS
µσ), (3.64)

such that

DSµν

Ds
=

e

m
F [µ
ρ S

ν]ρ +
1

2m
Sαβ(RµαβσS

σν +RναβσS
µσ). (3.65)

Thus, it can be shown that Equation (3.66) acts as the Dixon equa-
tion, extra terms in terms of curvature and spin tensor are added in
Equation (3.67). From studying these equations, we can see the in-
volvement of bi-vector to be affected by additional factors of curvature
of the space-time and spin tensor. This may give rise to make sure
that in case of tri-vectors and other multi-vectors these effects will be
added. Such an argument may impose the necessity to find a general
formula capable to embody all these effects. It was found that using
poly-vector coordinates may represent all these forms in a compact
way. So it is essential to display the underlying geometry of poly-
vectors prior to examining the corresponding equations of motion and
the deviation ones.

3.3. The Bazanski Approach for Poly-Vectors

Equations of geodesic and geodesic deviation equations in Riemanni-
an geometry are required to examine many problems of motion for
different test particles in gravitational fields. This led many authors
to derive them by various methods, one of the most applicable ones is
the Bazanski approach [27] in which from one single Lagrangian one
can obtain simultaneously equation of geodesic and geodesic devia-
tions which has been applied in different theories of gravity [4–9],and
[28–30]. Thus, by analogy this technique in case of Poly-vectors to
become [31],

L = GMNU
MDΨN

DS
, (3.66)

where, GMN is the metric tensor, UM = dXM

dS , is a unit tangent poly-
vector of the path whose parameter is S, and Ψν is the deviation
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poly-vector associated to the path (S), D
DS is the covariant derivative

with respect to parameter S.
Applying the Euler Lagrange equation , by taking the variation with

respect to the deviation poly-vector ΨC ,

d

dS

∂L

∂Ψ̇C
− ∂L

∂ΨC
= 0, (3.67)

to obtain the geodesic equation

DUC

DS
= 0, (3.68)

and taking the variation with respect the the unit poly-vector UC ,

d

dS

∂L

∂UC
− ∂L

∂xC
= 0, (3.69)

to obtain the geodesic deviation equation,

D2ΨE

DS2
= REABCU

AUBΨC , (3.70)

where RABCD is Riemann-Christoffel tensor described by poly-vectors.

3.4. Geodesic and Geodesic Deviation of C-Space:
An Alternative Approach

Equations geodesic deviation of poly-vector are derived in a way of
modifying the conventional Bazanski method, using the commuta-
tion relations and a condition between deviation poly-vector and poly-
vector as well. This method has been worked successfully to derive de-
viation equation for extended objects with wobbling as shown in [6–9].

Applying the usual commutation relation [32] on Equation (3.70)
we obtain:

D

DΩ

DAD

DS
− D

DS

DAD

DΩ
= R̄DBCEA

BUCΨE , (3.71)

provided that
DUA

DS
=
DΨA

DΩ
. (3.72)

Thus, we obtain its corresponding geodesic deviation equations

D2ΨC

DS2
= RCBDEU

BUDΨE . (3.73)

4. Transformation of Geodesic Poly-Vectors
to Charged and Spinning Poly-Vectors

4.1. From Geodesic Poly-Vector to Charged Object
Poly-Vector

In this approach we are going to utilize the famous application for
transforming geodesics to spinning object differently [32] to become
reliable for charged object. In this case, one can assume that charged
object travels on a deviated trajectory belongs to family of deviation
parameters such that

WC = UC +
ε

M

DΨC

DS
, (4.74)
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where WC = dXC

dΞ̄
.

Thus, differentiating both sides by D
DS̄

and taking that dS
dΞ̄

= 1, one
obtains,

DWC

DΞ̄
=

D

DS
[UC +

ε

M

DΨC

DS
]
dS

dΞ̄
. (4.75)

Now, if we consider electro-magnetic tensor as follows

FABUB = (RABDEU
DΨE)UB , (4.76)

then Equation (4.75) becomes

DWC

Dσ
=

ε

M
FC.BU

B dS

dΞ̄
(4.77)

which becomes the equivalent Lorentz force (Charged object) in
Curved Clifford Space

DWC

DΞ
=

ε

M
FABWB (4.78)

4.2. From Geodesic Poly-Vector to Spinning
Poly-Vectors

If we consider spinning poly-vectors are regarded as geodesics trans-
ferred from one path defined by a parameter S into another one S̄,
such a translation may cause the object behave as a spinning particle
rather moving as a test particle. We suggest the following poly-vector
V C defined in the following way

V C = UC + β
DΨC

DS
. (4.79)

By taking the covariant derivative on both sides we obtain, with taking
into account dS

dS̄
= 1,

DV C

DS̄
=

D

DS
[UC + β

DΨC

DS
]
dS

dS̄
. (4.80)

Assuming that β = S̄
M , and S̃ is the magnitude of the spin tensor as

defined by
SAB = S̃[UAΨB − UBΨA]. (4.81)

Accordingly, substituting Equations (3.70), (3.72) and (4.83) into
(4.82), provided that dS

dS̄
= 1 , we get after some manipulations:

DUC

DS
=

1

2m
RCBDEU

BSDE , (4.82)

which is the corresponding Papapetrou equation, for short, in C-space.

5. The Bazanki Approach for Extended
Objects of C-Space

5.1. Equations of Charged and Charged Deviation
Equations in C-Space

The Bazanski approach to obtain an equation of a charged object may
be found as follows:

L = GABW
ADΦB

DΞ
+

ε

M
FABW

AΦB . (5.83)
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Taking the variation with respect to ΦC and WC we obtain after some
manipulations one finds

DWC

DS
= FCBWB , (5.84)

and

D2ΦC

DS̄2
= RCBDEW

EWDΦE +
ε

M
(FCBWB);DΦD. (5.85)

5.2. Spinning and Spinning Deviation Equations of
C-Space

We suggest the equivalent Bazanski Lagrangian for deriving the equa-
tions for spinning and spinning poly-vectors to be

L = GABP
ADΨB

DS̄
+ SAB

DΨAB

DS̄
+ FAΨA +MABΨAB , (5.86)

such that

PA = mUA + Uβ
DSAB

DS
,

where Pµ is the momentum poly-vector Fµ = 1
2R

µ
νρδS

ρδUν , Rαβρσ is

the Riemann curvature, D
DS̄

is the covariant derivative with respect to

a parameter S̄,Sαβ is the spin poly-tensor, and Mµν = PµUν −P νUµ
such that Uα = dxα

ds is the unit tangent poly-vector to the geodesic
one. In a similar way as performed in (5.83), by taking the variation
with respect to Ψµ andΨµν simultaneously in (5.86) one obtains

DPM

DS̄
= FM , (5.87)

and
DSMN

DS̄
= MMN . (5.88)

Using the following identity

AD;NH −AD;HN = RDBNHA
B , (5.89)

on both Equation (5.87) and Equation (5.88), such that AD is an ar-
bitrary poly-vector. Also, multiplying both sides with arbitrary poly-
vectors, UH and ΨB as well as using the following condition [33]

UA;HΨH = ΨA
;HU

H , (5.90)

and ΨA is its deviation poly-vector associated to the unit poly-vector
tangent UA. And in a similar we can find out that:

SAB;H ΨH = ΨAB
;H UH . (5.91)

Consequently, one obtains the corresponding deviation equations
which are inspired from the workings of Mohseni [34]

D2ΨA

DS2
= R̄ABHCP

BUHΦC + FA;HΨH , (5.92)

and
D2ΨAB

DS̄2
= S[BDR

A]
DHCU

HΨC +MAB
;H ΨH . (5.93)
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5.3. The Generalized Dixon Equation in C-Space

In this part, we suggest the following Lagrangian which enables us to
obtain the spinning charged poly-vector in Clifford space.

L = GABP
ADΨB

DS
+ SAB

DΨAB

DS
+ F̃ABΨAUB + M̃ABΨAB , (5.94)

such that

F̃AB =
1

m
(eFAB +

1

2
RABCDS

CD)

and
M̃AB = (PAU

B − PBUU + FACS
C
. B − FACS. CA . ).

Taking the variation with respect to Ψµ and Ψµν simultaneously in
(5.94) we obtain

DPM

DS
=

ε

M
FMB UB +

1

2M
RMNEQS

EQUN , (5.95)

DSMN

DS
= PMUN − PNUM + FMCS. NC − FCNSM. C . (5.96)

Thus, applying the same laws of commutation as illustrated in (5.92)
and (5.93) we obtain their corresponding deviation equations

D2ΨA

DS2
=RABHCP

BUHΦC

+ (
ε

M
FMB UB +

1

2m
RMNEQS

EQUN );HΨH , (5.97)

and

D2ΨAB

DS2
=S[BDR

A]
DHCU

HΨC + (PMUN − PNUM

+ FMCS. NC − FCNSM. C);HΨH . (5.98)

6. Concluding Remarks

In our approach, we have obtained the relevant equations of spinning
and spinning of charged poly-vectors, as well as their deviation equa-
tions in C-space i.e. (4.84), (5.97) and (5.98). This type of work
is regarded an extension to a previous work, obtaining equations of
spinning and spinning objects in Riemannian and non-Riemannian
geometries, using the Bazanski approach [4–9].

Throughout, this study, it has been found the necessity to regard
extended objects, the most reliable ones to express the actual nature
of objects, rather than relying to a point-like system. Due to this tran-
sition, the associate building block of space-time has to be revisited in
the context of C-space. This approach has served to redefine different
notations and quantities like mass and charge of any object as shown in
(2.41) and (2.42). Not only the definitions of mass and charge for any
object are needed to be revised, but also the notation of the torsion of
space-time as defined in the internal coordinates (2.13) is obtained due
to imposing the rules of differentiation of Clifford space as shown in
equations (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12); while their corresponding external
coordinates (poly-vector) are purely Riemannaian. This is due to tak-
ing the covariant derivative affected oriented areas xµν of holographic
coordinates as shown in (2.10), and (2.11) from (2.12). Consequently,
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the meaning of torsion is becoming as similar as being obtained in
terms of commutation relation of differential operator on a potential
scalar field as expressed by Hammond [25] on dealing with internal co-
ordinates. While, the conventional definition of torsion (2.35) in the
context of non-symmetric affine connection is also preserved, if one
applies the associate geometry describing the external coordinates as
a non-Riemaniann geometry [13–17].

Moreover, we have extended our study to derive the equivalent
charged spinning equations and their deviation ones for poly-vectors
in C-space, to be considered its corresponding generalized Dixon equa-
tion (5.97) and (5.98) in which their corresponding deviations (5.99)
and (5.100) are obtained. This approach may help to examine the
stability of extended objects in C-space.

To sum up, the problem of motion in C-space becomes a paradigm
shift towards identifying the behavior of objects in a deterministic way
which can be detected in terms of both internal coordinates and their
external ones. Such a tendency may inspire many scientists to find out
such a unified theory describing both micro-physics and macro-physics
in one form.
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Abstract 
Aluminum titanate has been widely used in low expansion applications and 
its thermal stability has been a hot topic. The stability of aluminium titanate 
research for improving product quality, and expanding its application field is 
of great significance. Aluminum titanate as glass melt erosion resistance and 
high temperature resistant, can be applied to high temperature pigment base.  
The medium temperature stability of aluminum titanate can be improved by 
ion doping, and magnesium stability of aluminum titanate has been widely stu-
died. Therefore aluminium titanate is expected to become an ideal high tem-
perature ceramic base material. In this paper, the preparation technology of 
magnesium-stabilized aluminum titanate powder was reviewed, and the prepa-
ration of magnesium-stabilized aluminum titanate powder by non-hydrolyzed 
sol-gel was mainly introduced. 
 

Keywords 
Aluminum Titanate, Magnesium Stabilization, Preparation Methods, 
Progress, Heterogeneous Condensation, Non-Hydrolyzed Sol-Gel Method 

 

1. Introduction 

Aluminum titanate (Al2TiO5, abbreviated as AT) is characterized by high melt-
ing point (1860˚C ± 10˚C) and low expansion (α < 1.5 × 10−6/˚C). It is a ceramic 
material with the best high-temperature resistance among low expansion mate-
rials (quartz glass, spodumene, cordierite and aluminum titanate). It has the 
characteristics of low thermal conductivity (1.5 W/m·K), good thermal shock re-
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sistance, strong corrosion resistance and non-infiltration of metal and glass melt 
[1] [2]. Its melting point is higher than other low expansion materials, and it has 
a unique application in high-temperature area, so it is more and more noticed by 
material workers. The stable aluminum titanate can be obtained by ion doping, 
and the ion doping of solid solution color itself can effectively inhibit the de-
composition of aluminum titanate. Therefore, aluminum titanate is expected to 
be an ideal new high temperature ceramic color base material. However, the 
crystal structure of aluminum titanate is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that 
the coordination octahedrons [AlO6] and [TiO6] formed by Al3+, Ti4+ and O2− 
form the structural units of aluminum titanate crystal. These octahedrons are 
randomly distributed and cross connected with each other in the way of com-
mon arris or common top to form the spatial network structure of aluminum ti-
tanate. However, this spatial network structure also makes the bonding in alu-
minum titanate layer unstable, while the interlayer bonding is relatively stable 
[3]. In the aluminum titanate crystal structure, the radius of Al3+ (0.05 nm) is 
quite different from that of Ti4+ (0.068 nm), while the radius of O2− is 0.14 nm, 
so the ratio of 3 2Al O

r r+ −  is only 0.357 < 0.414, and the ratio of 4 2Ti O
r r+ −  is 

0.486 > 0.414. According to Paulin’s rule, the distortion of [AlO6] is larger than 
that of [TiO6]. At high temperature, the binding force of aluminum ion is weak, 
and it is easier to break away from the binding force of oxygen ion, so that the 
crystal structure of aluminum titanate is destroyed, leading to its decomposition 
[4] [5] [6]. Aluminum titanate is easy to decompose in the temperature range of 
750˚C - 1280˚C. The thermal expansion rate of α-Al2O3 and TiO2 is higher than 
that of aluminum titanate, which results in the stress concentration in the ma-
terial and the increase of the thermal expansion rate so that the thermal perfor-
mance of the final sintered body becomes weak and the strength decreases, 
which limits its wide application [7].  

In order to inhibit the thermal decomposition of aluminum titanate, stabiliser 
additive is the most effective method [8]. Studies have shown that although  
 

 
Figure 1. Crystal structure of aluminum titanate. 
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Fe2O3 can effectively inhibit the thermal decomposition of aluminum titanate, it 
will reduce its strength [9]. Aluminum titanate (Al2TiO5) belongs to the orbicu-
lar system and has the same structure as magnesium titanate (MgTi2O5), which 
can form Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 solid solution. MgO is the most commonly used ad-
ditive in the preparation of aluminum titanate [10]. An appropriate amount of 
MgO can not only partially or completely control the thermal decomposition of 
aluminum titanate, but also improve the mechanical properties of aluminum ti-
tanate, which has little impact on other excellent thermal properties. Therefore, 
stable aluminum titanate has become one of the hot spots in the research of 
aluminum titanate materials. At present, the main methods for preparing mag-
nesium stabilized aluminum titanate include solid-phase method [11] [12] [13] 
[14] [15], co-precipitation method [16], hydrolyzed sol-gel method [17] [18] and 
nonhydrolytic sol-gel method [19] [20]. In this paper, the preparation methods 
of magnesium stabilized aluminum titanate are reviewed. 

2. Materials and Methods  
2.1. Solid-Phase Method 

At present, the main method to prepare aluminum titanate ceramic powder is a 
solid-phase method. Aluminum titanate (Al2TiO5) should be prepared by the 
solid-phase method, which mainly uses the mixture of alumina and titanium 
dioxide powder and makes it solid by high-temperature calcination. The advan-
tages of this method are simple equipment, convenient operation, mature 
process, low cost of raw materials and suitable for mass production. However, its 
shortcomings are also obvious, such as high synthesis temperature, low purity, 
coarse particle, uniformity and particle size are difficult to be effectively con-
trolled, resulting in poor performance and instability of the material. Moreover, 
aluminum titanate ceramic powders prepared by a solid-phase method often 
need to be crushed, ball grinding and other post-treatment to improve the mor-
phology and properties of the particles, and the post-treatment process is com-
plex.  

The current study of aluminum titanate ceramic pigment has just started, the 
Italian ceramic institute professor Michele [11], such as using high temperature 
solid phase method at 1400˚C was prepared by M (M = Cr (green)), Mn 
(brown), Co (pink) mixed with Al2TiO5 solid solution type ceramic pigment, the 
study found that Cr doped Al2TiO5 (green) and Mn doping Al2TiO5 (brown) 
pigment used in the glaze is still present a good shading effect, and Cr doped al-
so effectively restrain the decomposition temperature of aluminium titanate. 
However, there are problems such as low doping concentration of color ions and 
Co ions dissolving out in the glaze, so the coloring effect is not ideal. The reason 
for this result is that the high temperature solid phase method is adopted in this 
study, which is limited by the uniformity of raw material mixing and solid reac-
tion products, so it is often difficult to obtain high doping concentration and un-
iformity of color materials. 
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Fang Qing [12] synthesized Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5(AMT) (x = 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 
0.3) solid solution powder using α-Al2O3, TiO2 and MgO as raw materials and 
MgO·2TiO2 as stabilizer by solid-phase method. The raw materials of α-Al2O3, 
TiO2, MgO and the mixture were put into the plastic tank; the mixture was 
mixed for 12 hours, dried, and pressed into shape under the pressure of 10MPa. 
The sample material was synthesised in solid phase in a silicon-molybdenum 
furnace and held at 1450˚C for 2 h. The powder sample was obtained after 
grinding after natural cooling in the furnace. The d values of (200), (060) and 
(006) of the diffraction pattern AT of sample No.1 - No.5 powder and standard 
sample α-Al2O3 uniformly mixed were taken, and the accurate values were ob-
tained after checking with the standard sample and given in Table 1. Since alu-
minum titanate belongs to the rhombic crystal system and all the crystal planes 
taken are special ones, the three lattice constants a, b and c of the synthesized 
Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 solid solution can be simply calculated by the following three 
formulas. 

a = hd(h00) 

b = kd(0k0) 

c = ld(00l) 

In the formula, h, k and l are the corresponding values in the crystal surface 
index. Any crystal surface can be expressed as (h, k and l), where 2, 6 and 6 are 
respectively. 

It is found that with the increase of x value in Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 solid solution, 
the lattice constant of solid solution increases, and the lattice constants a, b and c 
almost linearly increase, especially the linearity of c value is more significant. It 
is because the radius of Mg2+ (65 pm) is larger than that of Al3+ (51 pm) and 
closer to the radius of Ti4+ (68 pm). When AT and M2T form Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 
solid solution, Mg2+ enters into the lattice of AT to replace part of Al3+ so that the 
lattice constant of AMT increases. With the increase of MgO·2TiO2 addition, the 
more Mg2+ enters, the more Al3+ is replaced, resulting in the linear increase of 
the lattice constant of AMT. The gradual increase of lattice constant further con-
firmed that AT and M2T formed Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 solid solution, and alumi-
num titanate completely decomposed into α-Al2O3 and TiO2 (rutile) without the 
addition of MgO·2TiO2. When MgO·2TiO2 with a mole fraction of 1% (x = 0.01) 
was added, the diffraction peak of solid solution AMT was relatively strong. 
When MgO·2TiO2 with a mole fraction of 5% or 10% is added, it is basically the 
diffraction peak of the solid solution, indicating that MgO·2TiO2 can effectively  
 
Table 1. d values of AMT. 

Sample No.1 No.2 No.3 No.4 No.5 

d(200) 1.79405 1.79500 1.80003 1.80146 1.81329 

d(060) 1.57385 1.57398 1.57000 1.58189 1.59086 

d(006) 1.60560 1.60612 1.60817 1.61076 1.62419 
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inhibit the decomposition of aluminum titanate, resulting in good thermal sta-
bility of Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 solid solution. 

Aluminum titanate is composed of [AlO6] and [TiO6] octahedron. Because the 
radius of Al3+ is smaller than that of Ti4+, [AlO6] is a distorted octahedron. From 
the perspective of a chemical bond, when aluminum titanate is heated, the vibra-
tion of all atoms intensifies, but Al3+ is in a deformed octahedron, and the vibra-
tion intensifies with the rise of temperature. When the temperature rises to a 
certain value, the aluminum oxygen bond will break, making aluminum titanate 
decompose. So the more distorted [AlO6] is, the more easily aluminum titanate 
will decompose. The radius of Mg2+ is larger than Al3+, which is closer to Ti4+. 
The replacement of Al3+ to form Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 solid solution alleviates the 
distortion degree of [AlO6]. Therefore, the thermal stability of Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 
is higher than that of pure aluminum titanate, which is not easy to decompose. 
With the increase of x value, the more Mg2+ replaces Al3+, the weaker the overall 
distortion degree in the crystal is, so the thermal stability of Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 is 
higher. 

Zhang L.M, et al. [13] used α-Al2O3, TiO2 and MgO to form Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 
by solid reaction method at 1450˚C for 2 h. The lattice constants a, b and c of the 
solid solution Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 all increase linearly with the increase of x value. 
The thermal stability of Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 was higher than that of pure alumi-
num titanate. The thermal stability of Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 increases with the in-
crease of x value. When x = 0.05, the decomposition rate of Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 
was only 9% at 1100˚C for 10h, while the pure aluminum titanate was almost 
completely decomposed. With the increase of the content of M2T, the relative 
density of the sintered body increases, indicating that the presence of M2T is 
conducive to the sintering of aluminum titanate. The solid-phase method has the 
advantages of low cost, simple preparation process and no special equipment. 
However, it is difficult to produce high purity, ultra-fine and uniform aluminum 
titanate powder. 

Buscaglia V. et al. [8] studied the effect of adding 2 wt% MgO on reaction sin-
tering of Al2TiO5. Solid reaction between A12O3 and TiO2 powders with different 
particle sizes was studied to generate A12TiO5. Aluminum titanate powder was 
prepared by solid-phase method from raw materials of alumina and rutile. The 
equal molar aluminum oxide and rutile powder were mixed, and the aluminum 
oxide ball and polyethylene bottle were used for wet grinding for 100 h in water. 
After drying and sieving, the obtained powder was isostatic pressed on a 150 
MPa cylinder with diameter = 10 mm and length = 100 mm. The material con-
taining magnesium oxide was pretreated in the same manner with 2 wt% mag-
nesium oxide (Aldrich, 99%). For simplicity, when prepared with A12O3 and 
TiO2, the sample will be displayed as K, while the corresponding sample pre-
pared with magnesium oxide will be displayed as KM. The results showed that 
the overall reaction kinetics and microstructure of the alloy varied with the in-
crease of temperature, and the formation of pure Al2TiO5 was firstly nucleation 
and rapid growth, and then the slow transformation of unreacted oxide under 
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the control of solid diffusion. The addition of MgO makes nucleation of the new 
phase easy. MgAl2O4 is first generated, and then the titanate solid solution par-
ticles rich in Mg are grown. Therefore, the final microstructure is mainly con-
trolled by the density and size of spinel nucleus, followed by the growth process 
of titanate grain, leading to a strong decrease in titanate grain size and a signifi-
cant increase in final density. 

Synthesis [14] Al0.8Mg0.6Ti1.6O5 low-expansion ceramics with the same struc-
ture as aluminum titanate Al2TiO5 were prepared by solid reaction with α-Al2O3, 
MgO and TiO2 rutile. The three materials were mixed according to certain stoi-
chiometry. The mixture was ground wet in water for 24 hours, and aluminum 
oxide ball was added in a polyethene bottle. Three different powders were ob-
tained by different heat treatments: 1) the prepared mixture (M6); 2) Burn at 
1100˚C for 2 h (M611) and 3) for 2 h (M613) at 1300˚C. M6 series corresponds 
to completely unreacted powder, M611 to partially reacted powder, and M613 to 
fully converted powder. M611 and M613 powder were burned at high tempera-
ture, then wet ground in water for 24 hours, dried and screened, and green bo-
dies (cylinders with a diameter of +1 cm and length of +10 cm) were prepared 
under 150 MPa cold isostatic pressure. Al2TiO5-MgTi2O5 solid solution was 
formed from M6 loose powder within 0.5 - 7 h under the conditions of 1000˚C, 
1100˚C, 1200˚C and 1300˚C. The sample was placed in the furnace and reached 
the reaction temperature within 2 - 3 min. After the reaction, the sample was 
taken out of the furnace for air quenching. The results showed that Al0.8Mg0.6Ti1.6O5 
composite material did not decompose after being annealed for 250 hours in the 
temperature range of 900˚C - 1175˚C. Sintered ceramics at 1350˚C had a 97% 
relative density, a grain size of 5 m and an average coefficient of thermal expan-
sion of 2 × 10−6 K−1 at 80˚C - 1000˚C. The measured coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion was comparable to that of other oxide ceramics (e.g. standard alumi-
num titanate (≈1 × 10−6 K−1), porous cordierite (≈1 × 10−6 K−1) and lithium alu-
minosilicate (≈2 × 10−6 K−1). The materials obtained by direct reaction sintering 
with the same composition had higher thermal expansion coefficient (≈4 × 10−6 
K−1) and showed the presence of secondary phase (TiO2, Al2O3 and MgAl2O4). 

2.2. Microwave Sintering 

This is a new solid-phase preparation technology in recent years. Compared 
with the traditional solid-phase method, microwave sintering method innova-
tively uses gamma γ-Al2O3, which greatly improves the activity of alumina. Sha-
hab [15] Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 ceramics prepared from γ-Al2O3, TiO2 and MgO (0, 
2, 5, 7 wt%). The γ-Al2O3, TiO2 and MgO nanometer powder were mixed pro-
portionally to form the stoichiometric solid solution Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5. Using 
alumina ball and methanol as grinding medium, the powder was ground in the 
plastic bottle for 2 hours to evenly mix the powder. The obtained slurry was first 
dried on a magnetic heater agitator and then dried in an oven at 120˚C for 24 
hours. Then sieve the dry powder to 45 mesh. A 2 wt% polyvinyl alcohol solu-
tion was granulated in a container for 24 hours before passing through a 45 
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mesh sieve. The rectangular sample is 20 × 6 × 5 mm3 in a pressure of 50 MPa. 
At 180 MPa, the pressed sample is compacted again by cold isostatic pressure to 
eliminate any defects related to molding. The experimental parameters are 
shown in Table 2. A microwave oven (2.45 ghz, 900 W) was used for sintering in 
the temperature range of 1250˚C - 1400˚C. SiC crucible was used as the contain-
er, and the temperature rose to the maximum in a short time (the average heat-
ing rate was 52˚C/min). Phase transitions are performed during sintering at dif-
ferent temperatures (1250˚C, 1350˚C, and 1400˚C). The study found that when x 
= 0.5, the maximum strength of the sample was about 60 MPa. After annealing 
for 100 hours, the sample containing MgO still showed high thermal stability at 
1100˚C and formed fine crystal structure at a low temperature of 1280˚C. In 
addition, the addition of MgO reduced the formation temperature of ilmenite 
and had a strong effect on its microstructure. Because of the advantages of us-
ing microwave radiation, ilmenite is formed at 1250˚C without heat preserva-
tion. However, the formation temperature of aluminum titanate using conven-
tional heating has exceeded 1300˚C. Microwave heating reduces the formation 
temperature of ilmenite, but the diffusion time is insufficient due to rapid 
heating.  

All the above preparation processes adopt the solid phase method. MgO is 
used as a magnesium source to stabilise the aluminum titanate material, to ex-
plore the properties of magnesium to stabilise the aluminum titanate. The sol-
id-phase method has a high reaction temperature and poor uniformity of the 
prepared powder. Its cost is relatively low the preparation process is simple, does 
not need special equipment, but it is difficult to produce high purity, ultra-fine 
uniform powder. 

2.3. Coprecipitation Method 

The coprecipitation method overcomes the problems existing in the mixture, 
solid reaction and comminution of raw materials, the purity and the uniformity 
of composition, and the synthesis of powder raw materials with excellent prop-
erties. Coprecipitation method is to add precipitant to the mixed metal salt solu-
tion, that is, to get the evenly mixed precipitate of various components, and then 
conduct thermal decomposition. Compared with the solid reaction method, this 
method can produce a powder with good chemical uniformity and easy sinter-
ing. In common coprecipitation, all the cations in the excess precipitator solu-
tion precipitate simultaneously into a mixture. Under special circumstances,  
 
Table 2. Samples composition with different amount of MgO. 

Sample AT (wt%) MgO (wt%) Chemical formula 

AT 100 0 Al2TiO5 

2AT 98 2 Al1.8Mg0.1Ti1.1O5 

5AT 95 5 Al1.4Mg0.3Ti1.3O5 

7AT 93 7 AlMg0.5Ti1.5O5 
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there are precursor compounds with oxygen cation ratio meeting the require-
ments. 

Yang [16] et al. prepared Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 (x = 0.05 - 0.3) composite powder 
by chemical coprecipitation with TiCl4, MgCl2 and AlCl3 aqueous solutions as 
raw materials, ammonia water and ammonium bicarbonate as precipitators. 
Al2TiO5 and MgTi2O5 crystals belong to the rhombic system, with crystal plane 
spacing dhkl and lattice constants a, b and c. In accordance with formula dhkl = 
1/(h2/a2 + k2/b2 + l2/c2), the composite powder was prepared by co-precipitation 
method. By comparing the 3-strong peak of pure Al2TiO5, the crystal lattice con-
stant of the sample, and the difference value between the crystal lattice constant 
and pure Al2TiO5 could be calculated [21]. The constant lattice c of Al2TiO5 is 
closely related to stability. As the c value increases, the stability of Al2TiO5 im-
proves, and the more the c value increases, the more stable Al2TiO5 becomes 
[22]. The results show that the chemical co-precipitation method is more effec-
tive in improving the thermal stability of aluminum titanate than the solid phase 
method. However, the powders prepared by this method have serious agglome-
ration and need later treatment. MgTi2O5 containing 5%, 10% of the composite 
powders, with furnace cooling does not appear in the process of generation of 
alpha A12O3 Al2TiO5 decomposition, TiO2, shows that using chemical coprecipi-
tation synthesis of powder in MgTi2O5 mole fraction of 5% can effectively inhibit 
Al2TiO5 thermal decomposition, and using the method of solid-phase synthesis 
of composite powders in MgTi2O5 mole fraction of 10% Al2TiO5 there is still a 
small decomposition, which fully embodies the superiority of chemical copreci-
pitation. 

2.4. Sol-Gel Method 

Sol-Gel synthesis is a recently developed method which can replace the high- 
temperature solid-phase synthesis reaction to prepare ceramics, glass and many 
other solid materials. It starts from the solution of organometallic compounds or 
inorganic compounds, in the solution through the hydrolysis of compounds, poly-
merisation, from the solution into dissolved metal oxide particles of a sol, a fur-
ther reaction occurs gelation. Then the gel can be heated into ceramics, glass, etc. 
At present, this method is one of the most important methods to prepare na-
no-thin films. The sol-gel method has won great interest from researchers of 
thin-film materials at home and abroad for its outstanding advantages. 

Plinio Innocenzi [17] precursors of oxidative components were triply butanol 
(Al(O-s-Bu)3), tetrply butanol (Ti(OBu)4) and hexahydrate magnesium dichlo-
ride (MgCl2·6H2O), using 2,4-pentanedione(acac) (Aldrich), nitric acid (HNO3) 
(Prolabo) (1N) and anhydrous ethanol (Carlo Erba). In order to prepare thin 
films composed of Al2TiO5 (undoped aluminum titanate), Al(O-s-Bu)3 was care-
fully added to reflux EtOH (80˚C) and Ti(OBu)4 was slowly added under mag-
netic agitation. The sol was cooled to room temperature, then HNO3(1N) was 
added, and the obtained sol was stirred for 1h and freshly used for impregnating 
coating. The preparation process of aluminum magnesium titanate was im-
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proved as follows. After adding Al(O-s-Bu)3 and Ti(OBu)4 into EtOH, acac and 
MgCl2·6H2O were introduced into EtOH. Finally, HNO3 was added to catalyse 
the sol. It was found that MgxAl2(1−x)Ti(1+x)O5 thin films prepared by sol-gel me-
thod could produce stable aluminum titanate phase at a temperature much low-
er than that of solid-phase reaction. The thermal stability of the film is up to 90 
hours at 1150˚C. During the long annealing time, the formation of microcracks 
on the surface of the film improved the heat resistance of the coating. At higher 
firing temperatures, Mg ions diffused to the surface of the film. 

2.5. Gel Injection Molding 

The equations are an exception to the prescribed specifications of this template. 
You will need to determine whether or not your equation should be typed using 
either the Times New Roman or the Symbol font (please no other font). Equa-
tions should be edited by Mathtype, not in text or graphic versions. Dai Binyu 
[18] prepared Al2(1−x)MgxTi1+xO5 solid solution ceramics by gel injection molding 
with α-Al2O3, rutile TiO2 and MgO as initial powders. First, the organic mono-
mer (methyl acrylamide) and cross-linking agent (methylene acrylamide) were 
dissolved in deionized water. Then, dispersant D-305 and defoaming agent 
C-582 were added to evenly stir to form premix. The pH value of premix was 
controlled to be 12 - 13. Then mix the powder evenly according to the molar 
fraction ratio in Table 3 and add it into the premix to make the slurry with a 
solid phase volume fraction of 52%. After ball grinding for 2.5 h, vacuum degel-
ling is carried out. After 15 min of treatment, appropriate amount of catalyst 
(tetramethylethylenediamine) and initiator (ammonium persulfate) was added 
to the slurry, fully stirred, and then vacuumized for 1 - 2 min. Then the slurry 
was injected into the metal mold, dried and demodulated at 50˚C, and dis-
charged into 1560˚C after preservation for 2 h and burned. 

The coefficient of thermal expansion was determined by differential method. 
WDW-200D microcomputer-controlled universal testing machine was used for 
the determination of flexural strength. The sample size was 7 mm × 8 mm × 60 
mm. XRD test method was used to analyze the phase composition of sintered 
sample powder at 1560˚C and its thermal decomposition performance after be-
ing kept at 1100˚C for 50 h. The diffraction peak area of the aluminum titanate 
(101) crystal plane and rutile (110) crystal plane was measured on the X-ray dif-
fraction pattern to obtain IAT and IT, and then the thermal decomposition rate of 
the sample was calculated according to the following formula: 

 
Table 3. Composition design of sample. 

number α-Al2O3 MgO TiO2 

1 100 0 1 

2 95 5 1.05 

3 90 10 1.10 

4 85 15 1.15 
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It is found that the introduction of MgO increases the thermal stability of 
Al2TiO5, reduces the number of microcracks, and increases the density. When 
the amount of MgO is not large, the strength of Al2TiO5 increases with the in-
crease of x value. The coefficient of thermal expansion decreases slightly at first 
and then increases gradually. 

2.6. Nonhydrolytic Sol-Gel Method (NHSG) 

The nonhydrolytic sol-gel (NHSG) process simplifies the sol-gel process, in par-
ticular, homogenises the sol in the sol-gel process at the atomic level, thus great-
ly reducing the synthesis temperature of multi-component oxides [19] [20] [23] 
[24] [25] [26] [27]. NHSG method can synthesise aluminum titanate (Al2TiO5) 
at 750˚C, which is significantly lower than the solid-phase method and tradi-
tional sol-gel method [26]. Festive aluminum titanate (Al2TiO5) was prepared by 
the nonhydrolytic sol-gel method. However, to our knowledge, there is no for-
mal report on the magnesium-stabilized modified aluminum titanate nonhy-
drolytic sol-gel (NHSG) process in the strict sense, except for the relevant pa-
tents of our research group. 

Jiang Weihui et al. [19] prepared magnesium-stabilized aluminum titanate 
powder by nonhydrolytic sol-gel method using titanium tetrachloride and an-
hydrous aluminum chloride as precursors, anhydrous ethanol as oxygen supply, 
magnesium powder, magnesium fluoride, magnesium ethoxide and magnesium 
acetate as stabilizers. The effect of magnesium stabilizer on the synthesis of alu-
minum titanate at low temperature was studied. Anhydrous aluminum chloride 
(AlCl3, AR, Shanghai) and titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4, AR, Shanghai) were 
mixed in conical flask with anhydrous ethanol (EtOH, AR, Shanghai) as oxygen 
supply agent. The reaction mixture was refluxed continuously for 8 h at 110˚C, 
and aluminum titanate wet gel was obtained by nonhydrolytic sol-gel method. 
The wet gel was dissolved with CHCl3 solution of magnesium fluoride, magne-
sium powder, magnesium acetate or magnesium ethanol, refluxed at 110˚C for 
15 h, dried and ground at 110˚C, and calcined at 750˚C for 1.5 h to obtain 
powder samples. The powder was pressed into rods of 5 mm × 5 mm × 40 mm 
at a pressure of 12 MPa. Heat preservation for 20 h at 1100˚C was conducted for 
thermal decomposition test. The results showed that the introduction of magne-
sium powder or magnesium fluoride could not stabilize aluminum titanate, and 
the failure of low temperature synthesis of aluminum titanate at 750˚C was caused 
by the promotion of nonhydrolytic homogeneous condensation. In the precur-
sor mixture, anhydrous magnesium acetate and ethoxy magnesium react with 
aluminol and titananol to form heterogeneous condensation bonds and promote 
the doping of magnesium ions into aluminum titanate lattice at 750˚C, thus im-
proving its thermal stability. In order to study the thermal decomposition and 
stabilization mechanism of magnesium stabilizer to aluminum titanate, the lat-
tice constants of samples W#, #

3M  and M# are listed in Table 4. For comparison,  
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Table 4. Lattice parameters of samples. 

Sample 
Lattice parameter [nm] 

a b c 

W# 0.93589 0.95406 0.36025 
#
3M  0.94082 0.96033 0.35959 
#
4M  0.94387 0.96135 0.35927 

#
3M  (1100˚C, 20 h) 0.94487 0.96613 0.35982 
#
4M  (1100˚C, 20 h) 0.94919 0.97241 0.36013 

 
Table 4 also gives sample lattice constants #

3M  and #
4M  holding 20 h after 

1100˚C. As can be seen from Table 4, M3 and #
4M  of the values of a and b are 

obviously about the same as c than W#. It is fully proved that magnesium intro-
duced in the form of anhydrous magnesium acetate ( #

3M ) and ethoxylmagne-
sium ( #

4M ) has been doped into the lattice of aluminum titanate and stabilized 
it, which is the intrinsic reason for significantly improving the thermal decom-
position ability of samples #

3M  and #
4M . After the thermal decomposition ex-

periment held at 1100˚C for 20 h, the lattice constants of samples #
3M  and #

4M  
further increased, indicating that magnesium ions continued to enter the lattice 
of aluminum titanate during the thermal decomposition process, thus improving 
the thermal stability of aluminum titanate. The process flow diagram 2 to be 
adopted in this experiment is shown in Figure 2. Heterogeneous bonding between 
magnesium acetate and titanium tetrachlide forms -Ti-O-Mg- and -Al-O-Mg-, 
which promotes the doping of magnesium ions into the lattice of aluminum ti-
tanate at 750˚C, changing the lattice constant of aluminum titanate, thus im-
proving the thermal stability of aluminum titanate. 

Feng Guo et al. [20] prepared magnesium stabilized aluminum titanate powd-
er by nonhydrolytic sol-gel method with anhydrous aluminum chloride and ti-
tanium tetrachloride as the precursor, anhydrous ethanol as the oxygen supplier, 
and anhydrous magnesium acetate as the stabilizer. In the glove box, no water 
needed for measuring low carbon alcohol in 100 ml conical flask of dry, then put 
in ice water, according to the TiCl4:AlCl3:Ethanol = 1:2:5 (mole ratio), with a pi-
pette measuring TiCl4, and insert a pipette conical flask quickly alcohol level in 
the following, slow TiCl4 mixed with alcohol, formation of TiCl4-alcohol solu-
tion, then adding anhydrous aluminum chloride, stir to mix well. 1) For unadul-
terated W# samples, reflux was directly performed at 110˚C for 24 h and then 
dried at 110˚C to form a dry gel; 2) For the A# sample introduced by anhydrous 
magnesium acetate before the polycondensation reaction of aluminum and tita-
nium precursor, add TiCl4 10 mol% anhydrous magnesium acetate, stir evenly, 
reflux at 110˚C for 24 h, and then dry at 110˚C to form a dry gel; 3) For the sam-
ple B# introduced after the condensation reaction of anhydrous magnesium ace-
tate in the precursor of aluminum and titanium, the sample was reflux for 12 h 
at 110˚C to form a wet gel. Then TiCl4 10 mol% of anhydrous magnesium ace-
tate was added and reflux was repeated for 12 h at 110˚C to form a dry gel. For  
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the process flow to be adopted in this experiment. 
 
powder samples: the dry gel was directly obtained by calcination and grinding at 
750˚C. For the test strips for thermal expansion coefficient test, the obtained dry 
gel was calcined at 300˚C for 0.5 h, then 3 wt% PVA was added for granulation, 
and then pressed into 40 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm test strips. Finally, magnesium 
stabilized aluminum titanate samples were obtained at 750˚C for 1.5 h. The an-
ti-thermal decomposition effect was tested by holding the samples at 1100˚C for 
20 hours. The results show that the introduction of anhydrous magnesium ace-
tate before the polycondensation of aluminum and titanium precursor is not 
only detrimental to the stability of aluminum titanate at low temperature, but 
also greatly affects the synthesis of aluminum titanate at low temperature. When 
introduced after the polycondensation reaction of aluminum and titanium pre-
cursor, anhydrous magnesium acetate can further deester polycondensation 
reaction with the polycondensation product of aluminum and titanium precur-
sor to form heterogeneous bonding, which ensures that magnesium can enter 
the aluminum titanate lattice at 750˚C to form a solid solution, thus improving 
its thermal stability. 

Figure 3 shows the XRD pattern of the powder prepared by 750˚C for 1.5 h 
after the addition of A# sample before the polycondensation of aluminum and 
titanium, the addition of B# sample after the polycondensation and the addition 
of W# sample without stabilizer. It can be seen from Figure 3 that, compared 
with sample W#, sample A# not only has a significantly lower diffraction peak 
intensity than sample W#, indicating that the addition of anhydrous magnesium 
acetate before the condensation polymerization of aluminum and titanium inhi-
bits the low-temperature synthesis of aluminum titanate. Moreover, A# sample 
showed a very strong corundum phase diffraction peak and a certain amount of 
rutile phase, and the synthesis effect of A# sample was much worse than that of 
A# sample. The relative strength of the aluminum titanate diffraction peak of B# 
sample was also slightly reduced compared with that of W# sample, and there  
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Figure 3. XRD patterns of samples W#, A# and B# treated at 750˚C for 1.5 h. 

 
were a few corundum and rutile diffraction peaks, indicating that the low tem-
perature synthesis effect of B# sample was also slightly worse. However, com-
pared with A# sample, the synthesis effect of B# sample is obviously better than 
A# sample. 

The thermal expansion coefficients of the three samples are listed in Table 5. 
It can be seen from Table 5 that the thermal expansion coefficients of samples 
W# and B# are very similar, both approximately equal to 1.0 × 10−6/˚C, indicating 
that the introduction of 10 mol% anhydrous magnesium acetate after the con-
densation polymerization of aluminum and titanium precursor does not affect 
the thermal expansion performance of aluminum titanate. The thermal expan-
sion coefficient of A# sample introduced before the condensation polymerization 
of aluminum and titanium precursor was 3.67 × 10−6/˚C, which was significantly 
higher than 0.99 × 10−6/˚C of W# sample. The reason is that the content of rutile 
phase with high expansion coefficient in A# sample is relatively large (see Figure 
3), which leads to the increase of thermal expansion coefficient of A# sample, 
while the content of rutile crystal phase in W# and B# samples is relatively low, 
and the content of aluminum titanate is not different, so the expansion coeffi-
cient of these two samples is very close.   

Figure 4 shows the XRD patterns of W#, A# and B# samples after being kept at 
1100˚C for 20 h. The test results of their coefficient of expansion are listed in 
Table 6. Figure 4 shows that the sample of W# has been completely decomposed 
into the crystal phase with high expansion coefficient of corundum (8.6 × 
10−6/˚C) and rutile (8.0 × 10−6/˚C) after being kept at 1100˚C for 20 h, and its 
expansion coefficient has correspondingly increased from the initial 0.99 × 
10−6/˚C (see Table 5) to 8.78 × 10−6/˚C (see Table 6). After being kept at 1100˚C  
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Table 5. Thermal expansion coefficients of samples treated at 750˚C for 1.5 h. 

specimen coefficient of thermal expansion (×10−6/˚C, 20˚C - 1000˚C) 

A# 3.67 

B# 1.13 

W# 0.99 

 
Table 6. Thermal expansion coefficients of samples treated at 1100˚C for 20 h. 

Specimen Coefficient of thermal expansion (×10−6/˚C, 20˚C - 1000˚C) 

A# 7.12 

B# 0.56 

W# 8.78 

 

 
Figure 4. XRD patterns of samples W#, A# and B# treated at 1100˚C for 20 h. 

 
for 20 h, A# was basically decomposed into rutile and corununde, and its expan-
sion coefficient was also increased to 7.12 × 10−6/˚C, indicating that the intro-
duction of anhydrous magnesium acetate before the condensation polymeriza-
tion of aluminum and titanium precursor could not effectively inhibit the ther-
mal decomposition of aluminum titanate. However, from the increase of the 
thermal expansion coefficient of the sample, it can be determined that the alu-
minum titanate in the sample has not been completely decomposed, which is 
consistent with the XRD pattern corresponding to Figure 4, and there are still a 
small number of aluminum titanate diffraction peaks. In sharp contrast, the 
sample B# introduced after the condensation polymerization of aluminum and 
titanium precursor by anhydrous magnesium acetate was not decomposed by 
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aluminum titanate after 20 h heat treatment at 1100˚C. On the contrary, com-
pared with the XRD pattern of the sample B# in Figure 4, the synthesis effect of 
aluminum titanate was significantly improved, which indicated that the newly 
synthesized aluminum titanate phase continuously appeared in the process of the 
sample B# rising from 750˚C to 1100˚C. Due to the increase of aluminum titanate 
crystalline phase and the disappearance of rutile phase, the expansion coefficient of 
B# sample was reduced from 1.59 × 10−6/˚C to 0.56 × 10−6/˚C (see Table 6). 

Thus, it can be seen that although the synthesis effect of aluminum titanate at 
750˚C is better than that of the sample of B#, it is completely decomposed at 
1100˚C and its low expansion characteristics are completely lost. Therefore, the 
application of W# samples only outside the decomposition temperature of alu-
minum titanate makes sense. It is worth noting that after 1100˚C, the sample of 
B# not only shows excellent anti-decomposition ability, but also greatly improves 
the synthesis effect of aluminum titanate, highlighting the important value of the 
sample of B# that can be applied at the decomposition temperature of aluminum 
titanate, which is the purpose of improving the thermal decomposition ability of 
aluminum titanate.  

When introduced before the polycondensation reaction of aluminum and ti-
tanium precursor, anhydrous magnesium acetate can promote the homogeneous 
polycondensation reaction in sol and form a large number of Al-O-Al and 
Ti-O-Ti bonds in gel. The low temperature synthesis of aluminum titanate at 
750˚C is seriously affected. When introducing anhydrous magnesium acetate af-
ter the polycondensation reaction of aluminum and titanium precursor, it can 
further deester the polycondensation reaction product of aluminum and tita-
nium precursor to form heterogeneous bonds of Mg-O-Al and Mg-O-Ti. 
Therefore, magnesium can enter the aluminum titanate lattice at 750˚C to form 
a solid solution, thus improving its thermal stability. Of the hydrolysis of sol-gel 
method in preparation of aluminum titanate material literature reported less, for 
this, based on the team in the hydrolysis of sol-gel research of hydrolysis of he-
terogeneous condensation reaction conditions. The type of aluminum titanate 
stabilizer, the influence law and mechanism of doping effect were studied. First 
adopted the hydrolytic sol-gel to 750˚C stabilization of modified aluminum tita-
nate (reduced above 500˚C) than the traditional methods, both at home and 
abroad the first reveals the traditional anhydrous (low electronegativity) metal 
halide stabilizer cannot achieve aluminum titanate modified the root cause of 
the low temperature stabilization. Excessive ionic bond percentage (50%) of po-
lar compounds to the hydrolysis of heterogeneous condensation reaction. Moreo-
ver, the magnesium stabilized aluminum titanate prepared by nonhydrolytic 
sol-gel method has achieved negative expansion property, and the preparation 
process has obvious advantages. 

Our research group has developed a new high temperature stable aluminum 
titanate base ceramic color and its preparation method. The precursor was ob-
tained by dissolving the aluminum source, titanium source and oxygen donor in 
solvent. Then the colorant raw material which plays a stabilizing role or the co-
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lorant raw material and the stabilizer raw material are added together; Gel was 
formed by non-hydrolyzed sol-gel condensation reaction. The gel was dried, 
ground and calcined to obtain stabilized aluminum titanate base ceramic color. 
The new high-temperature stable aluminum titanate ceramic color developed by 
the invention has the characteristics of low synthesis temperature, low cost, small 
color difference and excellent coloring effect, etc., and is an ideal high-temperature 
color resistant material. The invention relates to a non-hydrolyzed sol-gel method 
for the preparation of a new stable aluminum titanate base ceramic pigment, 
which has the advantages of simple process, short period and easy control. 

3. Conclusion  

The preparation methods of magnesium-stabilized aluminum titanate powder 
have different characteristics. Magnesium stabilization improves the thermal sta-
bility of aluminum titanate. However, the temperature of non-hydrolyzed sol-gel 
method is relatively low, and aluminum titanate can be well synthesized at low 
temperature at 750˚C. Compared with the solid phase method, high-temperature 
reaction is required, and the powder in liquid phase method is easy to agglome-
rate, etc. The preparation technology of non-hydrolyzed sol-gel method has ob-
vious advantages for the negative inflation of magnesium stable aluminum tita-
nate materials. The synthesis of aluminum titanate powder by nonhydrolytic 
sol-gel method has great prospect. The medium temperature of aluminum tita-
nate (800˚C - 1250˚C) is easy to decompose, but the poor stability of the me-
dium temperature can be effectively inhibited by magnesium stabilization. Alu-
minum titanate itself has good corrosion resistance of glass melt and high tem-
perature stability. Aluminum titanate stabilized with magnesium has good sta-
bility at medium temperature. Meanwhile, NHSG method has unique advantag-
es. Because the non-hydrolytic heterogeneous polycondensation reaction is easy 
to form heterogeneous bonding and achieve uniform mixing of atomic levels, 
aluminum titanate stabilized with magnesium is expected to become an ideal 
new high-temperature ceramic color base material.  
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Abstract 
In this work, the total energies of doubly excited states (ns2) 1Se, (np2) 1De, 
(nd2) 1Ge, (nf2) 1Ie, (ng2) 1Ke, and (nh2) 1Me of the helium isoelectronic se-
quence with Z ≤ 10 are calculated in the framework of the variational method 
of the Screening Constant by Unit Nuclear Charge (SCUNC). These calcula-
tions are performed using a new wavefunction correlated to Hylleraas-type. 
The possibility of using the SCUNC method in the investigation of high-lying 
Doubly Excited States(DES) in two-electron systems is demonstrated in the 
present work in the case of the (nl2) 1Lπ doubly excited states, where accurate 
total energies are tabulated up to n = 20. All the results obtained in this paper 
are in agreement with the values of the available literature and may be useful 
for future experimental and theoretical studies on the doubly excited (nl2) 1Lπ 
states of two-electron systems. 
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Doubly Excited States, Helium-Like Systems, Screening Constant by Unit 
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1. Introduction 

Studies of doubly-excited states of helium-like systems remain an active field of 
research since the early experiments of Madden and Codling [1] [2] concerning 
the observation of resonant structures in the absorption spectrum of helium us-
ing synchrotron radiation. The strong correlation between electrons in the 
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doubly excited state of two-electron atomic systems has attracted considerable 
attention from theorists and experimenters as evidenced by the efforts concen-
trated in the field over the last twenty years. Theoretical investigations in 
two-electron Doubly Excited States (DES) are of great interest in connection 
with the understanding of collisional and radiative processes which take place in 
hot astrophysical and laboratory plasma [3] [4] [5]. In these investigations, great 
attention has been paid to the study of symmetric (nl2) DES where the elec-
tron-electron correlation effects may be predominant as revealed by the works of 
Fano [6]. Several experimental and theoretical studies on doubly excited (nl2) 
states have been carried out using different methods. Experimentally, many of 
these doubly excited states have been observed in electronic impact experiments 
by Oda et al. [7] and Hicks and Comer [8]. In their studies, these authors have 
worked on the energy spectra of ejected electrons from autoionization states in 
helium excited by electron impact. Other doubly excited states were observed by 
ion impact by Rudd [9] and by Bordenave-Montesquieu et al. [10]. These doubly 
excited states were also studied by examining the spectra of ejected electrons by 
Gelabart et al. [11] and by Rodbro et al. [12]. From a theoretical point of view, 
several calculation methods have been used, the complex rotation method [13] 
[14] [15], the variational method of Hylleraas [16], the double sums over the to-
tal hydrogen spectrum formalism [17], the density functional theory [18], the 
formalism of the Feshbach projection operators [19] [20], the discretization 
technique [21], the truncated diagonalization method [22], the time-dependent 
variation perturbation theory [23], and the semi-empirical procedure of the 
screening constant by unit nuclear charge (SCUNC) method [24] [25] [26], to 
name a few. In all these ab-initio methods, energies of (nl2) doubly-excited states 
of He isoelectronic sequence can’t be expressed in an analytical formula. In addi-
tion, most of these preceding methods require large basis-set calculations in-
volving a fair amount of mathematics complexity. But, it’s widely believed that 
there are distinct advantages to viewing problems of physics within the frame-
work of simple analytical models. Contrary to all these methods, the variational 
procedure of the SCUNC method makes it possible to calculate the energies of 
the (nl2) doubly excited states without a complex mathematical program or cal-
culation code but from a simple analytical expression. In addition, in the recent 
past the variational procedure of the SCUNC method has been successfully ap-
plied to calculations of the energies of doubly excited states nlnl' (n = 2 - 4) in 
helium-like ions by Sakho [27] using a special Hylleraas-type wave function. 
These reasons sufficiently justify our choice to apply the variational procedure of 
the SCUNC method in this study. The goal of the present work is to report ac-
curate total energies and excitation energies of the doubly excited states (nl2) us-
ing the variational procedure of the SCUNC formalism but also to show that it is 
possible to calculate total energies and precise excitation energies of high-lying 
up to n = 20 of the doubly excited states (nl2) without any calculation code or 
complex mathematical program, without a powerful computer but using a sim-
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ple analytical expression. Section 2 gives the correlated wave functions and brief 
overview of the calculation method. Section 3 gives the presentation and the 
discussion of our results in the case of doubly excited states (ns2) 1Se, (np2) 1De, 
(nd2) 1Ge, (nf2) 1Ie, (ng2) 1Ke, and (nh2) 1Me of the He-like ions up to Z = 10 are 
made. All our results are compared to available theoretical and experimental da-
ta. 

2. Theory and Calculations 
2.1. Hamiltonian and Hylleraas-Type Wave Functions 

The time independent Schrödinger equation for the Helium atom, or the posi-
tive ions of its isoelectronic sequence, or of the negative Hydrogen ion, is 

Ĥ EΨ = Ψ                               (1) 

where Ĥ  represents the Hamiltonian operator of the considered system, Ψ the 
trial wave function and E the associated energy. 

The Hamiltonian H of the helium isoelectronic series in given by (in atomic 
units) 

1 2
1 2 12

1 1 1
2 2

Z ZH
r r r

= − ∆ − ∆ − − +                      (2) 

In this equation, r1 and r2 denote the position of the two electrons from the 
nucleus, Z is the nuclear charge, Δ1 is the Laplacian with reference to the coor-
dinates of the vector radius r1 which detect the position of the electron 1. Δ2 
Laplacian defines the coordinates of the vector radius r2 which detect the posi-
tion of the electron 2 and r12 inter-electronic distance. 

Solving Equation (1) is very difficult because of the term 12 1 2r u r r= = −  
representing electron-electron repulsion. It is therefore necessary to implement a 
rough calculation method using a correlated wavefunction. 

The groundbreaking work in this area was conducted by Hylleraas [28] [29] 
[30]. The simplest Hylleraas wave function is written as follow: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2 12 12 1 2, , 1 expr r r br r rαΨ = + − +                   (3) 

Since Hyllerass’ original work, tremendous efforts have been made to improve 
upon that work, using larger and larger expansions, adding more complicated 
terms. In this present work, we have modified this Hylleraas wavefunction in 
order to adapt it to the study of symmetrical (nl2) 1Lπ doubly excited states in 
two-electron atomic systems. These wave functions are defined as follow: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1

2 2
1 2 12 0 0 12 1 2

0
, , 1 exp

n
r r r n r C Zr r r

υ υ

υ
α

= − −

=

Ψ = × + − +  ∑


       (4) 

In this expression, n is the principal quantum number; ℓ is orbital quantum 
number, r0 is Bohr radius, C0 and α are the variational parameters to be deter-
mined by minimizing the energy, Z is the nuclear charge number, r12 represents 
the term electron-electron repulsion r1 and r2 are the coordinates of electrons 
with respect to the nucleus.    
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From the theoretical viewpoint, the Hylleraas variational method is based on 
the Hylleraas and Undheim theorem [31] according to which, a good approxi-
mation of the energy eigenvalue ( )0,E Cα  is obtained when the minima of the 
function ( ( )2

0 0d , d dE C Cα α ) converge with increasing values of the dimension 
D of the basis states and when the function exhibit a plateau. 

Using this theorem, the values of the varitional parameters α and C0 can be 
determined by the following conditions: 

( )0

0

,
0

E C
C
α∂

=
∂

                            (5) 

and 

( )0,
0

E Cα
α

∂
=

∂
                            (6) 

In the framework of the Ritz’ variation principle, the energy  

( ) ( )0 0, ,E C H Cα α=  is calculated from the relation: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

0 0
0

0 0

, ,
,

, ,

C H C
E C H

C C

α α
α α

α α

Ψ Ψ
= =

Ψ Ψ
             (7) 

In this equation, the correlated wave functions are given by (4) and the Ha-
miltonian H of the helium isoelectronic series in given by (2) (in atomic units). 

Furthermore, the closure relation represents the fact that 1 2,r r  are conti-
nuous bases in the space of the two-electron space, written as follow: 

3 3
1 2 1 2 1 2d d , , 1r r =∫∫ r r r r                       (8) 

Using this relation, according to (7), we obtain: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

3 3
0 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 0

3 3
1 2 0 1 2 1 2 0

, d d , , , ,

ˆd d , , , ,

E C r r C C

r r C H C

α α α

α α

Ψ × Ψ

= Ψ Ψ

∫∫
∫∫

r r r r

r r r r
          (9) 

By developing this expression (9), we find: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )3 3 3 3
0 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 0

ˆ, d d , * , d d , * ,E C r r C C r r C H Cα α α α αΨ ×Ψ = Ψ Ψ∫∫ ∫∫  (10) 

This means: 

( ) ( ) ( )3 3
0 1 2 0 0

ˆ* , d d , * ,N E C r r C H Cα α α= Ψ Ψ∫∫             (11) 

with the normalization constant 

( ) 23 3
1 2 0d d ,N r r Cα= Ψ∫∫                      (12) 

To make it easier to integrate Equation (11), we operate the variable changes 
in elliptic coordinates by: 

1 2 1 2 12; ;s r r t r r u r= + = − =                    (13) 

On the basis of these variable changes, the elementary volume element 

( )3 3 2 2 2
1 2d d d 2 d d dr r s t u s u tτ π= = −                  (14) 
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Using these elliptical coordinates, Equation (11) is written as follows 

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

2 2 2
2 2

0
0 0 0

2 2 2 2 2 2 2

, d d d

2 4

s u

NE C s u t u s t
s t u

s u t t s u Zsu s t
u s t

α
∞   ∂Ψ ∂Ψ ∂Ψ      = − × + +       ∂ ∂ ∂        

∂Ψ ∂Ψ ∂Ψ    + × − × + − × −Ψ × − +    ∂ ∂ ∂   

∫ ∫ ∫
 (15) 

with respect to the correlated wave functions given by expression (4), it is ex-
pressed as follow 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1

2 2
0 0 0

0
, , , , 1 exp

n
s t u C n r C Zu s

υ υ

υ
α α

= − −

=

Ψ = × + −∑


         (16) 

Furthermore, according to (12), the normalization constant is written in ellip-
tic coordinates as: 

( )2 2 2

0 0 0

d d d
s u

N s u tu s t
∞

= − ×Ψ∫ ∫ ∫                     (17) 

2.2. General Formalism of the SCUNC Method 

The Screening Constant by Unit Nuclear Charge (SCUNC) formalism is used in 
this work to calculate the total energies of the symmetrical (nl2) 1Lπ doubly ex-
cited states of the helium-isoelectronic up to Z = 10. 

In the framework of the Screening Constant by Unit Nuclear Charge (SCUNC) 
formalism, total energies of the (Nℓnℓ') 2S+1Lπ doubly excited states are expressed 
in Rydberg (Ry) as below [24] [25] 

( ) ( ) 22 1 2 2 1
2 2

1 1, 1 , Ry,s sE N n L Z N n L Z
N n

π πβ+ +  ′ ′= − + −   
        (18) 

In this equation, the principal quantum numbers N and n, are respectively the 
inner and the outer electron of the helium-isoelectronic series. In this equation, 
the β-parameters are screening constant by unit nuclear charge expanded in in-
verse powers of Z and given by 

( )2 1

1

1, ,
kq

s
k

k
N n L Z f

Z
πβ +

=

 ′ =  
 

∑ 
                   (19) 

where ( )2 1, s
k kf f N n Lπ+′=    are screening constants to be evaluated based on 

variational predicable using a wavefunction. 
For the states (nl2) 1Lπ, N = n and l = l'. Hence, the total energy is written as 

follow: 

( ) ( ){ }2 22 1 2 1
2, 1 1 , , RyZE n L n L Z

n
π πβ = − + −              (20) 

Furthermore, in the framework of the screening constant by unit nuclear 
charge formalism, the β-screening constant is expressed in terms of the varia-
tional α-parameter as follow 

( )2 1
2

2, , , 1
2 4 3

Ln L Z
n LZ

π αβ α  = + + − 
                (21) 
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In this expression, n denotes the principal quantum number, L characterizes the 
considered quantum state (S, P, D, F etc.) and α is the variational parameter. 

Then, using Equation (21), the total energies of the symmetrical (nl2) 1Lπ 
doubly excited states in the helium isoelectronic series is expressed in Rydberg 
(Ry) as below: 

( )
22

2 1
2 2

2, ,
4

R
2 3

y1 1 1Z LE n L Z
n Ln Z

π α    = − + − +   + −    
        (22) 

In this equation, only the parameter α is unknown. Considering the (2s2) 1Se 
state of Helium-like ions (Z = 2 - 10), we calculated the values of the variational 
parameters α and C0, the results of which are presented in Table 1. 

The Equation (22) is used to calculate the total energies of the (nl2) 1Lπ doubly 
excited states of helium-like ions without a complex calculation program.   

3. Results and Discussions 

The results obtained in the present study for (ns2) 1Se, (np2) 1De, (nd2) 1Ge, (nf2) 
1Ie, (ng2) 1Ke, and (nh2) 1Me with n ≤ 20 in the helium-like ions up to Z = 10 are 
listed in Tables 1-16 and compared to various other calculations. Table 1 
presents our results on the calculation of the variational parameters α and C0. 
These variational parameters are calculated by determining the expression of E = 
f(a, C0) from the expression (15) and the wavefunction (16), then according to 
conditions (5) and (6) we obtained a system of equations whose resolution to 
give the values of the variational parameters α and C0 with 2 ≤ Z ≤ 10. All calcu-
lations in this work were performed with the calculation program MAXIMA. In 
Tables 2-7 we have listed our present results E on the calculation of the total 
energies of the (nl2) 1Lπ doubly excited states of the helium isoelectronic se-
quence with 2 ≤ Z ≤10 and 2 ≤ n ≤ 20 obtained using Equation (22). Table 2 
shows our present results of the (ns2) 1Se (n = 2 - 20) doubly excited states of he-
lium - like systems (Z = 2 - 10). Table 3 shows our present results of the (np2) 
1De (n = 2 - 20) doubly excited states of helium-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). Table 4 
shows our present results of the (nd2) 1Ge (n = 3 - 20) doubly excited states of he-
lium-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). Table 5 shows our present results of the (nf2) 1Ie 
(n = 4 - 20) doubly excited states of helium-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). Table 6 
shows our present results of the (ng2) 1Ke (n = 5 - 20) doubly excited states of he-
lium-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). Table 7 shows our present results of the (nh2) 1Me 
(n = 6 - 20) doubly excited states of helium-like systems (Z = 2 - 10).  

Table 8 shows a comparison of the present calculations for the (ns2) 1Se states 
with the results of the semi-empirical procedure of the screening constant by  
 

Table 1. Values of variational parameters α and C0 of helium-like ions (Z = 2 - 10). 

Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

α 0.96105 1.40362 1.93837 2.47394 3.00997 3.54627 4.08276 4.61938 5.15608 

C0 0.24982 0.26539 0.28139 0.29115 0.29771 0.30244 0.30600 0.30878 0.31102 
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Table 2. Total energy (−E) for (ns2) 1Se (n = 2 - 20) doubly excited states of helium-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). The energies E are in 
eV. 

Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

ns2 −E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

2s2 21.45940 52.42276 96.46002 154.07753 225.28724 310.09472 408.50290 520.51348 646.12749 

3s2 9.53751 23.29900 42.87112 68.47890 100.12766 137.81987 181.55684 231.33932 287.16777 

4s2 5.36485 13.10569 24.11501 38.51938 56.32181 77.52368 102.12572 130.12837 161.53187 

5s2 3.43350 8.38764 15.43360 24.65241 36.04596 49.61515 65.36046 83.28216 103.38040 

6s2 2.38438 5.82475 10.71778 17.11973 25.03192 34.45497 45.38921 57.83483 71.79194 

7s2 1.75179 4.27941 7.87429 12.57776 18.39080 25.31385 33.34718 42.49090 52.74510 

8s2 1.34121 3.27642 6.02875 9.62985 14.08045 19.38092 25.53143 32.53209 40.38297 

9s2 1.05972 2.58878 4.76346 7.60877 11.12530 15.31332 20.17298 25.70437 31.90753 

10s2 0.85838 2.09691 3.85840 6.16310 9.01149 12.40379 16.34012 20.82054 25.84510 

11s2 0.70940 1.73298 3.18876 5.09347 7.44751 10.25107 13.50423 17.20706 21.35959 

12s2 0.59609 1.45619 2.67945 4.27993 6.25798 8.61374 11.34730 14.45871 17.94799 

13s2 0.50791 1.24078 2.28308 3.64681 5.33224 7.33952 9.66871 12.31985 15.29296 

14s2 0.43795 1.06985 1.96857 3.14444 4.59770 6.32846 8.33679 10.62272 13.18628 

15s2 0.38150 0.93196 1.71484 2.73916 4.00511 5.51279 7.26227 9.25357 11.48671 

16s2 0.33530 0.81911 1.50719 2.40746 3.52011 4.84523 6.38286 8.13302 10.09574 

17s2 0.29702 0.72557 1.33509 2.13256 3.11816 4.29197 5.65402 7.20434 8.94294 

18s2 0.26493 0.64719 1.19086 1.90219 2.78132 3.82833 5.04325 6.42609 7.97688 

19s2 0.23778 0.58086 1.06881 1.70723 2.49626 3.43595 4.52635 5.76746 7.15931 

20s2 0.21459 0.52423 0.96460 1.54078 2.25287 3.10095 4.08503 5.20513 6.46127 

 
Table 3. Total energy (−E) for the (np2) 1De (n = 2 - 20) doubly excited states of helium-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). The energies E 
are in eV. 

Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

np2 −E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

2p2 19.40691 48.98779 91.46705 147.50214 217.11646 300.32082 397.12093 507.52007 631.52025 

3p2 8.78089 22.04020 41.04506 66.07698 97.14529 134.25433 177.40638 226.60274 281.84424 

4p2 5.00135 12.50334 23.24244 37.37258 54.89863 75.82286 100.14645 127.87008 158.99418 

5p2 3.23051 8.05224 14.94822 24.01485 35.25507 48.67024 64.26108 82.02799 101.97124 

6p2 2.25935 5.61862 10.41971 16.72838 24.54660 33.87526 44.71484 57.06561 70.92775 

7p2 1.66926 4.14359 7.67801 12.32015 18.07141 24.93241 32.90349 41.98486 52.17663 

8p2 1.28386 3.18216 5.89260 9.45120 13.85900 19.11648 25.22388 32.18135 39.98897 

9p2 1.01824 2.52067 4.66512 7.47977 10.96542 15.12242 19.95098 25.45121 31.62316 

10p2 0.82739 2.04609 3.78505 6.06690 8.89227 12.26146 16.17460 20.63180 25.63311 

11p2 0.68564 1.69405 3.13258 5.01981 7.35623 10.14210 13.37752 17.06258 21.19731 

12p2 0.57748 1.42570 2.63546 4.22227 6.18654 8.52846 11.24814 14.34564 17.82100 

13p2 0.49305 1.21645 2.24800 3.60082 5.27527 7.27152 9.58964 12.22970 15.19171 
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14p2 0.42590 1.05014 1.94014 3.10718 4.55154 6.27337 8.27274 10.54969 13.10425 

15p2 0.37159 0.91576 1.69148 2.70854 3.96718 5.46753 7.20965 9.19357 11.41933 

16p2 0.32706 0.80563 1.48776 2.38200 3.48857 4.80759 6.33910 8.08313 10.03971 

17p2 0.29008 0.71424 1.31875 2.11115 3.09165 4.26033 5.61723 7.16240 8.89585 

18p2 0.25904 0.63757 1.17700 1.88402 2.75882 3.80148 5.01203 6.39051 7.93692 

19p2 0.23273 0.57263 1.05694 1.69168 2.47700 3.41297 4.49963 5.73700 7.12510 

20p2 0.21024 0.51712 0.95436 1.52736 2.23626 3.08112 4.06199 5.17886 6.43177 

 
Table 4. Total energy (−E) for the (nd2) 1Ge (n = 3 - 20) doubly excited states of helium-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). The energies E 
are in eV. 

Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

nd2 −E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

3d2 8.66987 21.84944 40.76532 65.70667 96.68358 133.70073 176.76056 225.86449 281.01340 

4d2 4.92028 12.36512 23.04025 37.10534 54.56575 75.42399 99.68137 127.33865 158.39628 

5d2 3.17227 7.95352 14.80410 23.82457 35.01823 48.38660 63.93048 81.65034 101.54646 

6d2 2.21670 5.54666 10.31481 16.59001 24.37447 33.66919 44.47473 56.79139 70.61936 

7d2 1.63727 4.08980 7.59970 12.21693 17.94306 24.77881 32.72457 41.78056 51.94691 

8d2 1.25931 3.14100 5.83274 9.37235 13.76099 18.99922 25.08731 32.02543 39.81368 

9d2 0.99901 2.48852 4.61839 7.41825 10.88897 15.03099 19.84451 25.32967 31.48654 

10d2 0.81206 2.02051 3.74790 6.01801 8.83154 12.18883 16.09005 20.53529 25.52462 

11d2 0.67323 1.67337 3.10257 4.98032 7.30720 10.08347 13.30928 16.98469 21.10977 

12d2 0.56728 1.40875 2.61088 4.18993 6.14639 8.48047 11.19228 14.28189 17.74935 

13d2 0.48458 1.20239 2.22761 3.57401 5.24199 7.23174 9.54334 12.17686 15.13234 

14d2 0.41878 1.03834 1.92304 3.08470 4.52364 6.24003 8.23394 10.50542 13.05450 

15d2 0.36555 0.90576 1.67701 2.68951 3.94357 5.43931 7.17681 9.15611 11.37723 

16d2 0.32189 0.79709 1.47539 2.36575 3.46841 4.78350 6.31106 8.05115 10.00378 

17d2 0.28563 0.70689 1.30810 2.09717 3.07430 4.23960 5.59311 7.13489 8.86493 

18d2 0.25518 0.63119 1.16777 1.87190 2.74378 3.78351 4.99112 6.36666 7.91012 

19d2 0.22936 0.56706 1.04888 1.68110 2.46388 3.39729 4.48139 5.71620 7.10173 

20d2 0.20728 0.51223 0.94729 1.51807 2.22474 3.06737 4.04598 5.16061 6.41126 

 
Table 5. Total energy (−E) for the (nf2) 1Ie (n = 4 - 20) doubly excited states of helium-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). The energies E are 
in eV. 

Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

nf2 −E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

4f2 4.88462 12.30381 22.95032 36.98626 54.41728 75.24595 99.47366 127.10120 158.12904 

5f2 3.14469 7.90632 14.73497 23.73314 34.90428 48.25001 63.77119 81.46828 101.34160 

6f2 2.19522 5.51005 10.26127 16.51924 24.28632 33.56358 44.35159 56.65069 70.46106 

7f2 1.62030 4.06098 7.55759 12.16131 17.87382 24.69587 32.62789 41.67010 51.82266 

8f2 1.24569 3.11795 5.79909 9.32793 13.70571 18.93303 25.01016 31.93731 39.71456 
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9f2 0.98792 2.46980 4.59110 7.38224 10.84417 14.97736 19.78201 25.25829 31.40626 

10f2 0.80291 2.00511 3.72546 5.98842 8.79474 12.14478 16.03872 20.47668 25.45872 

11f2 0.66560 1.66055 3.08390 4.95571 7.27660 10.04685 13.26662 16.93598 21.05500 

12f2 0.56085 1.39796 2.59518 4.16925 6.12067 8.44969 11.15644 14.24097 17.70334 

13f2 0.47911 1.19322 2.21428 3.55645 5.22017 7.20563 9.51294 12.14215 15.09331 

14f2 0.41408 1.03048 1.91163 3.06967 4.50496 6.21768 8.20792 10.47572 13.02111 

15f2 0.36150 0.89898 1.66715 2.67654 3.92746 5.42004 7.15437 9.13050 11.34844 

16f2 0.31836 0.79119 1.46683 2.35448 3.45441 4.76676 6.29158 8.02891 9.97877 

17f2 0.28253 0.70173 1.30062 2.08731 3.06206 4.22496 5.57608 7.11544 8.84307 

18f2 0.25245 0.62665 1.16118 1.86323 2.73302 3.77064 4.97615 6.34956 7.89091 

19f2 0.22694 0.56304 1.04306 1.67344 2.45436 3.38592 4.46815 5.70109 7.08475 

20f2 0.20513 0.50866 0.94211 1.51127 2.21629 3.05726 4.03422 5.14719 6.39618 

 
Table 6. Total energy (−E) for the (ng2) 1Ke (n = 5 - 20) doubly excited states of helium-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). The energies E 
are in eV. 

Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

ng2 −E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

5g2 3.12860 7.87865 14.69439 23.67940 34.83728 48.16967 63.67745 81.36112 101.22099 

6g2 2.18229 5.48788 10.22878 16.47627 24.23275 33.49937 44.27669 56.56508 70.36472 

7g2 1.60979 4.04301 7.53129 12.12654 17.83049 24.64395 32.56734 41.60091 51.74480 

8g2 1.23704 3.10320 5.77753 9.29943 13.67022 18.89050 24.96058 31.88065 39.65082 

9g2 0.98071 2.45755 4.57320 7.35860 10.81474 14.94209 19.74091 25.21133 31.35343 

10g2 0.79685 1.99482 3.71044 5.96858 8.77005 12.11521 16.00426 20.43731 25.41443 

11g2 0.66044 1.65182 3.07117 4.93891 7.25569 10.02181 13.23743 16.90264 21.01750 

12g2 0.55643 1.39049 2.58428 4.15487 6.10279 8.42829 11.13149 14.21248 17.67130 

13g2 0.47529 1.18677 2.20488 3.54406 5.20475 7.18718 9.49144 12.11760 15.06570 

14g2 0.41075 1.02488 1.90347 3.05891 4.49158 6.20167 8.18926 10.45441 12.99715 

15g2 0.35858 0.89408 1.66002 2.66713 3.91576 5.40604 7.13807 9.11188 11.32750 

16g2 0.31579 0.78687 1.46055 2.34621 3.44413 4.75445 6.27724 8.01254 9.96037 

17g2 0.28026 0.69791 1.29506 2.08000 3.05297 4.21408 5.56341 7.10097 8.82681 

18g2 0.25042 0.62326 1.15624 1.85673 2.72494 3.76097 4.96489 6.33671 7.87646 

19g2 0.22513 0.56001 1.03865 1.66763 2.44715 3.37729 4.45810 5.68962 7.07185 

20g2 0.20350 0.50594 0.93816 1.50606 2.20982 3.04952 4.02521 5.13690 6.38462 

 
Table 7. Total energy (−E) for the (nh2) 1Me (n = 6 - 20) doubly excited states of helium-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). The energies E 
are in eV. 

Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

ng2 −E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

6h2 2.17365 5.47302 10.20698 16.44740 24.19675 33.45620 44.22633 56.50750 70.29992 

7h2 1.60263 4.03075 7.51331 12.10275 17.80083 24.60839 32.52586 41.55350 51.69145 
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8h2 1.23105 3.09296 5.76253 9.27960 13.64551 18.86088 24.92603 31.84117 39.60639 

9h2 0.97565 2.44891 4.56056 7.34189 10.79392 14.91715 19.71182 25.17808 31.31603 

10h2 0.79253 1.98746 3.69968 5.95436 8.75234 12.09399 15.97952 20.40904 25.38263 

11h2 0.65672 1.64550 3.06193 4.92670 7.24049 10.00360 13.21620 16.87839 20.99022 

12h2 0.55320 1.38501 2.57628 4.14431 6.08964 8.41253 11.11313 14.19150 17.64770 

13h2 0.47247 1.18199 2.19790 3.53485 5.19329 7.17345 9.47544 12.09932 15.04514 

14h2 0.40827 1.02068 1.89734 3.05082 4.48152 6.18962 8.17522 10.43837 12.97912 

15h2 0.35638 0.89037 1.65461 2.66000 3.90688 5.39542 7.12568 9.09773 11.31160 

16h2 0.31384 0.78358 1.45575 2.33987 3.43625 4.74502 6.26625 7.99999 9.94626 

17h2 0.27851 0.69497 1.29078 2.07435 3.04594 4.20567 5.55361 7.08979 8.81423 

18h2 0.24886 0.62062 1.15241 1.85167 2.71865 3.75344 4.95611 6.32669 7.86519 

19h2 0.22372 0.55763 1.03520 1.66308 2.44149 3.37052 4.45021 5.68061 7.06172 

20h2 0.20222 0.50380 0.93504 1.50195 2.20471 3.04341 4.01809 5.12877 6.37547 

 
Table 8. Comparison of the present calculations on total energies of the doubly (ns2) 1Se (n = 2 - 7) excited states of helium-like 
systems (Z = 2 - 10) with available literature values. All results are expressed in eV. 

States 
ns2 1Se Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2s2 1Se 

−Ep 21.45940 52.42276 96.46002 154.07753 225.28724 310.09472 408.50290 520.51348 646.12749 

−Ea 21.19004 51.75672 95.92923 153.70728 225.09117 310.08075 408.67588 520.87683 646.68334 

−Eb 21.16692 51.86067 96.15032 154.04035 225.53336 310.63042 409.33154 521.63766 647.54894 

−Ec 21.19388 51.75719 95.92188 153.72003 225.09205 310.08931 408.67561 520.87758 646.68514 

−Ed 21.16678 51.86054 96.15046 154.03995 225.53363 310.62879 409.33289 521.62923 647.54853 

−Ee 21.16460 51.86312 96.14556 154.03886 225.53540 310.62852 409.33358 521.63576 647.54377 

 −Ek 21.19000 52.00000 96.43000 154.45000 226.09000 311.32000 410.17000 522.62000 648.67000 

3s2 1Se 

−Ep 9.53751 23.29900 42.87112 68.47890 100.12766 137.81987 181.55684 231.33932 287.16777 

−Ea 9.64562 23.38097 43.16324 68.99254 100.86877 138.79205 182.76224 232.77934 288.84349 

−Ec 9.64065 23.48066 43.29425 69.06061 100.76559 138.39575 181.93676 231.37273 286.68564 

−Ef 9.62031 23.40586 43.23344 69.10874 101.02769 138.99573 183.00878 233.07091 289.17806 

−Eg 9.41772 23.00300 42.63519 68.31431 100.04059 137.81366 181.63365 231.50082 287.41489 

−Ed 9.62017 23.40586 43.23316 69.10847 101.02837 138.99627 183.00918 233.06996 289.17887 

−Ee 9.62466 23.40178 43.22527 69.10738 101.02224 138.98212 182.99653 233.05866 289.17125 

−Eh 9.58385 22.83852 42.25657 67.85978      

 −Ek 9.42000 23.11000 42.86000 68.65000 100.48000 138.37000 182.30000 232.27000 288.30000 

4s2 1Se 

−Ep 5.36485 13.10569 24.11501 38.51938 56.32181 77.52368 102.12572 130.12837 161.53187 

−Ea 5.49139 13.25971 24.42944 39.00059 56.97332 78.34732 103.12276 131.29961 162.87803 

−Ei 5.46963 13.25848 24.45079 39.03978 57.02243 78.41957 103.20357 131.40206 162.99422 

−Eg 5.29751 12.93915 23.98235 38.42684 56.27276 77.52023 102.16899 130.21932 161.67093 
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 −Ej 5.35000 13.18000 24.49000 38.08000 57.95000 78.43000 103.18000 130.42000 163.20000 

 −Ek 5.30000 13.00000 24.11000 38.61000 56.52000 77.83000 102.54000 130.65000 162.17000 

 −Ep 3.43350 8.38764 15.43360 24.65241 36.04596 49.61515 65.36046 83.28216 103.38040 

5s2 1Se −Ea 3.53993 8.52792 15.69281 25.03462 36.55320 50.24884 66.12138 84.17083 104.39706 

 −Eg 3.39040 8.28111 15.34872 24.59325 36.01455 49.61291 65.38816 83.34034 103.46942 

 −Ej 3.22000 8.15000 15.33000 24.28000 36.45000 49.69000 65.29000 83.20000 103.67000 

 −Ek 3.39000 8.32000 15.43000 24.71000 36.17000 49.81000 65.63000 83.62000 103.79000 

6s2 1Se 
−Ep 2.38438 5.82475 10.71778 17.11973 25.03192 34.45497 45.38921 57.83483 71.79194 

−Ea 2.47025 5.94161 10.92483 17.41965 25.42606 34.94460 45.97447 58.51647 72.57007 

 −Ek 2.35000 5.78000 10.71000 17.16000 25.12000 34.59000 45.57000 58.07000 72.07000 

7s2 1Se 

−Ep 1.75179 4.27941 7.87429 12.57776 18.39080 25.31385 33.34718 42.49090 52.74510 

−Ej 1.72000 4.27000 7.82000 12.63000 18.46000 25.39000 33.44000 42.58000 52.83000 

−Ek 1.73000 4.24000 7.87000 12.61000 18.46000 25.41000 33.48000 42.66000 52.95000 

−Ea 1.821259 4.37559 8.04042 12.81602 18.70239 25.69953 33.80717 43.02557 53.35447 

pPresent work, values calculated from Equation (22), asakho [32], bHo [33], cSow et al. [36], dGning et al. [37], eKonte et al. [38], fHo [34], gSakho et al. [24], 
hRay et al. [23], iHo [35], jDiouf et al. [39], kSakho [40]. 

 
unit nuclear charge method of Sakho et al. [24] [32], with the results of the com-
plex rotation of Ho [33] [34] [35], with the results of Sow et al. [36] who used 
the variational method of the SCUNC formalism, with the complex rotation 
values of Gning et al. [37], with the Konté et al. [38] data, with the data from the 
time-dependent variation perturbation theory of Ray et al. [23], with the results 
of Diouf et al. [39] and finally with the data from the modified slater theory of 
Sakho [40]. The observation of our results shown in this table shows that our 
present calculations are generally in good agreement with the results of the cited 
authors up to Z = 10. 

In Table 9, we compare our calculations for (np2) 1De states with the results of 
the calculations of Badiane et al. [41], with the data of Sakho [24] [32] [40], with 
the results of the complex rotation calculations (CRC) of Ho and Bhatia [13], 
with the values of Ivanov and Safronova [17], with the results of the variational 
method calculations of Hylleraas de Biaye et al. [16] and finally with those ob-
tained by Roy et al. [18] who applied the functional density theory (FDT). Here, 
the agreements between the calculations are considered good. Table 10 com-
pares our results for the (nd2) 1Ge (n = 3 - 10) states with those obtained by Ba-
diane et al. [41], sakho [32] [40], Bachau et al. [19], Biaye et al. [16], Ivanov and 
Safronova [17], Diouf et al. [39], Ray et al. [23] and Roy et al. [18]. As regards 
the (nd2) 1Ge-levels, comparison shows also a good agreement up to Z = 10. Ta-
ble 11 shows the results of our present calculations of the total energies of the 
doubly excited (nf2) 1Ie (n = 4 - 10) states of helium-like systems up to Z = 10, 
which we compare with those obtained by Biaye et al. [16], Badiane et al. [41], 
Sakho et al. [32] [40], Ho [20], Diouf et al. [39], and Sow et al. [36]. A comparative  
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Table 9. Comparison of the present calculations on total energies of the doubly (np2) 1De (n = 2 - 5) excited states of helium-like 
systems (Z = 2 - 10) with available literature values. All results are expressed in eV. 

States 
np2 1De Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2p2 1De 

−Ep 19.40691 48.98779 91.46705 147.50214 217.11646 300.32082 397.12093 507.52007 631.52025 

−Ea 19.12145 48.19274 90.86974 147.15243 217.04218 300.53626 397.63604 508.34153 632.65271 

−Eb 19.12008 48.19002 90.86565 147.14835 217.03537 300.52809 397.62652 508.33201 632.64183 

−Ec 19.10104 48.18049 90.81667 147.03678 216.85169 300.26551 397.28229 507.90071 632.12481 

−Ed 19.41533 48.39138 90.97314 147.16059 216.95238 300.35123 397.35577 507.96601 632.18195 

−Ee 19.18403 48.39138 91.14321 147.47352 217.39320 300.90769 398.02245 508.73746 633.05408 

−Ef  47.78049 90.54592 146.90888      

−Eg 19.12000 48.19000 90.87000 147.15000 217.03000 300.53000 397.63000 508.33000 632.64000 

 −Eh 19.12000 48.73000 91.95000 148.77000 219.20000 303.24000 400.88000 512.13000 636.9800 

3p2 1De 

−Ep 8.78089 22.04020 41.04506 66.07698 97.14529 134.25433 177.40638 226.60274 281.84424 

−Ea 8.98656 22.56777 42.23345 67.96182 99.74201 137.57401 181.45511 231.38394 287.36187 

−Eb 9.19065 22.62219 42.10011 67.62440 99.19642 136.81482 180.48094 230.19344 285.95368 

−Ec 9.33759 22.91608 42.54502 68.22033 99.94474 137.71687 181.53675 231.40299 287.31561 

−Ed 8.98929 22.11198 41.28241 66.49785 97.76238 135.07193 178.43056 227.83422 283.28559 

−Ee 8.66955 21.80585 41.03206 66.37676 97.83993 135.44200 179.18160 229.06009 285.07883 

−Ef  21.82626 41.09465 66.40669      

−Eg 8.50000 21.42000 40.38000 65.40000 96.46000 133.57000 176.72000 225.92000 281.17000 

 −Eh 8.50000 21.66000 40.87000 66.12000 97.42000 134.77000 178.17000 227.61000 283.10000 

4p2 1De 

−Ep 5.00135 12.50334 23.24244 37.37258 54.89863 75.82286 100.14645 127.87008 158.99418 

−Ea 5.11302 12.82881 23.97187 38.52453 56.48269 77.84364 102.61009 130.77661 162.34727 

−Eb 5.383774 13.08187 24.18141 38.68236 56.58609 77.88989 102.59512 130.70314 162.21121 

−Ec  13.12678 24.26168 38.79937 56.73984 78.08038 102.82642 130.97117 162.51598 

−Ee 4.893969 12.23560 22.93921 37.02246 54.49354 75.36060 99.629084 127.30035 158.37441 

−Ef  12.37982 23.26166 37.543563      

−Eg 4.78000 12.05000 22.72000 36.79000 54.26000 75.13000 99.41000 127.08000 158.16000 

 −Eh 4.78000 12.18000 22.99000 37.19000 54.80000 75.81000 100.22000 128.03000 159.24000 

5p2 1De 

−Ep 3.23051 8.05224 14.94822 24.01485 35.25507 48.67024 64.26108 82.02799 101.97124 

−Ea 3.28849 8.24777 15.40029 24.73652 36.25238 49.94652 65.81892 83.86824 104.09583 

−Eb 3.53068 8.51309 15.67240 25.00863 36.52178 50.21047 66.07743 84.12131 104.34209 

−Ef  7.95117 14.92953 24.08344      

 −Eg  7.71000 14.54000 23.54000 34.72000 48.08000 63.62000 81.33000 101.22000 

 −Eh 3.06000 7.80000 14.71000 23.80000 35.07000 48.52000 64.14000 81.94000 101.92000 

pPresent work, values calculated from Equation (22), aBadiane et al. [41], bSakho et al. [32], cHo and Bhatia [13], dIvanov and Safronova [17], eBiaye et al. 
[16], fRoy et al. [18], gSakho et al. [24], hSakho [40]. 
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Table 10. Comparison of the present calculations on total energies of the doubly (nd2) 1Ge (n = 3 - 10) excited states of helium-like 
systems (Z = 2 - 10) with available literature values. All results are expressed in eV. 

States 
nd2 1Ge Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

3d2 1Ge 

−Ep 8.66987 21.84944 40.76532 65.70667 96.68358 133.70073 176.76056 225.86449 281.01340 

−Ea 8.31716 20.87794 39.56401 64.34271 95.23988 132.11133 175.08356 224.11306 279.19300 

−Eb 8.30492 21.07114 39.88374 64.74271 95.64942 132.60385 175.60466 224.65184 279.74676 

−Ec 8.38927 21.14053 39.89191 64.68148 95.48479 132.35623 175.26860 224.22190 279.18892 

−Ed 8.58383 21.54734 40.49464 65.45157 96.431745 133.44332 176.491754 225.57839 280.70732 

−Ee 8.57703 21.24938 39.97082 64.73727 95.551456 132.41065 175.321664 224.27632 279.27872 

−Ef 8.50000 21.73000 41.06000 65.52000 96.77000 134.03000 178.740000 227.96000 282.92000 

−Eg 8.48996 21.15414 39.84021 64.56448      

 −Ei 8.35000 21.43000 40.55000 65.72000 96.94000 134.21000 177.52000 226.87000 283.28000 

4d2 1Ge 

−Ep 4.92028 12.36512 23.04025 37.10534 54.56575 75.42399 99.68137 127.33865 158.39628 

−Ea 4.78104 12.03016 22.74328 36.89048 54.45816 75.43951 99.82773 127.62417 158.82476 

−Eb 4.85315 12.17709 22.90383 37.03063 54.55884 75.48985 99.82092 127.55342 158.68869 

−Ed 4.89397 12.23560 22.93785 37.02110 54.49218 75.35787 99.62500 127.29354 158.77713 

−Eg 5.31166 12.51724 23.33105 37.55445      

 −Ei 4.70000 12.05000 22.81000 36.97000 54.53000 75.49000 99.85000 127.62000 158.78000 

5d2 1Ge 

−Ep 3.17227 7.95352 14.80410 23.82457 35.01823 48.38660 63.93048 81.65034 101.54646 

−Ea 3.09394 7.79198 14.71456 23.83718 35.14896 48.64581 64.32502 82.18386 102.22233 

−Eb 3.17965 7.92259 14.84245 23.93786 35.21155 48.66214 64.28964 82.09406 102.07538 

−Eh 3.06672 7.81375 14.73769 23.83854      

−Ef 3.04000 7.59000 14.57000 23.600000 34.80000 48.31000 63.87000 81.59000 101.68000 

 −Ei 3.01000 7.71000 14.60000 23.66000 34.90000 48.31000 63.91000 81.67000 101.62000 

6d2 1Ge 

−Ep 2.21670 5.54666 10.31481 16.59001 24.37447 33.66919 44.47473 56.79139 70.61936 

−Ea 2.16331 5.45044 10.28591 16.64929 24.53379 33.93533 44.85254 57.28271 71.22855 

−Ef 2.04000 5.34000 10.12000  24.28000 33.51000 44.31000 56.74000 70.50000 

−Eh  5.45997 10.28182 16.61392      

 −Ei 2.09000 5.36000 10.14000 16.43000 24.23000 33.55000 44.38000 56.72000 70.57000 

7d2 1Ge 

−Ep 1.63727 4.08980 7.59970 12.21693 17.94306 24.77881 32.72457 41.78056 51.94691 

−Ea 1.59595 4.02456 7.58926 12.27914 18.08469 25.00727 33.04279 42.18991 52.44861 

−Ef 1.50000 3.93000 7.44000 12.04000 17.87000 24.57000 32.64000 41.68000 51.83000 

−Eh  3.87490 7.57293 12.23152      

 −Ei 1.53000 3.94000 7.45000 12.07000 17.80000 24.65000 32.60000 41.67000 51.85000 

8d 21Ge 
−Ep 1.25931 3..14100 5.83274 9.37235 13.76099 18.99922 25.08731 32.02543 39.81368 

−Ea 1.22587 3.09257 5.82867 9.42738 13.88052 19.18810 25.34740 32.35841 40.22114 

9d2 1Ge −Ep 0.99901 2.48852 4.61839 7.41825 10.88897 15.03099 19,84451 25.32967 31.48654 

 −Ea 0.97145 2.44902 4.61641 7.46408 10.98659 15.18531 20.05614 25.60046 31.81826 

10d2 1Ge −Ep 0.81206 2.02051 3.74790 6.01801 8.83154 12.18883 16.09005 20.53529 25.52462 

 −Ea 0.78777 1.98779 3.74565 6.05589 8.91173 12.31587 16.26424 20.75820 25.79638 

pPresent work, values calculated from Equation (22), aBadiane et al. [41], bSakho et al. [32], cBachau et al. [19], dBiaye et al. [16], eIvanov and Safronova [17], 
fDiouf et al. [39], gRay et al. [23], hRoy et al. [18], iSakho [40]. 
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Table 11. Comparison of the present calculations on total energies of the doubly (nf2) 1Ie (n = 4 - 10) excited states of helium-like 
systems (Z = 2 - 10) with available literature values. All results are expressed in eV. 

States 
nf2 1Ie Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

4f2 1Ie 

−Ep 4.88462 12.30381 22.95032 36.98626 54.41728 75.24595 99.47366 127.10120 158.12904 

−Ea 4.88580 12.21518 22.89565 36.94625 54.37377 75.18776 99.38820 126.98190 157.96206 

−Eb 4.34429 11.11585 21.49427 35.32989 52.59824 73.28841 97.39225 124.90568 155.82597 

−Ec 4.40552 11.35530 21.70788 35.46051 52.61456 73.17140 97.12829 124.48662 155.24772 

−Ed 4.63682         

−Ee 5.03000 12.12000 23.43000 37.54000 55.20000 76.38000 100.82000 128.65000 159.25000 

−Ef 5.02139 12.43411 23.27892 37.66635 55.38959 76.43250 100.78073 128.41943 159.33212 

 −Eg 4.62000 11.92000 22.63000 36.74000 54.25000 75.16000 99.47000 127.18000 158.30000 

5f2 1Ie 

−Ep 3.14469 7.90632 14.73497 23.73314 34.90428 48.25001 63.77119 81.46828 101.34160 

−Eb 2.80685 7.35524 14.16352 23.18954 34.41423 47.82944 63.42973 81.21236 101.17735 

−Ee 2.93000 7.59000 14.41000 23.50000 34.69000 48.17000 63.55000 81.41000 100.29000 

 −Eg 2.95000 7.63000 14.48000 23.51000 34.72000 48.10000 63.66000 81.40000 101.31000 

6f2 1Ie 

−Ep 2.19522 5.51005 10.26127 16.51924 24.28632 33.56358 44.35159 56.65069 70.46106 

−Eb 1.97691 5.18241 9.96072 16.27921 24.12697 33.49448 44.38040 56.78062 70.69789 

−Ee 2.07000 5.28000 10.04000 16.22000 24.10000 33.41000 44.22000 56.54000 70.38000 

 −Eg 2.05000 5.30000 10.06000 26.33000 24.11000 33.40000 44.21000 56.53000 70.35000 

7f2 1Ie 

−Ep 1.62030 4.06098 7.55759 12.16131 17.87382 24.69587 32.62789 41.67010 51.82266 

−Eb 1.46533 3.83817 7.36884 12.03287 17.81937 24.72289 32.74209 41.87423 52.11931 

−Ee 1.50000 3.88000 7.36000 11.95000 17.75000 24.57000 32.48000 41.51000 51.63000 

 −Eg 1.51000 3.89000 7.39000 11.99000 17.71000 24.54000 32.48000 41.53000 51.69000 

8f2 1Ie 
−Ep 1.24569 3.11795 5.79909 9.32793 13.70571 18.93303 25.01016 31.93731 39.71456 

−Eb 1.12791 2.95379 5.66677 9.20697 13.68732 18.98537 25.135152 32.13663 39.99120 

9f2 1Ie 
−Ep 0.98792 2.46980 4.59110 7.38224 10.84417 14.97736 19.78201 25.25829 31.40626 

−Eb 0.89389 2.34289 4.49124 7.32666 10.84101 15.03156 19.89560 25.43447 31.64547 

10f2 1Ie −Ep 0.80291 2.00511 3.72546 5.98842 8.79474 12.14478 16.03872 20.47668 25.45872 

 −Eb 0.72654 1.90208 3.64632 5.94568 8.796078 12.19342 16.13771 20.62758 25.66169 

pPresent work, values calculated from Equation (22), aBiaye et al. [16], bBadiane et al. [41], cSakho et al. [32], dHo [20], eDiouf et al. [39], fSow et al. [36]; 
gSakho [40]. 

 
reading of the results mentioned in this table shows a good agreement between 
the present SCUNC results and the data found in the literature. For level 4f2, it 
should be noted that comparison with the results of Biaye et al. [16] indicates sa-
tisfactory agreement for Z = 2 - 10.  

In Table 12 and Table 13, we compare the results of our calculations of the 
total energies of the doubly excited states (ng2) 1Ke and (nh2) 1Me with those of 
Sakho [40] and Diouf et al. [39]. The agreements between the calculations are 
seen to be generally good. It is worth mentioning that there are not many results  
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Table 12. Comparison of the present calculations on total energies of the doubly (ng2) 1Ke (n = 5 - 10) excited states of helium-like 
systems (Z = 2 - 10) with available literature values. All results are expressed in eV. 

States 
ng2 1Ke Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

5g2 1Ke 

−Ep 3.12860 7.87865 14.69439 23.67940 34.83728 48.16967 63.67745 81.36112 101.22099 

−Ea 2.93000 7.59000 14.42000 23.44000 34.63000 47.99000 63.54000 81.26000 101.16000 

−Eb 2.93000 7.59000 14.41000 23.41000 34.69000 47.90000 63.71000 81.24000 101.28000 

6g2 1Ke 

−Ep 2.18229 5.48788 10.22878 16.47627 24.23275 33.49937 44.27669 56.56508 70.36472 

−Ea 2.03000 5.27000 10.02000 16.27000 24.05000 33.33000 44.12000 56.43000 70.25000 

−Eb 2.04000 5.23000 10.04000 16.22000 24.10000 33.41000 44.22000 56.54000 70.38000 

7g2 1Ke 

−Ep 1.60979 4.04301 7.53129 12.12654 17.83049 24.64395 32.56734 41.60091 51.74480 

−Ea 1.49000 3.87000 7.36000 11.96000 17.67000 24.49000 32.42000 41.46000 51.61000 

−Eb 1.50000 3.88000 7.36000 11.95000 17.75000 24.43000 32.48000 41.51000 51.63000 

8g2 1Ke −Ep 1.23704 3.10320 5.77753 9.29943 13.67022 18.89050 24.96058 31.88065 39.65082 

9g2 1Ke −Ep 0.98071 2.45755 4.57320 7.35860 10.81474 14.94209 19.74091 25.21133 31.35343 

10g2 1Ke −Ep 0.79685 1.99482 3.71044 5.96858 8.77005 12.11521 16.00426 20.43731 25.41443 

pPresent work, values calculated from Equation (22), asakho [40], bDiouf et al. [39]. 

 
Table 13. Comparison of the present calculations on total energies of the doubly (nh2) 1Me (n = 6 - 10) excited states of he-
lium-like systems (Z = 2 - 10) with available literature values. All results are expressed in eV. 

States 
nh2 1Me Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

6h2 1Me 

−Ep 2.17365 5.47302 10.20698 16.44740 24.19675 33.45620 44.22633 56.50750 70.29992 

−Ea 2.02000 5.25000 9.99000 16.24000 24.01000 33.28000 44.07000 56.37000 70.18000 

−Eb 2.04000 5.23000 9.97000 16.22000 24.10000 33.27000 44.06000 56.37000 70.18000 

7h2 1Me 

−Ep 1.60263 4.03075 7.51331 12.10275 17.80083 24.60839 32.52586 41.55350 51.69145 

−Ea 1.48000 3.86000 7.34000 11.93000 17.64000 24.45000 32.38000 41.42000 51.56000 

−Eb 1.46000 3.82000 7.36000 11.95000 17.63000 24.43000 32.33000 41.51000 51.63000 

8h2 1Me −Ep 1.23105 3.09296 5.76253 9.27960 13.64551 18.86088 24.92603 31.84117 39.60639 

9h2 1Me −Ep 0.97565 2.44891 4.56056 7.34189 10.79392 14.91715 19.71182 25.17808 31.31603 

10h2 1Me −Ep 0.79253 1.98746 3.69968 5.95436 8.75234 12.09399 15.97952 20.40904 25.38263 

pPresent work, values calculated from Equation (22), aSakho [40], bDiouf et al. [39]. 

 
on the states and the only ones available to our knowledge are those of the au-
thors Sakho [40] and Diouf et al. [39]. Moreover for n > 7 there are no results 
available so we think that the results cited up to n = 20 in this work may be in-
teresting for future experimental and theoretical studies on these states. 

In Tables 14-16 are quoted results for excitation energies of helium-like ions 
with Z ≤ 10. Our excitation energies are calculated with respect to the accurate 
ground state energies of Frankowski and Pekeris [42]. Comparison indicates that 
our excitation energies for (ns2) 1Se, (np2) 1De and (nd2) 1Ge levels agree well  
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Table 14. Comparison of the present calculations on the variationnal calculation of the 
excitation energies of the doubly excited states (ns2) 1Se (n = 2 - 5) of the He-like systems 
with some theoretical results available in the literature consulted for Z = 2 - 5. All the re-
sults are expressed in eV: 1 Ryd = 13.605698 eV. 

States 
ns2 1Se 

Z 2 3 4 5 

2s2 1Se 

Ep 57.5548 145.6737 275.1269 445.4159 

Ea 57.8487 146.2476 275.4882 445.5893 

Eb 58.6460 147.7633 277.6814 448.4165 

 Ec 57.8200 146.3400 275.6600 445.7800 

3s2 1Se 
Ep 69.4768 174.7975 328.7157 531.0145 

Eb 69.4299 175.2577 329.3314 531.6345 

 Ec 69.5900 175.1000 328.9600 531.1800 

 Ed 69.3972 174.7026 328.4035 530.5215 

4s2 1Se 

Ep 73.6494 184.9908 347.4719 560.9740 

Ea 73.5469 184.8470 347.1820 560.5819 

Eb 73.4218 184.9939 347.5358 561.0989 

 Ec 73.7100 185.1600 347.6100 561.0600 

5s2 1Se 
Ep 75.5808 189.7089 356.1533 574.8410 

Eb 75.1905 189.4457 355.9523 574.7972 

 Ec 75.6200 189.8200 356.2400 574.9000 

pPresent work, aHo [33], bRay and Mukherjee [23], cSakho et al. [24], dHo [34]. 

 
Table 15. Comparison of the present calculations on the variationnal calculation of the 
excitation energies of the doubly excited states (np2) 1De (n = 2 - 5) of the He-like systems 
with some theoretical results available in the literature consulted for Z = 2 - 5. All the 
results are expressed in eV: 1 Ryd = 13.605698 eV. 

States 
np2 1De 

Z 2 3 4 5 

2p2 1De 
Ep 59.6074 149.1087 280.1198 451.9913 

Ea 59.8900 149.9100 280.7200 452.3400 

 Eb  149.9157 280.7699 452.4575 

 Ec 60.3249 150.6749 281.6815 453.8316 

 Ed  150.3239 281.0420 452.5854 

 Ee  150.0599 280.9522 452.6670 

3p2 1De 
Ep 70.2334 176.0563 330.5418 533.4165 

Ea 70.5100 176.6900 331.2100 534.0900 

 Eb  176.4251 330.8008 533.5502 

 Ec 70.0693 175.9788 330.1368 533.3216 

 Ed  176.2699 330.4933 533.0876 

 Ef  176.4441 330.8253 533.5611 
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Continued 

4p2 1De 

Ep 74.0129 185.5932 348.3444 562.1209 

Ea 74.2300 186.0500 348.8700 562.7000 

Ec 73.5851 185.3858 347.9848 561.5942 

 Ed  185.7178 348.3249 561.9479 

5p2 1De 
Ep 75.7838 190.0443 356.6386 575.4786 

Ea 75.9500 190.3900 357.2000 575.9500 

 Ec  189.6852 358.2598 575.0067 

 Ed  190.1451 356.6570 575.4095 

pPresent work, aSakho et al. [24]; bHo and Bhatia [13]; cRay and Mukherjee [23]; dRoy et al. [18]; eMacias et 
al. [21]; fBachau et al. [19]. 

 
Table 16. Comparison of the present calculations on the variationnal calculation of the 
excitation energies of the doubly excited states (nd2) 1Ge (n = 2 - 5) of the He-like systems 
with some theoretical results available in the literature consulted for Z = 2 - 5. All the re-
sults are expressed in eV. 

States 
nd2 1Ge 

Z 2 3 4 5 

3d2 1Ge 

Ep 70.3444 176.2471 330.8215 533.7867 

Ea 70.6245 176.9557 331.6960 534.8128 

Eb 71.0544 177.3529 332.0144 535.0495 

Ec 70.5238 176.9421 331.7477 534.9298 

4d2 1Ge 

Ep 74.0939 185.7314 348.5466 562.3881 

Eb 74.3089 186.0362 348.7685 562.5167 

Ec 73.7021 185.5789 348.2569 561.9398 

5d2 1Ge 

Ep 75.8420 190.1429 356.7827 575.6688 

Eb 75.9470 190.2838 356.8475 575.6543 

Ec 75.6667 189.8185 358.3822 575.0611 

6d2 1Ge 
Ep 76.7975 192.5498 361.2720 582.9034 

Eb 76.8667 192.6376 361.3047 582.8789 

7d2 1Ge 
EP 77.3770 194.0067 363.9872 587.2765 

Eb 77.4273 194.0717 364.0150 587.2600 

pPresent work; aBachau et al. [19]; bRoy et al. [18]; cRay and Mukherjee [23]. 

 
with results obtained by the authors cited in Tables 14-16. Overall, we find a 
good agreement between our results and those of these authors. For all the states 
studied, the results obtained are in good agreement with the theoretical results 
we have consulted. The small difference noted between our results and those of 
the authors mentioned above is explained by the used method and the choice of 
the correlated wavefunction. The actual results presented in these different tables 
sufficiently show the good agreements between the current calculations and the 
different ab-initio results for the doubly excited states (ns2) 1Se, (np2) 1De, (nd2) 
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1Ge, (nf2) 1Ie, (ng2) 1Ke, and (nh2) 1Me of the He-like ions up to Z = 10. This very 
good agreement sufficiently justifies the validity of the variational procedure of 
the SCUNC method to give the precise values obtained directly from an analyti-
cal expression, unlike all the ab-initio methods cited in this document. Further-
more, the results quoted up to n = 20 in this work may be interesting for future 
experimental and theoretical studies in the doubly excited states (nl2) 1Lπ. In 
summary, the manuscript reports on new calculations for key atomic-structure 
parameters of important fundamental few-body systems (helium and he-
lium-like ions). While not allowing more precision tests of physics due to the 
neglect of relativistic, spin, and QED effects, such results can still be helpful in 
the future development of theories to describe more complex atoms, or may be 
further developed to study the time-dependent evolution of atoms in external 
(e.g. laser) fields. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, the total energies and excitation energies of the doubly excited (ns2) 
1Se, (np2) 1De, (nd2) 1Ge, (nf2) 1Ie, (ng2) 1Ke, and (nh2) 1Me states of helium-like 
ions up to Z =10 are reported. These energies are calculated in the framework of 
the variationnal procedure of the Screening Constant by Unit Nuclear Charge 
(SCUNC) formalism. In this present work, a new wavefunction correlated to 
Hylleraas-type adapted to the correct description of electron-electron correlation 
phenomena in the (nl2) doubly excited states of helium-like systems has been 
constructed. Our results for total energies and the excitation energies are in good 
agreement with the values cited in the experimental and theoretical literature. 
Furthermore, for n > 10, no theoretical and experimental values from the litera-
ture are available for direct comparison. The good precision obtained in this 
work underlines that the results quoted up to n = 20 in this work may be inter-
esting for future experimental and theoretical studies in the doubly excited states 
(nl2) 1Lπ. The results presented in this paper show that it is therefore possible to 
perform an analytical calculation of the total energies of the (nl2) doubly excited 
states for helium-like ions, without having to resort to excessively complicated 
calculations or a computer program.  
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